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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation provides an annotated list and 

brief rhetorical consideration of all the non-fiction 

essays of Virginia Woolf that are currently available in 

published form. This dissertation extends the work of 

Andrew McNeillie who has published three of a projected 

six volumes of Woolf's complete (and chronologically 

arranged) essays which, when finished, will supersede 

Leonard Woolf's Collected Essays of Virginia Woolf (4 

vols.). 

The essays annotated in this work have been taken 

from McNeillie's three volumes; the four volumes of the 

Collected Essays and the volumes included in them; the 

longer works Three Guineas and A Room of One's Own; three 

collections of previously unpublished essays discovered 
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by researchers other than McNeillie; and several 

published collections of Woolf's work edited by others. 

Chapter 1 brings together a discussion of Woolf as 

an essayist with the problems of definition for the genre 

as a whole. Chapter 2 discusses the genre of the essay 

and seeks to define and describe non-fiction essays. 

Chapter 3 discusses Woolf's essay canon, briefly reviews 

the critical work to date, and considers a classification 

system for her essays; one each of four of the types are 

treated to a rhetorical analysis. Chapter 4 contains the 

annotated listing of the essays which provides 

publication and bibliographic data for each essay as well 

as a brief note on the contents. Essays of like name are 

traced and some themes are traced across the canon. 

Chapter 5 concludes with suggestions for further study of 

Woolf's essays and of all her works in light of a 

completed canon. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: VIRGINIA WOOLF AND THE ESSAY 

But this talking of oneself, following one's own 
vagaries, giving the whole map, weight, colour, and 
circumference of the soul in its confusion, its variety, its 
imperfection--this art belonged to one man only: to 
Montaigne. 

Virginia Woolf 

"Montaigne" 

In the year 1919, when most people still knew Virginia 

Woolf only as the author of The Voyage Out, she had already 

published over a quarter of a million words, most of them 

anonymous essays and reviews (McN3 ix) . Even as she was 

just beginning her career as a novelist, she was coming into 

her prime as an essayist. In the next few years, she would 

explore English prose style and the English novel as no 

other writer had tried to do. She was moving toward what 

many modern day feminists see as her essay masterpiece, A 

Room of One's Own, and toward the landmark essays "Mr. 

Bennett and Mrs. Brown" and "Character in Fiction," two 

treatments of the same topic. 

1 
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By 1921, she was beginning to want to "read like an 

expert" {Diary 2 120). She toyed with the material to be 

read for what she was calling her "Reading book" and with 

the criticism of others--against which she intended to try 

her own. "But how I enjoy the exercise of my wits upon 

literature," she wrote (Diary 2 120), so when the book, 

finally called The Common Reader, appeared and met with 

almost no reception, "as if one [had] tossed a stone into a 

pond, & the waters closed without a ripple," she was 

unperturbed (Diary 3 12). She notes in her diary that the 

same fate might befall Mrs. Dalloway, but she brushes that 

thought aside, saying lightly, "I must write to Gwen" {Diary 

.3._ 15). She might as well have said, "I must write," for 

indeed that was the case. 

Between The Common Reader (1925) and The Common Reader: 

Second Series (1932) came the great novels: Mrs. Dalloway 

(1925), To The Lighthouse {1927), and The Waves {1931); the 

experimental Orlando: A Biography (1928); and the published 

version of the lectures A Room of One's Own {1929). Both 

series of The Common Reader looked at "classic" literature 

(the Elizabethans, the eighteenth century, the height of the 

nineteenth-century novel), but the second series moved 

closer to her own time in its consideration of literature. 

She obviously was following her own dictates, expressed in 
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essays such as .. Reviewing, .. that reviewers deal with new 

literature as it appears while the critic takes the long 

view and tries to establish principles. By taking the long 

view in The Common Readers, she lays out the principles from 

which she is working to change the novel. 

After Woolf's death in 1941, Leonard Woolf decided to 

collect and publish some of the unpublished essays. The 

four books that resulted from his efforts were The Death of 

the Moth and Other Essays (1942), The Moment and Other 

Essays (1947), The Captain's Death Bed and Other Essays 

(1950), and Granite and Rainbow (1958). He had intended to 

stop after The Captain's Death Bed, but the work of two 

scholars changed his mind. B. J. Kirkpatrick, who was 

working on her bibliography of Woolf's work, and Dr. Mary 

Lyon of Radcliffe, author of Virginia Woolf as Critic, 

discovered essays of which Leonard had been unaware and 

which formed the fourth book.l 

In 1967, Leonard Woolf released four volumes called The 

Collected Essays of Virginia Woolf incorporating the essays 

lrn 1988, B. J. Kirkpatrick found another group of Woolf's reviews from the 

Times Literary Supplement that had not previously been identified as hers. She 

lists these in her article •virginia Woolf: Unrecorded Times Literary Supple~ 

Reviews• which appears in the Virginia Woolf issue of Modern Fiction Studies 

(38.1 [Spring 1992] :279-301). Selected reviews were reprinted and have been 

included in chapter 4; all of these reviews will be included in Andrew 

McNeillie's final volume. 
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from the six previously published volumes. He rearranged 

the essays, not keeping to the order of their publication in 

books, but grouping them roughly by themes, criticism and 

people, being the two main categories. His primary 

criterion at all times had been to publish the best of 

Virginia's essays, the ones that showed the most evidence of 

revision, and which, to him, seemed the most .. finished .. (DM 

vii). While he did not hesitate to correct punctuation and 

spelling, "since I always revised the MSS of her books and 

articles in this way before they were published" (DM viii), 

he did not take upon himself the serious task of revising 

articles from journalistic style into a style more fitting 

for an essay collection, nor did he rework or revise those 

essays which seemed to him unfinished. 2 Therefore, when 

the four volumes of Collected Essays were published, Leonard 

Woolf felt that he had done all there was to do with 

Virginia's essays. So finished was he with the project, 

that it did not rate a mention in the final volume of his 

autobiography which covered the year 1967, the year of 

2Jane Marcus notes that Virginia Woolf was often considerably to the left of 

her husband politically; •[c]learly her views upset him enough to cause him to 

leave out, for example, the fact that she had written some of her essays for the 

Daily worker and, in his selection of texts for the Collected Essays, to remove 

some of her views altogether• (•No More Horses• 117). Marcus believes her 

editors and her husband •cleaned her upw politically, preferring Msomeone silly 

and apolitical• to the woman who really was (120) . 



publication. He mentions that the Hogarth Press was fifty 

in that year and merely lists the Collected Essays with a 

grouping of Woolf's writings published by Hogarth (LW, 

Journey 114-16). 

5 

However, if Leonard Woolf was through, others were not. 

Even before the Collected Essays project was complete, Jean 

Guiguet was collecting critical essays for Contemporary 

Writers: Essays on Twentieth-Century Books and Authors 

(1965). Guiguet's introduction states that none of the 

essays in Contemporary Writers had been published in 

previous collections and that most were among the essays 

uncovered by Kirkpatrick (7-8). 

In 1975, The London Scene was published in a limited 

edition by Frank Hallman in New York; they were reprinted by 

Hogarth Press in 1982 and at the same time by Random House 

in the United States. London Scene contains five descrip

tive essays commissioned by Good Housekeeping and published 

in December 1931; January, March, May, and October 1932. 

Mary Lyon made her own contribution to the publication 

of Woolf essays with Books and Portraits: Some Further 

Selections from the Literary and Biographical Writings of 

Virginia Woolf {1977). While some of the pieces in this 

collection are from the later writings of Woolf, some are 



from her earliest. As Professor Lyon notes, 

when Virginia Woolf came to consider collecting her 
critical pieces . . she did not look so far back as 
the first decade of the century; yet she had a firm 
distinctive critical style right from the start. 
She was also at her best when reviewing her literary 
ancestors, not her contemporaries. (viii) 

In 1979, Michele Barrett added Virginia Woolf: Women 

and Writing. Professor Barrett, a sociologist, rather than 

a literary critic or professor of English, and a feminist, 

focused on what Woolf had to say about the conditions of 

women as writers (1). 

The feminist and psychological interest in Woolf 

6 

spawned the publication of Moments of Being and Other Essays 

edited by Jeanne Schulkind (1976, first edition; 1985, 

second edition). Schulkind publishes, for the first time, 

the essays that Woolf shared between 1920 and 1936 with the 

Memoir Club, a group of friends who met from time to time to 

read intimate writings (ii}. One of the pieces, 

"Reminiscences," comes from early in Woolf's career, while 

another, "A Sketch of the Past," comes fairly late-although 

both cover the same period of time, that before the move to 

Bloomsbury (Moments ii). It is the editor's stated desire 

to trace moments in the fiction to moments in Woolf's real 

life, to see those moments as they were before the hand and 

eye of the novelist had been at work (Moments 24). 
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Mitchell Leaska's The Virginia Woolf Reader gathers 

excerpts from some of the novels, A Room of One's Own, the 

diaries and letters, along with short stories and nine 

essays. His mix of genres, as well as the selections within 

each genre, aims at providing a taste of Woolf's work, 

perhaps for people reading Woolf for the first time. 

In this decade, Rachel Bowlby has made two collections 

of Woolf's essays, most, but not all of which, had been 

previously gathered and published. Her efforts are A 

Woman's Essays (1991) and The Crowded Dance of Modern Life 

(1993). (Bowlby is also the editor of the Longman's 

Critical Readers series volume on Woolf.) 

Finally, but most important for Woolf scholars, Andrew 

McNeillie has begun the gargantuan process of collecting gll 

of Woolf's essays and arranging them chronologically. Of 

the projected six volumes, three have so far been published. 

These cover the years 1904-1912 (vol. 1), 1912-1918 (vol. 

2), and 1919-1924 (vol~ 3). This brings McNeillie up to, 

but qoes not include, the essays from The Common Reader. 

McNeillie has printed the essays exactly as they appeared 

noting, when necessary, changes between one appearance and 

another. He has also added copious footnotes and 

annotations giving bibliographical references for works 



under discussion or review as well as diary and letter 

references when they are useful. 

8 

In some cases, the published edition of an essay did 

not always please Woolf; editors being editors, her work was 

sometimes trimmed--often to her displeasure. In a letter to 

Violet Dickinson, quoted by McNeillie, Woolf says her review 

of Henry James' Golden Bowl was "quite good before the 

official eye fell upon it . now it is worthless, and 

doesn't in the least represent all the toil I put into it" 

(McNl 24, n.). 

McNeillie's method has been to publish the essays as 

they were seen by the public in the pages of the Times 

Literary Supplement, The Guardian, and other publications. 

This is the "official record," as it were, of Woolf's 

essays; the diaries and letters shed light on her process, . 

but they do not always match the printed versions. In one 

instance, this writer takes issue with McNeillie's choices: 

he has chosen to give headnotes only in the chronological 

listing for those essays that appear later in the The Common 

Reader collections. These will appear in full as a group, 

chronologically with the publication of the The Common 

Readers rather than at the time of their original 

appearance. Notes appearing with the texts will give 

variations between first publication in a journal and the 
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collected version. Since we can assume that Virginia Woolf 

revised heavily those previously-published essays which were 

included in The Common Readers, and, since those volumes are 

readily available for comparison, it might have seemed the 

w1ser course to print, in full, each essay's earliest {and 

less readily available) incarnation. However, the fourth 

volume of McNeillie's collection {which will include the 

first Common Reader) is yet to be published; we must wait to 

see how this scheme will work in practice. 

In 1992, Virginia Woolf had been dead a full fifty 

years. This milestone allowed those works published before 

her death in 1941 to emerge from English copyright 

protection, necessarily bringing about a flurry of Woolf 

publication. Reprints, critical treatments, and annotated 

editions are beginning to spill out of British publishing 

houses. Ironically enough, the outpouring of Woolf material 

has retarded efforts to complete the collection and 

publication of Woolf's complete essays. Andrew McNeillie 

has had his attention claimed by reprints and critical 

editions of Woolf's work for Basil Blackwell while 

publication of his own contribution to the Woolf canon 

waits. 
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Although Woolf's essay output was tremendous, it is the 

last of her work to be collected and made readily available, 

following even the personal, not-for-publication output of 

her letters and diaries. In some ways, this is indicative 

of the attitude toward Woolf as an essayist and toward the 

genre as a whole. What is lost by this attitude is the 

chance to look at an artist's lifetime of work within one 

genre and the chance to see a genre in the hands of a 

masterful writer who was able to use it for a variety of 

purposes and audiences. 

Virginia Woolf was the author of hundreds of essays, 

but she is not often discussed as an essayist, nor are her 

essays often considered in any depth. The reasons for this 

lie partly in the unfinished nature of the Woolf essay 

canon. The essays published by the Woolfs, and known as the 

Collected Essays, only scratch the surface of Woolf's output 

of a lifetime. Other compilers have added an essay here and 

there to those already published, but many have remained 

unknown. Furthermore, the essays have never been organized 

chronologically so that the growth of Woolf within the genre 

could be considered, although, as this is being written, 

Andrew McNeillie is at work on this project. 

For many years, a few of Woolf's essays have been 

allowed to stand for the whole. uThe Death of the Moth 11 is 
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often anthologized as a descriptive piece, and critics quote 

"Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown" on the novel while often 

ignoring "Character in Fiction," another incarnation of the 

Bennett and Brown essay in which the ideas are more fully 

developed. Citing the longer essay A Room of One's Own is 

almost de rigueur for feminists writing on almost any 

subject. Yet, The Feminist Companion to Literature in 

English (Blain, Grundy, and Clements) does not define Woolf 

directly as an essayist. They use the word critic, but the 

one word does not, automatically, stand as a synonym for the 

other (1185). 

Critics often dismiss Woolf's essays between dashes: 

in Virginia Woolf: A Writer's Life, describing a 

particularly fruitful period for essays, Lyndall Gordon 

dismisses this work between the dashes thus, "-it was one 

source of income--" (181). Woolf herself denied mere profit 

motive in a letter to Harmon Goldstone, an author who had 

sent her the outline of a proposed book on her work. She 

responds to one particular point in the outline, a mention 

of A Room of One's Own and the question of money, by saying 

that her reference to inheriting five hundred pounds from an 

aunt was an instance of fiction and that she "never had to 

write for money or to pursue any profession" (Letters 5 91). 
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The editors have added a note that Woolf's aunt Caroline 

Emelia Stephen did, indeed, leave her money and that she had 

contributed to the Times Literary Supplement almost weekly 

between 1916 and 1921 (91), but they stop short of directly 

disputing Woolf's claim that money was never her primary 

motivation for writing. 

Woolf's essays are most often invoked as support for 

critical opinions about her novels. Lyndall Gordon is a 

prime example of this critical habit as, again and again, 

the essays are cited as evidence of something Woolf was 

trying to do in the novels--even when the essay cited was 

written after the rhetorical approach it supposedly 

foreshadowed. While a thorough reading of the essays 

confirms that Woolf was redefining modern fiction as she 

wrote, many critics take Woolf's words out of context or in 

a piecemeal fashion. In the same way, much that has been 

done with A Room of One's Own, to support various feminist 

ideas and ideals, might well appall Woolf were she able to 

read them. 

Although a complete study of Woolf's essays cannot be 

made until all have been collected and made readily 

available, the purpose of this work is to make a beginning, 

to step back from set notions of Virginia Woolf the novelist 
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or the feminist to observe her as she works within another 

rhetorical form and to begin assessing what mark she made on 

that form. 

The heart of this present work is an annotated listing 

of all Woolf's essays that have been collected and are 

readily available. Other chapters will discuss the genre of 

the essay and Virginia Woolf as an essayist. The final 

chapter will draw some conclusions about the study of the 

essay and point to possible directions for further study of 

Woolf's essays. 

As the Woolf canon becomes complete--as the essays are 

finally drawn together chronologically--it becomes more and 

more necessary to reassess Woolf as a critic and as the 

practitioner of a genre other than the novel. 

By way of a caveat, it might be well to admit that the 

term essay is a slippery one. The term has been used to 

embrace--for right or wrong--a compendium of types of 

writing. Some define the genre through form, while others 

define by function, but there is no doubt that a "once and 

for all time" definition may not be possible. In the 

Supreme court decision for Jacobellis ys. Ohio (1964), 

Justice Potter Stewart wrote of the term pornography, under 

consideration in that case, that he would 



not attempt further to define the kinds of material I 

unders l and to be embraced by that shorthand 
description; and perhaps I could never succeed in 
intelligently doing so. But I know it when I see it. 
(Final Report 18; emphasis added) 

14 

The essay genre has a rich history, but, in many ways, 

it is comparable to the novel in its lack of a 11 Set 11 

definition and in its vague origins. 

The following chapter will consider some of the 

definitions that have been suggested for the term essay and 

will consider 11 the kinds of material . . embraced by that 

shorthand description .. (Final Report 18). 



CHAPTER 2 

THE ESSAY: A BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Of all forms of literature, however, the essay is 
one which least calls for the use of long words. 

Virginia Woolf 

11 The Modern Essay .. 

An essay is not an article, not a meditation, not 
a book review, not a memoir, not a disquisition, 
not a diatribe, not a shaggy dog story, not a 
monologue, not a travel narrative, not a suite of 
aphorisms, not an elegy, not a piece of reportage, 
not a-

No, an essay can be any or several of the above. 

Susan Sontag 

Best American Essays 1992 

Virginia Woolf begins "The Modern Essay .. by agreeing 

with the editor Ernest Rhys that the history of the essay 1s 

not important, "since like all living things, its present is 

more important than its past" (CR 211). In many ways, Woolf 

is correct in believing that a genre that continues to find 

practitioners should be studied from the standpoint of the 

moment. What keeps a form alive should be of at least as 

much interest as where it has been, since the essay (or poem 

or novel or play) of today is not the one of the generation 

15 
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before. However, origins of literary forms interest us as 

does the way the literary product of today differs from the 

artifact of yesterday. The history of the essay presents a 

sort of mystery. 

On the face of things, that is not so. Most people can 

readily trace the essay to Montaigne in French and to Bacon 

in English. From there, it is but a hop to the eighteenth 

century and the essays of Addison and Steele, then onward to 

the nineteenth-century masters--carlyle, Ruskin, Hazlitt, 

Lamb in England, Emerson in America--then perhaps to Henry 

James, Virginia Woolf, or T. S. Eliot at the beginning of 

the twentieth century. The moderns--or 11 COntemporaries 11
-

will be represented by Joan Didion, perhaps, or Edward 

Hoagland or Wendell Berry or even by journalists such as 

Lance Morrow or George Will. 

Graham Good begins his book The Observing Self: 

Rediscovering the Essay with the bald statement that the 

essay has .. no real precedent in the generic system of 

classical antiquity. The essay was not one of those 

Renaissance genres based on a desire to revive the literary 

models of antiquity .. {1). Are we correct, then, to harken 

back to Montaigne and Bacon? Perhaps not, because just as 

assuredly as Good denies ancient roots for the essay, 
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Phillip Lopate begins his collection The Art of the Personal 

Essay with an "essay" by Seneca and points out that 

Montaigne himself looks back to the dialogues of Plato and 

the letters of Seneca for the personal, informal, 

conversational style, and Georg Lukacs calls Plato the 

"greatest essayist who ever lived" (quoted in Chadbourne 

140) . 

Richard Chadbourne calls the essay .. 'puzzling' 

for many reasons, not the least of which is its 

indiscriminate use as a term" (133). Chadbourne and Good 

can agree that the essay has much in common with the novel. 

Both men note the "rise" of the essay corresponds roughly 

with the eighteenth-century movement that Ian Watt calls 

"the rise of the novel" (Good 9). Good points out that the 

characteristics of the intellectual climate that gave rise 

to the novel apply equally to the essay: the climate of the 

time was "critical, non-traditional and innovating"; the 

study was one of individual experiences; and the 

practitioner was .. free from the body of past assumptions and 

traditional beliefs .. (9). 

In dialogues and letters the ancient Greeks were 

attempting to break away from the formal oratory of the 

Senate, to speak in the common tongue, and to speak as one 
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man to another. Dialogues, by the very nature of the name, 

assume two people speaking to each other, and letters assume 

a correspondent and a respondent. The loop is closed when 

they trade roles in the reply. Likewise, the essays of 

Montaigne were written in the vernacular, in French rather 

than Latin, and have a personal, conversational quality that 

seems to invite response. 11 It is myself I am painting, 11 

Montaigne says in his note to the reader (lix). The topic 

is personal--is the person of the writer--and the reader, 

like the partner in a dialogue or in a correspondence, is 

asked to watch the work in progress. 

Charles Whitmore makes the very basic stat e ment that 

the form of the essay has "taken on a fresh character in the 

hands of almost all its chief exponents .. (551) , but the 

thread of the conversational style and the emphasis on the 

personal has remained. Good notes how often he likens the 

essay to a form of fiction and the writer to a "hero," a 

character in his own life, thus providing the transition 

necessary to the eighteenth- century development of the essay 

in the formal · Character, a sketch of a type, and in the 

journalism of Addison and Steele (12). 

Good takes Mikel Bakhtin's definition of a novel and 

applies it to the essay: "whatever form of expression within 

a given literary system reveals the limits of that system as 
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inadequate, imposed, or arbitrary" (1). We might 

reinterpret that as we trace the growth of the essay and say 

that the essay (like the novel) has taken advantage of 

"whatever forms within a given literary system" are most 

technologically advantageous for communication. If the 

Renaissance essay mocked the letter or the dialogue, the 

eighteenth century was tailor-made for the rise of the 

journalistic essay. 

Cheaper paper, and, therefore, cheaper printing, 

unleashed the eighteenth-century flood of journals in 

England. Whereas the Renaissance still associated 

information with the book form, the eighteenth century began 

to associate information with journals. Journals such as 

The Spectator provided information and also socialization in 

the form of a "continuing conversation" (Good 57). The 

window on the world that television provides for this 

century, the journals provided for the eighteenth century. 

Steele took the journalistic essay in a new direction 

when he allowed the fictional Isaac Bickerstaff (borrowed 

from swift) to be the "author-editor" of The Tatler (Good 

57). Steele continues in The Spectator with a more 

disinterested persona; his conceit in The Spectator is that 

of the observer of life as opposed to Montaigne's aim of a 
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self-portrait (Good 57). Whatever the stance of the author, 

the technology provided the essay a perfect venue since 

relatively wide circulation allowed more people into the 

conversation and frequent publication kept the conversation 

going. 

Samuel Johnson moved the essay into another area with 

his critical work. His Lives of the Poets could be the 

pattern for some of Virginia Woolf's essays where she is 

seeking to contextualize an author's work within the 

framework of the author's life. Johnson also wrote a large 

body of .. moral .. essays which, Good notes, are not as often 

studied as are the critical essays. Good suggests they are 

not studied because of a fear of preaching (55), but 

Chadbourne cites no less an authority than Leslie Stephen 

who says that the Englishman's love of the sermon leads to 

the love of essays. The essayist is .. the lay preacher upon 

that vague mass of doctrine which we dignify by the name of 

knowledge of life or of human nature.. (quoted in Chadbourne 

135) . 

Johnson's critical essays set the plan for the reader 

who responds to literature in an organized fashion. 

Johnson's essays, notes Good, have the sound of someone with 

his mind made up (58}, in other words, the voice of the 

critic. 
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Hazlitt furthers the study of English literature 

through criticism. Good says Hazlitt expected to make his 

living from literature as a lecturer and a critic and so 

could not take Montaigne's stance of the .. gentleman amateur .. 

(or even, for that matter, Johnson's stance as a .. common 

reader .. ) (71). The publication of Hazlitt's lectures as 

essays soon after their delivery is a good example of the 

popularity of the two genres; lectures were a staple of 

nineteenth-century entertainment and enlightenment. By 

publishing his essays, Hazlitt presupposed a criticism 

Virginia Woolf would voice in 1934. 11 Why, II she asks, 11 Since 

life holds only so many hours, waste one of them on being 

lectured?.. And, furthermore, why, .. printing presses [having 

been] invented these many centuries, should he not have 

printed his lectures instead of speaking it? .. (DM 230). 

Woolf (correctly or not) assessed that the twentieth century 

had little need of self-improvement lectures or lectures 

telling people how and what to read. Woolf is (perhaps 

unkno.wingly) responding to the impact of technology upon the 

essay: printing presses are there to be used, and she 

suggests that people of her own time are more able to read 

for themselves than their ancestors. Likewise, 1n the last 

years of the twentieth century, television (and concomitant 
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shortened attention spans), changes in newspaper and 

magazine journalism, and, finally, the move toward 

computerized self-publication have left and will leave their 

mark on the genre. These later-twentieth-century factors 

will be discussed in chapter 5. 

David Daiches suggests that the essay as a genre has 

declined in the last hundred years, and he suggests two 

reasons. First, he believes that modern essayists tend 

toward the serious and philosophical rather than the 

personal and "confessional" (1). Second, the modern world 

has moved more and more toward specialization and away from 

generalization. This shift has diminished the readership 

for the essay as it was developed through the nineteenth 

century. The essayist cannot as easily write to a "general 

audience" of educated people and may write, instead, to a 

generalized "common ignorance . 

prejudices" ( 5) . 

. or a common set of 

That the essayist writes to a known audience, in the 

sense that the essayist and the audience hold common 

interests, seems true enough in practice, and that the world 

tends toward specialization in this last half of the 

century, is also true. Virginia Woolf was bemoaning the 

same problem in "The Decay of Essay Writing" in 1905, yet 

she went on to write hundreds of essays. The mutability of 



the essay, both its form and content, may prove to be its 

salvation as a genre because Woolf and others have found 

that mutability a reason for working within it. Nor is 

there a dearth of essayists in the late twentieth century 

who are trying to find a like-minded audience to whom they 

can express their thoughts. 

Thi~ brief look at the essay's history has focused 

necessarily on the essay in English and in England. 
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American contributions should not be ignored, nor should the 

contributions of the French other than Montaigne, the 

Germans, and the Spanish. However, this overview serves not 

as a comprehensive history, but as a way of spinning the 

thread that leads to Virginia Woolf. 

It is from the English essayists that Woolf arises, and 

from their roots in the Renaissance (and antiquity) . That 

she was influenced by the essayis-ts mentioned here

Montaigne, Addison and Steele, Johnson, and Hazlitt--is 

attested in her writings, and she was an ardent student of 

the Greeks all her life. She counted Montaigne as the 

"first of the moderns" in terms of the essay ("Decay of 

Essay writing," McNl 24). She knew Bacon, but it was Sir 

Thomas Browne that she wrote about in .. The Elizabethan 

Lumber Room" where she begins with Hakluyt's voyages and 
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comes around to English prose style which she sees flowering 

most fully in Browne {CR 45f) . She knew Hazlitt and wrote 

about him in the Common Reader: Second Series, but her 

father revered Lamb, and she was always influenced by Leslie 

Stephen (Paul 21). 11 [N]o one," she states, 11 has approached 

the essays of Elia.. ( .. Decay of Essay Writing, 11 McN1 24) . 

When Virginia Woolf as essayist is considered in 

chapter 3, it will be these roots that must be examined. 

She was a student, not just of the craft of fiction, but of 

the craft of prose, and she studied with the great essayists 

all her life. But she did turn the genre to her own use and 

leave her own unmistakable stamp upon it. 

Beginning with an historical review of the roots of the 

essay allows the writer to set aside for a moment the more 

difficult issue of defining the essay. As Chadbourne 

points out, the problem of definition is that stated by Paul 

Hernadi: "How can I identify [a genre] before I know on 

which works to base the definition, yet how can I know on 

which works to base the definition before I have defined 

(the genre]? .. (133). We come back to .. knowing it when we 

see it, II which is a less-than-satisfactory approach. 

some begin immediately to discuss form. Robert Scholes 

and carl H. Klaus, in Elements of the Essay, begin to assign 



the essay a form-based place in literary studies. They 

create a continuum, thus: 

essay story play poem 
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which begins with the essay as the most .. utilitarian .. form 

and ends with the poem, 11 the most indirect and esthetic .. of 

the forms (3). 

Scholes and Klaus further define this continuum by how 

words are presented in each: the .. purest .. poem presents a 

speaker overheard speaking or thinking aloud--a private 

discourse; characters in a play speak to one another--a more 

public discourse; the narrator of a story presents both 

characters and action to the reader. In the essay, the 

.. characters .. are the essayist and the reader--the discourse 

is between those two (3). Scholes and Klaus go on to say 

that the essayist is trying to .. persuade [the reader] to 

accept his view of the subject at hand .. (3) which seems to 

suppose a persuasive aim to the essay in every case--a point 

that will be considered later. 

Lopate goes directly to The Handbook to Literature 

(known more familiarly as Holman and Harmon) in an attempt, 

he says, to 11 take the easy way out .. (xxiii). But Holman and 

Harmon say that the term essay is so widely applied that no 
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satisfactory definition can be made {186). Their beginning, 

however, is as good as any: "A moderately brief prose 

discussion of a restricted topic" {186). The essay is 

prose--a point lost in the Scholes/Klaus continuum; it is 

brief; and the topic is generally restricted--as opposed to 

the novel. Best of all, the Holman and Harmon definition 

uses the word discussion which harkens back to the roots of 

the essay in the Platonic dialogue and supports Scholes and 

Klaus's idea about how words are delivered in the essay. 

As already noted, the novel and the essay rose together 

historically and have made many of the same adjustments to 

changes in technology and audiences. And both suffer from 

being defined "against" one another. Novels are known as 

fiction while essays are generally classed as non-fiction. 

The problem lies in the novel being defined, ipso facto, as 

"untruth" while the essay must be, by virtue of being the 

opposite of fiction, considered "true." Neither attitude 

really reaches to the heart of either. The word non-fiction 

is so indefinite and overused that the French have retained 

the word essai, which because it means to try, denies the 

literary merits of the form as pioneered in that language by 

Montaigne. So our definitions of the essay are not only 

vague, but they are also rooted in negativity, the "non

ness" of the genre {Chadbourne 133). 
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Again like the novel, critics seek to subdivide the 

genre until the overall term becomes meaningless. 

Differentiating personal essays from formal essays and 

periodical essays may become merely an exercise in asking 

where the essay was published. Joseph Krutch pointed out in 

1951 that the term itself .. has fallen into such disfavor 

that it is avoided . . and anything which is not fiction 

is usually called either an 'article,' a 'story,' or just 'a 

piece'.. ( 18, emphasis added) . 

Obviously, then, the form--the size and shape of the 

thing--cannot serve as starting points for the definition of 

essay. For instance, how long is Holman and Harmon,s 

.. moderately brief"? However, it is worthwhile to consider 

some of the ways the term is defined. 

Graham Good does no better than most when he tries to 

define the genre. He agrees with the two most easily

agreed-with criteria: essays should be prose and they should 

be written in the vernacular. Pope's Essay on Man is an 

essay in title only, since it lacks the intimate and casual 

conversational style that the essay requires. A poem, Good 

notes, especially one in rhymed couplets, cannot be casual 

(ix-x). And Montaigne, it has already been mentioned, chose 

to write, not in the Latin with which he was familiar, but 

in French. 
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Good does less well when he tackles the problem of 

length. The essay, he says, falls somewhere in the middle 

of the continuum of prose forms, .. a group of paragraphs 

occupying anywhere from one to one hundred pages .. (x). This 

is no more help than Holman and Harmon's .. moderately brief, .. 

especially when Good is forced to step back and note 

numerous exceptions such as book-length essays and multi

volume forms (x) . 

We cannot be asked to take Good's discussion of 

subdivisions too seriously since he states that 11 form, 

approach, or content .. will determine the type of essay (x

xi)--and he has already failed to define the form. 

Finally, however, Good comes upon another easily

agreed-upon criterion. Pointing out the often-used conceit 

of a walk, a ramble in the woods, or a trip as topics for 

essays, he calls the essay a .. peripatetic or ambulatory .. 

form with a mixture of .. self-preoccupation and observation .. 

(xii). The idea of the essay as ambulatory is a good one 

and o.ne that we shall return to. 

Lopate agrees with both the conversational and 

ambulatory nature of the essay noting that Walter Pater 

called the essay .. 'unmethodical method' open to digression 

and promiscuous meanderings .. ; Dr. Johnson called the essay a 
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"loose sally of the mind . . an irregular, undigested 

piece" (xxxvii). Lopate's own criteria seem to be that the 

form itself is flexible, but that the essay must be written 

in first person and be investigative in nature. Story

telling techniques may be employed so that the essayist can 

"Show, don't tell" as good writers are always instructed to 

do. Furthermore, the investigation is in aid of a "buried 

argument," the stated subject or title of the piece acting 

only as a "pretext" (xxxviii-xxxix) . 

Lopate's observations (as expressed by those pieces he 

chooses to anthologize) tell him that the essay is based on 

a supposed universality of human experience, but he goes 

further to note that often the essay uses as its starting 

point an apt quotation or that it draws in some way from the 

available well of human knowledge all without any scholarly 

treatment of the information (xi-xii). Essays allow for 

contradictions--humanity is contradictory--and for 

incomplete thoughts or conclusions; we do not always come to 

conclusions when we talk things out (xliv) . 

Scholes and Klaus define all essays as persuasive and 

as a ••fruitful dialogue" between author and reader as the 

author tries to move the reader to his/her point of view 

(11). Whitmore disagrees, saying that the tone of formal 



argument is rarely heard in the essay because they are 

experimental in nature in keeping with the meaning of the 

word, to try (552). 
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Chadbourne, having surveyed the essay across centuries 

and continents, comes to a "composite" definition of the 

essay which can be synopsized in list form as follows: 

The essay 

is a brief, 

highly polished, 

piece of prose--often poetic without being poetry, 

and marked by digressions, 

both fragmentary and complete within itself 

capable of standing alone or of being a part of a 

larger organism such as an anthology. 

It can be read in a single sitting 

but not fully understood even on a second or third 

reading--rereadable more or less forever. 

The author projects a specific character 

and stands in special relationship to the reader. 

The essay is a vehicle for "thought" and for 

experimentation 

with the writer standing in special relationship 

to his/her subject matter. (149-50, adapted) 
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Those definitions that are most successful are the ones 

that deal less with form than with subject matter and the 

treatment of the subject (or style) . As Montaigne said, the 

subject of the essay is the essayist him/herself. "Here, 

drawn from my life . . I myself am the subject of my 

book," says Montaigne (lix). "The essay, then," Virginia 

Woolf writes, "owes its popularity to the fact that its 

proper use is to express one's personal pecularities" ("The 

Decay of Essay Writing," McNl 26). Lopate says the 

"hallmark of the personal essay is its intimacy. [and] 

[a]t the core . . is the supposition that there is a 

certain unity to human experience" (xxiii) . 

Virginia Woolf says that the capital ~ begins most 

essays and that followed by think or feel: "[W]hen you have 

said that, it is clear that you are not writing history or 

philosophy or biography or anything but an essay." The 

actual subject of the essay may be .. brilliant or profound .. 

and may deal with "the immortality of the soul, or the 

rheumatism in your left shoulder, but it is primarily an 

expression of personal opinion .. ( 11 The Decay of Essay 

Writing, " McNl 25) . 

If we agree with those critics who believe in the 

exploratory nature (as opposed to a primarily persuasive 
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nature) for the essay, that personal opinion is in flux, is 

flexible (to use Chadbourne's word), and is subject to both 

digression and contradiction, then in fact, as the writer 

ambles through digressions and contradictions, the real 

subject of the essay can be found. As Lopate stated, the 

title or stated subject may only be a pretext for something 

else (xxxix) . 

This brings up the idea of aboutness and about concepts 

used in information science by indexers and abstracters. 

They have been defined by Clare ' Beghtol as the difference 

between surface meaning and deeper meaning, or the 

difference between the .. topicality .. of the article and the 

meanin of the article for the reader (85). Beghtol sees 

aboutness as the announced topic of the article and about as 

the .. informality .. or meaning that the reader can get out of 

the article. She points out that different readers read for 

different types of information (or are more or less able to 

understand) and so reach different levels of knowing what a 

piece is about (84-85). Aboutness, according to Beghtol, lS 

relatively permanent, while what something is about can 

change slightly from reader to reader and within different 

contexts (85). The idea of aboutness creates problems for 

anyone trying to describe an essay or assign it a topic. 



Aboutness most often creates problems for student writers 

who read essays and confuse the surface topicality (the 

aboutness) with what the piece means--what it is about--or 

who try to replicate the behavior of an assigned reading. 
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For instance, Woolf's essay "Street Haunting•• (DM) is 

not about a walk through London; that is its topicality; it 

is about the art of observation and enjoyment of the 

mundane. Likewise, her essay "On a Faithful Friend .. (McNl) 

is not about the death of a dog, but of the faithfulness of 

the dog as opposed to the faithlessness of the human owners, 

in this case the Stephen family, supposed representatives of 

the species with a soul. 

The problem of about/aboutness is intensified when the 

author is capable of filling his or her essay with a 

richness of approaches to the buried topic. Contemporary 

essayist Robert Fulghum calls this the .. Hudson Bay start" 

approach. The Hudson Bay start is an eighteenth-century 

practice of the Hudson Bay Company explorers. According to 

Fulghum, these exploreres always made their first camp only 

a few miles from their starting point thus allowing 

themselves a chance to regroup, sort equipment, and 

return--if need be--for anything left behind (25). Fulghum 

says his essays have the Hudson Bay start: they begin, then 



stop briefly to allow the reader time to regroup and catch 

up ( 2 6) . 
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Fulghum denies the persuasive aim for his own essays 

while upholding the exploratory or investigative aim as well 

as the conversational nature of the process. He intends 

nothing "definitive . . on any subject." He expects the 

reader[s] to "[add their] thoughts and experiences to 

[his] . to give completion to [the] conversation" (28). 

Fulghum refuses to promise a linear approach to essay 

writing, rather a "horizontal exploration from one area of 

interest to another . . . with no final conclusion to be 

reached" (28}. Interestingly enough, Fulghum--one of the 

most popular practitioners of the art of essay writing 

today--came to the written essay through the role of a 

preacher, a route of which Leslie Stephen would have 

approved. 

Fulghum avoids preaching, but there is a definite tone 

of the minister in his essays. His subject matter, he says, 

covers such things as: 

How shall I achieve a living balance between the 

mundane and the holy? 

Between humor and grief? 

Between what is and what might be? 



Between self-concern and concern for the common 

good? 

Between the worst that I often am and the best I 

might well become? 

And is it really possible to do unto others as 

I'd have them do unto me, and why is it so damn 

hard? (29-30) 
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Fulghum knows he is in good company. He notes that 

Montaigne's essays were about "[p]hilosophy, farting. 

sleep, religion, sneezing, conscience ... virtue, kidney 

stones, vanity, .. justice, and the relationsip between 

fathers and sons" (31). Fulghum is impressed that 

Montaigne did not claim originality for his ideas: "It might 

well be said of me that here I have merely made up a bunch 

of other men's flowers, and have brought nothing of my own 

but the string that ties them . . . which I gladly offer to 

you" ( 31- 3 2 ) . "If that is the case," comments Fulghum, "I 

appreciate the care with which he chose his string" (32). 

The ability to choose the string may be what separates 

the master essayists from the hack writers no matter where 

they are published. The exploratory nature, tying thoughts 

together with string, seems to be the backbone of the true 

essay. 
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Walter H. Beale in A Pragmatic Theory of Rhetoric 

works with what he calls 11 World views, .. a concept he borrows 

from Stephen Pepper (69-70). Beale's world views embrace 

the aims or purposes for writing--why writers write. He 

defines four aims: the instrumental, the scientific, the 

persuasive, and the expressive. His scientific aim is the 

exploratory aim most common to the essay. That type of 

discourse ~ to discover, construct, and organize 

knowledge and can be opposed to rhetorical (persuasive) 

discourse which seeks to influence the understanding and 

conduct of human affairs (94). Writing with an 

investigative purpose influences how people think about 

things while rhetorical writing influences what people do. 

Beale notes that scientific writing moves toward the 

rhetorical in that it wants to influence thinking about 

knowledge and organizing knowledge (96). He also considers 

the ••familiar essay .. as practiced by Montaigne the root of 

scientific/exploratory writing (152-53). 

That cognitive emphasis is important and may be the way 

to differentiate between the true essay and the piece of 

rhetorical or persuasive writing that is .. essay-like .. in 

form. As we have noted earlier, the form of the essay is 

slippery and is used to apply to almost any piece of short 
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non-fiction. The Federalist Papers, for instance, although 

essay-like in form are persuasive in nature, more formal in 

their presentation of argument. Just as Good discounted 

Pope's Essay on Man as a true essay because it is poetic and 

formally thought out (x-xi), other formally constructed 

non-fiction works might be removed from the classification 

of essay. 

This is not to deny the careful construction of an 

essay. Leonard Woolf noted that his wife made numerous 

corrections to her essays (DOM 1) and a recently published 

manuscript version of A Room of One's Own attests 

graphically to Woolf's careful construction and 

reconstruction of her work. The point that needs to be made 

is that the essay is ambulatory, digressive, and more 

loosely constructed than the formal argument with exordium, 

narration, exposition, refutation, and peroration. 

Even the sermonic type of essay does not strictly 

conflict with the idea of investigation as opposed to 

argumentation. The sermon can be persuasive, and often is; 

however, it can also be investigation into "that vague mass 

of doctrine which we dignify by the name of knowledge of 

life or of human nature," as Leslie Stephen put it (quoted 

in Chadbourne 135). The keyword yaque that Stephen employed 
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suggests that search for knowledge or a way to organize 

knowledge rather than an attempt to persuade the listener to 

a certain course of action. 

Even the critical essay, and Woolf wrote hundreds of 

critical essays and reviews, are investigations into an 

organization of knowledge. Murray Krieger says that 

literary theory "exists to create a discursive unity that 

can accommodate history's variety, to synchronize the 

diachronic" (193}, in other words, to "universalize our 

experience, to affirm the unity of being over the ever

changing variety of becoming" (Krieger 191}. Krieger's idea 

that theory--in this case literary theory--seeks to 

establish a "universality of experience" (191} goes along 

with the essay's "supposition that there is a certain unity 

to human experience" (Lopate xxiii}. 

At once, Virginia Woolf herself presents a quasi 

refutation to the non-argumentative nature of the essay in 8 

Room of One's Own. In true classical style, she draws to a 

close: 11 [T]he pressure of convention demands that every 

speech must end with a peroration .. (115}, but immediately 

she digresses, mulling aloud over what a peroration for a 

group of women should be. Then she says .. the peroration 

begins here .. (116) and digresses again. The peroration--

that women must educate themselves {build a fund of human 
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knowledge)--is tucked informally into the digressions. The 

listener/reader comes to Woolf's conclusion not by being 

pointed there firmly as a formal argument must do, but by 

belng led gently. 

Again, the ambulatory nature, that idea of walking, 

asserts itself. The reader and the writer set off on a 

journey together, and because the writer exercises authorial 

control, he/she creates the path, the map for the journey. 

Hopefully, reader and writer end up at the same place, but 

the writer has not forced the reader to that place, but has 

led the way there. 

James Kinneavy says that all writing is persuasive, but 

he adds that sometimes speakers want to persuade their 

audiences to laugh along with them, to think along similar 

lines, or even, when writing to oneself as in a diary, to 

persuade oneself (212}. Seen in this light, persuasion is 

not always Beale's discourse that "aim[s] to influence the 

. conduct of human affairs" (94). 

Beale notes that "deliberative essays" can fall into 

the purview of the rhetorical aim (94). Either Beale has 

fallen into the catch-all nature of the term essay or he 

allows scientific/investigative writing and rhetorical 
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writing to meet on this point since the idea of deliberation 

seems more investigative than persuasive. 

Another contemporary essayist, Roger Rosenblatt, tries 

to define what it is he is doing in his essay writing as 

opposed to his journalistic writing and what a journalistic 

essayist does as opposed to what a journalist does. He 

wants his students at Columbia's Graduate School of 

Journalism to see the differences between the journalist who 

covers a "breaking" story, gets the facts, and stays through 

to the end and the essayist who can consider the impact of 

that story at leisure and who can deliberate on it in print. 

He sets forth several "rules" that fit the deliberative, 

thoughtful nature of the essay. They can be synopsized as 

follows: 

Write dead stories---stories only reveal 

themselves when they appear to be over. 

Betray your sources--the writer must make friends 

with the source, but must write the truth (as the 

writer sees it). 

Make guesses--as long as the line is made clear to 

the reader between what one has actually seen and 

what one has felt, the imagination has a place in 



journalism. 

Look away from the ball--the important action or 

place of focus may not be where it appears. 

Take it personally--the writer's own voice, 

his/her entry into the work, is important. 

Be out of it--do not get caught up in the 

immediate action but try to find a univeral 

connection. 

Do not understand it--dwell in a state of 

puzzlement; be aware that the writer does not 

always have all the answers. (xii-xvii, adapted) 

One of Rosenblatt's suggestions, that writer's trying to 

stay "out of it" ought to "take a long, meandering walk 
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[or] make a connection with nature" (xvi-xvii), brings 

us full circle to both the ambulatory nature of the essay--

in this case in its construction as well as in the finished 

product---and to the universality of experience. 

Once again, none of this denies that essays, especially 

critical essays, can have a definite point of view. Krieger 

uses Dryden, Wordsworth, and T. S. Eliot among others, to 

show how literary criticism can serve as a "document in 

poetic politics" as the poet/critic tries to find a place in 



the canon for the work he/she is intending to write (196). 

Much of what Virginia Woolf does in her critical essays 

falls into this mode of writing. As she examines what has 

gone before and evaluates it, she is setting standards 

against which she intends to try (to essayer) her own 

fiction. Exactly how she does this will be discussed in 

chapter 3. 
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However, it is important to note here that Woolf 

herself says that the "art of writing has for backbone some 

fierce attachment to an idea" (CR 221). Carl Klaus says 

that he had read "The Modern Essay" many times over a period 

of years before he was struck by that phrase. He says, 

"Having always believed that to be a fundamental premise of 

essay-writing, I suppose I must have thought it needed no 

saying" (34). But as Klaus goes on to note, the necessity 

for an idea, an aboutness for writing, while indeed 

fundamental, does need to be reiterated. 

That ability of the writer's to "choose the string," as 

Robert Fulghum noted (34), is the key ability. We do not 

merely take a rhetorical walk in the woods unless our only 

aim is to catalogue the flowers on the path. What separates 

the ambulatory essay from the cataloguer's hunt is the 

"fierce attachment to an idea." The writer has a purpose 
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for the walk, a piece of string to be followed, and, 

although writer and reader may take a side path, they should 

go together and, finally, come to the end of the walk 

together having rolled up the string around their common 

thoughts. 

An important consideration when defining a genre or a 

form is the question of audience: Who did Montaigne envision 

as his audience? Who was Johnson's 11 Conunon reader .. ? Who 

was Virginia Woolf's? Likely, Woolf's common reader was 

not as different from Johnson's as one might suppose, yet 

today's common reader, as David Daiches pointed out, is not 

the same person because some of the assumptions both Johnson 

and Woolf could make about their audiences may not be as 

automatically true today (5). Therefore, questions of 

audience will be discussed in chapter 3 in the context of 

Woolf's work: we will observe how she chose her string and 

how she spun it out. 

J.,· 



CHAPTER 3 

VIRGINIA WOOLF AS ESSAYIST 

But in justice to the essayists of 1920 we must 
be sure that we are not praising the famous 
because they have been praised already and the 
dead because we shall never meet them wearing 
spats in Piccadilly. 

Virginia Woolf 

"The Modern Essay" 

Most of the critical attention awarded Virginia Woolf's 

essays has centered on those that might best be termed 

literary criticism or on the polemical works such as A Room 

of One's Own or Three Guineas. As a result, the scope--the 

depth and breadth--of her work is overlooked; the more than 

six hundred essays listed in chapter 4 cover a wide range of 

topics and modes going beyond the critical and the 

polemical. 

What is needed is a general overview of Woolf's essays, 

some way to divide them for further study, that includes all 

the types of essays she wrote. The first category could 

most certainly be that of reviews, which, as Vijay Sharma 

notes, often were requested or assigned by editors for 

publication in the periodical press (112). (For most of 
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Woolf's writing life, that editor was Bruce Richmond of the 

Times Literary Supplement although she wrote for other 

periodicals.) Woolf herself, in the essay "Reviewing," says 

that reviewing came in with the periodical press in the 

seventeenth century and split into two divisions--reviewing 

and criticism--in the eighteenth century (CDML 153). The 

critic .. dealt with the past and with principles [while] the 

reviewer took the measure of new books as they fell from the 

press" (CDML 153). So reviews should be those essays which 

deal with newly-printed books (first editions) as opposed to 

re-issues of classics or sets of an author's work. 

A second category must be the critical essay. This 

category can be further sub-divided using slightly amended 

versions of categories devised by Sharma to categorize only 

the critical works. Sharma divides Woolf's critical essays 

into five types: reviews written at the request of editors 

or for periodicals (which we will consider as a type unto 

themselves); "essays where she aims to recreate for the 

reader an age, a period, or the portrait of a writer"; "the 

essays which span the works of a writer and which aim at 

acquainting the reader with the total achievement of that 

writer or writers"; essays which "initiate a debate on 

certain prevailing literary tendencies, and summarize her 
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up certain critical aspects" (112). 
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Essays such as "The Pastons and Chaucer" recreate an 

age and subtly introduce critical ideas to the reader who 

has been carefully prepared to receive them. Essays which 

recap an author's life's work or which give an overview of 

an author's work and try to assess that writer's 

contribution were often written at the request of an editor, 

especially to mark a re-issue or new set of an author's 

work. But this work differed from the review in that Woolf 

used such times to assess the full body of the work rather 

than just to set the new work into its proper place in an 

author's oeuvre as she did in reviews. Sharma's two final 

categories seem to be very similar since one specifies 

"initiat[ing] a critical debate on certain prevailing 

literary tendencies" while the other has Woolf "build[ing] 

up certain critical concepts" (112), but in reality, they 

are somewhat different. 

When Woolf takes issue with prevailing literary 

concepts or behaviors as she does in "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. 

Brown" or "Character in Fiction," the essay has a combative 

ring to it. She is not unwilling to meet head-on another 

author or critic with whom she disagrees. The other sub-
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category, wherein she sets forth her own critical opinions, 

contains essays with a less combative tone. Often, as with 

.. Letter to a Young Poet,.. she uses the conceit of answering 

a question asked by someone who is not clearly identified 

for the reader. 

These two categories--reviews and criticism--make up a 

large part of the Woolf essay canon, but many other essays 

do not fall neatly into these pigeon holes. Woolf wrote a 

surprising number of what might be termed personal essays. 

However, the term personal essay has become almost 

meaningless through its catch-all usage. More useful terms 

for our purposes would be either reflective or occasional. 

The term occasional is most often associated with poetry 

such as hymns for specific saints' days and the like, but 

the term might also be attached to some of Woolf's essays 

when the impetus for the writing has been a happening such 

as the death of a friend or even of a moth; .. The Death of a 

Moth .. and 11 0n a Faithful Friend .. are examples of this kind 

of essay. They are reflective in nature, but they are also 

occasioned by specific stimuli. 

Travel essays are a category mentioned in any 

discussion of the essay, and Woolf has a number of travel 

essays as well as an even larger group of essays that are 
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based on the conceit of a walk. These .. ambulatory .. essays, 

to use a term discussed in the previous chapter, might form 

a category of their own, but for reasons which will be 

discussed later, they will be included in the category of 

reflective or occasional essays. 

A final category includes those essays such as Three 

Guineas and A Room of One's Own which are longer and may 

have either originated in another form such as a speech or 

were intended to become longer pieces. Room was originally 

two speeches, and two late essays- .. Anon" and "The Reader .. -

-were meant to become longer works. These long essays, some 

polemical, some less so, should be grouped together. Some 

of Woolf's critical essays certainly are polemical, but the 

essays in this category have no specific literary form or 

canon under discussion and are investigative in nature. 

While Woolf certainly has a great deal to say in A Room of 

One's Own about why women cannot produce literature, she is 

setting forth no specific standards for women's literature; 

rather, she is investigating the causes for the lack of such 

a canon. 

It should be noted that McNeillie uses a simpler 

classification system, and it is McNeillie's system that is 

used predominately in chapter 4. McNeillie considers any 

essay in which a book is reviewed as a review, thereby 
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collapsing the two categories of review and critical essay 

into one. Almost everything else is called simply an essay. 

McNeillie is aware that Woolf wrote various types of essays 

as he makes clear in the introductions to all his volumes; 

however, he bases his classifications on the simple absence 

or presence of a book under review. 

Having established classifications or categories for 

the essays (review, critical essay, occasional or reflective 

essay, longer and/or polemical essays), we can examine each 

group. In order to do that, we will look at two important 

areas of investigation--areas that are inextricably linked 

in Woolf's writing--audience and tone or voice. We can see 

how Woolf handled these various types of essays by examining 

her concepts of audience, and how that concept changes 

within and between the categories, and how her tone and 

voice shift. 

Audience is an important concept for reading Woolf 

correctly because her insistence on using the Common Reader 

as a name for her reader has been a target for those who 

insist that her use of the term meant that Woolf was 

admitting her own amateur status. Dorothy Brewster notes 

that Samuel Johnson's use of the term was never meant to 

imply that he, himself, was the Common Reader; he was 
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maintaining that the common sense of readers was decisive in 

awarding literature its final honors. Likewise, Brewster 

says Woolf used the term to describe her own pleasure in 

reading, but that she realized she was no more "common" a 

reader than was Dr. Johnson (32-33). Some critics such as 

David Daiches and, more lately, Michael Rosenthal, use this 

as support for their own notions that Woolf's criticism, 

particularly, is merely impressionistic and lacking in any 

sense of formality or system (see for instance, Daiches 132 

or Rosenthal 245-46). 

Despite some critical interpretations of the term, if 

one studies her essays systematically, it becomes obvious 

that Woolf had specific common readers in mind when she 

wrote. In fact, a case can be made that she had not one, 

but two, types of common readers in mind. The Common Reader 

is not only a conceit but a real audience--or two 

audiences--that she envisions. 

The idea of a writer's audience is both important and 

tricky as Walter Ong noted in his landmark 1975 essay "The 

Writer's Audience is Always a Fiction." He makes several 

points that can be applied to any discussion of Woolf. 

First, Ong notes that Wayne Booth (citing both Walker Gibson 

and Henry James) talks about the concept of a "mock reader" 
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that is something like a Common Reader, an audience "made 

up" by the writer in much the same way as a character is 

made up (9). Following that, Ong points out that there may 

be no need for writers to imagine or II see 11 their audiences 

at all, but that writers must take into consideration that 

they are producing a work (a novel, etc. ) that a real person 

must be willing to read. This is taking the economic 

aspects of writing into consideration (10). However, if 

writers do try to imagine their audience (or audiences), 

those audiences may come in two kinds: the ideal audience 

for whom the work is meant, and/or a particular kind of 

person who may need (or want) the material and will, 

therefore, be a likely consumer (10). While these two 

audience types seem to be the same, one--the second--is more 

practically conceived, an end-user, if you will. The 

idealized audience is that audience writers hope to attract. 

Ong says: 

If the writer succeeds in writing, it is generally 
because he can fictionalize in his imagination an 
audience he has learned to know not from daily life but 
from earlier writers who were fictionalizing in their 
imagination audiences they had learned to know in still 
earlier writers, and so on back to the dawn of written 
narrative. If and when he becomes truly adept, an 
"original writer," he can do more than project the 
earlier audience, he can alter it. (11) 
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Ong asserts that the audience is always a fiction, created 

ln the writer's imagination and playing a role cast for him 

by the writer (12). Readers, on the other hand, have to 

"learn the game of literacy"; they must learn how to be the 

reader imagined by the writer (12). 

Virginia Woolf was able to fictionalize at least two 

distinct audiences, one a practical consumer, the other the 

idealized audience she wanted not only for her critical 

essays but also for her fiction. She treats these audiences 

alike in some ways and differently in others, but because of 

the likenesses, it is safe to call the two audiences the 

common readers and the Common Readers. 

Woolf's common readers were the audience for many of 

her reviews and were included in the audience for her 

reflective essays. Common readers can be loosely defined as 

the consumer audience, the readers who read almost solely 

for pleasure and who do not fancy themselves to be students 

or arbiters of literature. This audience wants a good book 

for entertainment or for bedtime reading and expects a good 

novel to have a plot and characters with which they can 

identify. 

When Woolf is writing to this audience, she is quicker 

to make judgments, to make her view of the material plain 

although often she is obviously trying to say something 
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positive about a book that is not really first rate. Woolf 

realizes that the second-rate novel may well have its place 

in the world of entertainment inhabited by the common reader 

even if it cannot move into the realm of great literature. 

The body of such a review hinges generally on a recounting 

of the plot, a mention of the characters when they are 

notable, and a judgment of the whole. When neither plot nor 

characters is a main selling point (for Woolf realized the 

consumer aspects of the reviewer's job), she tries to find 

something worthy to mention. 

In a 1905 review of By Beach and Bogland by Jane Barlow 

(McN2), we can find an example of the book that does not 

have a great story to recommend it. Woolf opens: 

Stories which illustrate the peculiarities of a certain 
race, whether the Scotch or the Irish, have generally 
an interest of their own, and the writer who wishes to 
preserve this charm finds it most obvious in the poorer 
classes of people. . In Miss Barlow we have an 
interpreter on whose word we feel we may depend. (37-
38)1 

lrn this chapter and throughout this document, all spelling and 

punctuation within quotations are Virginia Woolf's. British 

conventions, such as omitting the period after Mr or Mrs and the 

addition of u's in words such as colour have been retained. The only 

change within quotations is to use American {and MLA) conventions for 

double and single quotation marks, for clairty's sake, when British 

usage might cause confusion. In material original to this author, the 

spellings, punctuations, and other conventions have been regularized to 

conform with the standards of the Modern Language Association. 
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She goes on to say that Barlow does not create 11 by force of 

great imagination," but that she gives a series of pictures 

which succeed because "they are not ambitious~~ (38). And 

while this remark may appear to be damning with faint 

praise, Woolf ends by calling the work 11 Charming 11 and 

.. faithfully painted" ( 3 8) . 

Perhaps the quintessential sentence of a review for 

this audience can be found in a review of The Fortunes of 

Farthings by A. J. Dawson (McNl), where Woolf ends: .. But if 

the reader wants a long, amiable, and pleasantly garrulous 

novel to take to bed with him The Fortunes of Farthing will 

serve his purpose.. (39). This shows her understanding of 

the commercial nature of the review and of the demands of 

this less-sophisticated audience. 

Both of these reviews are from her earliest period, but 

the tone and address to the audience displayed here 

continues across the entire body of her reviews. What 

changes from 1905 to 1924 (the last year covered by a 

published McNeillie volume) is not Woolf's voice or her 

understanding of the commercial audience; what changes is 

that she writes fewer and fewer '1 plainll reviews of new books 

right off the press. More and more, her essays become works 

of criticism rather than reviews, and she is writing more 

and more to the more educated audience, the Common Readers. 
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However, when Woolf is writing to the common reader, 

even in the later work, she still makes quick, plain, easy-

to-understand judgments. In 1921, reviewing J. D. 

Beresford's Revolution, she says immediately that the reader 

may find "something amiss" with the work and blames it on 

the author who is capable of .. mak[ing] you interested in his 

characters" but who chooses instead to ~~make you interested 

in the failure of the Communal milk-cart to arrive at 

Winston at half-past nine .. (McN3 279). In this review, she 

weaves her plot summary neatly into a set of rhetorical 

statements aimed at showing further how Mr. Beresford has 

disappointed the reader needlessly. 

We feel convinced that a merchant of old Mr Learning's 
calibre would continue to mow the field imperturbably 
under the jeers of the mob. It is he, too, who would 
be the first to lose his temper at the village council 
and provoke the leading rebel to shoot him through the 
head. (McN3 2 80) 

She writes to a different audience, the Common Readers, 

when she is writing criticism or when she reviews books that 

she believes will be in that category of first-class 

literature. In an early review of The Golden Bowl by Henry 

James (McNl), she jumps immediately into a discussion of 

point of view and follows with, .. we may dispute his theory 

of what a novel ought to be, .. a statement not meant for a 

reader who wants a good book for the bedside rather than a 



theoretical discussion, a statement that assumes a reader 

who has his or her own ideas of what a novel ought to be. 

The Common Reader is her main audience, the audience of 

people she hopes to build into a readership for the novels 

she and her contemporaries are writing. 
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Murray Krieger writes about poet/critics who both 

create and criticize, noting that they often try to create a 

critical environment that is advantageous for the kind of 

poetry (for poetry, read any creative genre) that they are 

trying to cultivate. Krieger points out that much of 

Dryden's criticism was intended to validate certain poetic 

styles and that his 11 Essay of Dramatic Poesyll was written 

.. in part to justify the changes he introduced into dramatic 

styles and forms .. (195-96). By the same token, Krieger sees 

Wordsworth's 1800 .. Preface~~ as a ~~document in poetic 

politics .. that aims 11 tO create a new theory [rather than] to 

make way for a certain kind of poetry~~ (196). In this 

century, Krieger points toT. S. Eliot's essay on the 

Metaphysical poets, a review of Grierson's anthology, that 

is making room in the canon for those poets and their work 

(196). Krieger does not mention Woolf, but he could have, 

as she turned many of her critical essays toward educating 

her audience, helping them see the k ind of work she was 
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doing, and helping them see her work as the necessary next 

step in the novel. 

The tone of address to this Common Reader, the more 

sophisticated audience, is often marked by what Woolf is 

willing to take for granted on their behalf. She assumes 

that they are readers and readers of good literature. She 

assumes that they read widely, but sometimes she assumes an 

audience too much like herself and her friends as she did in 

"The Decay of Essay-writing" in 1905 (McNl): 

One member of the household is almost officially 
deputed to stand at the hall door with flaming sword 
and do battle with the invading armies. Tracts, 
pamphlets, advertisements, gratuitous copies of 
magazines, and the literary production of friends come 
by post, by van, by messenger--come at all hours of the 
day and fall in the night, so that the morning 
breakfast-table is fairly snowed up with them. (25) 

Of course, who would not be somewhat flattered to think that 

one had friends whose literary output, arriving by post, 

could become a burden? 

Again, when she is writing an overview of Defoe's work 

and summing up the almost mythic qualities of Robinson 

Crusoe, she says: 

The book resembles one of the anonymous productions of 
the race rather than the effort of a single mind . 
Something of this we may attribute to the fact that we 
have all had Robinson Crusoe read aloud to us as 
children. (CR 86) 
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Woolf assumes an upper-middle-class audience like her 

own family, with a father, mother, or nanny who reads the 

great works to the children at bedtime. And while many of 

her Times Literary Supplement readers will not fall into 

that category, many more did. By appealing to their sense 

of their own class consciousness, she is co-opting her 

readers to be Common Readers, to read along with her and to 

like what she likes. 

We will notice that when Woolf writes critically, 

whether recreating a period or an artist's life, putting 

forth a critical view of her own, or questioning the 

critical views of others, her tone shows she is writing to 

the Common Reader. Yet, as Sharma points out, she never 

becomes the academic critic who tells people how and what to 

read. And although her opinions are definite and well-

developed, she makes a conscious effort not to make a 

judgment that would discourage readers from reading works 

for themselves and arriving at their own judgments. In 11 How 

Should One Read A Book?" (CR2), she begins by saying that 

she cannot answer that question for anyone but herself, but 

that she can put forth some 11 ideas and suggestions'' (258). 

Her obvious anti-academic bias is evident when she says: 

To admit authorities, however heavily furred and 
gowned, into our libraries and let them tell us how to 
read, what to read, what value to place upon what we 



read is to destroy the spirit of freedom which is the 
breath of those sanctuaries. (258) 

Some critics suggest that Woolf did not have firm 
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opinions and did not state them; she did state opinions but 

in a way that shows they are her own and not meant as 

ultimate truth. This is the occasion when she steps forward 

as a representative of the Common Reader showing other 

Common Readers the way. Some of her more academically 

minded colleagues might drag the reader along their chosen 

path, but Woolf drops crumbs of co-option bringing the 

reader into the circle she has drawn so subtly. 

Most of the language of her address to the Common 

Reader is the language of class: she is upper-middle class 

and she knows it; she does not pretend to be other than what 

she is. By speaking as a person of her class, she invites 

others to that point of Vlew. She is particularly 

successful when she paints pictures of a period or of an 

artist's life as she does in the essay "The Pastons and 

Chaucer ... 

For let us imagine, in the most desolate part of 
England known to us at the present moment, a raw, new
built house, without telephone, bathroom or drains, 
arm-chairs or newspapers, and one shelf perhaps of 
books, unwieldy to hold, expensive to come by. The 
windows look out upon a few cultivated fields and a 
dozen hovels, and beyond them there is the sea on one 
side, on the other a vast fen. A single road crosses 
the fen, but there is a hole in it, which, one of the 
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farm hands reports, is big enough to swallow a 
carriage. And, the man adds, Tom Topcroft, the mad 
bricklayer, has broken loose again and ranges the 
country half-naked, threatening to kill any one who 
approaches him. This is what they talk about at dinner 
in the desolate house, while the chimney smokes 
horribly, and the draught lifts the carpets on the 
floor. 

*** 

[Mrs. Paston] neither bewailed her lot nor thought 
herself a heroine. The long, long letters which she 
wrote so laboriously in her clear cramped hand to her 
husband who was (as usual) away, make no mention of 
herself. The sheep had wasted the hay. Heyden's and 
Tuddenham's men were out. A dyke had been broken and a 
bullock stolen. They needed treacle badly, and really 
she must have stuff for a dress. (CR 4,6) 

In the Common Reader, Woolf is seeking to lay out some 

of her own critical principles, and she does this by way of 

an historical overview of literature. She creates for 

modern readers the worlds in which literatures were created, 

and, by bringing to life the Pastons and John Paston's love 

of Chaucer, she is allowed to speak of Chaucer unencumbered 

by twentieth-century idealsi she has taken her readers back 

to the fourteenth century. 

For sometimes, instead of riding off on his horse to 
inspect his crops or bargain with his tenants, Sir John 
would sit, in broad daylight, reading. There, on the 
hard chair in the comfortless room with the wind 
lifting the carpet and the smoke stinging his eyes, he 
would sit reading Chaucer, wasting his time , 
dreaming--or what strange intoxication was it that he 
drew from books? ... But Lydgate's poems or 
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Chaucer's, like a mirror in which figures move 
brightly, silently, and compactly, showed him the very 
skies, fields, and people whom he knew, but rounded and 
complete. [S]ome string of words would charm him, 
and putting aside the pressure of the moment, he would 
hasten home to sit 1n his chair and learn the end of 
the story. (CR 11) 

This essay shows Woolf using the language of her 

subject to create a mood for the review or critical work. 

She does this occasionally in simple reviews, but it is most 

artful in her criticism. As Sharma notes, the reader 

entering into the world of the Pastons through Woolf's 

highly descriptive language may not notice--or may notice 

only gradually--that the language is not totally Woolf's but 

is drawn from the Paston's own letters (120). As she is 

doing this, she sneaks in critical direction, and, in this 

case, it is direction more than opinion that she is giving. 

We see Paston enjoying Chaucer to the exclusion of his 

household duties because Chaucer's stories show a world 

where "everything happens more quickly and more intensely, 

and with better order than in life or in prose" (quoted in 

Sharma 121). She is showing her modern reader a universal 

truth about fiction: a good writer presents a world in which 

things happen in ways that are more orderly than real life; 

the good writer takes responsibility for the world he or she 

creates (121). 
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But to Chaucer the country was too large and too wild 
to be altogether agreeable. He turned instinctively, 
as if he had painful experience of their nature, from 
tempests and rocks to the bright May day and the jocund 
landscape from the harsh and mysterious to the gay and 
definite. Without possessing a tithe of the virtuosity 
in word-painting which is the modern inheritance, he 
could give, in a few words, or even, when we come to 
look, without a single word of direct description, the 
sense of the open air. (CR 13) 

Sharma believes that this embedding of critical 

opinions and theories saved Woolf from the ''embarrassments 

that were to develop against the New Criticism in the 

1950's .. (123). Woolf came to many of the same conclusions 

as her contemporaries but through different channels, while 

rejecting outright some of the critical paths of both her 

contemporaries and her predecessors (123). Dorothy Brewster 

says that Woolf tries out various approaches unhampered by 

the fear of committing .. some of the fallacies so diligently 

damned from time to time by one school or another of 

criticism" (76-77). She used history, sociology, economics, 

the intentional fallacy, and much more as they were 

convenient to her and as she felt they would help readers to 

see her point because she believed that the "communication 

between the author and the reader is consistently changing" 

and that change in communication called for constant change 

in the address to the reader (Brewster 77). 
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It is probable that if Miss Cassandra Austen had had 
her way we should have had nothing of Jane Austen's 
life except her novels. To her elder sister alone did 
she write freely; to her alone she confided her hopes, 
and if rumour is true, the one great disappointment of 
her life; but when Miss Cassandra Austen grew old, and 
the growth of her sister's fame made her suspect that a 
time might come when strangers would pry and scholars 
speculate, she burnt, at great cost to herself, every 
letter that could gratify their curiosity, and spared 
only what she judged too trivial to be of interest. 0 
Hence our knowledge of Jane Austen is derived from a 
little gossip, a few letters, and her books. As for 
gossip, gossip which has survived its day is never 
despicable; with a little rearrangement it suits our 
purpose admirably. (CR 134) 

However many approaches she drew to her own use, she 

resisted using any one approach exclusively, and she was not 

afraid to break with her predecessors or her contemporaries 

over how a critical theory should be used. For instance, 

Sir Leslie Stephen was a great proponent of the biographical 

approach to literature, but once he had established the 

author's biography, he insisted that every action or event 

in a character's life must somehow be a mirror image of an 

action or event in the life of the author. Sir Leslie's own 

review of Robinson Crusoe explains Crusoe's island 

experience as equal to Defoe's own imprisonment. As a 

result, his view of the novel is that it is a wonderful 

boy's adventure story. His daughter widens the perspective 

to see the novel as an expression of man's ability to deal 
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with solitude and to work in a world where even the rules of 

nature as he had known them no longer applied (Sharma 125-

26). Because she does not try to force a work to correspond 

to a single opinion, she presents a more universal view of 

it than did her father. 

Her approach to criticism is to take a wide historical 

sweep that puts a work into some literary family. She wants 

to see where a work fits into the world of other literature, 

how it has held up over time (in the case of retrospective 

overviews rather than reviews), and how it fits into the 

scheme of what has gone before. 

One has, in the first place, to strike the right pitch. 
One must resist the temptation to make a discovery of 
Mr. Norris. He is not so great an artist as Flaubert 
nor so fine a psychologist as Henry James. No; but 
having shut off the high-lights with one hand one must 
be equally quick to shut off the shadows with the 
other. . His station, preserved so long with what 
has come to appear such patient modesty, is precisely 
in that mid-region between the obscure and the 
illustrious, where it is most difficult to distinguish 
clearly. Let us see what we can make out by the light 
of Tony the Exceptional. (McN3 281-82) 

In order to do this in a way that is meaningful to the 

reader, Woolf must address her audience as an equal reader, 

an .. uncommon .. Common Reader. She assumes a literary 

knowledge on the part of her readers that is a near-equal of 

her own; she does not talk down to the reader or take the 
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tone of a teacher enlightening a student. She speaks as one 

educated reader to another in a dialogues that seems to 

suggest that, together she and the reader will come to an 

understanding of the point under discussion. In the review 

just mentioned, Woolf segues into the review proper with, 

"Let us see what ~ can make out by the light of Tony the 

Exceptional" {MeN 283; emphasis added). Sharma points out 

that while Woolf and Henry James have much in common as 

critics, Woolf always begins anecdotal l y and moves toward 

analysis while James is more centered in biographical fact 

(139). 

Sharma's two final categories, both dealing with 

Woolf's putting forth critical opinions, have much in 

common. When she is refuting the opinions of others or 

writing against prevailing attitudes, Woolf has a more 

combative tone; she is not afraid to offend the 11 Mr. 

Bennetts" of the world, but she is careful not t o put off 

her readers. Her "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown .. originated as 

a speech to the Cambridge Heretics in 1924, and in her 

opening, she shows the carefully-crafted approach of 

persuasive rhetoric. She says that she is probably the only 

person in the room who has "committed the folly .. of trying 

(and sometimes failing) to write novels (AWE 69). She sets 
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herself apart from the audience only in that she takes the 

blame for her opinions, but she alludes to the invitation to 

speak as the impetus for her o~~ thoughts (AWE 69). In 

other words, the audience lS interested in and intelligent 

enough to think about the state of modern fiction. As she 

goes on to damn the Edwardian novelists and promote the work 

of the Georgians, she has co-opted the audience, drawn them 

into her circle, and made them receptive to her ideas: .. And 

if I speak in the first person, with intolerable egotism, I 

will ask you to excuse me. I do not want to attribute to 

the world at large the opinions of one solitary, ill

informed, and misguided individual" (AWE 70). 

In the printed version, "Character in Fiction," which 

appeared in the Criterion a year later, she maintains the 

orality of the piece by keeping her introductory paragraph 

(McN3). Even in print, she seems aware of an audience that 

is physically present. 

However, a 1923 signed essay titled "Mr. Bennet and 

Mrs. Brown" is a direct attack on Arnold Bennett as she 

answers back his own printed opinion that he could not 

foresee any contemporary novelist becoming a great name 

(McN3 384). First, she states Arnold's claim; then she 

allows that such an opinion might be "a symptom of the 
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respectful hostility which is the only healthy relation 

between the young and the old 11 (McN3 384). This is a good 

rhetorical technique that shows her audi ence a certain 

amount of good will on Woolf's part toward her opponent. 

But within the same paragraph, she launches into her thesis, 

stated clearly, that 11 [t]he foundation of good fiction is 

character-creating .. (McN3 384). 

The other day Mr Arnold Bennett, himself one of the 
most famous of the Edwardians, surveyed the younger 
generation and said: 'I admit that for myself I cannot 
yet descry any coming big novelist'. And that, let us 
say in passing, is all to the good--a symptom of the 
respectful hostility which is the only healthy 
relations between old and young. But then he went on 
to give his reasons for this lamentable fact, and his 
reasons, which lie deep, deserve much more 
consideration than his impatience, which lies on the 
surface. The Georgians fail as novelists, he said, 
because 'they are interested more in details that in 
the full creation of their individual characters . 
The foundation of good fiction is character-creating, 
and nothing else. To render secure the importance of a 
novel it is necessary, further, that the characters 
should clash with one another,' or, of course, they 
will excite no emotion in the breast of the author or 
anybody else. None of this is new; all of it is true; 
yet here we have one of those simple statements which 
is no sooner taken into the mind than they burst their 
envelopes and flood us with suggestions of every kind. 
The novel is a very remarkable machine for creation of 
human character . . Directly it ceases to create 
character, its defects alone are visible. . Mr 
Bennett blames the Georginas. Our minds fly straight 
to King Edward. Surely that was the fatal age . 
when character disappeared, or was mysteriously 
engulfed, and the culprits, happily still alive, 
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and Mr Bennett himself. (McN3 384-85) 

This original .. Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown~~ is much 

shorter than either the speech to the Heretics Society or 
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the printed version retitled ~~character in Fiction.~~ Woolf 

makes her points quickly and clearly. She is combative 

toward her opponent but never toward her audience. She is 

able to use the .. journalistic~~ we to her rhetorical 

advantage, enlisting it to co-opt the audience to her side 

ln the argument. She closes: 

Moreover, let us prophesy: Mrs Brown will not always 
escape. One of these days Mrs Brown will be caught. 
The capture of Mrs Brown is the title of the next 
chapter in the history of literature; and, let us 
prophesy again, that chapter will be one of the most 
important, the most illustrious, the most epoch-making 
of them all. (McN3 388; emphasis added) 

The ~ is the royal or journalistic voice speaking, but 

it serves Woolf well to draw in the Common Reader who is 

interested in that next chapter in the history of 

literature. Woolf knows such a reader exists and that, 

through her journalistic voice, she can turn that reader 

into the proper audience for the work of the Georgian 

writers. 

In the less-polemical category, those essays where she 

puts forth an idea of her own, not necessarily in opposition 

or in answer to another's ideas, Woolf is at her best when 
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she is able to maintain the oral style of speech making. In 

"A Letter to a Young Poet, .. she uses the conceit of an open 

letter to "John" who has written to ask her a question. Her 

opening is anecdotal--she remembers an old acquaintance who 

bemoaned the death of letter writing at the hand of the 

penny post. The entire long opening paragraph discusses the 

death of letter writing; Woolf says that John's letter 

disproves the claim that the art of letter writing is dead, 

and she even reports some of the more personal contents of 

John's letter (DM 208-09). Then she neatly ties in John's 

question about the death of poetry. 

No, your letter, because it is a true letter--one that 
can neither be read aloud now, nor printed in time to 
come--will have to be burnt. Posterity must live upon 
Walpole and Madame de Sevinge. The great age of 
letter-writing, which is, of course, the present, will 
leave no letters behind it. And in making my reply 
there is only one question that I can answer or attempt 
to answer in public; about poetry and its death. 
But before I begin, I must own up to those defects, 
both natural and acquired, which, as you will find, 
distort and invalidate all that I have to say about 
poetry. The lack of a sound university training has 
~lways made it impossible for me to distinguish between 
an iambic and a dactyl, and . . the practice of prose 
has bred in me, as in most prose writers, a foolish 
jealousy, righteous indignation--anyhow, an emotion 
which the critic should be without. For how, we 
despised prose writers ask when we get together, could 
one say what one meant and observe the rules of poetry? 
(DM 209-10) 
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Immediately, she makes her disclaimer: she has no 

university training from which to generate an opinion about 

poetry, she cannot tell an iamb from a dactyl, and, as a 

prose writer, she harbors a certain jealousy for the poets 

whose work is prized above that of prose writers (DM 209). 

The disclaimer itself is a tool of co-option for the Common 

Reader who is the .. real .. John. Even the university-educated 

Common Reader may be unable to tell the iamb from the 

dactyl, and anyone's youthful attempts at verse may breed a 

small jealousy for those who make it seem effortless while 

we are left with 11 0nly 11 the mundane v ehicle of prose. Just 

as in 11 The Decay of Essay Writing 11 when Woolf co-opted her 

readers into the community of people whose friends write to 

excess, in .. A Letter to a Young Poet, II she has become her 

own Common Reader who enjoys poetry and has an intellectual 

interest in it sans any academic credential. 

The fourth class of essays is comprised of those 

ambulatory essays that are often lumped together as personal 

essays. 11 The Death of the Moth .. often stands for the whole 

of these essays in collections and anthologies, but while it 

is representative, it is far from her only reflective essay. 

Most of Woolf's reflective essays can rightly be called 

occasional in that they were (or seem to be) the result of a 

specific happening or stimuli. As a group, they seem 
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addressed to an audience made up of both types of common 

readers; she is talking to the reader over her shoulder--any 

Reader who wants to walk along with her on a country road or 

through a London street. 

The hour should be evening and the season winter, for 
in winter the champagne brightness of the air and the 
sociability of the streets are grateful. . The 
evening hour, too, gives us the irresponsibility which 
darkness and lamplight bestow. We are no longer quite 
ourselves. As we step out of the house on a fine 
evening between four and six, we shed our self our 
friends know us by and become part of that vast 
republican army of anonymous trampers, whose society is 
so agreeable after the solitude of one's own room. (DM 
20-21) 

Often, these are, truly, ambulatory essays, based on a 

walk through either city or country. The London Scene 

essays cover a wide physical range of the city and were 

published over a year's time, but they seem to be continuous 

parts of the same journey through London. Woolf moves the 

reader from the docks and their mechanistic bustle of 

commercial life to the smaller, more human perspective of 

the shops and shoppers on Oxford Street: "Down on the docks 

one sees things in their crudity, their bulk, their 

enormity. Here in Oxford Street they have been refined and 

transformed" (CDML 113). Here Woolf sees the buildings, 

impermanent and flexible, as synonymous for the age, people 

who are flexible enough to meet a changing world: 
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But it cannot be denied that these Oxford Street 
palaces are rather flimsy abodes--perching-grounds 
rather than dwelling places. One is conscious that one 
is walking on a strip of wood laid upon steel girders, 
and that the outer wall, for all its florid stone 
ornamentation, is only thick enough to withstand the 
force of the wind. A vigorous prod with an umbrella 
point might well inflict irreparable damage upon the 
fabric. . The palaces of Oxford Street ignore what 
seemed good to the Greeks, to the Elizabethan, to the 
eighteenth-century nobleman . [t]he mere thought of 
age, of solidity, of lasting for ever is abhorrent to 
Oxford Street. (CDML 115, 116) 

In "Great Men's Houses" she visits the houses of 

Carlyle and Keats, delivering a comparison and contrast 

essay on the atmosphere created by these two different 

artists: "We know them from their houses-it would seem to 

be a fact that writers stamp themselves upon their 

possessions more indelibly than other people" (CDML 117). 

At the conclusion, she looks from a hilltop into London 

where Keats and Carlyle might have stood and where 

Shakespeare, too, might have stood in his time. Once again, 

her urge to historical perspective must be satisfied. 

"Abbeys and Cathedrals" allows her to compare and 

contrast the grandeur of Westminster and St. Paul's with a 

smaller church, frequented by the c ommon people of London. 

She visits this church last, leaving the reader with the 

quiet of the simple churchyard and its common graves opposed 

to the clatter of St. Paul's and Westminster Abbey: 



Thus the Abbey is no place of death and rest; no 
reposing-room where the virtuous lie in state to 
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receive the rewards of virtue. . The Abbey is shot 
with high-pitched voices; its peace is broken by 
emphatic gestures and characteristic attitudes. Not an 
inch of its walls but speaks and claims and 
illustrates. Kings and Queens, poets and statesmen 
still act their parts and are not suffered to turn 
quietly to dust. . Where then can one go in London 
to find peace and the assurance that the dead sleep and 
are at rest? . . The only peaceful places in the 
whole city are perhaps those old graveyards which have 
become gardens and playgrounds. . Here one might 
sit and read Pamela from cover to cover. (CDML 125, 
126) 

"This Is the House of Commons .. is another exercise in 

comparison and contrast as Woolf looks at the statues of the 

great men in the foyer and the living representatives of the 

people in the chamber. Her wit is evident as the living men 

come off as small compared to the giants of days gone by. 

But how, one asks, remembering Parliament Square, are 
any of these competent, well-groomed gentlemen going to 
turn into statues? For Gladstone, for Pitt, or for 
Palmerston even, the transition was perfectly easy. 
But look at Mr Baldwin--he has all the look of a 
country gentleman poking pigs; how is he going to mount 
a plinth and wrap himself decorously in a towel of 
black marble. (CDML 129) 

Woolf ends with a hope that when democracy finally comes, 

"both will be combined, the vast hall and the small, the 

particular, the individual human being .. (CDML 133-32). 
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Woolf's socialist tendencies struggle with her own 

class in this essay as she hopes for a democracy 11 0ne 

hundred years hence" (132). She returns to the theme of a 

classless society ten years later in "The Leaning Tower .. 

with slightly different results. 

We can help England very greatly to bridge the gulf 
between [classes] if we borrow the books she lends us 
and if we read them critically. We have got to teach 
ourselves to understand literature. Money is no longer 
going to do our thinking for us. Wealth will no longer 
decide who shall be taught and who not. In future, it 
is we who shall decide whom to send to public schools 
and universities . . Nor let us shy away from kings 
because we are commoners. . But let us bear in mind 
a piece of advice that an eminent Victorian who was 
also an eminent pedestrian once gave to walkers: 
'Whenever you see a board up with--Trespassers will be 
prosecuted--trespass at once'. (AWE 177, 178) 

"Street Haunting" is another example of the ambulatory 

essay with London as the focus (DM). In this essay, she 

sets off on the pretense of buying a pencil as "an excuse 

for walking half across London between tea and dinner.. (DM 

20). As she walks in the twilight, she sees shops, 

families, lights in windows, the common stuff of everyday 

lives that goes unrecognized by people rushing to get 

somewhere and do something: "How beautiful a London street 

is the, with its islands of light, and its long groves of 

darkness, and on one side of it perhaps some tree-sprinkled, 

grass-grown space where night is folding itself to sleep 
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naturally .. (AWE 22). Finally, returning home, she admits 

that such a walk is a welcome escape from one's own 

existence, but that coming home again and 11 feel[ing] the old 

possessions, the old prejudices, fold us round .. is a 

comforting feeling of a different kind (DM 35). And much as 

Proust remembered time past when he bit into the madeleine, 

Woolf has as a talisman from her adventure ,.the only 

spoil . . retrieved from the treasures of the city, [the] 

1 ead penc i 1.. ( DM 3 6 ) . 

A final ambulatory essay shows Woolf as the eyes for 

her readers and as a creative, and sometimes teasing, 

essayist. 11 Flying over London .. shows London from a 

different perspective, this time the air, as she takes a 

plane ride with Flight-Lieutenant Hopgood. Woolf describes 

the take off in intense physical detail but from a wry 

perspective: 

Vertebrae, ribs, entrails, and red blood belong to the 
earth; to the world of brussels sprouts and sheep going 
awkwardly on four pointed legs. . Wraiths (our 
aspirations and imaginations) have their home [in the 
sky]; and in spite of our vertebrae, ribs, and 
entrails, we are also vapour and air, and shall be 
united. (CDB 203-04) 

The surprise ending to this essay shows Woolf's humor, her 

ability to tease the reader. She describes the entire 

flight, flying upside down . through clouds, soaring high 
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above people and buildings, and the landing. But then she 

writes: 

As a matter of fact, the flight had not begun; for when 
Flight-Lieutenant Hopgood stooped and made the engine 
roar, he had found a defect of some sort in the 
machine, and raising his head, he had said very 
sheepishly, II 'Fraid it's no go today. II 

So we had not flown after all. (210) 

The voice is not just the voice of the passenger describing 

what she sees, but also the voice of the poet or philosopher 

trying to transmit to the reader the feel, the meaning, of 

having one's feet off the ground. It is also the voice of 

the consumer-aware writer, the writer who knows she must 

write something that will entertain---and intellectually 

challenged---a real person. Just as she sneaks literary 

theory into what appears to be a creative anecdote about the 

Pastons, in these ambulatory essays Woolf admits of a 

philosophy about life, a way of viewing the world that she 

wishes to share. She does not force it upon the reader, but 

she will share: 

It was a moment of renunciation. . It was the idea 
of death that now suggested itself; not being received 
and welcomed; not immortality but extinction. . But 
where there are gulls only, life is not. Life ends; 
life is dowsed in that cloud as lamps are dowsed with a 
wet sponge. That extinction has become desirable. For 
it was odd in this voyage to note how blindly the tide 
of the soul and its desires rolled this way and that, 
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marking the direction, not controlling it. And so we 
swept on now up to death. (CDB 205) 

Some of her occasional essays have a more polemical 
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ring. The essay 11 0n a Faithful Friendll (McN1), mentioned in 

chapter 2, makes a strong inditement of humans who believe 

they have a right to control the lives of other living 

creatures but owe those creatures nothing in return: 

There is some impertinence as well as some 
foolhardiness in the way in which we buy animals for so 
much gold and silver and call them ours. One cannot 
help wondering what the silent critic, on the hearth 
rug things of our strange conventions--the mystic 
Persian, whose ancestors were worshipped as gods whilst 
we, their masters and mistresses, grovelled in caves 
and painted our bodies blue. (McNl 12) 

Her tone here is gentle, but somewhat stern. 11 How have we 

the impertinence, 11 she asks, 11 tO make these wild creatures 

forego their nature for ours, which at best they can but 

imitate? 11 (McN1 12) . She opens with her theme and segues 

into the anecdote, a reversal of her common pattern, so that 

the reader is left with the more gentle taste: 11 SO we say 

farewell to a dear and faithful friend, whose virtues we 

remember--and dogs have few faultsll (15). 

The final classification includes longer works such as 

A Room of One's Own and Woolf's anti-war message Three 

Guineas. Both works were messages Woolf wanted to write, 
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but both caused her concern. As she was finishing Room, she 

wrote in her diary: .. . a brilliant essay?--I daresay: it 

has much work in it, many opinions boiled down into a kind 

of jelly, which I have stained red as far as I can" (8 

Writer's Diary 139). Yet, on the eve of publication, when a 

few advance copies had gone out, she was hesitant: 

It is a little ominous that Morgan [E. M. Forster] 
won't review it. It makes me suspect that there is a 
shrill feminine tone in it which my intimate friends 
will dislike. I forecast, then, that I shall get no 
criticism . . that the press will be kind and talk of 
its charm and sprightliness; also I shall be attacked 
for a feminist and hinted at for a Sapphist . . I 
shall get a good many letters from young women. I am 
afraid it will not be taken seriously. It is a trifle, 
I shall say; so it is; but I wrote it with ardour and 
conviction. (A Writer's Diary 145) 

The ardor and conviction still show through sixty-five years 

later, and it might surprise Woolf to realize that the 

predictions she made would come true, but much differently 

from what she had expected. In a manner of speaking, this, 

of all her works, is still .. getting .. her letters from young 

women. 

Once again, Room began life as a speech, in this case, 

two speeches, that were reissued in their .. essay" form by 

the Hogarth Press in 1929. The piece maintains its oral 

character and the sense of a present audience. Since the 

audience were students at a woman's school, much like the 
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one exemplified in Room, Woolf rightly expected that the 

message would be taken as totally feminist. What such an 

opinion misses is her wider audience, once again the Common 

Reader who is interested in all facets of literature 

including its production. 

Woolf's Common Reader would be interested, as was Woolf 

herself, in the problems of literary production by women. 

Why don't or can't women produce creative literature?--is 

the question she seeks to answer. She combines the vehicles 

of the walk and the anecdote in Room, and, much as she did 

1n "The Pastons and Chaucer,~~ she embeds her argument in 

these two devices: "It was thus that I found myself walking 

with extreme rapidity across a grass plot. Instantly a 

man's figure rose to intercept mell (Room 5-6). She creates 

characters such as the Beadle, her friend who lives in the 

women's college, and Professor X. 

But while I pondered I had unconsciously . . been 
drawing a picture . . I had been drawing a face, a 
figure. It was the face and the figure of Professor 
von X . . He was not in my picture a man attractive 
to women. . His expression suggested that he was 
labouring under some emotion . . some cause for anger 
and irritation. (Room 31) 

The imagined anger of Professor X 11 Uncovered 11 in the 

stacks of the British Museum and other harsher judgments 

lose some of their sting when embedded in her stories--the 
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walk by the lake, the attempted visit to the men's college 

library, the luncheon parties, and--of course--Shakespeare's 

sister. 

Her creation, Judith Shakespeare, becomes so alive that 

she becomes the central character, the lasting image, of the 

work when Mary Beaton/Seaton/Charmichael has been forgotten: 

She was as adventurous, as imaginative, as agog to see 
the world as he was. . The force of her own gift 
alone drove her . . She was not seventeen. The birds 
that sang in the hedge were not more musical than she 
was. She had the quickest fancy, a gift like her 
brother's, for the tune of words. Like him, she had a 
taste for the theatre. (Room 49) 

This is the ghost of Judith Shakespeare, buried at "some 

cross-roads where the omnibuses now stop outside the 

Elephant and Castle" (Room 50). Her ability to create 

character-what she called the "foundation of good fiction" 

(McN3 384)-and her knowledge of the Renaissance nurtured 

through readings of Shakespeare, Hakluyt's voyages, Sir 

Thomas Browne, come together in Judith Shakespeare. 

But while Judith Shakespeare was surely the image 

Woolf-as-storyteller meant to imprint on the mind of the 

reader, she also had something to say as a literary critic: 

her real argument is that women will not write creatively 

until they are freed from the burdens of always having to 

think like "women" instead of like "artists ... For Woolf, 
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the artist's mind is neither female nor male, but a perfect 

blend of the two, and the two halves must not be at war with 

one another. The artist's mind must be .. incandescent .. like 

Shakespeare's; 11 [t]here must be no obstacle in it, no 

foreign matter unconsumed .. (Room 58). 

Three Guineas also carne out of deep feeling, inspired 

by the death of Woolf's nephew Julian in the war. Woolf and 

most of her friends were pacifists who disagreed with 

Julian's desire to go to war. She opens Three Guineas with 

her theme: .. How . . are we to prevent war? .. (3). Again, 

she uses a conceit, in this case the distribution of three 

guineas to different anti-war organizations. She uses the 

epistolary form which removes her from direct confrontation 

with her reading audience since they must filter through her 

imagined correspondents. 

Woolf did not receive the praise she had hoped for with 

this book. Even Leonard questioned it and did not give her 

as .. much praise . . as I had hoped, II but she 

.. persistently, pressingly, compulsorily" wanted to write 

this particular work (Writer's Diary 278). She believed 

Three Guineas had .. more to it than Room" (279). 

She continued her anti-war theme but modified it 

somewhat in her 1940 essay .. Thoughts on Peace in an Air 

Raid .. : 11 Unless we can think peace into existence we-not 
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this one body in one bed but millions of bodies yet to be 

born--will lie in the same darkness and hear the same death 

rattle overhead" (DM 243). She considers that, after all, 

war may be a fundamental nature to men, a natural impulse 

that women cannot deny: 

The young airman up in the sky is driven not only by 
the voices of the loudspeakers; he is driven by voices 
in himself--ancient instincts, instincts fostered and 
cherished by education and tradi tion. Is he to be 
blamed for those instincts? (DM 246) 

When she was writing Three Guineas, she still hoped that 

wars could be prevented. 

Briefly, we have touched on the most important 

components of Woolf's essays: her sense of audience and the 

devices she uses to create a tone or a voice in her work. 

We have seen how she imagines two distinct audiences, two 

types of common readers with varying needs in terms of 

literature. Her common reader needs entertainment and some 

guidance in selecting books. Her Common Reader reads widely 

and well, has education, and thinks about literature as a 

theoretical subject. This reader wants some guidance but 

does not want to be told what to read nor how to read it. 

Instead, this reader wants help in thinking about literature 

and the direction it is going. Woolf honors both types of 

readers' needs in her essays. 
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The reviews are written sometimes for one audience, 

sometimes for the other. The more direct judgments, the 

more clearly stated opinions are reserved for the common 

reader. She will not guide these readers toward a book 

without spelling out for them exactly what it is about that 

book that she finds most appealing. On the other hand the 

reviews written for the Common Reader discuss points of 

literary theory such as point of view, character 

development, or the place of a new book in a writer's 

corpus. 

The criticism, however, is aimed almost exclusively 

toward the Common Reader, for this is the group that will 

"finally decide all claim to poetical honours .. (CR 1). For 

this group she recites literary history, looks at authors' 

biographies and at the worlds they inhabited; she tries to 

put literature in its place--not just within the works of 

one author--but within genres and across generations. She 

honors her Common Readers with a tone that says she believes 

in their interest and their ability to understand what she 

has to say. Her impressionistic criticism carries within it 

the clear critical opinions of a writer who is consciously 

and purposefully eschewing the academic formats and 

formulas. 
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Woolf's reflective essays result from happenings and 

ideas that are real in Woolf's physical life. Although 

these essays are the smallest part of the canon, they 

provide a puzzle for those who must deal with their 

aboutness. In almost no case is the stated subject of the 

essay the true subject. Always Woolf embeds in her walk, 

her discussion, or her report of a view out a window, the 

true subject--always some question of human nature that she 

wishes to explore through her own mind. 

Although the message of the longer, polemical essays is 

more obvious, Woolf employs the same embedding techniques 

she uses in her shorter reflective essays. She has a sense 

of a present audience in all of these works, and even those 

works which were not originally speeches, carry the flavor 

of oral delivery. 

The best of Woolf's work--whether polemical, critical, 

or reflective--follows the guidelines for good essays as 

they were discussed in chapter 2. She definitely provides a 

personal self as the "poet persona. II She is present in all 

the essays even when she hides behind a Mary Seaton. The 

journalistic "we" becomes a tool for co-opting her audience 

into the greater "I" of all the essays, for it is impossible 

to escape Woolf in any of her essays. 
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What needs to be done--and now can be done as the 

essays are being laid out completely and chronologically 

before us--is to examine further each of the classes of 

essays as independent groups. Some work of this kind has 

been done with parts of Woolf's criticism, but many critical 

essays have never been fully examined. The reflective 

essays, in particular, have a great deal to offer as 

examples of style and voice. Woolf's embedding techniques 

would also prove a rich source of study. 

We could learn a great deal on the subject of aboutness 

by a study of the reflective essays as a group. Such a 

study might aid teachers of composition, both as they seek 

to teach students to decode the writings of others and to 

encode their own thoughts into writing. Woolf's use of the 

anecdote and the conceit of the walk, essay techniques from 

the earliest days of the genre, invite serious study. 

The opportunities presented by the wealth of essays ln 

the Woolf canon, once they have been completely collected, 

are endless. Although some work has been done with the 

literary criticism, much more could be done by studying 

those essays in the smaller classifications offered by 

Sharma since not all of the critical works are created 

alike. 
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The final publication of all the essays in 

chronological order will allow students of Woolf's literary 

criticism to study the growth of her thought and to trace 

the ideas and stimuli that fed her mind. Almost the last 

thing Woolf wrote was the seeds of an idea for an historical 

overview of literature 1n essay form. As she descended 

deeper and deeper into the depression that would finally 

claim her life, her last thoughts were about the efficacy of 

writing. In her diary for March 8, 1941, her next-to-last 

diary entry made only twenty days before she drowned 

herself, she wrote: 

Suppose I select one dominant figure in every age and 
wrote round and about. Occupation is essential. And 
now with some pleasure I find that it's seven; and must 
cook dinner. Haddock and sausage meat. I think it is 
true that one gains a certain hold on sausage and 
haddock by writing them down. (A Writer's Diary 351) 

Woolf's comment about the dinner menu, that 11 0ne gains 

a certain hold on sausage and haddock by writing them down, 11 

was also meant as a comment on her writing task. She 

believed that she would gain a certain hold on the history 

and flow of English literature by writing that down. In the 

same way, having discussed briefly some of Woolf's essays 

and their rhetorical behaviors, we might gain a better 

understanding by 11 Writing downll a somewhat fuller 

explication. What follows is a discussion of rhetorical 
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behaviors in the essays using examples of four of the types 

already discussed: the review, the critical essay, the 

reflective essay, and the polemical essay. And although we 

have identified more than one category of critical essay 

(using V. J. Sharma's categories), one example, in this 

instance, will stand for the whole. In each case, many good 

essays could have been chosen, some of which might be better 

known to most readers. The following have been chosen 

because they model the rhetorical behaviors under discussion 

for each type and because readers may come to these lesser

known essays with fewer preconceptions. 

THE REVIEW 

The review entitled .. Romance and the Heart~~ appeared in 

the Nation & Athenaeum, 19 May 1923. The books under 

consideration were The Grand Tour by [Florence] Romer Wilson 

(Methuen, 1923) and Revolving Lights by Dorothy M. 

Richardson (Duckworth, 1923). Both novels fall into the 

category of recreational fiction as opposed to great books. 

This essay appears in Volume 3 of McNeillie's collection 

(368-72), A Woman's Essays edited by Rachel Bowlby (50-52), 

and Contemporary Writers edited by Jean Guiguet (123-25). 

The text used in this explication follows McNeillie. Book 
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titles are italicized as they are in McNeillie's text. All 

other signs of emphasis or typesetting additions are those 

of this author; the original text contains no emphases. No 

further page notations will be made. 

Woolf's review is addressed most directly to the common 

readers who want entertaining fiction as opposed to the 

Common Readers whose desires might be either for more 

.. literary .. works or for more .. literary~~ information. While 

Woolf is addressing herself to the common reade audience, 

she has not excluded the Common Reader, nor does she insult 

either audience. Her language, when discussing rhetorical 

properties of the novels, is the language of proper literary 

criticism, but her opinions are direct and simple, a sign of 

her more direct address to the common readers audience. 

Both Miss Wilson and Miss Richardson are serious 
novelists, and we must therefore put our minds at their 
service with the consciousness that, though criticise 
them we must, something of positive value, which that 
criticism should reveal, remains. 

In this opening sentence, Woolf sets the tone, not only 

for this review, but for all her reviews: criticism is 

necessary, but it should serve the common good; it should 

strive for a positive tone. Dorothy Richardson 1s a 

novelist to whom Woolf returns again and again across her 

career as a reviewer. She has a particular interest in 

Richardson as a novelist and as a woman novelist. 
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And in trying to make out what this gift of theirs 
amounts to it is not necessary to go with great detail 
into the particular examples before us. Each writer is 
mature; each has written many books, and here, again, 
each is doing her own work in her own way. 

Woolf sets the agenda for the remainder of the essay 

when she says she will not go into each book in great 

detail. She will, as is often her habit, select a few good 

examples that suffice to illustrate her main points. 

Already she has begun to co-opt the audience by the use of 

the journalistic us. She also begins to take some things 

for granted in terms of her audience. She says the writers 

under consideration are mature writers and have written many 

books. The fact that she does not name or recap those books 

suggests that she takes her readers' knowledge of Wilson and 

Richardson for granted. Her next statement, that, "again, 

each is doing her own work in her own way, II also takes a 

knowledge of that "own way" for granted. 

Miss Wilson is a romantic. That is the first 
impression which her vigour and freedom make upon us. 
While other novelists sit studying the skeleton of 
humanity and painfully tracing the relations of tiny 
fibres, Miss Wilson hurls a sponge at the blackboard, 
takes her way into the forest, fling s herself on a 
couch of amaranth, and revels in the thunder. 

Woolf begins the second paragraph with a bald statement 

that Wilson is a romantic. This fills in the gap taken for 

granted in the first paragraph and sets the reader up for 
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the discussion that follows. She says Wilson has .. vigour .. 

and "freedom," both strong words, and her own language in 

the paragraph that follows is strong and vivid. Words and 

phrases such as skeleton, painfully tracing, tiny fibres, 

hurls a sponge, flings, and revels, move the reader forward 

with speed while drawing vivid word pictures upon the 

imagination. She adds to the idea of romanticism by having 

Miss Wilson fling herself on a "couch of amaranth, 11 a 

romantic-sounding image. 

For her not only the sky, but the soul too, is always 
thundering and lightning. There are no mouse-coloured 
virtues; no gradual transitions; all is genius, 
violence, and rhapsody, and her thick crowded 
utterance, often eloquent and sometimes exquisite, 
recalls the stammer of a bird enraptured with life in 
June. 

In this section, Woolf builds a dense, image-laden 

sentence that mocks the style she attributes to Wilson in 

the underlined portions above. The piling-on of images is 

"exquisite" in the rhetorical sense of the sublime. Some of 

her images are unusual, . such as "mouse-coloured virtues." 

We do . not ordinarily think of virtues as having color at 

all, so Woolf's evocation of llmouse-colouredll ones is 

particularly catching. 

Her use of semi-colons between the bold-faced clauses 

above contrasts with the use of commas to separate the items 
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in series italicized above. The semi-colons serve to slow 

down the reading of the first two clauses, giving them 

greater importance and weight, while the commas allow for a 

more hurried reading of the short list. But these words 

genius, violence, and rhapsody cannot be hurried over or 

overlooked. They are not alliterative; each must be 

"pronounced" (for even the silent reader pronounces for the 

inner ear) separately and distinctly, thus giving them a 

weight of their own. 

Yet she is not, as this description might imply, 
sentimentally lyrical, and frequently, if pardonably, 
absurd. One of the remarkable qualities of her work is 
that she handles the great explosives with complete 
good faith. She believes in thunder, violence, genius, 
and rhapsody. Therefore, no one is going to sneer at 
her for saying so. Moreover, she constantly renews her 
sense of the marvellous by touching the earth, if only 
with the tip of her toe. She can be sardonic and 
caustic; she can mention the stomach. 

Woolf continues her thought by denying any silliness on 

Wilson's part and by noting her ability to handle what she 

calls the "great explosives." This term is Woolf's own, so 

without digressing or seeming to taunt her reader, she 

explains: Wilson believes in "thunder, violence, genius, and 

rhapsody." These, then, are the "great explosives." Woolf 

returns to a suggestion of the sublime by saying Wilson 

renews her sense of "the marvellous, II and, should the reader 
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not understand what Woolf means by ~~touching the earth," she 

is direct: Miss Wilson can be "sardonic and caustic," and, 

even more direct, "she can mention the stomach. 11 But Woolf 

asks: 

Why is it, then, that she fails to convince us of the 
reality of her romance? It is because her sense of it 
is more conventional than original. She has taken it 
from poetry rather than from life, and from minor 
poetry more frequently than from major. She has not, 
like Meredith, used her freedom from the ties of 
realism to reveal something new in the emotions of 
human beings when they are most roused to excitement. 
Nor has she gone the other way to work. She has not 
taken the usual and made it blossom into the 
extraordinary. 

The rhetorical question will form the hub of Woolf's 

comments about Wilson: why has Wilson failed to "convince us 

of the reality of her romance?" Immediately, she answers, 

and her answers are direct as would best benefit her common 

reader audience. Wilson is not an original writer; she has 

borrowed her ideas from minor poetry, and she has not taken 

a clue from better writers about dealing with realism. 

Woolf's mention here of [George] Meredith takes for granted 

her readers' knowledge of his work. Her opening question 

uses the word~' another co-option of the reader to Woolf's 

opinion. She is not convinced of Wilson's romanticism, and 

she supposes her readers will not be either. 
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When we begin a play by Ibsen we say that there can be 
nothing romantic about a room with bookcases and 
upholstered furniture. But in the end we feel that all 
the forests and nightingales in the world cannot be so 
romantic as a room with bookcases and upholstered 
furniture. This is an exaggeration, however; we have 
overshot the mark. Nightingales and forests are 
forever romantic, and it is merely cowardice to be 
afraid of saying so. But writers are afraid, and very 
naturally afraid, lest their own feeling for such 
famous things may not be strong enough to persist 
against the multitude of other people's feelings. 

Again, Woolf's mention of Ibsen and his stage settings 

suggests her readers' familiarity with the works. We do not 

know if Woolf was thinking of a particular Ibsen play, but 

she makes us feel as though she has a specific one in mind 

and that we, as the readers, are thinking of it as well. By 

invoking Meredith and Ibsen, Woolf is subtly bringing some 

deeper literary criticism to bear. Wilson (and other 

writers of romance and/or realism) would do well to look to 

these writers to see how they have handled like subjects. 

She is setting a literary standard, but she does it 

indirectly. 

Miss Wilson has no such fear. And thus she has the 
romantic power of making us feel the stir and tumult of 
life as a whole. She gives us a general, not a 
particular, sense of excitement. When at the end of 
the book Marichaud exclaims: ' 11 Life is the thing, Paul. 
Life is to be the thing, 11 we feel that at last someone 
has put into words what we have been feeling for two 
hundred and fifty pages. And to have made us feel that 
life is the thing for two hundred and fifty pages is a 
real achievement. 
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Woolf ends with a compliment to Wilson. She can make 

us feel emotion and can sustain that emotion throughout her 

long story. The fact that the character speaks his line at 

the ~and the mention of the 11 two hundred and fifty pages" 

are signals to the reader who wants to know how long the 

book is. These signals show Woolf's understanding of the 

economic side of review writing; she can respond to it 

without letting it overrun her review. 

If it is a condemnation to say that Wilson has provided 

a "general, not a particular, sense of excitement, .. then 

Woolf has blunted the sting. Woolf's own way was always to 

try and deal with the particular so that the emotion 

portrayed would be clearer, but she has not imposed her own 

way on Wilson. 

There is no one word, such as romance or realism, to 
cover, even roughly, the words of Miss Dorothy 
Richardson. Their chief characteristic, if an 
intermittent student be qualified to speak, is one for 
which we still seek a name. She has invented, or, if 
she has not invented, developed and applied to her own 
uses, a sentence which we might call the psychological 
sentence of the feminine gender. 

The opening comments about Dorothy Richardson show 

immediately that Woolf places her in a class above Miss 

Wilson. To begin with, she uses Richardson's whole name, 

"Miss Dorothy Richardson, " while she calls Wilson only .. Miss 

Wilson." Richardson's work cannot be easily classified, 
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and Woolf is impressed enough with Richardson's work to call 

herself an .. intermittent student, 11 a subtle self-diminution 

akin to calling herself a II common reader. II 

While Wilson is derivative (and derivative of minor 

poetry), Richardson is inventive, or at least original in 

her approach. And, best of all, Richardson is inventive in 

the best way: she uses a psychological, feminine sentence. 

It is of a more elastic fibre than the old, capable of 
stretching to the extreme, of suspending the frailest 
particles, of enveloping the vaguest shapes. Other 
writers of the opposite sex have used sentences of this 
description and stretched them to the extreme. But 
there is a difference. Miss Richardson has fashioned 
her sentence consciously, in order that it may descend 
to the depths and investigate the crannies of Miriam 
Henderson's consciousness. 

Woolf explains what a feminine sentence is and points 

out that Richardson's use of it is different from the use 

made by men ( .. writers of the opposite sex 11
). And, although 

she is talking about Richardson's sentences, Woolf mentions 

the name of one of the characters and suggests that the plot 

of the book is concerned with her and with her point of 

view- .. the crannies of Miriam Henderson's consciousness ... 

It is a woman's sentence, but only in the sense that it 
is used to describe a woman's mind by a writer who is 
neither proud nor afraid of anything that she may 
discover in the psychology of her own sex. And 
therefore we feel that the trophies that Miss 
Richardson brings to the surface, however we may 
dispute their size, are undoubtedly genuine. Her 
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discoveries are concerned with states of being and not 
with states of doing. Miriam is aware of ''life 
itself"; of the atmosphere of the table rather than of 
the table; of the silence rather than of the sound. 
Therefore she adds an element to her perception of 
things which has not been noticed before, or, if 
noticed, has been guiltily suppressed. A man might 
fall dead at her feet (it is not likely), and Miriam 
might feel that a violet-coloured ray of light was an 
important element in her consciousness of the tragedy. 
If she felt it, she would say it. 

Richardson has special abilities in her use of the 

feminine psychological sentence: she is a woman and she is 

not afraid of what she will learn about other women. This 

contrasts with Wilson who is not afraid of emotion: Wilson 

lets us ~; Richardson shows us something about women and 

is not afraid of the revelation. By using phrases and words 

1n her discussion of Richardson that she has used in her 

discussion of Wilson, Woolf compares and contrasts the two 

covertly. Again, Woolf contrasts the two when she says that 

the "trophies . . Miss Richardson brings to the surface 

. are genuine," a contrast to Miss Wilson's derivative 

work. 

we learn more about the characters but little of the 

plot. Woolf says what Miriam might do if a man dropped dead 

at her feet; we also learn that such a happening is 

unlikely. But we learn that what is important in this novel 

is Miriam's consciousness of events: what she thinks about 
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events and how she will respond to her feelings: .. If she 

felt it, she would say it ... Woolf makes the point that the 

consciousness of the characters is what novels should be 

about. 

Therefore, in reading Revolving Lights we are often 
made uncomfortable by feeling that the accent upon the 
emotions has shifted. What was emphatic is smoothed 
away. What was important to Maggie Tulliver no longer 
matters to Miriam Henderson. At first, we are ready to 
say that nothing is important to Miriam Henderson. 
That is the way we generally retaliate when an artist 
tells us that the heart is not, as we should like it to 
be, a stationary body, but a body which moves 
perpetually, and is thus always standing in a new 
relation to the emotions which are its sun. Chaucer, 
Donne, Dickens--each if you read him, shows this change 
of the heart. That is what Miss Richardson is doing on 
an infinitely smaller scale. Miriam Henderson is 
pointing to her heart and saying she feels a pain on 
her right, and not on her left. She points too 
didac.tically. Her pain, compared with Maggie 
Tulliver's, is a very little pain. But, be that as it 
may, here we have both Miss Wilson and Miss Richardson 
proving that the novel is not hung upon a nail and 
festooned with glory, but, on the contrary, walks the 
high road, alive and alert, and brushes shoulders with 
real men and women. 

In the final section of this long paragraph, Woolf does 

two things that are more typical of her reviews written for 

the audience of Common Readers than for her common readers: 

she seeks to place one of her writers in terms of the entire 

world of literature. Here and in the section just before, 

Woolf compares Richardson's character to Maggie Tulliver of 
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George Eliot's The Mill on the Floss, and she does this 

without identifying Maggie Tulliver except by name. When 

Woolf takes her readers' knowledge of literature for 

granted, it is most often the Common Readers she is 

addressing. In this case, her audience is probably a mixed 

one, although most of the review seems aimed at common 

readers. Again, without overt comparison--without saying, 

' Eliot is a better writer than Richardson; her characters 

are better'--Woolf places Miriam Henderson and Maggie 

Tulliver on the same stage for a brief moment and judges 

Maggie to be the more fully-developed character, but in so 

doing, Woolf is saying Richardson's character is in a class 

worthy to be compared to the characters of a master such as 

Eliot. 

Further, Woolf compares what is happening in Revolving 

Lights to what has happened in other literature that has 

stood the test of time. Woolf does not say directly, but 

she lifts up for consideration, the notion that Richardson 

is dealing with human feelings and she has understood what 

all the great writers have understood, lithe . . heart 

. is not a stationary body . . and is thus always 

standing in a new relation to the emotions which are its 

sun, .. She goes on to name the great writers-Chaucer, 



Donne, Dickens--who have realized this. Her earlier 

references to Meredith (with no mention of specific titles 

or characters) and of Ibsen fall into the same category, 

references she expects her readers to be able to follow 

without direct explanation. 
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This behavior is typical of a review or piece of 

criticism addressed to the more literary Common Readers, but 

Woolf does not leave her common readers behind; she has 

chosen artists known to most readers and chosen them over a 

wide spread of time and genres. 

Finally, Woolf brings her two writers together again 

after an off-hand transition, .. But, be that as it may, .. ; 

both these writers are dealing with human emotions, and 

their efforts are worthy of note. Woolf goes so far as to 

say that both these writers are doing an important job; both 

are keeping the novel alive and doing much to deny rumors of 

its death. Although Woolf has compared Eliot and 

Richardson's characters, she does not believe the best 

novels have been written and the genre must rest on its 

laurels. Indeed, the novel is .. not hung upon a nail and 

festooned with glory" (emphasis added). 

This review contains the characteristics most common to 

a Woolf review with a slightly mixed view of her audience. 
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She makes some direct judgments, a sign that she is writing 

to the common reader who wants to know what the book is 

about. She shows an understanding of the commercial 

imperative of reviewing when she inserts the length of 

Wilson's book into the review, but she focuses on the 

literary merits of Richardson's book, the book that she 

obviously feels to be the better of the two. 

Woolf shows herself capable of speaking to both 

audiences, of dealing with a piece of what may become "real" 

literature, and of responding to the needs of the 

recreational reader. Both books are worth reading; one may 

merit further study. The biggest difference between this 

piece, a review, and a piece of Woolf's literary criticism 

is length. The review, at 1,116 words, is one-half to one

third the length of most of her critical works. Reviews, 

which by her own definition, are written about books newly 

published and may include some brief attempt to place the 

work or its author into the greater scheme of literature, 

but that is not the main thrust of any Woolf review. Woolf 

responds to the desires of readers to know if the new books 

are worthy of their time, attention, and money. In "Romance 

and the Heart, .. Woolf has answered these questions for her 

audience. 
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THE CRITICAL ESSAY 

The brief critical essay, 11 Indiscretions, 11 was first 

published in Vogue, November 1924, and was reprinted with 

punctuation revisions as 11 Indiscretions in Literature~~ in 

the New York Vogue, 1 June 1925. The English version was 

subtitled .. 'Never Seek to Tell Thy Love, Love That Never 

Told Can Be'--But One's Feelings for Some Writers Outrun All 

Prudence ... The American version was subtitled 11 Wherein Our 

Affections or Disaffections for Writers Come Imprudently 

Forth ... The text reproduced below follows the English Vogue 

edition as found in Volume 3 of McNeillie's collection 

(460-65); the essay also appears in Michele Barrett's Women 

and Writing (72-76), and in Rachel Bowlby's A Woman's Essays 

( 88-92). The only emphases in Woolf's text are book titles 

which will be italicized below. 

It is always indiscreet to mention the affections. Yet 
how they prevail, how they permeate all our 
intercourse! Boarding an omnibus we like the 
conductor; in a shop take for or against the young lady 
serving; through all traffic and routine, liking and 
disliking we go our ways, and our whole day is stained 
and steeped by the affections. And so it must be in 
reading. The critic may be able to abstract the 
essence and feast upon it undisturbed, but for the rest 
of us in every book there is something--sex, character, 
temperament--which, as in life, rouses affection or 
repulsion; and, as in life, sways and prejudices; and 
again, as in life, is hardly to be analysed by the 
reason. 
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The opening salvo of this critical piece makes a very 

typical statement for Woolf: the Common Reader has ideas 

about literature based upon his or her own likes and 

dislikes which critics seem not to take into consideration. 

The opinion of the Common Reader rather than that of the 

critic will eventually prevail. Such a stance supports 

Woolf's life-long enterprise of educating the tastes of the 

Common Reader, for Woolf believed that it was Common Readers 

reading through educated tastes who produced lasting 

judgments. 

She allies herself with her intended Common Reader 

audience in the phrase "but for the rest of us, II thereby 

separating herself from the more academically-minded 

critics. She gives several examples of non-literary 

instances when the affections come into play. What will 

follow are the literary instances, and, in keeping with her 

opening statement, we might assume that she will run against 

the current of some contemporary critics. 

George Eliot is a case in point. Her reputation, they 
say, is on the wane, and, indeed, how could it be 
otherwise? Her big nose, her little eyes, her heavy, 
horsey head loom from behind the printed page and make 
a critic of the other sex uneasy. Praise he must, but 
love he cannot; and however absolute and austere his 
devotion to the principle that art has no truck with 
personality, still there has crept into his voice, into 
text-books and articles, as he analyses her gifts and 
unmasks her pretensions, that it is not George Eliot he 
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would like to pour out tea. On the other hand, 
exquisitely and urbanely, from the chastest urn into 
the finest china Jane Austen pours, and, as she pours, 
smiles, charms, appreciates--that too has made its way 
into the austere pages of English criticism. 

Immediately, Woolf draws a bead on her target in the 

phrase, "they say." Her rhetorical question, "and, indeed 

how could it be otherwise?," appended to the "they say" is 

obviously meant to be something else 11 they 11 would say. The 

list of Eliot's faults--"big nose, her little eyes, her 

heavy, horsey head"--are not literary faults; they are 

faults men find in women. It is, therefore, no surprise 

when she follows with the statement that such faults make "a 

critic of the other sex uneasy~~ (emphasis added) . Male 

critics, then, are her primary target. 

11 Praise he must, but love he cannot, II she says. 

Despite the her earlier statement that critics "may be able 

to abstract the essence and feast upon it undisturbed," .the 

male critic seems to make literary judgments upon physical 

grounds: he must 11 love," and that love is rooted in the 

physical attractiveness of the (female) writer. 

Woolf contrasts Jane Austen's femininity using 

descriptives such as "chaste," ~~exquisitely and urbanely," 

with Eliot's "hors[iness] ." This is not to denigrate 

Austen, for whom Woolf has great respect, but to point up 
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the flimsy basis for the judgments that have 11 Crept 11 into 

the critic's "voice, into textbooks and articles ... Woolf's 

point is that neither writer benefits from being judged in 

this manner. 

But now perhaps it may be pertinent, since women not 
only read but sometimes scribble a note of their 
opinions, to enquire into their preferences, their 
equally suppressed but equally instinctive response to 
the lure of personal liking in the printed page. The 
attractions and repulsions of sex are naturally among 
the most emphatic. One may hear them crackling and 
spitting and lending an agreeable vivacity to the 
insipidy of weekly journalism. In higher spheres these 
same impurities serve to fledge the arrows and wing the 
mind more swiftly if more capriciously in its flight. 
Some adjustment before reading is essential. 

Woolf now enters into a more direct conflict with male 

critics. Women, too, may be critics, she points out with 

more than a hint of irony: "women not only read but 

sometimes scribble a note of their opinions ... That 

"scribble a note," so seemingly self-effacing, is, instead, 

an arrow as sharp as those she is about to describe. 

Women, too, she says, have likes and dislikes; some of 

those.affections, like those of their male counterparts, are 

based on sex. First, Woolf describes those attractions as 

"crackling and spitting and lending an agreeable vivacity" a 

polysyndeton that suggests either a cat or else the snap and 

crackle of electricity. Next, she likens these attractions 
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to arrows in flight. 11 SOme adjustment before reading lS 

essential, .. is Woolf's introduction to a passage that will 

show male critics how sex-based or gender-based attractions 

can affect critical judgments of men. 

Byron is the first name that comes to mind. But no 
woman ever loved Byron; they bowed to convention; did 
what they were told to do; ran mad to order. 
Intolerably condescending, ineffably vain, a barber's 
block to look at, compound of bully and lap-dog, now 
hectoring, now swimming in vapours of sentimental 
twaddle, tedious, egotistical, melodramatic, the 
character of Byron is the least attractive in the 
history of letters. But no wonder that every man was 
in love with him. In their company he must have been 
irresistible; brilliant and courageous; dashing and 
satirical; downright and tremendous; the conqueror of 
women and companion of heroes--everything that strong 
men believe themselves to be and weak men envy them for 
being. But to fall in love with Byron, to enjoy Don 
Juan and the letters to the full, obviously one must be 
a man; or, if of the other sex, disguise it. 

Byron is the example of a man whose personality can stand ln 

the way of literary judgments. She uses combinations of 

phrases and descriptives linked by semi-colons and commas to 

pile up her case against Byron, the man. Women, she 

believes, could not really love Byron, but they .. ran mad to 

order .. for him. Men on the other hand, found him greatly 

attractive as a man and as a writer. 

No such disguise is necessary with Keats. His name, 
indeed, is to be mentioned with diffidence lest the 
thought of a character endowed as his was with the 
rarest qualities that human beings can command--genius, 
sensibility, dignity, wisdom--should mislead us into 
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mere panegyric. There, if ever, was a man whom both 
sexes must unite to honour; towards whom the personal 
bias must incline all in the same direction. But there 
is a hitch; there is Fanny Brawne. She danced too much 
at Hampstead, Keats complained. The divine poet was a 
little sultanic in his behaviour; after the manly 
fashion of his time apt to treat his adored both as 
angel and cockatoo. A jury of maidens would bring in a 
verdict in Fanny's favour. It was to his sister, whose 
education he supervised and whose character he formed, 
that he showed himself the man of all others who "had 
he been put on would have prov'd most royally." 
Sisterly his women readers must suppose themselves to 
be; and sisterly to Wordsworth, who should have had no 
wife, as Tennyson should have had none, nor Charlotte 
Bronte her Mr Nicholls. 

To put oneself at the best post of observation for 
the study of Samuel Johnson needs a little 
circumspection. He was apt to tear the tablecloth to 
ribbons; he was a disciplinarian and a sentimentalist; 
very rude to women, and at the same time the most 
devoted, respectful and devout of their admirers. 
Neither Mrs Thrale, whom he harangued, nor the pretty 
young woman who sat on his knee is to be envied 
altogether. Their positions are too precarious. But 
some sturdy matchseller or apple woman well on in 
years, some old struggler who had won for herself a 
decent independence would have commanded his sympathy, 
and, standing at a stall on a rainy night in the 
Strand, one might perhaps have insinuated oneself into 
his service, washed up his tea cups and thus enjoyed 
the greatest felicity that could fall to the lot of 
women. 

In the long section above, Woolf continues to turn the 

tables on the male critics whose criticism is gender-based 

rather than based in a true inspection of a writer's work. 

She begins with what seems a turn of attitude as she speaks 
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of Keats, calling him "a man whom both sexes must unite to 

honour." But immediately, she shifts and brings in Fanny 

Brawne and Keats' relationship to his sister. Although she 

describes him personally using a quotation from Hamlet, she 

never assesses his work. The same is true for Samuel 

Johnson in the short paragraph that follows. Her assessment 

of Johnson is entirely that of his relationship to women, 

especially to Mrs. Thrale. Woolf's point, of course, is to 

push this behavior, in her own examples, to the maximum 

point of absurdity in order to show the unattractive nature 

of such critical behavior. However, in true Woolf fashion, 

she does not ever say directly what she wants her reader to 

realize; she mocks the behavior, pushing it so that it is 

almost funny and hoping that the audience will learn from 

example. 

These instances, however, are all of a simple 
character; the men have been supposed to remain men, 
the women women when they write. They have exerted the 
influence of their sex directly and normally. But 
there is a class which keeps itself aloof from any such 
contamination. Milton is their leader; with him are 
Landor, Sappho, Sir Thomas Browne, Marvell. Feminists 
or anti-feminists, passionate or cold--whatever the 
romances or adventures of their private lives not a 
whiff of that mist attaches itself to their writing. 
It is pure, uncontaminated, sexless as the angels are 
said to be sexless. But on no account is this to be 
confused with another group which has the same 
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peculiarity. To which sex do the works of Emerson, 
Matthew Arnold, Harriet Martineau, Ruskin and Maria 
Edgeworth belong? It is uncertain. It is, moreover, 
quite immaterial. They are not men when they write, 
nor are they women. They appeal to that large tract of 
the soul which is sexless; they excite no passions; 
they exalt, improve, instruct, and man or woman can 
profit equally by their pages, without indulging in the 
folly of affection or the fury of partisanship. 

The transitional, opening sentence of this paragraph 

shows a change in tone. Woolf says the examples she has 

chosen are the easy ones, the ones where men wrote as men 

and women wrote as women. She leads from this to those 

writers who do not write as men or women. It is typical of 

Woolf to include Sir Thomas Browne in this grouping; she 

revered him as one of the great English prose writers. 

These writers write in a way that is .. sexless as the angels 

are said to be sexless, .. but there is another group that is 

harder to pin down. She asks a rhetorical question- .. To 

which sex do [their] works . . belong? .. -and supplies 

another list. These writers, she says reach a place in the 

soul of the reader that is sexless, a place that, when 

touched, raises us (as readers) to a higher level. The 

reader does not have to .. indulg[e] in the folly of affection 

or the fury of partisanship" while reading these writers. 

The serious tone of this passage suggests that these writers 

are the ones Woolf feels most represent the ideal. But she 
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rushes on to the next category without expanding on her 

theme. 

Then, inevitably, we come to the harem, and tremble 
slightly as we approach the curtain and catch glimpses 
of women behind it and even hear ripples of laughter 
and snatches of conversation. Some obscurity still 
veils the relations of women to each other. A hundred 
years ago it was simple enough; they were stars who 
shone only in male sunshine; deprived of it, they 
languished into nonentity--sniffed, bickered, envied 
each other--so men said. But now it must be confessed 
things are less satisfactory. Passions and repulsions 
manifest themselves here too, and it is by no means 
certain that every woman is inspired by pure envy when 
she reads what another has written. More probably 
Emily Bronte was the passion of her youth; Charlotte 
even she loved with nervous affection; and cherished a 
quiet sisterly regard for Anne. Mrs Gaskell wields a 
maternal sway over readers of her own sex; wise, witty 
and very large-minded, her readers are devoted to her 
as to the most admirable of mothers; whereas George 
Eliot is an Aunt, and, as an Aunt, inimitable. So 
treated she drops the apparatus of masculinity which 
Herbert Spencer necessitated; indulges herself in 
memory; and pours forth, no doubt with some rustic 
accent, the genial stores of her youth, the greatness 
and profundity of her soul. Jane Austen we needs must 
adore; but she does not want it; she wants nothing; our 
love is a by-product, an irrelevance; with that mist or 
without it her moon shines on. As for loving 
foreigners, some say it is an impossibility; but if 
not, it is to Madame de Sevigne that we must turn. 

In the paragraph just before, Woolf speaks of sexless 

writing, a concept she will come back to more directly ln b 

Room of One's Own where she says the best writers are 

androgynous. In this paragraph she also foreshadows 
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statements she will make more directly in Room when she 

compares women to a star that shines "only in male 

sunshine." In Room, she compares women to mirrors whose 

sole function was to show men an image twice their normal 

size. Using this image, and then the allusion to Herbert 

Spencer "necessitating" that women write as men, Woolf makes 

her point that the male audience has dictated women's 

writing and women's response to other women writing for too 

long. Left to themselves, she says, women do not 

necessarily envy one another and may, in fact, create 

relationships between themselves and successful women who 

write. She goes back to Eliot and Austen as examples of the 

relationships women might create, subtly reminding the 

reader of her earlier passage about the way male critics 

have responded to the same two writers. Rather than being 

envious of writers of their own sex, Woolf suggests that 

women want (and perhaps need) to hear the voices of other 

women. 

But all these preferences and partialities, all these 
adjustments and attempts of the mind to relate itself 
harmoniously with another, pale, as the flirtations of 
a summer compared with the consuming passions of a 
lifetime, when we consider the great devotions which 
one, or at the most two, names in the whole of 
literature inspire. Of Shakespeare we need not speak. 
The nimble little birds of field and hedge, lizards, 
shrews and dormice, do not pause in their dallyings and 
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sportings to thank the sun for warming them; nor need 
we, the light of whose literature comes from 
Shakespeare, seek to praise him. But there are other 
names, more retired, less central, less universally 
gazed upon than his. There is a poet, whose love of 
women was all stuck about with briars; who railed and 
cursed; was fierce and tender; passionate and obscene. 
In the very obscurity of his mind there is something 
that intrigues us on; his rage scorches but sets on 
fire; and in the thickest of his thorn bushes are 
glimpses of the highest heavens, and ecstasies and pure 
windless calms. Whether as a young man gazing from 
narrow Chinese eyes upon a world that half allures, 
half disgusts him, or with his flesh dried on his cheek 
bones, wrapped in his winding sheet, excruciated, dead 
in St Paul's, one cannot help put love John Donne. 
With him is associated a man of the very opposite 
sort--large, lame, simple-minded; a scribbler of 
innumerable novels not a line of which is harsh, 
obscene or anything but propriety itself; a landed 
gentleman with a passion for Gothic architecture; a man 
who, if he had lived tod~y, woul9 have been the 
upholder of all the most detestable institutions of his 
country, but for all that is a grea.t writer-no woman 
can read· the life of this man and his diary and his 
novels without being head over ears in love with Walter 
Scott. 

Woolf introduces those writers whose lights shine 

brightest and purest, supposedly without taint of gender 

struggles. She begins by precluding Shakespeare from the 

discussion--he is too great, she says, and needs no 

discussion. In Room, it will be Shakespeare whom Woolf 

chooses to discuss as the ultimate androgynous writer, but 

she moves away from him here. She chooses, instead, to 
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speak of less known writers and fixes, surprisingly enough 

to modern readers, on John Donne and Sir Walter Scott. 

Woolf describes Donne in intense, packed phrases 

punctuated for rhythm with commas and semi-colons. She uses 

intrigues in an interesting way: Donne .. intrigues us on ... 

She portrays him as a passionate person and a passionate 

writer, and she suggests indirectly that his passions are 

what excite response in readers. She contrasts Scott in a 

way that makes him seem passionless, yet finishes up with 

the statement that no woman can read Scott without falling 

.. head over heels in lovell with him. 

This quick, almost breathless, conclusion leaves the 

piece seemingly unfinished. The reader almost shouts---So 

what? What am I to think? Looking back, we can see that 

Woolf has introduced a kind of criticism that she finds 

abhorrent, the kind that considers gender before talent or 

production. She attributes this primarily to male critics, 

and she has mocked their style by critiquing several writers 

in this way. She has turned then to what the reader must 

suppose is her ideal, the androgynous writer, and she has 

supplied a brief glimpse of that type. But before she 

develops that to the readers' satisfaction, Woolf moves on 

to look at women and their relationship to women writers, 
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saying that relationship may not be what the male-dominated 

critics have suggested for too long. Then she moves on 

quickly to look at the brightest examples, but she ends with 

examples that might seem rather surprising. Few today would 

compare Donne and Scott in the same paragraph. 

As late twentieth-century readers, we must remember 

that Sir Walter Scott was a widely-read, popular writer in 

1924 and that John Donne had suffered an eclipse that would 

soon be rectified by Woolf's contemporaries such as T. S . . 
Eliot. And although Eliot and others are given more credit 

for "rejuvenating" Donne, note that it lS Woolf who is 

suggesting him as one of the greats. 

This critical essay is short and seems unfinished when 

compared to some of her later critical works. Although 

Woolf had written a good bit of 11 true 11 criticism by 1924, 

she was just beginning to come into her greatest strength. 

Her later critical works show a more directly combative 

style, when necessary, but her use here of mockery is 

typically Woolf. The impressionistic and imagistic nature 

of this essay is also typical. Woolf is speaking of 

emotional responses to literature--she begins by suggesting 

that they are not good--but she shows throughout the essay 
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how we (as readers) cannot ever detach ourselves from at 

least some level of emotional response. In fact, she seems 

to suggest, both in her final paragraph and in the paragraph 

where she discusses women's responses to women writers, that 

it is the emotional response that readers crave. 

She makes two points against male (and for male, we 

might read academic) critics: gender-based criticism is 

demeaning to both parties; the emotional response cannot be 

denied. These points are ones that she will return to again 

and again, most noticeably in A Room of One's Own. 

Despite what might be seen as the roughness of this 

essay, it contains many features of Woolf's mature criticism 

and is a good example of her work in the domain of the 

critical essay. 

THE REFLECTIVE ESSAY 

Rachel Bowlby suggests that the reflective essay 

"Evening over Sussex: Reflections in a Motor Car, 11 was 

written in 1927 when the Woolfs were enjoying a new motor 

car (CDML 82). It first appeared in The Death of the Moth 

and Other Essays and can be found in Moth (7-11), in Rachel 

Bowlby's The Crowded Dance of Modern Life (82-86), the 

second volume of The Collected Essays, and will appear in 
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the fifth volume of McNeillie's collection. The text as it 

appears below follows the text found in Moth; no emphases 

appear in the original text, so any typographical oddities 

are those of this writer. No further page numbers will be 

given. 

Evening is kind to Sussex, for Sussex is no longer 
young, and she is grateful for the ·veil of evening as 
an elderly woman is glad when a shade is drawn over a 
lamp, and only the outline of her face remains. The 
outline of Sussex is still very fine. The cliffs stand 
out to sea, one behind another. All Eastbourne, all 
Bexhill, all St. Leonards, their parades and their 
lodging houses, their beadshops and their sweet shops 
and their placards and their invalids and chars-a
banes, are all obliterated. What remains is what there 
was when William came over from France ten centuries 
ago: a line of cliffs running out to sea. Also the 
fields are redeemed. The freckle of red villas on the 
coast is washed over by a thin lucid lake of brown air, 
in which they and their redness are drowned. It was 
still too early for lamps and too early for stars. 

This essay which is set in a motor car touring through 

Sussex is a type of ambulatory essay. The Woolf's house, 

Rodmill, was in Sussex, and Sussex was a favorite area for 

both the Woolfs, and Virginia wrote of the area as one who 

knew it well. Her opening befits a writer who believed that 

character was the most important element of fiction; she 

turns the Sussex countryside into a character, in this case, 

female. "She" is an elderly lady, present at the time of 
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William the Conqueror, but her face is "still fine." With 

no direct transition out of her metaphor, Woolf gives the 

audience a physical location, a focus: Eastbourne, Bexhill, 

St. Leonard's. She is, after all, passing through in a 

motor car; she has seen the little towns and their "parades 

and their lodging houses, their beadshops and their sweet 

shops and their placards and their invalids and chars-a-

banes." She knows they are there, and she provides them for 

the reader as a kind of background. But this is evening; 

these landmarks disappear and the fields "are redeemed"; 

they become the most important element of landscape--as they 

were when "William came over from France. '1 Quickly, the 

audience has been provided a physical place, a time of day, 

and the sense of motion of Woolf's motor car. 

But, I thought, there is always some sediment of 
irritation when the moment is as beautiful as it is 
now. They psychologists must explain; one looks up, 
one is overcome by beauty extravagantly greater than 
one could expect--there are now pink clouds over 
Battle; the fields are mottled, marbled--one's 
perceptions blow out rapidly like air balls expanded by 
some rush of air, and then, when all sees blown to its 
fullest and tautest, with beauty and beauty and beauty, 
a pin pricks; it collapses. 

Now, Woolf has appeared as a character in her own 

right. She is her own voice and the voice of the audience. 

She speaks for anyone who has ever looked upon a beautiful 

scene. She invokes medical science, psychologists, who can 
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explain how we feel. But is 1s obvious that it will be 

Woolf who explains as she drives alone; the underlined 

passage above, the quick observation of the passing 

countryside, maintains the movement of the car and the 

pretext of the drive. 

The italicized phrases above begin Woolf's second 

metaphor; first Sussex was a woman; now perceptions become 

balloons. The second half of the compound-complex sentence 

that begins after the dash builds in intensity and moves 

quickly, punctuated with commas. The final buildup is the 

polysyndeton .. beauty and beauty and beauty, 11 ending with the 

pin prick and the collapse. 

But what is the pin? So far as I could tell, the pin 
has something to do with one's own impotency. I cannot 
hold this--I cannot express this--I am overcome by it
-I am mastered. Somewhere in that region one's 
discontent lay; and it was allied with the idea that 
one's nature demands mastery over all that it receives; 
QilQ mastery here meant the power to convey what one saw 
now over Sussex so that another person could share it. 
And further, there was another prick of the pin: one 
was wasting one's chance; for beauty spread at one's 
right hand, at one's left; at one's back too. it was 
escaping all the time; one could only offer a thimble 
to a torrent that could fill baths, lakes. 

In the conclusion of the paragraph Woolf tries to 

explain the pin prick, first asking her audience, "But what 

is the pin?" At this point, Woolf begins to use the first 

person pronoun, careful not to ascribe to her audience 
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emotions that she feels might be unique to herself. She 

speaks as a writer who cannot adequately express herself. 

Following the polysyndeton of the preceding section, she 

uses an asyndeton, "I cannot hold this-I cannot express 

this-I am overcome by it-I am mastered." 

In the sections underlined and boldfaced above, . note 

Woolf's use of punctuation which is rhythmic rather than 

strictly mechanical. She uses commas and semi-colons here 

to suggest pauses as much as to separate clauses. In the 

underlined sections she has used semi-colons to connect 

independent clauses containing coordinating conjunctions 

·indicating longer pauses. In the boldfaced sections, she 

has used commas and semi-colons alternately to indicate 

pauses of various lengths. 

But relinquish, I said (it is well known how in 
circumstances like these the self splits up and one 
self is eager and dissatisfied and the other stern and 
philosophical), relinquish these impossible 
aspirations; be content with the view in front of us, 
QilQ believe me when I tell you that it is. best to sit 
and soak; to be passive; to accept; and do not bother 
because nature has given you six little pocket knives 
with which to cut up the body of a whale. 

In this paragraph, Woolf uses punctuation both in the 

conventional manner to separate independent clauses (see 

underlined sections above) and as indicators of rhythm (see 

boldfaced sections). 
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Woolf creates a second self, a second character who can 

take the other side in her discussion. Again, in a 

parenthetical aside, she seems to be speaking almost 

medically, .. it is well known, .. making an appeal to the 

unnamed psychologists mentioned earlier. 

She changes her address to her audience slightly, 

beginning the paragraph with the imperative voice, 

.. relinquish, I say, .. and moving to the second person 11 YOU 11 

and 11 US" while maintaining her first person, 11 I tell you ... 

Speaking directly to the audience, Woolf carefully 

underlines her own opinions. 

While these two selves then held a colloquy about the 
wise course to adopt in the presence of beauty, I (a 
third party now declared itself) said to myself, how 
happy they were to enjoy so simple an occupation. 
There they sat as the car sped along, noticing 
everything: a hay stack; a rust red roof; a pond; an 
old man coming home with his sack on his back; there 
they sat, matching every colour in the sky and earth 
from their colour box, rigging up little models of 
Sussex barns and farmhouses in the red light that would 
serve in the January gloom. But I, being somewhat 
different, sat aloof and melancholy. While they are 
thus busied, I said to myself: Gone, gone; over, over; 
past and done with, past and done with. I feel life 
left behind even as the road is left behind. We have 
been over that stretch, and are already forgotten. 
There, windows were lit by our lamps for a second; the 
light is out now. Others come behind us. 

A third Woolf self enters the debate, this character 

one who stands aside and observes the other two. The first 
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two selves are debating about how one should handle or 

understand great beauty. This third self watches them and 

ponders the fleeting nature of life by comparing it to the 

movement of the car, .. I feel life left behind even as the 

road is left behind ... 

The underlined section above is another instance of 

Woolf's use of repetition for emphasis. In this case the 

repetition serves the purpose of creating the feeling of· the 

moving car which she had not alluded to in the preceding 

paragraph. 

Then suddenly a fourth self (a self which lies in 
ambush, apparently dormant, and jumps upon one 
unawares. Its remarks are often entirely disconnected 
with what has been happening, but must be attended to 
because of their very abruptness) said: .. Look at that ... 
It was a light; brilliant, freakish; inexplicable. For 
a second I was unable to name it ... A star .. ; and for 
that second it held its odd flicker of unexpectedness 
and danced and beamed. ..I take your meaning, .. I said . 
.. You, erratic and impulsive self that you are, feel 
that the light over the downs there emerging, dangles 
from the future. Let us try to understand this. Let 
us reason it out. I feel suddenly attached not to the 
past but to the future. I think of Sussex in five 
hundred years to come. I th i nk much grossness will 
have evaporated. Things will have been scorched up, 
eliminated. There will be magic gates. Draughts fan
blown by electric power will cleanse houses. Lights 
intense and firmly directed will go over the earth, 
doing the work . Look at the moving light in that hill; 
it is the headlight of a car. By day and by night 
Sussex in five centuries will be full of charming 
thoughts, quick, effective beams." 
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The fourth and final character has entered the scene. 

This character differs from the others in that she is 

actually looking at the beauty around her. The first two 

are debating each other and .. matching every colour in the 

sky and earth from their colour box .. ; these two are not 

seeing the beauty: they are thinking about recreating it. 

The third self is watching the first two and seeing in the 

beauty of nature and the movement of the motor car only a 

message about the transient nature of life. This fourth 

self looks ~ nature, sees a star, and finds in the star a 

message that links past, present, and future. 

The last section of the paragraph (italicized above) lS 

the fourth self's vision of the Sussex countryside five 

hundred years in the future. The land that was ''there when 

William came over from France .. and that has been changed by 

the hands of man, will be different, better, cleansed in the 

world to come. 

This self sees something positive in the movement of 

the car and its headlights. The third self saw only "past 

and done with 11
; the fourth self sees "quick, effective 

beams." The language here is lighter, less intense, with no 

repetition except for the use of the word light, and with a 

faster rhythm. 

The sun was now low beneath the horizon. Darkness 
spread rapidly. None of my selves could see anything 
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beyond the tapering light of our headlamps on the 
hedge. I summoned them together. "Now," I said, 
"comes the season of making up our accounts. Now we 
have got to collect ourselves; we have got to be one 
self. Nothing is to be seen any more, except one wedge 
of road and bank which our lights repeat incessantly. 
We are alone. Now is the time of reckoning. Now I, 
who preside over the company, am going to arrange in 
order the trophies which we have all brought in. 

This paragraph begins the summation, and Woolf speaks 

in her primary "voice". The car still moves along; the 

headlights show only hedgerow and road. The primary voice 

announces her intention of arranging the .. trophies" which 

"we .. have all brought in. The we here is obviously the we 

of the four selves and Woolf's primary voice, but it 

stretches to include her audience, who have been presumably, 

thinking along the same paths as Woolf. The paragraph 

continues: 

Let me see; there was a great deal of beauty brought in 
today: farmhouses; cliffs standing out to sea; marbled 
field~; mottled fields; red feathered skies; all that. 
Also there was disappearance and the death of the 
individual. The vanishing road and the window lit for 
a second and then dark. And then there was a sudden 
dancing light, that was hung in the future. "What we 
have made then today, .. I said, .. is this : that beauty; 
death of the individual and the future. Look, I will 
make a little figure for your satisfaction; here he 
comes. Does this little figure advancing through 
beauty, through death, to the economical, powerful, and 
efficient future when houses will be cleansed by a puff 
of hot wind satisfy you? Look at him; there on my 
knee ... We sat and looked at the figure we had made 
that day. Great sheer slabs of rock, tree tufted, 
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surrounded him. He was for a second very, very solemn. 
Indeed it seemed as if the reality of things was 
displayed there on the rug. A violent thrill ran 
through us; as if a charge of electricity had entered 
in to us. We cried out together, "Yes, yes," as if 
affirming something, in a moment of recognition. 

Woolf begins to list the things the selves have brought 

in, and her list may be something of a surprise. While the 

reader may have been aware of the physical "trophies .. such 

as the fields and the star, many readers may not have been 

quite aware that one of the trophies was the death of the 

individual. But Woolf lays that out and repeats it, 

"beauty, death of the individual, and the future," . are the 

three most important trophies. 

To illustrate her point, she makes a ~~model, .. 

surrounded by .. great slabs of rock, tree tufted." We are 

not told the composition of the model: supposedly it is made 

from bits and pieces of all that has been observed by the 

various selves. Presumably it is not possible to make a 

model of what the selves have actually seen as the first two 

selves were trying to do, but it is possible to take what 

they have seen and create something new from the whole. It 

1s to that realization that the selves say "yes, yes." 

And then the body who had been silent up to now began 
its song, almost at first as low as the rush of the 
wheels: "Eggs and bacon; toast and tea; fire and a 
'bath; fire and a bath; jugged hare, .. it went on, and 
"red currant jelly; a glass of wine; with coffee to 
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follow-and then to bed; and then to bed ... 
.. Off with you, .. I said to my assembled selves ... Your 

work is done. I dismiss you. Good-night ... 
And the rest of the journey was performed in the 

delicious society of my own body. 

The final section moves quickly in three short 

paragraphs using dialogue. The voice of Woolf's creation 

speaks, and it speaks in a sing-song, rhythmic, and 

repetitious sentence of the normal things of every day-

meals, warm baths, good wine, coffee, and a warm bed. The 

little body Slngs, Woolf dismisses her multiple selves, and 

the ride continues. 

This essay, as many of Woolf's reflective essays, 

presents a problem of aboutness. The essay appears to be 

about a ride in the country that takes a bizarre mental 

turn. This is the aboutness, the pretextual reason for 

writing. What the piece is actually about is a meditation 

on an individual's place ln the scheme of things, in the 

world of beauty and nature, and dealing with one's own 

humanity. Woolf examines several ways: the artist, 

represented by the first two selves, may talk and debate and 

try to replicate, but, in so doing, the artist often fails 

to really see the beauty in the world and to appreciate it 

on a personal level. The third self is the person who is so 

awed by nature that she can only feel defeat. The fourth 
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self sees in the beauty of nature a hope for the future and 

sees herself as somehow part of that future. The star here 

is, indeed, a guiding light, but it is also a link between 

past and future. Woolf says that she believes the star's 

light comes from the future--Wool£ obviously did not know 

(or did not care) that physics shows that the star's light 

actually came from far in the distant past--but her 

instincts are correct: the same star that shone for William 

the Conqueror and that shines on her motor car, will shine 

on the Sussex of five hundred years·in the future. 

The death of the individual that Woolf counts as a 

·trophy, is the realization that the death of any one person 

does not mean the end of all the beauty: The little body's 

song of the mundane tells Woolf that these things, the daily 

joys of every -day life, will continue for others even when a 

particular individual has gone. 

This theme of dealing with one's own humanity and 

finding one's place in the scheme of the cosm6s is an oft

repeated theme for Woolf. She takes a very personal 

approach, one that will not put off her readers or force 

them too feel to much the weight of her own feelings. The 

division of herself as poet persona into a multitude allows 

her to make her points while still maintaining control as 
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the primary voice and keeping the proper relationship with 

her audience. 

The divided self, or extra personas, is another common 

Woolf device. She often begins an essay in her own voice 

then invites another character into the picture, thus 

allowing her to step back and work more objectively. This 

device is most obvious in the longer A Room of One's Own 

where she creates the Mary Seaton/Beaton/Charmichael 

character as well as Judith Shakespeare. She deals with 

this same theme in "The Death of A Moth." 

THE POLEMICAL ESSAY 

Although the piece "The Plumage Bill" is not a true 

essay, it contains the same behaviors as her longer 

polemical works. "The Plumage Bill" was sent to the Woman's 

Leader as a signed article on 23 July 1920. The bill under 

consideration, to prohibit the importation of plumage, had 

successfully passed both houses and had bogged down in 

committee for failure to secure a quorum. Her article is in 

direct response to an article by "Wayfarer'' in the Nation 

that laid the bill's failure at the doorstep of women who 

wanted to wear feathers in their hats (McN2 241-42). This 

piece appears in full in Volume 3 of the McNeillie 
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collection (240-45) and in Rachel Bowlby's A Woman's Essays 

(27-29). The text as transcribed below has been taken from 

the McNeillie volume; further page notations will not be 

given for text; all italics, underlinings, and other 

typesetting additions are those of this author; the original 

text contains no emphases. 

Woolf's polemical pieces were most often in response to 

direct stimuli rather than born out of a self-propelled 

desire to speak out on a given topic, and 11 The Plumage Bill 11 

follows that pattern. She opens with a clear statement of 

her audience; it is 11 Wayfarer 11 (H. W. Massingham, editor of 

the Nation) with whom she takes issue and not the general 

readers of Woman's Leader. 

If I had the money and the time I should, after reading 
"Wayfarer", in the Nation of 10 July, go to Regent 
Street, buy an egret plum, and stick it--is it in the 
back or the front of the hat?--and this in spite of a 
vow taken in childhood and hitherto religiously 
observed. 

Woolf begins with a ringing declaration to void a 

childhood vow (not to wear feathers) in order to show 

disrespect for 11 Wayfarer"--she is willing to go to extremes. 

The use of the phrase .. stick it 11 (which meant then what it 

often does now) is embedded and then softened somewhat with 

humor. Woolf wants to stick the plume (the reader can 

assume "Wayfarer~~ as the target), but she softens the phrase 
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a bit with the clause set off by dashes asking if one sticks 

the plume in the front or back of the hat. 

The Plumage Bill has been smothered; millions of birds 
are doomed not only to extinction but to torture; and 
"Wayfarer's" comment is "What does one expect? They 
have to be shot in parenthood for child-bearing women 
to flaunt the symbols of it, and, as Mr Hudson says, 
one bird shot for its plumage means ten other deadly 
wounds and the starvation of the young. But what do 
women care? Look at Regent Street this morning!" 

Woolf mocks "Wayfarer's" use of 11 Regent Street" as a 

metonymy for fashionable women in her opening line; then she 

quotes "Wayfarer" directly so her reader can see for 

themselves his use of the phrase and his tone. The language 

is strong as she leads into the quotation from "Wayfarer" 

based on the strong verb smothered and the strong 

prepositional phrases to extinction and to torture. She has 

also included "Wayfarer's" own use of an embedded quotation 

"as Mr Hudson says" (although "Wayfarer~~ does not quote his 

own source directly) . Woolf selected the part of 

"Wayfarer's" colwnn carefully, and it is on this little bit 

that she will build her argument. 

One can look at Regent Street without leaving one's 
room. The lower half of the houses is composed of 
plate glass. One might string substantives and 
adjectives together for an hour without naming a tenth 
part of the dressing bags, silver baskets, boots, guns, 
flowers, dresses, bracelets, and fur coats arrayed 
behind the glass. Men and women pass incessantly this 
way and that. Many loiter and perhaps desire, but few 
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merely steal a look and hurry on. 
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Here, Woolf does what she did in .. Flying over London .. i 

she describes a scene, but a scene she is not directly 

observing: 11 0ne can look . . without leaving one's room ... 

The .. Mr Hudson says .. phrase begins now to appear a false 

appeal to authority- .. Wayfarer .. hiding behind Hudson rather 

than stating his own case. Woolf points out that .. Wayfarer .. 

could have seen Regent Street for himself (or should have 

known it for himself) and should not need to hide behind 

what .. Mr Hudson .. had to say. 

Further, Woolf's description of the shop windows 

implicates men as well as women in the enjoyment of Regent 

Streeti the shops display boots and guns as well as things 

women buy or wear. The careful reader will realize that 

Woolf is beginning to refute 11 Wayfarer's 11 statement that 

women are to blame for the failure of the bill. 

Next, Woolf provides a character. The woman she 

describes is like .. Mrs Brown .. or .. Judith Shakespeare, .. a 

focal point for the reader's own imagination. 

And then there comes on foot, so that we may have a 
good look at her, a lady of a different class 
altogether. A silver bag swings from her wrist. Her 
gloves are white. Her shoes lustrous. She holds 
herself upright. As an object of beauty her figure is 
incomparably more delightful than any other object in 
street or window. It is her face that one must 
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discount, for, though discreetly tinted and powdered, 
it is a stupid face, and the look she sweeps over the 
shop windows has something of the greedy petulance of a 
pug-dog's face at tea time. When she comes to the 
display of egret plumes, artfully arranged and 
centrally placed, she pauses. 

Woolf builds her description of her imagined lady 

carefully. She .. comes on foot" so that "we may have a good 

look at her .. and she is of a .. different class altogether .. 

from those who cannot afford to go into the shops on Regent 

Street. Woolf uses short sentences and sentence fragments 

to build up her picture (see underlined sentences above). 

Woolf says she is more beautiful than the objects for sale 

in the windows, but in saying this she objectifies the woman 

herself. The lady becomes another object on display, moving 

slowly 11 0n foot so that we may have a good look at her ... 

She also does not seem either happy or very bright since 

Woolf compares her face to the .. greedy petulance of a pug-

dog's at tea time ... 

At the point where the lady sees the egret plumes 

displayed in the shop window, Woolf stops both the lady and 

the action for a moment to speak directly to the reader 

using a rhetorical question. 

So do many women. For, after all, what can be more 
ethereally and fantastically lovely? The plumes seem 
to be the natural adornment of spirited and fastidious 
life, the very symbol of pride and distinction. The 
lady of the stupid face and beautiful figure is going 
tonight to the opera; Clara Butt is singing Orpheus; 
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Princess Mary will be present; a lemon-colored egret is 
precisely what she wants to complete her toilet. In 
she goes; the silver bag disgorges I know not how many 
notes; and the fashion writers next day say that Lady 
So-and-So was .. looking lovely with a lemon-colored 
egret in her hair ... 

At first, it seems that Woolf is condoning the woman's 

interest in the plumes by the use of the bandwagon fallacy, 

"So do many women," and by her use in the next sentence of 

the phrase "ethereally and fantastically lovely." But in 

the next sentence she uses two unusual words ln conjunction 

spirited and fastidious to describe the kind of life lived 

by people who wear plumes followed by the key phrase, .. the 

very symbol of pride and distinction." As Woolf will go on 

to describe graphically how the plumes are obtained, the 

reader will be forced to consider that the person who would 

buy the plumes, condoning such actions as Woolf will 

describe, must have very little spirit (in the "spiritual" 

sense) and cannot be very fastidious. Such a person must 

care more for pride and distinction than for things of the 

spirit. Note, too, that she has moved away from her 

imagined character a bit by repeating that she has a stupid 

face. 

Woolf touches base with her reader again when she says 

the woman pays for her purchase with "I know not how many 

notes." She, herself is not one of those people who can 
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afford to step inside the Regent Street shops; she does not 

know where to .. stick .. an egret plume in her hat, nor does 

she know how much such an adornment costs. The assumption 

that she makes about the readers of The Woman's Leader is 

that they will be more like her than . 'like the lady of her 

imagination. Mentioning Princess Mary's attendance at the 

opera does more than point up the upper class status of the 

event; it is a subtle reference to the topic of the Plumage 

Bill itself since one symbol of royalty is often the wearing 

of feathers and women often were ·reguired to wear feathers 

for presentation at court or for court functions. The 

reference to the imagined lady being Lady So-and-So casts 

her as one who might often be required to wear feathers. 

Another point that Woolf · ·has made thrice, but subtly 

each time, is the culpability of men in this topic. Men are 

as interested in looking good as women; they frequent Regent 

Street. And it is most likely to be men who make the money 

that pays for the plunder available in Regent Street; the 

woman is, after all, somebody's wife, Lady So-and-So. And 

although she doesn't say so, it is men who write the fashion 

pages since women had not yet broken into journalism in much 

force. Woolf is beginning to build her argument that it is 

men who set the styles and it is for men's pride and 

distinction that women dress. 
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All that has been quoted above forms the first 

paragraph of the essay. Woolf has packed a great deal into 

this long opening salvo: she has identified both her 

audience and her target; she has given her audience a visual 

image with which to identify, and she has made some covert 

arguments. Now as she moves into her second paragraph, her 

transition is fast, forceful and graphic as she presents 

another visual image for the reader. 

But since we are looking at pictures let us look at 
another which has the advantage of filling in certain 
blank spaces in our rough sketch of Regent Street in 
the morning. Let us imagine a blazing South American 
landscape. In the foreground a bird with a beautiful 
plume circles round and round as if lost or giddy. 
There are red holes in its head where there should be 
eyes. Another bird, tied to a stake, writhes 
incessantly, for red ants devour it. Both are decovs. 
The fact is that before "the child-bearing woman can 
flaunt the symbols of parenthood" certain acts have to 
be devised, done, and paid for. It is in the nesting 
season that the plumes are brightest. So, if we wish 
to go on making pictures, we must imagine innumerable 
mouths opening and shutting, opening and shutting, 
until--as no parent bird comes to feed them--the young 
birds rot where they sit. Then there are the wounded 
birds, trailing leg or wing, as they flutter off to 
droop and falter in the dust. 

The picture painted in this paragraph could not be more 

different from the beautiful, if stupid, woman of the first 

paragraph. Just as in the first paragraph, this is an 

imagined scene. She asks the reader to imagine it with her 
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as she moves slowly into the horror. At first she gives 

landscape which is "blazing South America, .. a world foreign 

to Woolf and her readers, and, therefore, somewhat exotic. 

The "bird with a beautiful plume circl[ing] round and round .. 

adds to the exotic atmosphere, but that is shattered quickly 

because the bird circles as if .. lost or giddy." Surely 

birds do not become giddy unless something is terribly 

wrong. 

Note in the section above where the phrases have been 

alternately underlined and italicized that Woolf moves 

quickly in a series of short descriptive phrases set off by 

commas or as short sentences to build the graphic horror of 

her picture. 

Her transition "The fact is, .. moves her back to her 

opening paragraph and her quotation from 11 Wayfarerll about 

"child-bearing women" who .. flaunt the symbols of 

parenthood," a phrase that was confusing originally since it 

was taken out of context. Now Woolf contextualizes it: 

birds' plumage is at its peak during the mating season, and 

adult birds must be captured, tortured, and killed in order 

to secure the plumes. The unspoken subtext is, of course, 

that humans violate the mating rituals of animals in order 

to adorn themselves for human mating rituals. 
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Just as she has her imagined bird flying .. round and 

round .. before she destroys the image with .. lost or giddy, .. 

she uses repetition to compound the grisly image of the baby 

birds: their beaks are .. opening and shutting, opening and 

shutting .. until they .. rot where they sit ... Note that the 

baby birds do not die, they rot. The phrase .. rot where they 

sit .. has a strangely rhythmic quality to it; the use of the 

two short words rot and sit makes the phrase more final 

sounding than if she had said .. until they die .. or .. until 

they starve ... 

The second half of this paragraph begins with the same 

fast transition, the use of the coordinating conjunction 

but. Often, in Woolf's writing, the fast transition serves 

to announce the strongest part of her argument or a swift 

move from an imagined scenario to a more direct form of 

argument. 

But perhaps the most unpleasant sight that we must make 
ourselves imagine is the sight of the bird tightly held 
in one hand while another hand pierces the eyeballs 
with a feather. But these hands--are they the hands of 
men or of women? The Plumage Bill supporters say that 
the hunters 'are the very scum of mankind'. We may 
assume that the newspapers would have let us know if 
any of the other sex had been concerned in it. We may 
fairly suppose that the birds are killed by men, 
starved by men, and tortured by men--not vicariously, 
but with their own hands. ..A small band of East End 
profiteers .. supports the trade; and East End profiteers 
are apt also to be of the male sex. But now as 
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parenthood for child-bearing women to flaunt the 
symbols of it". 
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The first transition (for there are two here) moves us 

quickly to another picture, in this case a close-up of 

hands; she uses the word hand (or hands) four times quickly 

to focus the reader. Having earlier employed Regent Street 

as a metonymy for all those of the upper class who can 

afford to or who must wear plumage, she here uses the hands 

as a synecdoche. The hands represent not just the 

individual who personally maims the birds, but all those who 

are responsible at any point, a group she goes on quickly to 

identify. The hands also have a literary echo--the reader 

may see Lady Macbeth and the blood stain that will not wash 

out. 

The second but transition leads to Woolf's rhetorical 

question .. are they the hands of men or of women? .. , then 

quotes 11 Wayfarer 11 again that the hunters ll'are the very scum 

of mankind' . 11 Woolf chooses to take the word mankind 

literally here and to make her point clear that the tortuous 

acts described are not done by women's hands. Women are not 

the financiers nor the profiteers who make money from the 

sale of the plumes. Her repetition of ~~wayfarer's" word 
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symbol in the last sentence of the paragraph casts back to 

her covert argument made earlier that plumes are symbols of 

royalty and male-dominated status. She makes this point 

overtly in the next paragraph, this one much shorter and 

again introduced with the swift transition but. 

But what is the nature of this compulsion? Well, men 
must make their livings, must earn their profits, and 
must beget children. For though some people say that 
they can control their passions, the majority maintain 
that they should be protected from them rather than 
condemned for them. In other words, it is one thing to 
desire a woman; quite another to desire an egret plume. 

Woolf sets about to answer her own question, and at 

first her answer seems simple and benign, .. men must make 

their livings ... No one can argue with the need to live, 

but Woolf shifts from the suggestion of bare necessities to 

.. must earn their profits .. and further to the building of a 

dynasty, 11 and must beget children ... She places the need to 

reproduce, the need to see progeny, at the door of dynasty

building men rather than subscribing to the concept of a 

natural maternal instinct to have children. In the final 

sentence she equates women with the birds as objects of 

passion and desire, and as objects to be hunted. By pulling 

this together as the answer to her rhetorical question, 

Woolf has enabled herself to point out how often women are 

objectified and treated as property without saying this 

herself. 
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There remains, however, a body of honourable and 
disinterested men who are neither plume hunters, 
profiteers, nor women. It is their duty, as it is 
within their power, to end the murder and torture of 
the birds, and to make it impossible for a single egret 
to be robbed of a single plume. 

The beginning of this penultimate paragraph seems to be 

one of reconciliation. Having said some harsh things about 

men, Woolf seems to be turning to men of goodwill to right 

the wrongs. She describes the men as .. honourable and 

disinterested, .. neither "plume hunters .. nor "profiteers ... 

This description sounds positive until we come to Woolf's 

last descriptive phrase, the men are .. no[t] womenn which 

harkens back to the subject of who has power in England to 

make things happen (for good or ill). Next she exhorts that 

it is the "duty .. of these men, .. as it is within their 

power, .. to end the suffering of the birds and the 

importation of plumage. By noting where power lies (in the 

hands of men) she once again moves away from .. Wayfarer's .. 

claim that women create the demand for feathers. She 1s 

also echoing her use of the word hand as a synecdoche and as 

a vehicle for placing blame. 

The House of Commons took the matter up. The Plumage 
Bill was sent to Standing Committee C. With one 
exception each of its sixty-seven members was a man. 
And on five occasions it was impossible to get a quorum 

of twenty to attend. 
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In the next sentence, Woolf names the power directly, 

The House of Commons, and, more specifically, 11 Standing 

Committee C [where] with one exception each of its sixty-

seven members was a man ... She makes her point directly this 

time, that on five occasions the committee could not reach a 

quorum of twenty. Mention of the number of committee 

members (sixty-seven) in the previous sentence which 

illustrates the small number required for a quorum becomes 

an effective argument, at once an argument of logos and 

pathos in the most literal sense. The numbers do not lie 

(20 out of 67 is what is required) and the number is 

pathetically small. 

The Plumage Bill is for all pract:ical purposes dead. 
{But what .do men care? Look wherever you like this 
morning!} Still, one cannot imagine · .. Wayfarer .. putting 
it like that, [ 11 They have to be shot for child-
begetting men to flaunt the symbols of it . . But 
what do men care? Look at Regent Street this 
morning!"] Such a:n outburst about a fishing-rod would 
be deemed sentimental in the extreme. Yet I suppose 
that salmon have their feelings. 

This section of the paragraph contains a .. double echo .. ; 

Woolf echoes ~~wayfarer's" words that she quoted at the 

beginning; then she turns them on their heads to make her 

point. Note the echo bracketed by curly brackets and the 

twisting of the quote bracketed by square brackets. 
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While leaving the blame for the failure of the bill 

with men, Woolf also takes aim at her antagonist, 

.. Wayfarer ... She makes an opponent's case that a woman who 

made the same fuss about fishing-rods that 11 Wayfarer 11 has 

made about feathers would be considered .. sentimental in the 

extreme ... Woolf's point is that women who make pathos-based 

arguments are sentimental; men who use the same foundation 

for their cases are not considered so. And by making what 

is literally an ad hominem argument (one against men), she 

has pointed out 11 Wayfarer'S 11 misogynistic argument, a point 

she will return to in closing. She will also return to the 

idea she raises when she says, .. Yet I suppose that salmon 

have their feelings ... 

So far as I know, the above, though much embittered by 
sex antagonism, is a perfectly true statement. But the 
interesting point is that in my ardour to confute 
.. Wayfarer .. , a journalist of admitted humanity, I have 
said more about his injustice to women than about the 
sufferings of birds. Can it be that it is a graver sin 
to be unjust to women than to torture birds? 

Woolf had summed up her argument in the penultimate 

paragraph. In this final paragraph, she makes a few points 

plain and then makes another point which is the actual one 

she wanted to make all along. The bulk of the article has 

been a valiant fight against the use of plumage as a fashion 

accessory. She has called the women who do so stupid, but 
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she has laid the passion for such dress at the feet of men 

who desire "pride and distinction." 

She opens this paragraph with two statements that 

soothe her audience and any anger they may feel against her 

for her strident stand. She admits that her argument is 

"embittered by sex antagonism," and she calls ~~wayfarer .. a 

"journalist of admitted humanity." On the face of it, that 

last statement is a recognition of a good point in 

"Wayfarer's" favor: he was making a humanistic stand against 

the evils of decorative plumage. However, if one reads the 

words more literally, as Woolf chose to do when she took 

mankind literally to mean only men in an earlier paragraph, 

one can see admitted humanity as meaning that ~~wayfarer .. is 

a man, and "admitted[ly], .. that is his only available point 

of v1ew. 

Woolf ends with a rhetorical question that points back 

to the salmon mentioned briefly just above. Salmon and 

birds surely, since they are living creatures, have 

feelings. It can be no less painful to the salmon to be 

hooked and laid in a basket to gasp and die than it is for 

the birds to be staked out, blinded, and starved to death. 

But, finally, as Woolf wants her readers and .. Wayfarer .. to 

realize, the greatest hurt of all is done to women by 

arguments such as "Wayfarer .. has raised, arguments that are 
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directed at those powerless to stop the importation of 

plumage, and powerless at the hands of the men who support 

them to change a fashion that says less about the women 

than it does about the men who can afford for their women to 

wear plumes. 

This is a typical polemical essay for Woolf. She has a 

direct target to whom she addresses the brunt of her 

argument. Here she does it by repeatedly quoting and 

echoing a brief passage of .. Wayfarer's .. own words. She 

admits to the presence of her other audience, the readers of 

Woman's Leader, and takes care not to confuse them with her 

main target, .. Wayfarer ... She co-opts her readers by making 

sure she stands in their class situation, by admitting her 

own biases as a woman, and by her use of the we whenever 

possible. 

She uses a common 11 Woolfian" device of the imagined 

character which gives the reader a focus. In this case, she 

uses two imagined scenes juxtaposing them against each 

other. In this case, the synecdoche of the hands and the 

juxtapositioning of the two images--the stupid woman and the 

tortured birds--makes the point that both are victims at the 

hands of men. 

Like many of Woolf's essays, this one has a different 

aboutness or stated purpose, from that which it is actually 
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about. While Woolf makes clear that she would be violating 

a childhood vow if she wore a feather on her hat, the 

Plumage Bill is only the pretextual topic of the essay; 

Woolf's real topic is the treatment of women as a scapegoat, 

an object of misplaced blame. Her final rhetorical question 

is the real f ocus of her argument, and it is one she chooses 

not to ta ke up directly. She breaks off abruptly, leaving 

the reader to ponder the question for herself. 

It is c l ear that Woolf expects her readership to be 

primarily women since she is writing for the Woman's Leader, 

but she does not expect them all to be rampant feminists. 

She is careful to excuse her own .. sex antagonism .. and to 

make most of her anti-male points directly off of 

"Wayfarer," a specific man rather than generalized men. Her 

use of the synecdoche hand also enables her to talk about 

men more covertly. Her harsher points are made directly, at 

"Wayfarer" or at "profiteers .. or even at the House of 

Commons' Standing Committee C with its sixty-six male 

members. 

Incidentally, "The Plumage Bill .. feud did not end here. 

"Wayfarer .. answered Woolf's article with a letter to which 

she then responded . "Wayfarer's" letter said that he could 

not judge from "Mrs Woolf's article .. if she was llfor or 
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against the plumage trade ... He says she should have 11 made 

herself clearer" (McNl 244}. One might think she had made 

herself clear enough.2 

2p0 r a partial text of NWayfarer'sN reply and the complete text of 

Woolf's response, see McNl 244-45. 



CHAPTER 4 

AN ANNOTATED LIST OF THE ESSAYS OF VIRGINIA WOOLF 

The public needs essays as much as ever, and perhaps 
even more. 

Virginia Woolf 

11 The Modern Essay .. 

INTRODUCTION 

What follows is an alphabetical listing of the essays 

of Virginia Woolf that have been published in readily-

available collections. These collections include The Common 

Readers, the four books collected by Leonard Woolf after his 

wife's death, Women and Writing, Contemporary Writers, The 

London Scene, A Woman's Essays, The Crowded Dance of Modern 

Life, Books and Portraits, and The Virginia Woolf Reader, as 

well as the three volumes collected by Andrew McNeillie. 

The two long .. essays, .. Three Guineas and A Room of One's 

QNn; the autobiographical essays from Moments of Being; 

Woolf's last essays, 11 Anon .. and .. The Reader, .. and a long-

lost obituary of Janet Case have been dealt with 

separately.l 

1some of the pieces included in the collections mentioned appear in 
The Complete Shorter Fiction of Virginia Woolf and have been so noted; 
however, pieces from the Complete Shorter Fiction have not otherwise 
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Although only three of McNeillie's volumes are 

currently in print, essays have been assigned to unpublished 

McNeillie volumes. The assignments for Volumes 4, 5, and 6 

are based on McNeillie's own divisions as he has provided 

them to this researcher and on the researcher's own best 

judgment of what is consistent with what McNeillie has 

included previously. Volume 4 will cover the years 1925-28 

and will include, as mentioned before, the complete text of 

the Common Reader (first series); volume 5 will cover 1929-

32 and will contain the complete-text of the Common Reader 

(second series). Volume 6 will conclude with the years 

1933-41 (McNeillie, Letter) . 

The assignment of essays published. between 1925 and 

1941 is based on the best-available information about dates 

from each essay's source. A small margin for error exists 

in these assignments since, sometimes, the available 

i~formation provides the date ·a piece was written rather 

than when it was published (which is the dating McNeillie 

will employ) . In some cases an essay that was written in a 

certain year and has been assigned to that McNeillie volume, 

may never have been published previous to being included in 

one of the collections upon which this work has been based 

been included because McNeillie does not consider these fictional works 

as essays. 



(in which case, the date of the collection's publication 

will prevail}. While these factors do create possibility 
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for error, these assignments have, nevertheless, been made 

since, when complete, McNeillie's work will become the 

definitive collection of Woolf essays. 

As much bibliographic information as is available and 

can be verified has been included in each annotation. 

Information gleaned from McNeillie is, of course, complete 

since he is working from copies of the original 

publications. Some other resource information is not as 

complete; Leonard Woolf, for instance, did not always give 

bibliographic information for books being reviewed or upon 

which the essays were based. In some instances, he makes no 

mention of the sources for the essays although it is evident 

from reading the essays that they are reviews 2 . In a few 

cases, internal evidence has made it possible to date an 

essay from the diaries or journals, but it was not at all 

unlike Virginia Woolf to review a book without mentioning it 

directly by name in the text of the essay. In a few cases, 

mention of an essay in a critical work has provided either a 

2As Rachel Bowlby points out in an introductory note to The Crowded 
Dance of Modern Life, some of Leonard Woolf's information on publication 
dates, etc., is not only incomplete: it is often incorrect. As noted, 
McNellie will become the definitive collection, superseding Leonard 
Woolf's collected Essays. McNeillie's information will also supersede 
previously-published bibliographies such as Kirkpatrick's. 
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correct date or a clue that allowed dating from the diaries 

and journals. 

Perhaps most important of all, the essays have been 

cross referenced when necessary so that the development of 

an idea or of an essay that appeared under more than one 

title can be traced. Since Woolf reused titles, the 

annotations make clear when one essay is completely 

different from another of the same title (see for instance, 

the essays entitled 11 Royalty 11
}. While every effort has been 

made to be accurate with these cross referencings, every 

effort has also been made to keep this to a minimum since 

some topics could have been traced endlessly. When essays 

have been cross referenced, the reader may be sure that 

doing so is significant. 

Two lists of abbreviations appear--one for primary 

texts, another for journals and periodicals in which the 

essays appeared. However, the use of the abbreviations has 

also been kept to a mlnlmum so as not to confuse. The 

graphic illustration placed before the annotations is 

intended to help the reader in the decoding process. 

Virginia Woolf's Li terary Sources and Allusions: A 

Guide to The Essays (1983) and Virginia Woolf's Rediscovered 

Essays: Sources and Illusions (1987), both by Elizabeth 
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Steele, focus primarily on tracing the literary figures and 

works mentioned in the essays. Steele was not interested in 

Woolf's style nor in what she did with the literary figures 

that she mentioned. Steele's works can tell a reader that 

Virginia Woolf mentions Henry James, for instance, in so 

many places; the annotations given in this work will tell 

the reader why Woolf mentions James and what her judgments 

were about him. 

The annotations deal only sparingly with style since 

to support critical judgments about style would require more 

room per annotation that would seem reasonable. The area of 

style has already been touched on in Chapter 3, but, for the 

most part, is beyond the scope of these annotations. 

However, style is mentioned when Woolf is doing something 

particularly noteworthy with the NQY she says something. 

For instance in 11 The Cosmos .. written in 1926, Woolf mocks 

the style of the subject, Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson. 

And again, in .. Sylvia and Michael, .. a review of Sylyia and 

Michael: The Later Adventures of Sylvia Scarlett, she says, 

.. though we own to have tried, it would be difficult to 

burlesque the swiftness with which Mr. Mackenzie whisks his 

figures across the stage .. (McN3 21). In such cases, style 

has been noted in the annotations. 
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In short, the purpose of the annotations is to trace 

essays across different incarnations, to note where essays 

have been collected, and to give the best-available 

bibliographic information. Secondarily, the annotations 

will look at the way subject matter is treated. Hopefully, 

this list will open the essays to further study by making 

them more readily accessible. 
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Title of Date essay Type of Place essay 

esfay fir~appeared es~ fir/t appeared 

THE FEMININ~?~~ IN FICTION. Rev/Guardian/ 
25 Jan. 1905. The Feminine Note in Fiction. 
by W[illiam] L[eonard] Courtney (Chapman, 
1904.) [McN1, AWE] {McNellie attributes 
th' essay to VW beca se of evidence in her 
di ries}. VW refutes Courtney's ideas 
ab t women i the ar s and women's art. 
Sh believes hat worn n are the best 
cr'tics of wo en's wo k. She charges that 
Co rtney has iven on y plot outlines 
instead of se ious cr tical analysis. 

Bibliographic 
and publication 
information for 
work(s) being 
reviewed. 

Curly brackets {} 
denote further 
information. 

Title of 
collection(s) 
where essay 
may be found. 

Fig. 4.1. Key to the Annotations. 



ABBREVIATIONS OF SOURCES 

JOURNALS 
A&L=Academy and Literature 
N&A=Nation & Athenaeum 
NR=New Republic 
NS=New Statesman 
NYHT=New York Herald Tribune 
Times=The (London) Times 
TLS=Times Literary Supplement 
NYVogue (Vogue will = the English edition) 
WL=Woman's Leader 

BOOKS 
AWE=A Woman's Essays (Bowlby, ed.) 
B&P=Books and Portraits (Lyon, ed.) 
CDB=The Captain's Death Bed 
CDML=The Crowded Dance of Modern Life (Bowlby,ed.) 
CE (1-4)=Collected Essays (4 vols.) 
CR=Common Reader (first series) 
CR2=Common Reader, Second Series 
CW=Contemporary Writers (Guiguet, ed.) 
DM=The Death of The Moth 
G&R=Grayity and Rainbow 
LS=The London Scene 
M=The Moment 
MB=Moments of Being 
McN(l-6)=McNeillie (6 vols.) 
ROOM=A Room of One's Own 
VWR=Virginia Woolf Reader (Leaska, ed) 
W&W=Women and Writing (Barrett, ed.) 
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THE ESSAYS 

ABBEYS AND CATHEDRALS. Essay/Good Housekeeping/Dec. 1931; 
Jan., Mar., May, Oct. 1932. [MeNS, LS, CDML] {The five 
LS essays were commissioned by the magazine.} Noting 
that St. Paul's has always dominated London, VW says 
the city has shrunk since the days when there were 
pastures in the city. She finds individuals, not on 
the streets, but in the tombs of St. Paul's, 
Westminster Abbey, a small parish church, and in a 
quiet, park-like parish graveyard. 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Rev/TLS/31 Oct. 1918. Abraham Lincoln: A 
£lQy by John Drinkwater (Sedgwick, 1918). [McN2] The 
play reads thinly; Lincoln never becomes real for VW as 
she reads, but she suggests· tbat an actual production 
of the play might be more positive. 

ACROSS THE BORDER. Rev/TLS/31 Jan. 1918. The Supernatural 
in Modern English Fiction by Dorothy Scarborough 
(Putnam, 1917). [McN2, CE1] [In G&R under the title 
THE SUPERNATURAL IN FIC~ION.] ~carbrough's book leaves 
much room for the imagination to function since it is 
only a catalog of the supernatural -in literature. VW 
comments on the shift from "physical ghost stories" to 
stories about the "ghosts . . . living within 
ourselves." VW briefly examines some masters of the 
later form. 

ADDISON. See also JOSEPH ADDISON of which this is the 
revised form. [McN4, CR, CE1] VW looks at Addison as 
a relic of his age and considers why he may be so 
little read by modern readers. She shifts then to 
develop the reasons why he should still be read. Her 
emphasis is on the essay form, development of prose 
style, and Addison's contribution to both. 

ADVENTURERS ALL. Rev/TLS/10 Oct. 1918. The Cockpit of 
Idols by Muriel Stuart (Methuen, 1918); The Defeat of 



Youth and Other Poems by Aldous Huxley (Blackwell, 
1918); Clowns• Houses by Edith Sitwell (Blackwell, 
1918); Songs for Sale: An Anthology of Recent Poetry 
edited by E[mily] B[eatrice] C[oursolles] Jones 
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(Blackwell, 1918). [McN2] The first three are 
collections of the authors• own works; the fourth is an 
anthology. VW compares the styles of the three poets, 
finding that Stuart is .. very near to being a poet .. ; 
that Huxley should .. abandon the beautiful to the 
ironic .. ; and that Sitwell is in danger of becoming 
rigidified within her own metaphors. VW says that the 
anthology suggests that modern poetry has not yet found 
its voice. 

AESTHETICALLY SPEAKING: THE NEW AQUARIUM ... N&A/19 April 
1924 (paragraph in .. From Alpha to Omega .. col.). 
Written after viewing the new aquarium at the London 
Zoological Garden which opened Monday, 7 April, 1924. 
[MCN3] This is a brief descriptive paragraph focusing 
on the beauty of fish and sea plants. 

AFTER HIS KIND. Rev/Guardian/10 Jan. 1906. After His Kind 
by Sturge Henderson (Duckworth, 1905). [McN1] VW 
reviews this short story collection positively saying 
that each of the stories picks up at a point of crisis 
and drops off after the crisis has past. The effect, 
therefore, is one of intensity. 

ALL ABOUT BOOKS. Essay/NR/1931. [MeNS, CDB, CE2] In a 
rambling, mock letter, VW considers the state of new 
books, the failure of some writers to tell the proper 
stories in their memoirs, and the state of education. 
She says one cannot expect much more from a letter than 
nonsense. 

AMERICAN FICTION. Saturday Review/1925. Based on A Story 
Teller's Story and The Triumph of the Egg by Sherwood 
Anderson; Babbitt, Main Street, and Our Mr. Wrenn by 
Sinclair Lewis; and on You Know Me, Al by Ring Lardner. 
[McN4, M, CE2] VW's prejudice against Americans shows 
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here in that she wants American writers to sound like 
Americans but bewails the loss of a literature based on 
British language and tradition. She feels there is not 
yet a .. developed .. American literature. 

AN AMERICAN POET. Notice/TLS/29 Jan. 1920. General William 
Booth Enters into Heaven and Other Poems by Nicholas 
Vachel Lindsay (Chato, 1919, first published 1913). 
[McN3] Some of VW's attitudes toward American artists 
come through as she faults Lindsay for his .. primitive 
love of rhythm .. and for what she sees as inattention to 
language--faults she believes are American qualities. 
VW praises another volume of Lindsay's poetry above the 
present one. She ends with the hope that .. something 
shapely of a new kind .. may yet emerge from Lindsay. 

THE AMERICAN WOMAN. Rev/Guardian/31 May 1905. The Women of 
America by Elizabeth McCracken (Macmillan, 1904). 
[McN1, AWE] The book is comprised of fourteen 
.. portraits .. of American women. VW comments on what 
these portraits reveal to her about the character of 
American womanhood--in some cases, as opposed to 
English women. She is particularly interested in how 
instrumental American women had been in building 
libraries. She ends by saying that the genre of the 
short story is a particularly American one. 

AMONG THE POETS. Rev/TLS/2 Nov. 1916. An Evenina in My 
Library among the English Poets by Stephen Coleridge 
{Lane, 1916). [McN2] VW tries to discern Coleridge's 
standards for selecting good poetry and disagrees with 
many of his judgments. She believes he is not a good 
judge of new poets because he is such a .. vigilant 
guardian of the old ... 

ANATOLE FRANCE, THE MAN AND HIS WORK. Notice/N&A/3 May 
1924. Anatole France: the Man and His Work by James 
Lewis May {Lane, 1924). [MCN3] VW says the 
biographical data are interesting but that May cannot 
and does not properly critique France who (1) is still 
living and (2) is his friend. 
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THE ANATOMY OF FICTION. Rev/Athenaeum/16 May 1919. 
Materials and Methods of Fiction: Revised and Enlarged 
by Clayton Hamilton (George Allen & Unwin, 1919). 
[McN2, G&R, CE2] Hamilton's book sets up a definition 
of fiction based on the idea that fiction can be 
dissected and pigeonholed {with which VW disagrees). 
He poses five .. questions .. about literature to aid the 
process and suggests four books for further reading. 
In disclaiming Hamilton's ideas and methodology, VW 
makes some harsh judgments on Americans whom she allows 
Hamilton to represent. 

AN ANDALUSIAN INN. Essay/Guardian/19 July 1905. [McN1] A 
narrative essay of a trip VW took to Spain in 1905 with 
her brother Adrian. She focuses on one incident of 
their trying to get a room for the night and ending up 
in strange circumstances. 

THE ANTIQUARY. See SIR WALTER SCOTT II. [McN3, M, CE1] 

APHRA BEHN. [W&W] An extract from ROOM. Short extract 
focusing on Behn's status as the first woman to make a 
living by writing. 

APPRECIATIONS. Rev/N&A/27 Sept. 1924. Figures in Modern 
Literature by J. B. Priestly (Lane, 1924}. [MCN3] VW 
begins by calling Priestly an .. appreciator .. and shows 
how this is a positive trait. She does discern between 
an appreciator and a critic, using examples from the 
text to illustrate her point. 

ARCHBISHOP THOMSON. See OUTLINES. 

ARROWS OF FORTUNE. Notice/Guardian/17 May 1905. Arrows of 
Fortune: A Tale by Algernon Gissing (Arrowsmith, 1904}. 
[McN1] While this review seems to be primarily a plot 
summary of the book, it is, in fact, one of the 
instances where VW damns by seemingly saying nothing. 
In such cases, she merely presents the book and lets 
the facts condemn it. 
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ART AND LIFE. Rev/TLS/5 Aug. 1909. Laurus Nobilis: 
Chapters on Art and Life by Vernon Lee {pseud. for 
Violet Paget) (Lane, 1909) [McNl] VW tries to 
explicate Lee's ideas of aesthetics but finally judges 
that the "style get[s] in the way of any clear sight of 
the matter." Despite this judgment, her enthusiasm for 
the subject is infectious. 

THE ART OF BIOGRAPHY. Atlantic Monthly/April 1939. Based 
partly on Elizabeth and Essex and Queen Victoria by 
Lytton Strachey. [McN6, DM, CE4, CDML] VW questions 
briefly why the self that writes poetry comes before 
the self that writes prose. Then she proceeds to 
discuss biography as an art. She focuses on Strachey's 
biographies and shows why one succeeded while the other 
did not. She ends with another brief discussion of the 
general art of biography. 

THE ART OF FICTION. Rev/NYHT/Oct. 1927; revised and 
reprinted N&A/12 Nov. 1927. Aspects of the Novel by 
E. M. Forster (Edward Arnold, 1927). [McN4, M, CE4, 
AWE] VW tries to summarize Forster's ideas about 
fiction and comes up with two points: good fiction is 
what moves him (Forster)--or any of us--and fiction 
must resemble life. Such things as style are secondary 
to "life .. in Forster's view. 

ARTHUR YATES: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Notice/N&A/16 Feb. 1924. 
Arthur Yates, Trainer and Gentleman Rider: An 
Autobiography with Bruce Blunt (Richards, 1924). 
[MCN3] This is a brief note capturing the character of 
Yates (who bred the Grand National champion, Cloister) . 

THE ARTIST AND POLITICS. Essay/Daily Worker/14 Dec. 1936 
{Written for The Artists• International Association}. 
[MeNS, M, CE2, CDML] The question--Why are artists so 
absorbed in politics?--has been posed to VW, and she 
tries to answer. She considers how the artist relates 
to society, how art always suffers in time of crisis, 
and how patronage affects subject matter. Finally, she 
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considers what society asks of art and artists. Also 
titled: WHY ART TODAY FOLLOWS POLITICS. 

AURORA LEIGH. Review/Yale Review/June 1931; reprinted TLS/2 
July 1931. Based on Aurora Leigh by Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning (original pub. 1857). {VW probably used the 
Smith, Elder edition of 1873, her father's copy}. 
[MeNS, CR2, CE1,W&W] VW discusses, first, the impact of 
Barrett's long seclusion on her art, and, second, her 
success as a novelist in poetry. She examines 
questions of style as well as form. Finally, she makes 
a judgment on Barrett's work. 

AUTHOR'S PROGRESS. Notice/Guardian/25 July 1906. Author's 
Progress; Or, A Literary Book of the Road by Adam 
Lorimer (pseud. of William Lorimer Watson) (Blackwood, 
1906). [McN1] The book is an expose of the Grub 
Street press, a subject VW obviously finds distasteful. 
She hints at the narrative line of the book and never 
makes a direct judgment but leaves the reader with 
impressions of her judgment. 

BAD WRITERS. Rev/TLS/21 Nov. 1918. Books in General by 
Solomon Eagle (pseud. for J[ohn] C[ollins] Squire in 
The New Statesman} (Martin Seeker 1918). [McN2] The 
book is a collection of essays on literature, 
predominately that which is bad about English 
literature. VW salutes Eagle's discovery that English 
literature is funny and hopes for examples from "one's 
friends" but finds them too passionless and lacking in 
abandonment to be humorously bad. 

BARHAM OF BELTANA. Notice/TLS/17 Mar. 1905. Barham of 
Beltana by W[illiam] E[dward] Norris (Metheun, 1905). 
[McN1] VW finds this a run-of-the-mill novel, 
entertaining, but in no way spectacular. She says it 
is true to Norris's form---a trite plot and a happy
ever-after ending. 

BEAU BRUMMELL. See FOUR FIGURES. 
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BEFORE MIDNIGHT. Rev/TLS/1 Mar. 1917. Before Midnight by 
Elinor Mordaunt {pseud. for Evelyn May Mordaunt nee 
Clowes} (Cassell and Co., 1917). [McN2, CW] VW begins 
her review of this collection of short stories by 
expressing a dislike for the War in fiction, since the 
event itself is still close. She also does not like 
the supernatural when the author is capable of good 
portraits of the natural. She believes the author has 
substituted "trickery" for real psychological 
awareness. She has praise for some of Mordaunt's work, 
however. 

BEFORE THE MAST AND AFTER. Notice/N&A/12 July 1924. Before 
the Mast--and After: The Autobiography of a Sailor and 
Shipowner by Walter Runciman (first Baron Runciman, 
chairman and founder of the Moor Line, Ltd.) (Fisher, 
Unwin, 1924). [MCN3] VW decides this is the book 
Conrad's sea captains would have written if they had 
been real people. 

BEHIND THE BARS. See OUTLINES III--LADY DOROTHY NEVILL. 

A BELLE OF THE FIFTIES. Rev/Guardian/8 Feb. 1905. A Belle 
of the Fifties: Memoirs of Mrs. Clay, of Alabama, Put 
into Narrative Form by Ada Sterling (Heinemann, 1905). 
[McNl] VW's review focuses on the power and stamina of 
women in the ante-bellum South. The review is 
basically a plot summary with VW comparing this period 
to feudal England. 

BLACKSTICK PAPERS. Rev/TLS/19 Nov. 1908. Blackstick Papers 
by Lady Ritchie (Anne Isabella Ritchie--eldest daughter 
of Thackeray) (Smith, Elder, 1908). [McN1] VW 
compares the essayist's effect to magic--the reader 
does not notice how often the subject of the essay is 
days long past. She finds the author and her style 
delightful and her pronouncements witty if not always 
"visionary." 

BLANCHE ESMEAD. Notice/TLS/23 Mar. 1906. Blanche Esmead: A 
Story of Diverse Temperaments by Mrs. Fuller Maitland 
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(pseud. of Charlotte Elizabeth Squire Maitland) 
(Methuen, 1906). [McN1] The review is mostly a plot 
summary of this drawing room novel. VW finds the 
author's style "graceful" although the plot is thinly 
developed. 

BLUEST OF THE BLUE. Rev/Guardian/11 July 1906. A Woman of 
Wit and Wisdom: A Memoir of Elizabeth Carter, One of 
the 1 Bas Bleu I Society, 1717-18.06 by Alice C. c. 
Gaussen (Smith, Elder, 1906). [McN1] VW summarizes 
the life of the subject, a contemporary of Samuel 
Johnson. She finds the portrait somewhat superficial, 
but she is able to see the vigor and personality of the 
subject. 

BODY AND BRAIN. Rev/NS/5 June 1920. Theodore Roosevelt: An 
Intimate Biography by William Roscoe Thayer (Constable, 
1919). [McN3, B&P] VW chooses the author's own 
focus--the interaction of Roosevelt's brain and body. 
She recounts hOw he built his sickly body then how he 
engaged the new body to his mind for practical 
purposes. Brief anecdotes are related to help sketch 
the important points but always with the same focus. 

A BOOK OF ESSAYS. Rev/TLS/ 17 July 1918. If the Germans 
Conquered England and Other Essays by Robert [Wilson] 
Lynd (Maunsel, 1917). [McN2] VW calls Lynda good 
essayist ·in a universe of disappointing ones. She sets 
forth some of her own ideas for what an essayist should 
be and how Lynd compares to her standard. 

BOOKS AND PERSONS. Rev/TLS/5 July 1917. Books and Persons: 
Being Comments on a Past Epoch by Arnold Bennett 
(Chatto and Windus, 1917). [McN2, CW] This book is a 
collection of critical essays, mainly on living 
authors. vw disagrees with the author's judgment that 
the book is "first rate criticism," but she believes it 
is a complete and important picture of the publishing 
world. 

BORN WRITER. Rev/TLS/29 July 1920. Esther Waters by George 
Moore (Heinemann reprint 1920, original pub. 1874). 
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[McN3, CW] VW wonders how it is that this particular 
novel has managed to survive for so many years. She 
decides it is because of the dispassionate portrayal of 
poverty, the "shapeliness" of the book. Moore is the 
"born writer" of the title. 

THE BROWN HOUSE AND CORDELIA. Notice/Guardian/6 Dec. 1905. 
The Brown House and Cordelia by Margaret Booth (Arnold, 
1905). [McN1] In this brief review of two books, VW 
applauds the author's use of dialogue to reveal 
character while admitting problems of plot. She does 
not give plot summaries. 

BY BEACH AND BOGLAND. Notice/Guardian/22 Mar. 1905. ~ 
Beach and Boqland by Jane Barlow (Fisher Unwin, 1905). 
[McN1] VW recommends the book for those who want to 
read about Ireland. The author is a faithful, if 
unimaginative, interpreter of Ireland. The work 
illustrates "the peculiarities of a certain race . 
most obvious in the poorer classes ... 

A CAMBRIDGE VAD. Rev/TLS/10 May 1917. From Cambridge to 
Camiers under the Red Cross by E[velyn] M[ary] Spearing 
(Heffer, 1917). [McN2] The author was a nurse with 
the Voluntary Aid Detachment. VW gives examples of her 
kind and positive, but unsentimentalized, view of the 
soldiers, camp life, and so on. 

CAN NEITHER WAR NOR PEACE . N&A/22 Nov. 1924 (paragraph 
in .. From Alpha to Omega .. col.). [MCN3] VW muses with 
distaste on the poor translation from French to English 
in a catalog. She says this shows the attitude of the 
French toward any language not their own. 

THE CANDLE OF VISION. Rev/TLS/31 Oct. 1918. The Candle of 
Vision by A. E. (pseud. of George William Russell) 
(Macmillan, 1918). [McN2] Despite the fact that VW 
sees this book as so mystical that it becomes obtuse, 
she judges it to be valuable because the author seeks 
to convey a sense of the mystical faculties of the 
human mind. 
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THE CAPTAIN'S DEATH BED. Written Sept. 1935. Based on the 
life of Frederick Marryat by his daughter Florence {2 
vols.) and on Peter Simple and Jacob Faithful by 
Frederick Marryat (recently reprinted in 1 vol.) 
[McN6, CDB, CE1] VW examines Marryat's life and his 
novels. She finds him to be a singular personality of 
great vitality. 

CAROLINE EMELIA STEPHEN. Obituary/Guardian/21 April 1909. 
[McN1] The subject is VW's Quaker aunt, sister of her 
father, Leslie Stephen. VW recounts her aunt's life, 
her conversion to Quakerism, and the impact she had on 
others both personally and through her writings. 

CAUTION AND CRITICISM. Rev/TLS/3 Oct. 1918. Modern English 
Writers: Being a Study of Imaginative Literature 1890-
1914 by Harold Williams (Sedgwick and Jackson, 1918). 
[McN2, CW] VW's judgment on this critical work is that 
the author fails to promote any particular aesthetic or 
to make many critical judgments. She says it is, in 
many ways, incomplete, but that it gives a "bird's-eye 
view of modern English literature." 

CHARACTER IN FICTION. Essay/Criterion/July 1924. First 
printed as MR. BENNETT AND MRS. BROWN in N&A, 1 Dec. 
1923; given as a paper read at Cambridge Heretics, 18 
May 1924. [MCN3] {The paper evolved from MR. BENNETT 
AND MRS. BROWN. Reprinted by Hogarth Press, Oct. 1924 
under the title MR. BENNETT AND MRS. BROWN, and in the 
"Books" section of the New York Herald Tribune, Aug. 
1925, in two installments.} This longer version of MR. 
BENNETT AND MRS. BROWN goes deeper into VW's ideas 
about character and makes more fully her argument 
against Arnold Bennett. The quality of the personal, 
face-to-face encounter of a speech is present in this 
incarnation. 

A CHARACTER SKETCH. Signed rev/Athenaeum/13 Aug. 1920. 
Frederick Locker-Lampson: A Character Sketch edited by 
Augustine Birrell (Constable, 1920). [McN3] VW 



questions the author's choice of a subject and the 
author himself, all in the tongue-in-cheek guise of 
praise. 

CHARLOTTE BRONTE. Occasional essay/TLS/13 April 1916. 
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[McN2] {See also: JANE EYRE AND WUTHERING HEIGHTS] 
Commentary on the one-hundredth anniversary of Bronte's 
birth on 21 April. VW shows an interest in Bronte's 
personal obscurity: few alive remember her, and she was 
so isolated that her memory has not been kept alive by 
"any circle of friends." She examines Bronte's ability 
to make the reader see and feel the characters and 
settings. Bronte imprints her own voice and 
personality on her work so that the reader sees through 
her eyes. 

CHARLOTTE BRONTE. Rev/TLS/13 Dec. 1917. Charlotte Bronte 
1816-1916: A Centenary Memorial prepared by the Bronte 
Society, Butler Wood, ed. (Fisher Unwin, 1918). [McN2] 
VW cites examples of the varied critical opinions of 
Bronte and judges that she will continue to interest 
readers and critics for another one hundred years. 

CHATEAU AND COUNTRY LIFE. Rev/TLS/29 Oct. 1908. Chateau 
and Country Life in France by Mary King Waddington 
(Smith Elder, 1908). [McN1] VW describes Waddington's 
scenes, her view of rural, upperclass France. She 
finds Waddington's view "somewhat thin" at times but 
"simple and revealing." 

CHEAPENING OF MOTOR CARS . . . N&A/27 Sept. 1924 (paragraph 
in "From Alpha to Omega" col.). [MCN3] VW presents a 
brief diatribe against motor cars, speed, the 
inconvenience cars pose to walkers, and the destruction 
of the natural aura of English highways. 

THE CHERRY ORCHARD. Signed dramatic rev/NS/24 July 1920. 
The Cherry Orchard by Anton Chekhov (pub. 1904), 
production by Arts Theatre at St. Martin's Theatre, 
11-12 July 1920. [McN3] VW notes that the first act 
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does not come across as she had hoped after reading the 
play; she believes it is the conflict between Russian 
play and English acting style. In the end, the play 
overcomes all deficiencies, and she enjoyed herself 
very much. 

THE CHINESE SHOE. Rev/N&A/17 Nov. 1923. Lady Henry 
Somerset by Kathleen Fitzpatrick {Cape, 1923}. [MCN3] 
VW shows, by recounting some of the facts of the 
subject's life, how she had been made to fit into the 
society of her day, the "Chinese shoe" of the title. 
{Lady Somerset was Isabel Somers.} 

CHINESE STORIES. Rev/TLS/1 May 1913. Strange Stories from 
the Lodge of Leisures translated by George Soulie 
{Constable, 1913}. [McN2] The book contains twenty
five stories written in the eighteenth century by P'ou 
Song-lin (or P'u Sung-ling}. VW begins by noting the 
translator's claim that the Chinese are as absorbed 
with .. light reading" (as opposed to the classics} as 
the English. She describes the "dream[y], airy" 
quality of the stories and compares them to the 
"robust" fiction of eighteenth-century England. 

THE CINEMA. Essay/~ (New York}/June 1926; reprinted 
N&A/3 July 1926; reprinted as THE MOVIES AND REALITY 
NR/4 Aug. 1926. [McN4, CDB, CE2, CDML] VW considers 
how the cinema can be at once intimate and objective; 
then she looks past the cinema of her own day and 
imagines what the medium can be like once it has 
evolved. She suggests that emotions will not always 
have to be stereotyped and that great words will not 
have to be reduced to cutlines. The artistic 
developments she mentions look ahead to talkies, color 
film, and advanced methods of photography. 

CLAIM OF THE LIVING. Rev/TLS/13 June 1918. A Novelist on 
Novels by W[alter] L[ionel] George (Collins and Sons, 
1918). [McN2, CW] VW believes George goes on too long 
in trying to make his case. She recognizes the courage 
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of his case--that society too little honors novelists. 
George makes many judgments about the new fiction, but 
he reveals that he does not totally understand it. 

CLEVERNESS AND YOUTH. Rev/TLS/5 Feb. 1920. Limbo by Aldous 
Huxley (Chatto and Windus, 1920). [McN3, CW] VW calls 
Huxley's short stories .. interesting, .. a praise that she 
says is more valuable than 11 Clever 11 or 11 Witty ... She 
alludes to the plots of several stories; she wishes 
Huxley would not write so exclusively of the middle ~ 
classes but of something that he likes. 

COLERIDGE AS CRITIC. Rev/TLS/7 Feb. 1918. The Table Talk 
and Onniana of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, introduction by 
Coventry Patmore (republication by Oxford UP, 1917). 
[McN2, B&P] VW is pleased to see the reprint. She 
compares Coleridge to Johnson by way of Coleridge's own 
comparison of Johnson and Burke. She discusses the 
breadth--though incomplete--of Coleridge's criticism 
and the aptness of what he says. 

THE COMMON READER. Written as an introduction to CR. 
[McN4, CR] VW begins from Johnson's statement in The 
Life of Gray that the conunon reader may finally .. decide 
all claim to poetical honours ... She obviously is 
claiming for herself the title of .. conunon reader .. ; the 
essays that follow are to be a way of bestowing the 

11 poetical honours ... She expands on the definition of a 
common reader. 

THE COMPROMISE. Notice/TLS/15 June 1906. The Compromise by 
Dorothea Gerard (Hutchinson and Co., 1906). [McN1, 
B&P, AWE] VW respects the author's ability to hold her 
reader's interest with her style while noting that she 
never really examines either her characters or her plot 
at close range. 

THE COMPROMISE. Rev/N&A/29 Sept. 1923; reprinted NR/9 Jan. 
1924. The Life of Mrs. Humphry Ward by Janet Penrose 
Trevelyan (Constable, 1923). See also THE COMPROMISE--
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MRS. HUMPHRY WARD. [McN3, B&P] VW reviews Ward's life 
in order to show how her choices resulted in her 
writing a bad novel. 

THE COMPROMISE--MRS. HUMPHRY WARD. 
title altered. 

[W&W] Same as above, 

CONGREVE. Signed dramatic rev/NS/2 April 1921. Love for 
~ by William Congreve, performed by the Phoenix 
Society at the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, Sunday, 20 
March 1921. [McN3] VW praises the play, especially as 
an exercise in reading. The performance she saw did 
not always come up to the language of the written play: 
sometimes the actors were sloppy in their speech. 

CONGREVE'S COMEDY. Written Aug. 1927. [McN4, M, CE1] VW 
uses Congreve's own writings to answer modern readers• 
questions about his plays. She goes on to discuss his 
style and the general reasons why he is successful as a 
playwright. 

CONISTON. Rev/TLS/13 July 1906. Coniston by Winston 
Churchill (American novelist) (Macmillan, 1906). 
[McN1] VW begins with a corrunent about "shabbiness in 
American fiction when it deals with the natives in 
their own land." Churchill's novel is long and over
detailed which VW sees as a limitation of the author. 
However, she says he has presented a great deal of the 
"raw material of history." The plot is briefly 
described. 

A COOKERY BOOK. Rev/TLS/25 Nov. 1909. The Cookery Book of 
Ladv Clark of Tillypronie; edited by Catherine Frances 
Frere (Constable, 1909). [McN1] VW discusses the 
nature of cookbooks as literature and cookery as art, 
not "mere" housewifery, then gives examples of the 
pleasing style of the present subject. 

LES COPAINS. Rev/TLS/7 Aug. 1913. Les Copains by Jules 
Romains (pseud. of Louis Farigoule) (Eugene Figuiere et 
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Cie, 1913). [McN2] VW says that the 1911 book Mort de 
Ouelqu'un promised greatness to come; this book does 
not fulfill the promise, but it has a strength and 
charm aside from the wit of the farce genre. 

THE COSMOS. Written 1926. Based on The Journals of Thomas 
James Cobden-Sanderson, 1879-1922 {2 vols.). [McN4, 
CDB, CE4] VW recreates the man from his journals in 
one of her attempts to somewhat mock the style of her 
subject. Her style as well as her words draw the 
picture. 

THE COUNTESS OF PEMBROOKE'S ARCADIA. Based on various 
editions of the Arcadia. [MeNS, CR2, CE1] VW 
considers Sidney as, first, a stylist, then as a 
novelist. She discusses his use of poetry and prose 
for varying effect. Finally, ·she judges that Sidney 
had begun to tell stories rather than g story and had 
found his task uncontrollable. For that reason, he 
never finished, and, for that reason, the Arcadia is 
little read today. VW says it can be read as escape 
literature and suggests that is was written as such. 

COWPER AND LADY AUSTEN. See FOUR FIGURES. 

CRABBE. Based on reading a life of Crabbe. [CDB, CE2] VW 
recreates this interesting and vital man, focusing 
primarily on his passion for natural science. 

CRAFTSMANSHIP. Radio broadcast/29 April 1937/"Words Fail 
Me" series; pub. in Listener/5 May 1937. [McN6, DM, 
CE2, CDML] vw considers, first, the idea of 
craftsmanship as it does (or does not) apply to words. 
Then she considers how words are "not useful" how they 
can tell truth, and how they change. 

CREATIVE CRITICISM. Rev/TLS/7 June, 1917. Creative 
criticism: Essays on the Unity of Genius and Taste by 
J[oel E[lias] Spingarn (Holt, 1917). [McN2] The 
author, an American, says some harsh things about some 
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trends in American literature that VW would "sometimes 
[have] wished to say." Spingarn seems (from VW's 
description) to be half-way between art-for-art's-sake 
and new criticism; he also believes in criti~ism as a 
branch of art. VW takes some issue with this and 
invites the author to show how this can be so. 

A DARK LANTERN. Notice/Guardian/24 May, 1905. A Dark 
Lantern by Elizabeth Robins (Heinemann, 1905). [McN1] 
Rather than summarizing plot, VW discusses the flow of 
atmosphere and the "intensity" of the book. 

DAVID COPPERFIELD. Written 1925. Based on a new edition of 
David Copperfield by Charles Dickens. {Possibly 
published in The Nation, in early Sept. 1925.} [McN4, 
M, CE1] VW uses the new edition of Dickens to 
discuss all of his writing. She gives a summing up, 
noting, first, the weaknesses, then the strengths. {LW 
appends to this essay in M a letter VW wrote to The 
Nation, 12 Sept. 1925, defending and explaining her 
review. The letter's judgment of Dickens as a 
personality is biting.} 

DAYS THAT ARE GONE. Notice/N&A/5 July 1924. Days That Are 
Gone . . . Being the Recollections of Some Seventy 
Years of the Life of a Very Ordinary Gentleman and His 
Friends in Three Reigns by [Col.] B. De Sales La 
Ferriere (Hutchinson, 1924}. [MCN3] VW quotes the 
colonel's view of the modern world which is mostly 
ill-tempered. She suggests subtly that he recounts the 
past because he has so little use for the present. 

DEATH OF THE MOTH. Essay. [DM, CE1, CDML] VW watches the 
flight, and finally, the death, of a brown "day moth," 
one, she, at first, finds less interesting than a 
"night moth." She becomes entranced with the moth's 
brave death struggle. 

THE DEBTOR. Notice/TLS/17 Nov. 1905. The Debtor: A Novel 
by Mary Eleanor Wilkins (later, Mary Wilkins Freeman) 
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(Harper, 1905). [McN1] VW briefly outlines the plot 
and says the character sketches are good and some 
chapters might "stand as ... short stories," but 
generally feels the novel lacks unity. 

THE DECAY OF ESSAY WRITING. Signed essay/A&L/25 Feb. 1905. 
[McN1, AWE] {Originally titled "A Plague of Essays," 
changed by editor.} VW defines the essay genre as a 
form of personal expression that is ego driven and 
seldom really honest. She says we have essays because 
we can write. She wants people to write of themselves 
and from real experiences. 

DEFOE. Rev/TLS/24 April 1919. Robinson Crusoe by Daniel 
Defoe (two-hundredth anniversary re-publication). 
{McNeillie gives The Life of Daniel Defoe by Thomas 
Wright (Cassell, 1894) as the main source, but credits 
the republication of Robinson Crusoe as the reason for 
the essay.} [McN4, CR, CE1] [headnote only as NOVELS OF 
DEFOE, McN3] VW notes the importance of Robinson 
Crusoe but goes on to praise Roxanna and, especially, 
Moll Flanders, as truly great books. She touches on 
Defoe's feminism and his ability to draw true 
characters in interesting situations. 

DELTA. Rev/Guardian/13 Dec. 1905. The Life of Mansie Wauch 
Tailor in Dalkeith, Written by Himself by Delta 
(pseud. of David Macbeth Moir) (Blackwood, 1905). 
[McN1] VW discusses the author in order to examine why 
his work has had such long and wide appeal. She 
applauds the humor and characterization of the Scots. 

DEQUINCEY'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Written for CR2; based on 
DeQuincey's Works (vols. 1-2, James Hogg, ed.). [MeNS, 
CR2, CE4] vw looks at DeQuincey as a prose stylist who 
tried to use prose poetically to provide descriptions 
of sensations, not just actions. She also considers 
his triumphs and failings as a biographer: he is 
sometimes "diffuse and redundant"; his style gets in 
the way. But all-in-all, VW believes he changed the 
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art of biography because he gets to the deepest levels 
of the heart. 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE DESERT. Rev/Guardian/6 Dec. 1905. The 
Voice of the South by Gilbert Watson (Hurst, 1905). 
[MCN3] VW briefly recounts Watson's journey in Algeria 
giving examples of his story-telling technique; she 
praises the style and method of presenting incidents of 
the trip. 

THE DEVIL'S DUE. Notice/Guardian/1 Nov. 1905. The Devil's 
Due: A Romance by George Brown Burgin (Hutchinson, 
1905). [McN1] This negative review hints at plot by 
listing some of the improbable actions and says that 
while the Canadian scenery is well described, the plot 
is .. imaginary ... 

THE DIARY OF A LADY-IN-WAITING. Rev/TLS/23 July 1908. The 
Diary of a Lady-in-Waiting by Charlotte Bury (2 vols., 
John Lane, 1908; original publication, 1838). [McN1, 
B&P] This is a diary of a lady-in-waiting during the 
reign of George IV. She was first in attendance to the 
Princess of Wales, later, briefly, to Queen Caroline. 
VW says the diary is best when it recounts the Court; 
the author draws a good portrait of the unhappy 
princess. 

DICKENS BY A DISCIPLE. Rev/TLS/27 Mar. 1919. The Secret of 
Dickens by W. Walter Crotch (Chapman, 1919). [McN3] 
vw begins by admitting both Dickens• faults and his 
greatness, then proceeds to poke fun at Crotch for 
seeing Dickens as either the end result of all 
literature before him or the precursor of all 
literature after him. She does agree with Crotch that 
Dickens has a Shakespearian quality which VW identifies 
as his spontaneity. 

A DISILLUSIONED ROMANTIC. Rev/TLS/1 July 1920. The Rescue: 
A Romance of the Shallows by Joseph Conrad (Dent, 
1920). [McN3] VW's attitude toward this novel is best 
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sununed up by the last line: 11 
••• Conrad has 

attempted a romantic theme and in the middle his belief 
in romance has failed him. 11 She briefly recounts the 
plot and expresses her opinions on the characters, the 
plot, and the style. 

THE DOCKS OF LONDON. Essay/Good Housekeeping/Dec. 1931; 
Jan., Mar., May, Oct. 1932. [MeNS, LS, CDML] {The five 
LS essays were commissioned by the magazine.} VW 
describes the river approach to the docks, the ships 
landing and being unloaded, and the activity of 
conunerce. She uses her best "you-are-thereu style 
without becoming coldly journalistic. See also OXFORD 
STREET TIDE [LS]. 

DONNE AFTER THREE CENTURIES. Written for CR2 based on E. K. 
Chambers' and Sir Herbert Grierson's editions of 
Donne's poems, the Life and Letters of John Donne by 
Edmund Goss (2 vols., Heinemann, 1899), and other 
works. [MeNS, CR2] VW tries to find the man John 
Donne through a chronological reading of his poems. 
She discusses his style and his subject matter across 
his lifetime. 

DOROTHY OSBORNE'S LETTERS. Rev/NR/24 Oct. 1928; reprinted 
TLS/25 Oct. 1928. The Lettters of Dorothy Osborne to 
William Temple edited by G. C. Moore Smith (Clarendon, 
1928). [MeNS, CR2, CE3, AWE] VW begins with the idea 
that "the art of letter writing is often the art of 
essay writing in disguise" and discusses the rise of 
prose in the seventeenth century as well as the art of 
letter writing. She sketches Osborne's life as may be 
discerned through the letters up to the time of her 
marriage to Temple. VW bemoans the marriage because it 
stops the letters and we lose Osborne until Jonathan 
swift, Temple's secretary, writes of her briefly in old 

age. 

DOROTHY RICHARDSON. See also ROMANCE AND THE HEART and THE 
TUNNEL which are combined for this essay. [W&W] 
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DOROTHY WORDSWORTH. See FOUR FIGURES. 

DOSTOEVSKY IN CRANFORD. Rev/TLS/23 Oct. 1919. An Honest 
Thief and Other Stories by Fyodor Dostoevsky, 
translated by Constance Garnett {Heinemann, 1919). 
[McN3, B&P] VW considers that one of the stories in 
this collection bears some resemblance to life in the 
English village of Cranford. But, she says, Dostoevsky 
cannot sustain this air; his characters become lively, 
too abusive, and violent, VW feels this is the genius 
of Dostoevsky rushing forward, pushing him across 
boundaries. 

DOSTOEVSKY THE FATHER. Rev/TLS/12 Jan. 1922. Fyodor 
Dostoevskv: A Study by Aimee [Lubov] Dostoevsky 
{Heinemann, 1921). [McN3, B&P] VW is concerned that 
too much of the petty and the subjective has crept into 
the book, and that it does not give the reader the real 
man. Some of the daughter's insights are interesting, 
but still the man is missing. 

DR. BENTLEY. See OUTLINES. 

DR. BURNEY'S EVENING PARTY. Essay/NYHT/21, 28 July 1929; 
reprinted in Life and Letters, Sept. 1929. Based on 
The Diary and Letters of Madame d'Arblay. 1778-1840 
edited by Charlotte Barrett {7 vols., Henry Colburn, 
2nd ed., 1845); Memories of Doctor Burney {3 vols., 
Edward Moxon, 1832); and The Early Diary of Frances 
Burney 1768-1778 edited by Annie Raine Ellis {2 vols., 
G. Bell, 1889). [MeNS, CR2, CE3] The first part of the 
essay describes Dr. Burney's family with a focus on 
Frances and Dr. Burney. The second half tells of the 
ill-fated party that brought together Faulke Granville, 
Dr. Johnson, Mrs. Thrale, Signore Piozzi, and the 
Burneys. VW's retelling has an immediacy, an 
eyewitness flavor. 

THE DREAM. Rev/The Listener/15 Feb. 1940. Marie Corelli: 
The Life and Death of a Best Seller by George Bullock. 
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[McN6, G&R, CE4, CDML] VW calls this book "depressing" 
in that its subject loses herself even as she finds her 
dream. 

DREAMS AND REALITIES. Rev/TLS/30 May 1918. Motley and 
Other Poems by Walter de la Mare (Constable, 1918}. 
[McN2] This review is primarily a discussion of 
de la Mare's style with quotations to support VW's 
points. 

THE DUCHESS OF NEWCASTLE. Written for CR based on The Life 
of William Cavendish. Duke of Newcastle edited by C.H;. 
Firth, The Poems and Fancies of the Duchess of 
Newcastle, and others. [McN4, CR, CE3, W&W, AWE] VW 
recounts Margaret Cavendish's life and brings her 
sharply into focus. VW's style shows evident sympathy 
for this unfashionable lady of letters and learning. 

THE DUKE AND DUCHESS OF NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. Rev/TLS/2 Feb. 
1911. The First Duchess of Newcastle-upon-Tyne by "the 
author of Kenelm Digby" {Thomas Longville} (Longmans, 
1920). [McN1] VW begins with a discussion of what 
perspective the study of history provides. She recaps 
the life of the Duchess showing her to be an eccentric 
who might, in another age, have been the mistress of a 
great salon. 

ECCENTRICS. Signed essay/Athenaeum/25 April 1919. [McN3] 
vw begins by trying to define an eccentric and by 
celebrating the notion of eccentricity. As witnesses, 
she mentions Lady Stanhope; Margaret Fuller; Elizabeth 
Hitchener; Harriet (Lewin) Grote; Margaret Cavendish, 
Duchess of Newcastle; and Julia Margaret Cameron. 

EDGEWORTHS AND TAYLORS. See LIVES OF THE OBSCURE. 

EDITIONS DE LUXE. Rev/N&A/23 Aug. 1924. A Midsumrnernight's 
Dream by William Shakespeare; Harley Granville-Barker, 
ed. (Ernest Benn, 1924); Studio Plays: Three 
Experiments in Dramatic Form by Clifford Bax, with 
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illustrations by Dorothy Mulloch {Palmer, 1924). 
[MCN3] VW only briefly deals with Bax's work spending 
most of the review on Shakespeare and how Granville
Barker illuminates the play for modern producers. 

EDMUND GOSSE. Fortune Magazine/1931. Based on a biography 
of Gosse by Charteris. [MeNS, M, CE4] VW sums up 
Gosse's good and bad points. She believes his faults 
stem from trying to overcome a dull and sad childhood; 
therefore, he errs in both directions: lavishness and 
caution. Finally, she says he's made a significant 
contribution to the world of letters. 

ELIZA AND STERNE. Rev/TLS/14 Dec. 1922. Sterne's Eliza: 
Some Account of Her Life in India with Her Letters 
Written between 1757-1774 by Arnold Wright and William 
Lutley Sclater {Heinemann, 1922). [McN3, G&R, CE3] VW 
outlines the life of this woman with whom Laurence 
Sterne had a brief, and probably asexual, affair. VW 
portrays her as witty and charming but unusual only in 
her brief entry into literary history. 

ELIZABETHAN LUMBER ROOM. Written for-CR based on the 5 
vols. of Hakluyt's voyages. See also TRAFFICKS AND 
DISCOVERJES. [McN4, CR, CEl] VW begins with Hakluyt 
and then moves to the general subject of the 
Renaissance as an age of adventure. She shows how this 
spirit of discovery shaped the language, especially 
contrasting the poetry against the drama and prose. VW 
believes that Renaissance prose comes to true flower in 
Sir Thomas Browne who is, all by himself,· a voyage of 
discovery, embracing the image of the essay's title. 

ELLEN TERRY. New Statesman and Nation/8 Feb. 1941. Based 
on Terry's autobiography. [McN6, M, CE4, CDML] VW 
says that because an actor's art disappears when the 
curtain goes down, people who saw Terry past her prime 
cannot recapture her prime. VW tries to recreate Terry 
from her own words although Terry admits she cannot 
clearly see herself. 
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EMERSON'S JOURNALS. Rev/TLS/3 Mar. 1910. Journals of Ralph 
Waldo Emerson edited by Edward Waldo Emerson and Waldo 
Emerson Forbes (2 vols., Constable and Co., 1910). 
Supplemented by: A Memoir of Ralph Waldo Emerson by 
James Elliot Cabot (Mcmillan, 1887}. [McN1, B&P] VW 
looks primarily at Emerson's intellectual development 
and tries to see it as representative of American 
Puritan consciousness. Finally, she says his life and 
work have a grandeur but that it is difficult for most 
people to grasp. 

ENCHANTED ORGAN. Rev/N&A/15 Mar. 1924; reprinted NR/6 Aug. 
1924. Letters of Anne Thackery Ritchie edited by 
Hester Ritchie (Murray, 1924}. [McN3, M, CE4] VW 
mocks Lady Ritchie's rather slap-dash approach to 
writing with a slap-dash recounting of some of that 
life's highlights. 

THE ENGLISH MAIL COACH. Article/Guardian/29 Aug. 1906. 
Based on The English Mail Coach by Thomas DeQuincey, 
his autobiography, and other writings. [McN1] The 
article is a general discussion of DeQuincey's style 
and use of language. 

ENGLISH PROSE. Signed rev/Athenaeum/10 Jan. 1920. A 
Treasury of English Prose, Logan Pearsall Smith, ed. 
(Constable, 1919). [McN3, B&P] VW laments some of 
Smith's choices (notably Robert Louis Stevenson) as 
well as his omissions, especially novelists. She ends 
by considering why novelists are not included in such 
anthologies and determines that most novels do not lend 
themselves to the kind of writing done by editors like 
Smith. She concludes, however, that English prose 
lives most fully in the English novel. 

AN ESSAY IN CRITICISM. NYHT/9 Oct. 1927. Based on The Sun 
Also Rises and Men without Women by Ernest Hemingway. 
[McN4, GR, CE2] VW uses two of Hemingway's books to 
illustrate her definition of criticism and to explain 
what a critic does. Along the way, of course, she 
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judges Hemingway, summing up that judgment in her 
conclusion. See also REVIEWING for a definition of the 
difference between a critic and a reviewer. 

ETHEL SMYTH. Rev/NS/23 April 1921. Streaks of Life by 
Ethel Smyth (Longmans 1921). [McN3] {Written before 
VW and Smyth met.} VW seeks to discover the author 
through her autobiographical writings and her operas. 
She finds her to be the soul of the late Victorian 
period and a interesting person of remarkable energy. 

EVENING OVER SUSSEX: REFLECTIONS IN A MOTOR CAR. Essay/late 
summer 1927(?)/First pub. DM. [MeNS, DM, CE2, CDML] 
VW tries to describe the beauty of the evening; then 
she enters into a conversation between her various 
selves on the impossibility of description. Finally, 
she realizes she is just supposed to enjoy the 
landscape and her place in it. 

THE FACE OF CLAY. Notice/TLS/13 April 1906. The Face of 
Clay: An Interpretation by H[orace] A[nnesley] Vachell 
(Murray, 1906). [McN1] VW appreciates the description 
of the life and the people of the Brittany coast, 
although she finds the book not wholly successful. She 
gives a brief plot overview but finds characterization 
more satisfying than the plot. 

THE FAERY QUEEN. [M, CE1] While understanding that the 
idea of reading the whole of The Faery Queen may not be 
a popular one, VW urges the reader to do it. She 
proceeds to 11 Walk 11 the reader through the experience of 
reading a great poem, giving signposts and aids. 

FANNY BURNEY'S HALF-SISTER. TLS/28 Aug. 1930. [MeNS, GR, 
CE3] vw recreates Maria Allen from Burney's portrait 
of her in Evelina and (seemingly) from diaries and 

letters. 

FANTASY. Rev/TLS/1S Dec. 1921. Legends of Smokeoyer by 
L[awrence] P[earsall] Jacks {Hodder, 1921). [MCN3] VW 
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compares the novel unfavorably to Candide to show how 
the satire falls short. Briefly, she names the 
characters, but her suggestion of plot is as confused 
as she wants us to realize the actual book is. 

THE FEMININE NOTE IN FICTION. Rev/Guardian/25 Jan. 1905. 
The Feminine Note in Fiction by W[illiam] L[eonard] 
Courtney (Chapman 1904). [McN1, AWE] {McNeillie 
attributes this essay to VW because of evidence in her 
diaries.} VW refutes Courtney's ideas about women in 
the arts and women's art. She believes that women are 
the best critics of women's works. She charges that 
Courtney has given only plot outlines instead of 
serious critical analysis. 

THE FIGHTING NINETIES. Rev/TLS/12 Oct. 1916. Nights: Rome, 
Venice in the Aesthetic Eighties; London, Paris in the 
Fighting Nineties by Elizabeth Robins Pennell 
(Heinemann, 1916.) [McN2] The author is trying to 
paint a portrait of a period and of the artistic people 
fighting "Victorian sham prudery and respectability." 
VW faults her finally for disparaging the youth of the 
present day and notes that Pennell would not have liked 
that being done to her own group were she young. 

FISHING. Based on a book on fishing by a Major Hills who 
was also a member of the House of Commons. [M, CE2] 
VW wonders how this author has so successfully 
accomplished so much where other "real writers" fail. 
His description is beautiful; his writings are direct 
but become meditations on patience and nature. 

FLEETING PORTRAIT. [GR, CE4] 
I--WAXWORKS AT THE ABBEY. NR/11 April 1928. [MeNS, GR, 

CE4] vw tries to find the real people behind the 
waxwork effigies 

II--THE ROYAL ACADEMY. Essay/Athenaeum/22 Aug. 1919. Based 
on a viewing of the 151st exhibition of the Royal 
Academy of Arts, 5 May-9 Aug. 1919, at Burlington 
House, Picadilly [McN3, G&R, CE4, CDML] VW treats the 
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paintings as living humans acting out their stories; 
then with the storyteller's eye, she summarizes the 
stories of some of the paintings for the reader. 
Finally, she returns to personifying the paintings and 
their emotional pull on the viewer. She says she 
leaves artistic judgments to "Mr. Roger Fry." 

A FLOOD TIDE. Notice/TLS/17 Nov. 1905. A Flood Tide by 
Mary H. Debenham (Arnold 1905). [MCN1] VW calls this 
"a novel of adventure rather than character." She 
briefly describes the plot but mostly comments on the 
art of the historic novel and the choice of setting 
novels in times past. 

FLUMENIA AHEM SILVASOUE. {"Let me adore the rivers and 
woods.•} Rev/TLS/11 Oct. 1917. A Literary Pilgrim in 
England by {Phillip} Edward Thomas (Methuen, 1917). 
[McN2, B&P] The author of the book was a poet, 
essayist, and critic who was killed in WWI. VW 
discusses the various subjects relations to where they 
lived. She comments on the significance of place on 
poets. She finds Thomas• pilgrimage interesting and 
engaging for the reader. 

A FLYING LESSON. Rev/TLS/3 Dec. 1920. And Even Now by Max 
Beerbohm (Heinemann, 1920) [McN3] VW reviews Beerbohm 
the man rather than his essays(after saying she will 
not do that) . She compares him to a bird that manages 
to land safely each time (in Beerbohm's case, with each 
essay) . 

FLYING OVER LONDON. [CDB, CE4] VW describes the pilot 
starting the plane, the take-off, and the climb. She 
sees England as it must have been seen by the earliest 
human and London from so high that it seems not to have 
people in it. Climbing into the clouds, she muses on 
dying and leaving earth forever. Finally, the plane 
flies low enough for her to see people through her 
binoculars. The end of the essay is a surprise; the 
pilot found mechanical trouble, so they never flew at 
all. 
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FOREWORD TO RECENT PAINTINGS BY VANESSA BELL. 
Foreword/Recent Paintings by Vanessa Bell/1930. 
Introduction to a catalog of Vanessa Bell's paintings 
exhibited at the Cooling Galleries, 92 Bond Street, 
from 4 Feb. to 8 Mar. 1930. The exhibit was sponsored 
by the London Artists' Association. [CDML, MeNS] The 
tone of this brief introduction is wry as VW pretends 
to be opening the door and entering the gallery to see 
the pictures for the first time. She also pretends not 
to know anything about Bell except her reputation--that 
she is an artist and a woman and has looked upon 
nakedness. More seriously, she studies the paintings 
and finds Bell's work to be androgynous and to hold 
emotion without being story-like. 

FORGOTTEN BENEFACTORS. Signed rev/Athenaeum/4 July 1919. 
Edward Jerningham and His Friends: A Series of 
Eighteenth-Century Letters edited by Lewis Bettany 
(Chatto and Windus, 1919). [McN3] VW says that the 
editor, by preserving the letters of Jerningham, has 
written a book about the insignificant and the unknown. 
She believes this kind of history should be done more 
often. Through quotations from the letters, she gives 
the flavor of the subject and his various 
correspondents. 

THE FORTUNES OF FARTHINGS. Notice/TLS/31 Mar. 190S. The 
Fortunes of Farthings by A[lec] J[ohn] Dawson (Harper, 
190S). [McN1] After briefly recounting the plot, VW 
says the novel is unimaginative and the characters 
poorly drawn, but she calls it a "long, amiable, and 
pleasantly garrulous novel to take to bed." 

FOUR FIGURES. [MeNS, CR2] {In order to link these essays, 
Cowper is mentioned in the essay on Brummell who is 
mentioned in the Wollstonecraft essay. Wollstonecraft, 
in turn, is mentioned in the Wordsworth essay.} 

I--cOWPER AND LADY AUSTEN. Essay/N&A/21 Sept. 1929; 
reprinted NYHT/22 Sept. 1929. Based on Correspondence 
of William Cowper edited by Thomas Wright (4 vols., 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1904). [MeNS, CR2, CE3] Using 
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her .. eyewitness .. method, VW presents the strange 
relationship between the poet Cowper and Ann Austen. 
She shows Cowper as a depressive, bisexual loner and 
Austen as a woman who could not help but be enchanted 
by him. 

II--BEAU BRUMMELL. Essay/N&A/28 Sept. 1929; reprinted 
NYHT/29 Sept. 1929. Based on The Life of Beau Brummell 
by William Jesse (1844). {A slightly different form of 
the essay was delivered as a radio broadcast 20 Nov. 
1929 and printed in The Listener 27 Nov. 1929.} [MeNS, 
CR2, CE3] VW concentrates on Brummell's life as a 
dandy, but she shows how his behavior grows from a 
general attitude toward life, an attitude maintained 
even in debtor's prison and into senility. 

III--MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT. Essay/N&A/S Oct. 1929; reprinted 
NYHT/20 Oct. 1929. Based on Memoirs of Mary 
Wollstonecraft by William Godwin, edited by W. Clark 
Durant (Constable, Greenberg edition, 1927; originally 
pub. 1798); Mary Wollstonecraft: Letters to Imlay 
(Kegan Paul, 1879); and others. [MeNS, CR2, CE3] This 
fast-paced portrait shows a strong woman of independent 
thought and convictions. VW examines briefly 
Wollstonecraft's sad childhood, her love affair with 
Imlay, and her marriage to Godwin. Her death at 
thirty-six is painted as the stilling of a passionate 
voice. 

IV--DOROTHY WORDSWORTH. Essay/N&A/12 Oct. 1929; reprinted 
NYHT/29 Sept. 1929. Based on various editions of 
Wordsworth's letters and journals. [MeNS, CR2, CE3] 
vw presents Wordsworth as a woman who sees her job as 
that of an observer of nature--an intense, intelligent 
woman closely attuned to the natural world. VW never 
directly ties Dorothy's observations to William's 
poetry, but the tie is implied. 

FRANCES WILLARD. Rev/TLS/28 Nov. 1912. Frances Willard: 
Her Life by Ray Strachey (Rachel Conn Costelloe 
Strachey) (Fisher Unwin, 1912). [McN2] VW sums up the 
life of Willard, who was the president of Evanston 
College for Ladies and the founder of the Women's 
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Christian Temperance Union. VW remarks briefly on what 
is a "good woman." 

FRAULEIN SCHMIDT AND MR. ANSTRUTHER. Rev/TLS/10 May 1907. 
Fraulein Schmidt and Mr. Anstruther: Being the Letters 
of an Independent Woman by Elizabeth von Arnim (nee 
Mary Annette Beauchamp) (Smith Elder, 1907). [McN1] 
VW' s own style is as jumbled a~· she says the novel is. 
She suggests the plot, but she does not really lay it 
out clearly. VW likes the character of the letter 
writer but suggests that the novel itself is too 
convoluted. 

FREUDIAN FICTION. Rev/TLS/25 Mar. 1920. An Imperfect 
Mother by J[ohn] D[avys] Beresford (Collins, 1920). 
[McN3, CW, AWE] According to VW, Beresford has so co
opted his plot to Freudian psychological theory that 

. his characters exist only as cases. VW calls it a 
failure as a novel but a success as an essay in morbid 
psychology. 

A FRIEND OF JOHNSON. Rev/TLS/29 July 1909. Giuseppe 
Baretti and His Friends -·. . . in the Days of Dr. 
Johnson by Lacy Collison-Morley {Murray, 1909). {Some 
material for the review is drawn from other, unnamed 
sources.} [McN1, G&R, CE3] VW recaps the subject's 
life and -captures his personality. She says, "his 
struggle to live by his brains is, for us, full of 
picturesque adventure." 

GAS. Written 1929. [MeNS, CDB, CE2] VW describes the 
feeling of being under anesthetic in the dentist's 
office. In the unconscious state, one has the feeling 
that truth and answers are almost within reach. She 
says we get the same feeling in a third-class rail 
coach when we study the passengers and consider their 
lives. 

GAS AT ABBOTSFORD. See SIR WALTER SCOTT I. [McN6, M, CE1] 
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GENIUS: R. B. HAYDON. Written in 1926; copyright 1923 (sic) 
by NR. Based on diaries of B. R. Haydon introduced by 
Aldous Huxley. [McN4?, M, CE4] VW brings to life this 
nineteenth-century painter whose genius led him to 
paint huge canvasses and to live hugely. VW says that 
although the paintings are gone, he remains in his own 
words. 

GENIUS OF BOSWELL. Rev/TLS/21 Jan. 1909. Letters of James 
Boswell to the Rev. W. J. Temple introduced by Thomas 
Seccombe (Sedgwick and Jackson, 1908). [McN1, B&P] VW 
reviews the history of letters, then draws her own 
portrait of Boswell as she sees him through his 
letters. 

GENTLEMAN ERRANT. Rev/TLS/15 April 1909. Gentleman Errant, 
Being the Journeys and Adventures of Four Noblemen in 
Europe during the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries by 
Mrs. Henry Cust (Emmeline Mary Elizabeth Cust) (Murray, 
1909). [McN1] VW briefly recaps the four stories and 
praises the author's efforts as editor and translator, 
but she wonders if the book would not have been better 
if the author had told the stories herself rather than 
cobbling together the medieval writers• own words. 

GEORGE ELIOT. Essay/TLS/20 Nov. 1919. Based on George 
Eliot's Life: As Related in Her Letters and Journals 
edited by J. W. Cross (Cabinet Edition, Blackwood, 
1884). {Centenary of Eliot's birth} {headnote only, 
McN3] [McN4, CR, CEl, W&W] VW looks past the portrait 
from letters and journals to the fiction to find George 
Eliot. She acknowledges some criticism of the 
heroines, but she points out the strength in them that 
is Eliot showing through. 

GEORGE ELIOT {1819-1880). Signed article/Daily Herald/9 
Mar. 1921 {Great Names series). [McN3] In this brief 
article, VW reviews Eliot's life and work. VW believes 
that Eliot brought about a change in the novel with the 
publication of Middlemarch. By looking at the thoughts 
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the novel beyond the scope of the love story, the 
biography, or the adventure story. 
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GEORGE GISSING. Rev/N&A/26 Feb. 1927; reprinted NR/2 Mar. 
1927. Letters of George Gissing to Members of His 
Family collected and arranged by Algernon and Ellen 
Gissing (Constable and Co., 1927). [MeNS, CR2, CE1] 
This is another of VW's considerations of the impact of 
the author's life upon the work and of the interaction 
between the two. {For the same topic, see also AURORA 
LEIGH.} 

GEORGE MOORE. Based on Hail and Farewell (Heinemann) by 
Moore; 2 vols. of memoirs. [DM, CE1] VW tries to 
recreate the man from his own account. She says he is, 
at once, both the best and the worst novelist, but that 
which makes him a bad novelist makes him a good 
biographer. 

GERALDINE AND JANE. Rev/TLS/28 Feb. 1929; revised into an 
essay for The Bookman (New York), Feb. 1929. Final 
revision is this essay. Zoe and The Halfsisters by 
Geraldine Endsor Jewsbury. [MeNS, CR2, CE4] This 
version of the essay is less a review of the books than 
a review of the author's life as seen through her 
relationship with Jane Carlyle. Jewsbury was a 
Victorian novelist whose brief career was less 
important than her relationship with Carlyle. 

A GIANT WITH VERY SMALL THUMBS. Rev/N&A/2 April 1927. 
Turgeney: The Man, His Art, and His Age by Avrahm 
Yarmolinsky. [McN4, B&P] VW looks briefly at 
Turgenev's life, then at his work in general. She says 
that his novels, though physically small, present a 
large world and that his characters make direct contact 
with the reader. 

THE GIRLHOOD OF QUEEN ELIZABETH. Rev/TLS/30 Dec. 1909. The 
Girlhood of Queen Elizabeth: A Narrative in 
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Contemporary Letters by Frank A. Mumbry (Constable and 
Co., 1909). [McN1, B&P] VW looks at the material of 
these letters to see how the temperament of the monarch 
was formed. She also makes some generalized comments 
upon letters as biography, realizing that the writers 
may slant their own stories. 

A GLANCE AT TURGENEV. Rev/TLS/8 Dec. 1921. Two Friends and 
Other Stories by Ivan Turgenev, translated by Constance 
Garnett (Heinemann, 1921). [McN3, B&P] The review 
begins as if VW means to question Turgenev's talents, 
but it ends with a praise for them. 

THE GLEN O'WEEPING. Rev/TLS/24 May 1907. The Glen 
O'Weeping by Marjorie Bowen (pseud. of Gabrielle 
Margaret Vere Campbell) (Alston Rivers , 1907). [McN1] 
In one of her more negative reviews, VW says that 
scenery and abundance of action .. don't take the place 
of flesh and blood. 11 

GLIMPSES OF AUTHORS. Note/N&A/9 Feb. 1924. Glimpses of 
Authors by Caroline Ticknor (Werner Laurie, 1924). 
[MCN3] VW calls this a .. kindly .. book about authors as 
Miss Ticknor knew them personally and through their 
artifacts. (Her grandfather was a partner in Boston's 
Ticknor and Fields.) 

GOLD AND IRON. Rev/TLS/25 Dec. 1919. Gold and Iron by 
Joseph Hergesheimer (Heinemann, 1919). [McN3, CW] VW 
is pleased to be able to allow that Hergesheimer is 
still in the process of development as an author. He 
is stepping beyond 11 previously used formula ... She 
discusses the plot of one of the short stories, 11 Wild 
Oranges, .. as an example. 

A GOOD DAUGHTER. Signed rev/Daily Herald/26 May 1920. ~ 
Russell and Her Surroundings by Constance Hill (Lane 
1920). [McN3] {Compare also AN IMPERFECT LADY and THE 
WRONG WAY OF READING, different reviews of the same 
book; note particularly the difference between signed 
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and unsigned reviews. See also: OUTLINES I-MISS 
MITFORD.} In this short review. VW treats Miss Mitford 
more gently (than in AN IMPERFECT LADY). Here, Mitford 
is portrayed as the dutiful daughter of a spendthrift 
father who, nevertheless, enjoyed her life. The book 
and its author are barely alluded to. 

GORKY ON TOLSTOY. Rev/NS/7 Aug. 1920. Reminiscences of Leo 
Nicolayeyitch Tolstoi by Maxim Gorky, translated by s. 
S. Koteliansky and Leonard Woolf (Hogarth 1920). 
[McN3] \~ finds this portrait of Tolstoy to be a 
strong book although Gorky's own introduction calls it 
unfin ished. VW finds the portrait illuminating and 
exciting and wonders if such books are not always meant 
to be unfinished. 

GOTHIC ROMANCE. Rev/TLS/5 May 1921. The Tale of Terror: A 
Study of Gothic Romance by Edith Birkhead (Constable, 
1921). [McN3, G&R, CE1, CDML] VW says the author 
might have discussed the aesthetic value of shock and 
terror , but she forgives her for only attempting to 
trace the genre historically. VW recaps the history 
and considers its evidences in contemporary literature. 

GREAT MEN'S HOUSES. Essay/Good Housekeeping/Dec. 1931; 
Jan., Mar., May, Oct. 1932. [MeNS, LS, CDML] {The five 
LS essays were commissioned by the magazine.} VW is 
glad so many great men's houses have been turned over 
to the government. She visits two to find the imprint 
of their owners. The Carlyles would have had an easier 
life, vw says, if they had had hot water and an extra 
maid, but then they might not have been the Carlyles. 
Keats' house is stamped with an air of quiet dignity. 
There is almost no sense that people have lived there 
and scrubbed and cleaned as in the Carlyles' house. 

THE GREEN MIRROR. Rev/TLS/24 Jan. 1918. The Green Mirror: 
A Quiet Story by Hugh Walpole (Macmillan, 1918). 
[McN2, CW] vw discusses the rise of the .. family 
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story," especially that of entrenched, self-satisfied 
families, as a theme over the love story. While 
disagreeing with some of Walpole's approach, she 
finally gives the novel a positive review and praises 
the author's handling of the finer details of the 
story. 

HALF OF THOMAS HARDY. NR/1928. The Early Life of Thomas 
Hardy by Florence Emily Hardy. [McN4, CDB] VW is 
obviously reviewing a biography of Hardy, much of 
which, she says, he dictated to his wife. But she 
includes other information, critical judgments of her 
own, melding Hardy's facts with his works of fiction. 

HARRIET WILSON. Written in 1925. Based on the memoirs of 
Harriet Wilson, probably at the time of a reissue 
(original pub. 1825). [McN4, M, CE3] Wilson was a 
mistress of the Earl of Craven and wrote a roman a clef 
novel in the nineteenth century. VW sketches Wilson 
using scenes from her life. Brings the lusty, full
of-life woman into focus for modern eyes. 

HAWORTH, NOVEMBER 1904. Essay/Guardian/12 Dec. 1904. 
[McN1, B&P, W&W] In this descriptive essay, VW uses 
the theme of literary geography, in this case Haworth 
parsonage, to discuss the lives of the artists. She 
places a heavy emphasis on the atmosphere of death that 
pervades the house, both the deaths of the inhabitants 
and its placement amidst the graves. She is interested 
in looking at the world of another writer. 

HEARD ON THE DOWNS: THE GENESIS OF MYTH. Occasional 
essay/The Times/15 Aug. 1916. [McN2] {VW spent July-
16 Sept. of 1916 at Asheham House on the edge of the 
Downs.} A brief piece, in the descriptive mode, 
beginning with a description of the sound of guns in 
France as they can be heard on the Downs and going on 
to describe local myths associated with the war. 

HEARTS OF CONTROVERSY. Rev/TLS/25 Oct. 1917. Hearts of 
controversy by Alice Meynell (Alice Christiana Gertrude 
Meynell) (Burns and Oates, 1917). [McN2] The author 
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does not believe in the "exposition and interpretation" 
of criticism but in "controversy." VW admires her 
desire to gain a perspective on some authors, but she 
occasionally feels put down by the author's attitude, 
especially by the author's attention to questions of 
grammar. 

HENLEY'S CRITICISM. Rev/TLS/24 Feb. 1921. Essays by 
William Ernest Henley (Macmillan, 1920). [McN3] VW 
notes that five of the essays in the volume were 
written earlier as introductions to editions of the 
authors' works. Therefore, she believes they serve 
better as leading into a reading of the work than they 
serve alone. Finally, VW faults Henley because he 
judges authors' personalities rather than their works. 

HENRY JAMES. 1,2,3. [DM] See THE LETTERS OF HENRY JAMES, 
THE OLD ORDER, and WITHIN THE RIM. These three essays 
were strung together, unrevised, by LW for DM. 

HENRY JAMES' GHOST STORIES. Essay/TLS/22 Dec. 1921. [McN3, 
G&R, CE1] VW carefully catalogs the supernatural 
stories of James that do not frighten. She concludes 
with The Turn of the Screw and, without over analyzing 
it, she shows how it does frighten. 

HERMAN MELVILLE. Essay/TLS/7 Aug. 1919. To commemorate the 
centenary of Melville's birth. Based on Typee: Life in 
the South Seas as edited by W. P. Trent (S. P. C. K., 
1903) and Omoo: A Narrative Adventure in the South Seas 
(Everyman's Library edition, Dent, 1908). [McN3, B&P] 

VW's assessment of the American reading public shows 
when she suggests that Melville made some of his 
exploits "more heroic for the benefit of Americans." 
She recaps his adventures, especially as shown in 
Typee, and the atmosphere of indolence Melville found 
in Tahiti. She also records his judgments of Europeans 
who tried to civilize and Christianize the natives. 

THE HIGHER COURT. Signed dramatic rev/NS/17 April 1920. 
The Higher Court by M. E. M. Young, production by the 
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Pioneer Players at the Strand Theatre, Sunday, 11 April 
1920. [McN3] As she recounts the plot of this "play 
of sentiment," VW reveals her concerns for the play. 
She says the "stalls" had the plot figured out early 
on, but the surprise ending was rather a 
disappointment. Some of the play suggests to VW that 
the author might be capable of better work. 

THE HISTORIAN AND THE GIBBON. Written Mar. 1937. Based on 
reading The History of the Decline and Fall of . the 
Roman Empire by Edward Gibbon anq his autobiography (6 
vols.). [McN6, DM, CE1] VW tries to reconstruct both 
the man and the historian with all the interesting 
contradictions. {See also REFLECTIONS AT SHEFFIELD 
PLACE.} 

HONEST FICTION. Rev/TLS/10 Oct. 1918. Shops and Houses by 
. Frank Swinnerton (Metheun, 1918.) [McN2, CW] VW 
begins with highest praise for the novel and the 
author, saying that the novel disproves the charge that 
English literature is in a "de-generate condition." 
Although she faults the author for failing to convince 
the reader of his intellectual premise, she still 
considers it a "valuable work." 

HORACE WALPOLE. Rev/TLS/31 July 1919. The Supplement to 
the Letters of Horace Walpole, Fourth Earl of Oxford 
edited by Paget Toynbee .(2 vols.: vol. I-1725-83, vol. 
I I-1783-96) (Oxford UP, 1918). Other sources: The 
Letters of Horace Walpole, Earl of Oxford edited by 
Peter Cunningham (2 vols., Bently 1875), an essay by 
Leslie Stephen, and other sources. [McN3, G&R, CE3] 
vw provides examples from the letters to support her 
judgment of Walpole's wit and liveliness. She believes 
the letter to be of value as "a delightful promenade 
through the greater part of the eighteenth century." 

HOURS IN A LIBRARY. Occasional essay/TLS/30 Nov. 1916. 
{The title was originally used by Sir Leslie Stephen.} 
[McN2, G&R, CE2} VW celebrates books and the joy of 
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reading the classics, books of one's own time, and even 
the glory of really bad books. She discusses how books 
of the present day and the classics interact and inform 
one another. Finally, she comes down most strongly in 
favor of the classics. 

HOUSE OF LYME. Rev/TLS/29 Mar. 1917. House of Lyme, From 
Its Foundations to the End of the Eighteenth Century by 
The Lady Newton (Evelyn Caroline Newton, nee Bromley
Davenport, wife of the Second Baron Newton) (Heinemann, 
19178). [McN2] This is a history of one of the 
"stately homes" as told through family correspondence. 
VW quotes passages to paint a picture of a traditional 
English country existence across nearly five centuries. 

THE HOUSE OF MIRTH. Notice/Guardian/15 Nov. 1905. The 
House of Mirth by Edith Wharton (Macmillan, 1905). 
[McN1] VW suggests the plot by listing some of the 
important incidents. She calls this a "serious" novel 
and praises Wharton's artistry as she describes the 
character of Lily Bart and her social class. 

THE HOUSE OF SHADOWS. Notice/TLS/9 Mar. 1906. The House of 
Shadows by R[eginald] J[ohn] Farrer (Arnold, 1906). 
[McN1] VW gives a brief plot summary, then calls the 
book "remarkable" despite its "limitations" and says it 
was produced under the "stress of an idea." She 
comments on the achievement of proportion. 

HOW IT STRIKES A CONTEMPORARY. Essay/TLS/5 April 1923. 
[McN3, CR, CE2, CDML] {Slightly revised for CR.} VW 
discusses the question of judging contemporary 
literature and suggests some ways this might be 
accomplished. 

HOW SHOULD ONE READ A BOOK? Lecture delivered at a private 
girls' school, Hays Court, Kent/30 June 1926; revised 
and pub. in the Yale Review/Oct. 1926; revised again 
for CR2. [MeNS, CR2, CE2, CDML, VWR] VW suggests that 
we learn how to read by, first opening the mind to a 
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wide range of authors and genres. She says that we 
learn judgment through comparison. Finally, she lauds 
the common reader whose only claim to critical status 
is wide, careful reading. VW assumes a great deal of 
literary knowledge on the part of her listener/reader. 

THE HUMANE ART. Written April 1940. Based on a biography 
of Horace Walpole by (Mr.) Ketton-Cremer. [McN6, DM, 
CE1] VW takes issue with the author's idea that 
Walpole was a letter-writer-for-posterity because he 
had given up the idea of writing a history of his time. 
VW talks about the art of letter writing as Walpole was 
able to practice it in the eighteenth century and how 
.. writing for money .. changed the art of diaries and 
letters. She sees Walpole as a friend, a true 
correspondent who is immortal because the man visible 
in the letters is all of a piece. {See also TWO 
ANTIQUARIES: WALPOLE AND COLE and THE REV. WILLIAM 
COLE: A LETTER.} 

I AM CHRISTINA ROSSETTI. Rev/N&A/6 Dec. 1930; reprinted 
NYHT/14 Dec. 1930. The Life of Christina Rossetti by 
Mary F. Sanders (Hutchinson, 1930), Christina Rossetti 
and Her Poetry by Edith Birkhead (Harrap, 1930). 
[MeNS, CR2, CE4, W&W] VW examines the influence of 
religion on Rossetti's mindset and on her poetry. She 
looks at three schools of Rossetti criticism and 
declares herself an admirer of the poet and the poetry. 

I WAS GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY . . . N&A/5 April 1924 
(paragraph in "From Alpha to Omega .. col.). [MCN3] 
Based on viewing three films: Moonlight Magic, The 
Quest of Colour, and The Dance of the Moods; Spectrum 
Films; viewed Tuesday, 25 Mar. 1924. VW briefly 
focuses on the distortion of color common (she says) to 
color film of the day. Three-dimensional colors do not 
translate to two-dimensions, she decides. 

IMITATIVE ESSAYS. Rev/TLS/23 May 1918. The Gold Tree by 
J[ohn] C[ollins] Squire (Martin Seeker, 1917}. [McN2] 
vw calls the essays "insipid~~ and !limitative~~ and 
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believes this is because the author has tried to "write 
beautifully." She finds the serious parts dulling 
until they turn funny and the humerous parts she finds 
silly. Finally, VW concludes that the negative effect 
of the book comes from the knowledge that the writer 
can do so much better. 

IMPASSIONED PROSE. TLS/16 Sept. 1926. [McN4, G&R, CE1] VW 
looks over DeQuincey's work and believes his greatness 
is in his ability to write poetic prose, a talent that 
has fallen into disfavor. She notes that struggling to 
write novels, DeQuincey often has problems bridging 
fact with his poetic prose. She suggests that the 
novelist is often too overcome with facts and should 
strive for more impressions, for the poetic prose that 
goes beyond fact. 

AN IMPERFECT LADY. Rev/TLS/6 May 1920. Mary Russell and 
Her Surroundings by Constance Hill {Lane 1920). [McN3, 
AWE] {Compare also A GOOD DAUGHTER and THE WRONG WAY 
OF READING, different reviews of the same book, note 
particularly the difference between signed and unsigned 
reviews. See also: OUTLINES I-MISS MITFORD.} VW gives 
her opinion that the author chose Mitford as her 
subject because she was {1) a lady (2) born in the 
eighteenth century. VW's rather arch suggestions that 
the next book be devoted to Miss Mitford's geography 
book and her father's tea service suggest that she 
finds this biography of little value. 

AN IMPRESSION OF GISSING. Signed rev/NS/30 June 1923 
{signed "V"}. George Gissing: An Appreciation by May 
Yates {Manchester UP, 1922); The Private Life of Henry 
Maitland: A Record Dictated by J. H. Rev. and ed. by 
Morley Roberts {Nash, 1923; originally pub. 1912). 
[MCN3] vw looks at the biographies of two writers who 
had unusually hard lives and judges their works to be 
worth while and their lives interesting. 

IMPRESSIONS AT BAYREUTH. Article/The Times/21 Aug. 1909. 
Based on VW's trip to Bayreuth. [McN1, B&P] The essay 
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reads somewhat like a review of the musical offerings. 
VW begins with a discussion of the problems posed by 
judging any art in its infancy--one cannot compare and 
contrast. She says the state of music criticism proves 
the art is still young. She says we must ·all judge as 
amateurs from our seats. The central part of the essay 
is her "amateur" judgment, especially what emotions 
each piece evokes. 

IMPRESSIONS OF SIR LESLIE STEPHEN. From chapter 21, "The 
Sunset,• of F. W. Maitland's The Life and Letters of 
Leslie Stephen (Duckworth, 1906). [McN1] A brief 
sketch, primarily of the intellectual/literary guidance 
Stephen gave his family through reading aloud and 
reciting poetry. The piece does not so much end as it 
trails off. 

IN A LIBRARY. Rev/TLS/23 Nov. 1916. A Quiet Corner in a 
Library by W[illiam] H[enry] Hudson {G. G. Harrap and 
Co., 1916). [McN2, CW] Although Hudson also includes 
chapters on Thomas Hood and Samuel Richardson, VW 
focuses on the lesser-known writers Henry Carey and 
George Lillo. She applauds how Hudson is able to make 
them interesting even as she disagrees with some of his 
judgments. 

IN GOOD COMPANY. Rev/TLS/12 April 1917. In Good Company: 
Some Personal Recollections of Swinburne, Lord Roberts, 
Watts-Dunton, Oscar Wilde, Edward Whymper, S. J. Stone, 
Stephen Phillips by Coulson Kernahan {Lane 1917). 
[McN2] vw selects examples from the portraits of 
Swinburne, Watts-Dutton, and Whymper to illustrate the 
charming style of the whole. 

IN THE ORCHARD. Sketch/The Criterion/April 1923. [B&P] 
{Also included in The Complete Short Fiction, but not 
included as an essay in McN3.} A sketch in stream of 
consciousness style of a character {Miranda) sleeping 
in an orchard and the sounds of nature around her. 

INDISCRETIONS. Essay/Vogue/Nov. 1924; reprinted with 
punctuation revisions as "Indiscretions in Literature" 
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1n NYVogue/1 June, 1925. {Subtitle for English 
version, "'Never Seek to Tell Thy Love, Love That Never 
Told Can Be'--But One's Feelings for Some Writers 
Outrun All Prudence." Subtitle for American version, 
"Wherein Our Affections or Disaffections For Writers 
Come Imprudently Forth."} [McN3, W&W, AWE] VW assess 
how (male) critics often judge by physical rather than 
literary standards. She moves to the idea of writers 
writing as male or female. She never uses the word 
androgeny, but she sounds many of the same notes on the 
subject as in ROOM. 

THE INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION. Rev/TLS/11 Dec. 1919. Rupert 
Brooks and The Intellectual Imagination: A Lecture by 
Walter de la Mare (Sidgwick, 1919). {Lecture 
originally delivered at Brooke's alma mater, Rugby, 27. 
Mar. 1919.} [McN3, B&P] VW thinks de la Mare has 
solved some of the "problems" of Brooke's poetry by 
placing him in the category of intellectual poets. 
De la Mare defines and describes poets that have 
intellectual imagination and those who have visionary 
imagination. Great poets, he says, have both. VW 
allows that Brooke's early death and his contemporary 
status also make it difficult to judge him. 

THE INTELLECTUAL STATUS OF WOMEN. Letter to NS/9 Oct. 1920. 
[W&W, AWE] This letter is in answer to a column by 
Affable Hawk, pseud. for Desmond McCarthy, on Arnold 
Bennett's Our Women and Orlo Williams's The Good 
Englishman. Hawk endorsed Bennett's view that women 
are intellectually inferior to men. In her satiric 
reply to Bennett's conclusions and Hawk's acceptance of 
them, vw notes intellectually superior women of the 
seventeenth century and suggests that the gentlemen 
cannot find examples of superior women because they do 
not want to find them. 

THE INWARD LIGHT. Rev/TLS/27 Feb. 1908. The Inward Light 
by Harold Fielding Hall (Macmillan, 1908). [McN1, CW] 
The book is about an Englishman who has a religious 



experience in Burma and adopts the Burmese religion. 
VW says the book is peaceful but also monotonous. 
Review style seems to mirror her judgment. See also 
ONE IMMORTALITY. 
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IS THIS POETRY? Rev/Athenaeum/20 June 1919. {Written by VW 
and LW together. John Middleton Murry (ed. of Athenaeum 
and husband of Katherine Mansfield) requested that 
these books be reviewed for his publication; VW's 
discomfort with reviewing two Hogarth Press offerings 
resulted in the dual authorship.} The Critic in 
Judgment or Belshazzar of Baronscourt by John Middleton 
Murry and Poems by T. S. Eliot (both, Hogarth, 1919). 
[McN3] The review sets out the intended purpose and 
audience of Hogarth Press offerings. Both books under 
consideration aim for a select and discerning audience, 
which will also, therefore, be a small audience. Murry 
takes the stance of youth and makes the reader pay 
attention to it. Eliot sees poetry as art, then shows 
how carefully he crafts his poems. The final judgment 
revolves around the title question. 

IT IS STRANGE AS ONE ENTERS THE MANSARD GALLERY . . . N&A/18 
Oct. 1924 (paragraph in 11 From Alpha to Omega .. col.). 
[MCN3] Based on viewing the twenty-first Exhibition of 
the London Group, Mansard Gallery, Heal and Son, Ltd., 
196 Tottenham Court Road, 13 Oct. 1924. VW briefly 
evaluates the exhibit one artist at a time finding that 
many have come of age. Finally, she regrets the show 
is so .. seriously unequal ... 

JACK MYTTON. Rev/Vogue/March 1926. The Life of Jack Mytton 
~ by Nimrod (pseud. for Charles James Apperley) . VW 
used the 1925 edition from E. Arnold. [MeNS, CR2, CE4] 
vw recounts the life of a rare sportsman as told by one 
of the great sports writers. She paints him as a 
driven, unhappy man, almost beyond either understanding 
or pity. 

JANE AUSTEN. Rev/TLS/8 May 1913. Jane Austen: Her Life and 
Letters, A Family Record by William Austen-Leigh 
(Smith, Elder, 1913) and Old Friends and New Faces by 
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Sybil G. Brinton (Holder and Hardingham, 1913). [McN2, 
VWR] VW believes these biographies, augmented by 
Austen's letters to her sister, are the last necessary 
word on her life. She evaluates the weaknesses and 
great strengths of her art as a novelist and says she 
should be in the top three of great English novelists 
on anyone's list. 

JANE AUSTEN AND THE GEESE. Rev/TLS/28 Oct. 1920. Personal 
Aspects of Jane Austen by Mary Augusta Austen-Leigh 
(Murray, 1920). [McN3, B&P] Austen-Leigh's book looks 
at various personal criticisms of Jane Austen and seeks 
to set them straight. The critics are the hissing 
geese of VW's title. VW reviews some of the main 
criticisms and refutations, but she reminds readers 
that it is Austen's novels--·nqt her personal life--that 
should interest them. 

JANE AUSTEN AT SIXTY. Rev/N&A/15 Dec. 1923. The Works of 
Jane Austen (5 vols., Chapman, 1923). [headnote only 
McN3] Revised as JANE AUSTEN (not same as above) for 
CR. [McN4, CR, CE1, W&W_] VW CO!llffients on the lack of 
close biographical data -on Austen. She seeks the 
writer in her work. She notes changes in style and 
treatments of her subject and wonders what Austen would 
have been like had she lived longer. 

JANE AUSTEN PRACTISING -. Signed rev/NS/15 July 1922. Love 
and Freindship (sic) and Other Early Works by Jane 
Austen (Chatto, 1922). [McN3, W&W] VW examines this 
early work by Austen trying to see her unclouded by 
received opinions. She looks at the genius of her 
style and tone and speculates on Austen's outlook on 
the world. 

JANE EYRE AND WUTHERING HEIGHTS. {Revised version of 
CHARLOTTE BRONTE, from TLS/13 April 1916.} [McN4, CR, 
CE1, W&W] This version of the original essay has been 
heavily edited to emphasize the two novels rather than 
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the centenary of Bronte's birth. {MeN says this essay 
.. incorporates .. the earlier one, and much of the earlier 
material remains; however, the purposes of the essays 
are dissimilar enough for them to be considered 
separate essays.} 

JAVA HEAD. Rev/TLS/29 May 1919. Java Head by Joseph 
Hergesheimer (Heinemann, 1919). [McN3, CW] VW gives a 
brief plot summary and judges the novel to be a good 
one like its predecessor, The Three Black Pennies. 
However, VW takes the author to task for refusing to 
step beyond a formula that he has found to be 
effective. 

JOHN DAVIDSON. Rev/TLS/16 Aug. 1917. John Davidson: A 
Study of the Relation of His Ideas to His Poetry by 
Hayim Fineman (thesis for the doctoral degree, U of PA, 
1916). [McN2] This is a consideration of the place 
in English letters of this late-nineteenth-century Scot 
poet who is little-read. VW dislikes the author's 
.. proselytizing spirit .. but sees beauty and freshness in 
much of Davidson's work. 

JOHN DELANE. Signed article in the .. Book on the Table .. 
column in Cornhill Magazine/June 1908; reprinted in 
Living Age,/Boston/1908. {This is the first piece of 
VW's printed in America.} The Life and Letters of John 
Thaddeus Delane by Arthur Irwin Dasent (2 vols., 
Murray, 1908). [McN1, B&P] VW traces Delane's youth 
and rise to editor of the Times, then discusses his 
life coupled with the influence of the newspaper. She 
says he becomes an anonymous power. VW mirrors this in 
the review as she submerges Delane to information about 
the paper. 

JOHN EVELYN. Essay-rev/TLS/28 OCt. 1920. Essay celebrating 
the three-hundredth anniversary of Evelyn's birth and 
the publication of The Early Life and Education of John 
Evelyn 1620-1641 with commentary by H. Maynard Smith 
(Oxford, 1920). [McN3] {See also: RAMBLING ROUND 
EVELYN [CR/CE3] revised version.} VW surveys the 
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diaries that record fifty-five of Evelyn's eighty-four 
years and find him boring and conceited on one hand and 
interesting on the other. The very breadth of his 
diaries and his own belief that he could eventually 
know all there was to know peaks VW's interest. 

JONES AND WILKINSON. Drawn from Memoirs of Tate Wilkinson 
(4 vols., 1790). [DM, CE3] Drawing on real-life 
events, VW tells a cautionary tale about two men 
consumed by greed. 

JOSEP~ ADDISON. TLS/19 June 1919. Written to commemorate 
the two-hundredth anniversary of Addison's death. 
[McN3--headnote only]. See also ADDISON [McN4, CR]. 

JOSEPH CONRAD. Essay/TLS/14 Aug. 1924. {Written at the time 
of Conrad's death, 3 Aug. 1924.} [headnote only McN3] 
[McN4, CR, CE1] VW praises Conrad's work, especially 
the early novels. She says his style is beautiful, but 
his real beauty as a writer lies in how he is a 
combination of Marlow, the observer, and the sea 
captain, the man of action. 

THE JOURNAL OF ELIZABETH, LADY HOLLAND. Signed 
article/Cornhill Magazine/Dec. 1908. Based on The 
Journal of Elizabeth, Lady Holland 1791-1811 edited by 
The Earl of Ilchester (2 vols., Longmans, 1908) and The 
Holland House Circle by Lloyd Sanders (Metheun, 1908). 
[MCN1] {This was the second piece of VW's writing to 
be published in America, in the Living Age, Boston, 
1909.} vw draws a composite picture from the two 
books. She believes the publication of the diaries 
fleshes out previous books (such as Sanders's). VW 
summarizes Lady Holland's life and tries to draw some 
conclusions about her personality and about her as a 

character. 

JOURNEYS IN SPAIN. Rev/TLS/26 May 1905. Letters from 
catalonia and Other Parts of Spain by Rowland Thrilmere 
(2 vols., Hutchinson, 1905), The Land of the Blessed 
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Virgin: Sketches and Impressions in Andalusia, etc. by 
W[illiam] S[omerset] Maugham (Heinemann, 1905), {and a 
third, unnamed book}. [McNl, CW] VW describes the 
books as "not quite guide books," but as books that say 
as much about the authors as about the place. She 
finds something to praise and blame in all the works. 

LADY DOROTHY NEVILL. See OUTLINES. 

LADY FANSHAW'S MEMOIRS. Rev/ TLS/26 June 1907. The Memoirs 
of Ann, Lady Fanshaw, Wife of the Honorable Sir Richard 
Fanshaw, Bart., 1600-1672 (reprinted by John Lane from 
original MS, 1907). [McN1] VW briefly recounts the 
life of her subject through excerpts. Her final 
judgment is that the MS as it stands needs historical 
detail; Fanshaw was too lackadasical about facts. 

LADY HESTER STANHOPE. Rev/TLS/20 Jan. 1910). Lady Hester 
Stanhope by Mrs. Charles Roundell. And also based on 
Memoirs of the Lady Hester Stanhope, as Related by 
Herself in Conversation with Her Physician (3 vols., 
Henry Colburn, 1845) and Travels of Lady Hester 
Stanhope: Formally the Completion of Her Memoirs 
Narrated by Her Physician by Charles (Lewis) Meryon (3 
vols., Colburn, 1846). [McN1, B&P]. {Lady Hester was 
the niece of William Pitt the Prime Minister.} VW 
dismisses the original {Roundell) book quickly to 
recount Stanhope's life as described by earlier 
biographers. She tries to draw the picture of a 
complex, and not merely eccentric, woman. 

LADY RITCHIE. Obituary/TLS/6 Mar. 1919. [McN3] Obituary 
of Anne Isabella Ritchie {1837-1919), {elder sister of 
"Minny" Thackeray, Leslie Stephen's first wife. She 
was known to VW as Aunt Anny; her home was Freshwater}. 
vw reviews Lady Ritchie's literary achievements and 
notes that her novels are still readable. She also 
notes that Lady Ritchie had had her own life, 
independent of her father {William Makepeace 
Thackeray). vw judges that the best of Ritchie's work 
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are the sketches of Victorians of her youth. This is a 
kind tribute as if from one author to another. 

LADY STRACHEY. Obituary/N&A/22 Dec. 1928. [McN4, B&P] 
This is a vigorous portrait of a woman VW says embodies 
the Victorian age. She notes Lady Strachey's 
accomplishments as a wife, mother, and hostess. In 
naming Strachey's many famous friends, VW manages to 
slip in the name of one of her own mother's 
connections. 

LAETITIA PILKINGTON. See LIVES OF THE OBSCURE. 

LANDOR IN LITTLE. Rev/TLS/16 Oct. 1919. A Day Book of 
Landor "chosen by•• John Bailey (Clarendon, 1919). 
[McN3] Review of a book of excerpts from Landor's 
works; VW recommends instead that they be read in their 
entirety. She discusses some of the problems with 
reading Landor--namely that he depends heavily on 
hard-to-follow conversations, but she believes his work 
is worth the efforts. 

THE LEANING TOWER. Paper read to the Workers• Educational 
Association, Brighton, May 1940; first pub. Folios of 
New Writing, Autumn 1940. [McN6, M, CE2, AWE] VW 
traces the shift in literature from the writers of the 
nineteenth century who lived happily in a tower built 
of position and education to those of the post-WWI and 
WWII eras whose tower has begun to lean. She looks at 
what can no longer be taken for granted and what the 
English must do if they are to continue to have a 
literature. 

LESLIE STEPHEN. Essay/The Times/1932. {Original title THE 
PHILOSOPHER AT HOME: A DAUGHTER'S MEMORIES. Written 
for the centenary of Stephen's birth.} [MeNS, CDB, 
CE4} vw sketches her father, hinting at some of his 
less-favorable characteristics but underlining the more 
favorable ones. For instance, she applauds the freedom 
that he gave his children to find their own way while 
she notes that he did not believe in higher education 
for his daughters. 
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THE LETTER KILLETH. Notice/Tls/27 Oct. 1905. The Letter 
Killeth: A Romance of the Sussex Downs by A. Cunnick 
Inchbold (Mrs. Stanley Inchbold} (Partridge, 1905). 
[McN1] VW calls this a .. modest book" believing that it 
suffers most from its subject matter, the Wesleyan 
revival in Sussex. 

A LETTER TO A YOUNG POET. Written 1932. [MeNS, DM, CE2, 
VWR] VW begins with a discourse on letter writing as 
an art and opines that letters written for posterity 
are not true art. Letters that are not intimate, 
indiscreet, and interesting are not art. She then 
tries to answer her friend's questions about the state 
of poetry by looking at the impact of the novel on that 
art. She also considers the change in the subject 
matter of poetry. Although she sees many changes, she 
holds out hope for the art. 

LETTERS AND JOURNALS OF ANNE CHALMERS. Notice/N&A/23 Feb. 
1924. Letters and Journals of Anne Chalmers ed. by 
Anne Chalmers {daughter of the subject} (Chelsea, 
1922). [MCN3] VW calls the journal "amusing." She 
recounts the highlights of the 1830 tour through 
England that provides the basis for the journal. 

LETTERS OF CHRISTINA ROSSETTI. Rev/TLS/12 ,Nov. 1908. Tile 
Family Letters of Christina Rossetti edited by William 
Michael Rossetti. (Brown, Langham, 1908}. [McN1] VW 
says the letters lack the real personal glimpses that 
can give such material power, but she goes on to look 
very closely at Rossetti's style--at what the letters 
do accomplish--to find the artist there. 

THE LETTERS OF HENRY JAMES. Rev/TLS/8 April 1920. The 
Letters of Henry James edited by Percy Lubbock (2 
vols., Macmillan, 1920}. Reprinted as HENRY JAMES 3-
THE LETTERS OF HENRY JAMES in DM. [McN3, DM, CE1] VW 
discusses James's style in his letters and notes the 
studied, practiced quality of it. She goes on to 
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discuss his work and his own feelings toward the 
unpopularity of his work as he reached mid-career. 

LETTERS OF JANE WELSH CARLYLE. Essay-rev/Guardian/2 Aug. 
1905. Based on Letters and Memorials of Jane Welsh 
Carlyle prepared by Thomas Carlyle and edited by James 
Anthony Froude (3 vols., Longrnans, 1883); New Letters 
of Jane Welsh~ Carlyle edited by Alexander Carlyle and 
annotated by Thomas Carlyle (2 vols., Lane, 1903); 

Thomas Carlyle: A History of His Life in London 1834-81 
by James Anthony Froude (2 vols., Longmans, 1884); and 
Leslie Stephen's essay on Carlyle in the Dictionary of 
National Biography. [McN1] VW tries to pull together 
from these various sources a portrait of Jane Welsh 
Carlyle. Although she does not distinguish between 
sources, she seems to rely most heavily on Welsh 
Carlyle's own words. 

LEWIS CARROLL. Written 1939. Based on the complete works 
of Lewis Carroll in one volume by the Nonesuch Press 
and on an unnamed biography. [McN6, M, CE1] VW says 
that it is impossible to really find the man behind the 
works, either Carroll or Dodgson. But, she says, 
Carroll is the only writer who so completely retained 
his own childhood that, through his writings, he can 
return readers to their own childhoods. Carroll forces 
us to read the Alice books as children, to become 
children again. 

THE LIFE AND LAST WORKS OF WILFRED EWART. Notice/N&A/21 
June 1924. The Life and Last Works of Wilfred Ewart by 
Stephen Graham (Putnam's, 1924). [MCN3] VW calls this 
a type of book the war made familiar---the life of a 
young man of promise who died young. In this case, she 
is not sure that the reader can judge from the book how 
the young journalist's career would have turned out. 

LIFE AND THE NOVELIST. NYHT/7 Nov. 1926. 
was King and The Matriarch by Stern. 

Based on A Deputy 
[McN4, G&R, CE2] 
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Using Miss Stern's novels as negative examples, vw 
shows how novelists must deal with life. She says 
novelists must deal with the stuff of life, but it is 
their job to discriminate, to select, to show one thing 
and make it stand for twenty, or the reader will be 
overcome. 

LIFE ITSELF. See TWO PARSONS--I. 
title] 

[~DB, VWR under this 

THE LIMITS OF PERFECTION. Rev/TLS/6 N~v. 1919. 
by Max Beerbohm (Heinemann, 1919). [McN3] 

Seyen Men 
While VW 

enjoys Beerbohm's characters and wit, she says the 
critic's job {for any given book) is to take the 
"author's perfection for granted" then to "look around 
for something more." 

LITERARY GEOGRAPHY. Rev/TLS/10 May 1905. The Thackeray 
Country by Lewis Melville and The Dickens Country by 
F. G. Kitton (Pilgrimage Series, Adam and Charles 
Black, 1905). {VW's first essay for the TLS.} [McN1] 
VW discusses two reasons for visiting authors' 
"places .. : . to see their inspiration and/or to compare 
the books with the .. real" geographical sites. VW 
believes _authors create places in their heads that we 
are able to carry in ours. 

LIVES OF THE OBSCURE. Essay/London Mercury/Jan 1924. 
[headnote only McN3] Gathered for CR [McN4, CR, CE4]. 
vw ties the characters together with the conceit of a 
library patron "bothering" an imaginary librarian for 
books about these obscurities. 

I--TAYLORS AND EDGEWORTHS. A jumpy sketch that supposes a 
great deal of knowledge on the part of the reader. 

II--LAETITIA PILKINGTON. Essay/N&A/30 June 1923. More 
readable than the first essay because VW presents the 
subject more concretely. She allows the reader to 
sympathize with this obscure life. 

III--MISS OMEROD. Essay/Dial {New York)/Dec. 1924. Based 
on Eleanor Omerod, LLD. Economic Entomologist: 
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Autobiography and Correspondence of Eleanor Omerod 
edited by Robert Wallace (Murray, 1904). {The essay 
was written in 1919 for the Athenaeum but not published 
by them. VW did not include it in the original CR, but 
it was included in the American edition, and McNeillie 
includes it in modern editions with the LIVES OF THE 
OBSCURE group. This essay is not tied to the other two 
with the library patron conceit.} VW presents the 
barest outline of Omerod's life, painting the picture 
of a woman who made her mark in the scientific world in 
the late Victorian era. 

LOCKHART'S CRITICISM. Written 1931. Based on Lockhart's 
Literary Criticism introduced by M. Clive Hildyard. 
[MeNS, M, CE1] While saying that the editor has given 
Lockhart too much credit as a critic, VW believes he 
was a good reviewer. She proceeds to explain the craft 
of reviewing, especially the problem (almost fatal for 
Lockhart) of reviewing the work of living authors. She 
notes that Lockhart's own prejudices often overcame 
him. For instance, he gave Keats a poor review because 
of his low social standing. 

LONDON REVISITED. Rev/TLS/9 Nov. 1916. London Revisited 
With Sixteen Drawings in Color by H. M. Livens and 
sixteen other illustrators (Methuen and Co., 1916). 
{This was a companion work to A Wander in London by 
E[dward] V[errall] Lucas, 1906.} [McN2, CE1] VW begins 
by warning that the book is not a true travel guide or 
an aesthetic guide but a long list of the things the 
author loves about London. Almost two-thirds of the 
essay is obviously VW's own views of London. She ends 
with an example from the book. 

LONE MARIE. Notice/Guardian/1 Nov. 1905. Lone Marie by W. 
E. Norris (Macmillan, 1905). [McN1] Without giving a 
plot summary, VW compares Norris to James, saying that 
Norris .. stops where James begins ... 

LORD CHESTERFIELD'S LETTERS TO HIS SON. Rev/TLS/8 Mar. 
1928.; reprinted under the title LORD CHESTERFIELD AND 
THE GRACES NR/21 Mar. 1928. The Characters of Lord 
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Chesterfield edited by Charles Whibley (Peter Davies, 
1927). VW also used Lord Mahon's 5 vol. edition of The 
Letters (Lippincott, 1892). [MeNS, CR2, CE3] VW 
examines the advice Lord Chesterfield set out for his 
son, especially his emphasis on the Graces. She 
considers whether the advice brought Lord Chesterfield 
what he wanted in life and how it affected his son. 

LORD JIM. Rev/TLS/26 July 1917. Lord Jim: A Tale by Joseph 
Conrad (Dent, 1917). [McN2] This is a review of a new 
edition of the work. VW does not like the bindings 
which she says are demeaning to Conrad's "dignity." 
She thinks Lord Jim is the best of Conrad's works, but 
because Conrad is still writing, she believes his work 
ought not to be ranked. She also discusses style and 
characters. 

LOUD LAUGHTER. Rev/TLS/20 June 1918. Frenzied Fiction by 
Stephen Leacock (Lane, 1918). [McN2] Some critics 
claim, VW says, that Leacock is a humorist, but she 
refuses to validate the claim. The humor is too fast, 
too piled on, too "music hall" for VW. Partly VW 
blames the author's Canadian origins, saying Canadian 
humor is "so different from the English variety." She 
ends with a fairly harsh dismissal of the work. 

LOUISE DE LA VALLIERE. Signed article/Cornhill 
Magazine/Oct. 1908. Louise de laValliere et la 
Jeunesse de Louis XIV D' Apres des Documents in Edits 
translated by J[ules Auguste] Lair (4th ed., Plon
Nourrit et Cie, 1907). [McNl] VW sums up this life of 
one of the mistresses of Louis XIV and finds her 
different from many courtesans; she calls her pensive 
and gentle. 

MADAME DE SEVIGNE. Based on a reading of Madame de 
sevigne's letters (14 vols.). [DM, CE3] VW muses on 
the character of the woman that unfolds in the letters. 
She also wonders how unrevised writings such as these 
were always so well done and so accurate. 
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MADELEINE. Rev/TLS/9 Oct. 1919. Madeleine: One of Love's 
Jansenists by Hope Mirrlees (Collins, 1919). [McN3] 
Mirrlees has concentrated on the inner life of the 
character of Madeleine, and VW believes she has done a 
credible job of the portrayal. The plot is briefly 
suggested. 

THE MAKING OF MICHAEL. Notice/TLS/17 Nov. 1905. The Making 
of Michael by Mrs. Fred (Amy Dora) Reynolds {Allen and 
Unwin, 1905). [McN1] The subject of the novel is a 
child savant. VW reviews it negatively for the 
handling of characters as symbols rather than as 
fully-developed people. 

THE MAN AT THE GATE. Written Sept. 1940. Based on reading 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge's letters and Coleridge the 
Talker edited by Richard W. Armour and Raymond Howes. 
[McN6, DM, CE3] VW looks at Coleridge as he appears in 
his private letters and conversations and in his poetry 
and criticism. 

A MAN WITH A VIEW. Rev/TLS/20 July 1916. Samuel Butler: 
Author of Erewhon, The Man and His Work by John F. 
Harris {Grant Richards, 1916). [McN2, CW] The 
strength VW sees in Harris's book is that it sends the 
reader directly back to Butler's own works. The rest 
of the review examines Butler's life and work in order 
to determine why he seemed so .. free .. compared to other 
Victorians who seem .. imprisoned ... She believes his 
literary reputation will continue to rise .. as others 
fall ... 

MARIA EDGEWORTH AND HER CIRCLE. Rev/TLS/9 Dec. 1909. Maria 
Edgeworth and Her Circle in the Days of Buonaparte and 
Bourbon by Ellen G. Hill and Constance Hill (John Lane, 
1909). [McN1, B&P] VW sees this biography of the 
eighteenth-century novelist as a comedy of manners. 
The author has painted an entertaining portrait of the 
Georgian period without ever really developing living 

characters. 
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MARIE ELIZABETH TOWNELEY. Notice/N&A/7 June 1924. ~ 
Elizabeth Towneley (in religion Sister Marie des Saints 
Agnes) Provincial of the English Province of the 
Sisters of Notre Dame of Namur: A Memoir by Marie 
Eliabeth Towneley (Burns Oates & Washbourne, 1924). 
[MCN3] VW briefly recounts how this noblewoman 
renounces her life of ease for one of religion. 

MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT. See FOUR FIGURES. 

MATURITY AND IMMATURITY. Signed rev/Athenaeum/21 Nov. 1919. 
Edward Wyndham Tennant: A Memoir by Pamela Glenconner 
(Lane, 1919) and Joyce Kilmer edited by Robert Cortes 
Holliday (2 vols., Hodder and Stoughton, 1917). [McN3] 
VW contrasts these two war poets, one British and one 
American. She sees Tennant as the perpetually 
childlike, aristocratic type (although he is actually 
middle class). His writings, she says, would always 
have lacked maturity because of that. Kilmer, on the 
other hand, while not a brilliant poet, had maturity 
despite relative youth. VW does not judge what might 
have come of Kilmer's work had he survived the war. 

MELODIOUS MEDITATIONS. Rev/TLS/8 Aug. 1917. An Apology for 
Old Maids by Henry Dwight Sedgwick (Macmillan, 1917). 
[McN2] In this review of a book of essays, VW takes 
issue with the author's idea that artists should be 
treated like priests--secluded from humanity. She 
hails the possibilities of American art and literature 
if Americans would break their grip on British 
traditions. 

MEMOIRS OF LADY DOROTHY NEVILL. Signed article/Cornhill 
Magazine/April 1908. Reminiscences of Lady Dorothy 
Nevill edited by Ralph Nevill (Arnold, 1906) and Leaves 
from the Note Book of Lady Dorothy Nevill edited by 
Ralph Nevill (Macmillan 1907). [McN1] VW recreates the 
atmosphere of the life Lady Dorothy portrays but 
finally judges the volumes to leave the reader 
11 fill[ed] with depression ... 
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MEMOIRS OF SARAH BERNHARDT. Signed article/"The Book on the 
Table" column, Cornhill Magazine/Feb. 1908. My Double 
Life: Memoirs of Sarah Bernhardt by Sarah Bernhardt 
(Heinemann, 1907). [McN1, B&P] VW recounts anecdotes 
from the work to illustrate Bernhardt's life and 
personality. 

MEMORIES OF A MILITANT. Notice/N&A/8 Nov. 1924. Memories 
of a Militant by Annie Kenney (Edward Arnold, 1924). 
[MCN3] Briefly, VW briefly sketches the life of one of 
the followers of Emmeline Pankhurst to show why her 
view of the early feminist movement is an important 
one. 

MEMORIES OF A WORKING WOMAN'S GUILD. Yale Reyiew/1930; 
revised for the introduction to Life as We Have Known 
~ by Co-operative Working Women, edited by Margaret 
Llewellyn Davies (Hogarth, 1931). [MeNS, CDB, CE4, 
AWE] In the form of a letter to working women, VW 
remembers the early days of the Guild and the helpless 
feelings she, as an interested member of the middle 
classes, felt. But she notes how these papers speak 
for themselves to show the lives of working women and 
how their lot has, indeed, been affected by the Guild. 

MEMORIES OF MEREDITH. Rev/TLS/18 Dec. 1919. Memories of 
George Meredith by Lady Butcher, Alice Mary (Constable, 
1919). [McN3] The author's memories of Meredith are 
from long acquaintance, and VW enjoys the intimate 
insights although she acknowledges that they can be 
both refreshing and disturbing. 

MEN AND WOMEN. Rev/TLS/18 Mar. 1920. La Femme Anglaise Au 

xixe siecle et son E'volution d'apres le roman anglais 
~temporain by Leonie Villard (Didier, 1920). [McN3, 
B&P, W&W, AWE] Villard chooses to discuss Englishwomen 
based on their representatives in novels from 1860-
1914. vw compliments the author for her clear focus on 
a very broad subject. Some of VW's comments echo ROOM. 
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THE METHOD OF HENRY JAMES. Rev/TLS/26 Dec. 1918. ~ 
Method of Henry James by Joesph Warren Beach {Yale UP, 
1918}. [McN2] VW begins this critical review of 
James's work by restating the three primary critical 
stances; then she sums him up as a "great writer-a 
great artist." VW calls Beach's work a contribution to 
the understanding of James. 

MIDDLEBROW. Written to NS but not sent. [DM, CE2] In a 
highly satiric tone, VW responds to a review by trying 
to draw the distinctions between high- and lowbrows. 
She shows how these two classes must band together 
against the "bloodless and pernicious" middlebrows. 
{Based on internal evidence VW is responding to a 
condescending review that considers her rather than her 
work.) 

THE MILLS OF THE GODS. Rev/TLS/17 June 1920. The Mills of 
the Gods and Other Stories by Elizabeth Robins 
{Thornton Butterworth, 1920). [McN3] VW complements 
Robins by saying that she "writes like a man" with "the 
bare brevity that marks the talk of even 
undergraduates." Yet VW faults Robins for her 
misdirection of the characters to make them seem pre-
war. 

A MINOR DOSTOEVSKY. Rev/TLS/11 Oct. 1917. The Gambler and 
Other Stories by Fyordor Dostoevsky (Heinemann, 1917). 
[MCN3] vw briefly reviews the plot of the title story 
and says that second-rate works by first-rate authors 
help us see how their first-rate works evolved. She 
admires Dostoevsky's ability to handle characters. 

MISS MITFORD. See OUTLINES. 

MISS OMEROD. See LIVES OF THE OBSCURE. 

THE MODERN ESSAY. Rev/TLS/30 Nov. 1922. Modern English 
Essays. 1871-1920 edited by Ernest {Percival) Rhys {5 
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vols., J. M. Dent, 1922). [headnote only McN3] [McN4, 
CR, CE2, AWE] VW seems to define the essay by looking 
at a chronological anthology. She looks at essayists 
past and present to see where the genre has been and 
where it is going. Finally, she decides the needs for 
the genre have changed at a bedrock level. 

MODERN FICTION See MODERN NOVELS. 

MODERN LETTERS. Written 1930. [MeNS, CDB, CE2] VW takes 
up the question--Is the art of letter writing dead?-
and answers, no. VW believes the "great age" of letter 
writing produced mostly publishable letters fit to be 
read aloud and saved for posterity. She believes that 
letters that are intimate, interesting, and indiscreet, 
following no conventions, a_re real letters. Real 
letters should not be saved; they should be burned. 

MODERN NOVELS. Essay/TLS/10 April 1919. [McN3] {This is 
the first place VW uses the phrases "incessant shower 
of innumerable atoms" and "the semi-transparent 
envelope of luminous halo" to describe images of or on 
the conscious.} She ca~ls the ~iction of Galsworthy, 
Wells, arid Bennett the · .. materialistic" as opposed to 
the 11 Spiritual" fiction of writers . such as James Joyce. 
Finally,· she admits that there is no .. stuff .. of fiction 
except that which is important to the writer. Revised 
as MODERN FICTION. [McN4, CR, CE2, CDML, VWR] In the 
revision, VW seeks to expand and explain more fully her 
premises of MODERN NOVELS. For instance, she tries to 
explain why she sees Galsworthy, Wells, and Bennett as 
"materialistic ... 

MODES AND MANNERS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. Rev/TLS/24 
Feb. 1910. Modes and Manners of the Nineteenth Century 
as Represented in the Pictures and Engravings of the 
Time by Marian Edwards, translated and introduced by 
George Rhys (3 vols., J. M. Dent, 1909). [McN1, B&P] 
vw seems to prefer a history of .. modes and manners" to 
the more conventional type because they focus on the 
people instead of on mere data. The review mostly 
notes changes in fashion leading VW to opine, finally, 



that "modes and manners" are a history of "our 
disguises" and that only novelists and poets really 
reveal a people. 
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THE MOMENT: SUMMER'S NIGHT. [M, CE2] In this highly 
descriptive essay, VW does as she did in Mrs. Dalloway 
or as James Joyce did in Ulysses; she dissects and 
describes a single moment in time on a warm summer's 
night to show the many levels of that moment. 

MOMENTS OF VISION. Rev/TLS/23 May 1918. Trivia by Logan 
Pearsall Smith (Constable and Co., 1918). [McN2, CW] 
VW finds Smith's book inviting to look at because of 
its white space. In writing his "trivia," Smith isn't 
"tempted to [completely] fill [a] blank page ... She 
finds his style beautiful but comfortable. 

MONEY AND LOVE. Signed rev/Athenaeum/12 Mar. 1920. The 
Life of Thomas Coutts, Banker by Ernest Hartley 
Coleridge (2 vols., Lane, 1920). [McN3, G&R, CE3] VW 
says the biographer has made it possible to find his 
subject's driving force--in this case, love and money. 
She sketches the life of Coutts briefly to show how 
these two factors drove his two marriages, his 
relations with his children, and his very successful 
business ventures. 

MONTAIGNE. Rev/TLS/31 Jan. 1924. Essays of Montaigne 
translated by Charles Colton, edited by William Carew 
Hazlitt (5 vols., Navarre Society, 1923). [headnote 
only McN3] [McN4, CR, CE3, AWE] In this expressive 
essay, vw looks at Montaigne's "soul," that part of 
himself he sought to express in his essays. She 
touches on the highlights of his long life, but 
primarily, she explores (through quotations) the 
driving force behind the writer. 

MORE CARLYLE LETTERS. Rev/TLS/1 April 1909. The Loye 
Letters of Thomas Carlyle and Jane Welsh edited by 
Alexander carlyle (2 vols., Lane, 1909). [McN1] VW 
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sees these letters as an open window on the 
relationship between two dynamic people, a relationship 
often misunderstood and maligned. 

MORE DOSTOEVSKY. Rev/TLS/22 Feb. 1917. The Eternal Husband 
and Other Stories by Fyodor Dostoevsky, translated by 
Constance Garnett {Heinemann, 1917). [McN2, B&P] vw 
hails the appearance of another Dostoevsky work in 
English and calls this addition very good even though 
it is not up to the great novels. She discusses the 
psychological depths of the writer's work. 

THE "MOVIE" NOVEL. Rev/TLS/29 Aug. 1918. The Early Life 
and Adventures of Sylvia Scarlett by Compton Mackenzie 
{Martin Seeker, 1918). [McN2, CW] VW begins by 
contrasting novels of character against those that 
focus on "adventure" and finds the characters in 
adventure novels lacking. After a brief plot summary, 
VW suggests that the novel is "cinematic" because 
the adventures prove more entertaining than 
disconcerting--more like movies than a real novel. 

THE MOVIES AND REALITY. See THE CINEMA. 

MR. BENNETT AND MRS. BROWN. Signed essay/"Literary Review" 
of New York Evening Post/17 Nov. 1923; reprinted N&A/1 
Dec, 1923; Living Age (Boston)/2 Feb. 1924. [McN3, 
CDB, CE1, AWE, VWR] See also CHARACTER IN FICTION, 
which is a development of the ideas presented in this 
essay on changes in fiction as VW saw them. VW 
responds to Arnold Bennett's criticism of Jacob's 
RQQID--that the characters do not survive--with a review 
of the novel from Victorian times to the present. She 
finds that the Edwardian novelists destroyed character 
{naming Wells, Galsworthy, and Bennett as examples); 
the Georgian novelists now have the task of redeeming 

character. 

MR. BENSON'S MEMORIES. Rev/N&A/10 May 1924. Mr. Benson's 
Memories by A[rthur] C[hristopher] Benson {Murray, 
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1924}. [MCN3] VW begins by saying that to appreciate 
Benson's life, the reader must have a settled income, a 
quiet room, and a good meal. She recounts some details 
of Benson's life to support her judgment of it. 

MR. CONRAD: A CONVERSATION. Signed rev/N&A/1 Sept. 1923. 
Based on the Works in a uniform edition (Dent, 1923). 
[McN3, CDB, CE1] In a conversation between Penelope 
Otway and David Lowell, VW examines the style, 
characters, and language of Conrad's works and allows 
Penelope to proclaim them .. great books ... 

MR. CONRAD'S CRISES. Rev/TLS/14 Mar. 1918. Nostromo: A 
Tale of the Seaboard by Joseph Conrad (Dent, 1918; 
originally pub. 1904}. [McN2] Looking at the work 
itself and at Conrad's introduction to this new 
edition, VW considers the opposing critical opinions of 
this work as both .. astonishing .. and as .. a failure ... 

MR. CONRAD'S YOUTH. Rev/TLS/20 Sept. 1917. Youth: A 
Narrative and Two Other Stories by Joseph Conrad (Dent, 
1917}. [McN2] VW focuses on Conrad's own ideas about 
his characters as he states them in the foreword. She 
does not focus on any one work but on all Conrad's 
inventions. VW says Conrad and Hardy are the two 
greats of the contemporary novelists. 

MR. GALSWORTHY'S NOVEL. Rev/ TLS/30 Aug. 1917. Beyond by 
John Galsworthy (Heinemann, 1917}. [McN2, CW] VW sees 
Galsworthy's world as a place where the characters make 
quick decisions after a day in the open air. She 
believes he is serious about his world, but VW cannot 
bring herself to be. 

MR. GLADSTONE'S DAUGHTER. ~ev/TLS/6 Dec. 1917. Some 
Hawarden Letters, 1878-1913: Written to Mrs. Drew (Miss 
Mary Gladstone) before and after Her ~ar:iage ~dited by 
Leslie March-Phillips and Bertram Chrlstlan (Nlsbet, 
1917). [McN2] VW cites brief examples from the 
letters to illustrate the character and interests of 
Drew's correspondents. 
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MR. GOSSE AND HIS FRIENDS. Rev/TLS/2 Oct. 1919. SQme 
Diversions of a Man of Letters by Edmund Gosse 
(Heinemann, 1919). [McN3] VW says Gosse represents 
the older generation of critics who have lived long 
enough to reach a familiarity with what they critique. 
Gosse's portraits are in that vein except that he is 
capable of finding little nuances that enliven them. 
VW sees Gosse as an ambassador between Mayfair and 
Soho. 

MR. HENRY JAMES'S LATEST NOVEL. Rev/Guardian/2 Feb. 1905. 
The Go lden Bowl by Henry James (Metheun, 1905). {VW 
complains in letter #217--Letters, vol. 1--that this 
review was badly cut by the publication.} [McN1] 
While praising James's artistry in many ways, VW argues 
with his over-abundance of detail that keeps characters 
from being real. She disputes his theory of what a 
novel ought to be. She writes the review somewhat in 
the James's style, suggesting a plot rather than 
summarizing it. 

MR. HOWELLS ON FORM. Rev/TLS/14 Nov. 1918. The Actor 
Manager by Leonard Merrick (Hodder and Stoughton, 1918; 
originally pub. 1898). [McN2] Commenting entirely on 
the introduction by William Dean Howells, VW continues 
his discussion of form--the strength and clarity of 
eighteenth-century form and the apparent lack of form 
in modern literature. Finally, she suggests that there 
~ form in modern literature but that it cannot yet be 
defined. Furthermore, she says that form must change 
as interests change from generation to generation. 

MR. HUDSON'S CHILDHOOD. Rev/TLS/26 Sept. 1918. Far Away 
and Long Ago: A History of My Early Life 'by W[illiam] 
H[enry] Hudson (J. M. Dent and Sons, 1918). [McN2, CW] 
vw judges this to be a good and interesting 
autobiography. The author does not approach his 
childhood romantically or as if from a great distance, 
but from the point of view of the child he was. VW 
looks forward to more of Hudson's life. 
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MR. KIPLING'S NOTEBOOK. Signed rev/Athenaeum/16 July 1920. 
Letters of Travel 1892-1912 by Rudyard Kipling 
(Macmillan, 1920). [McN3, B&P] VW first compares 
these travel notes to the notebook jottings of young 
authors who believe they should record descriptions of 
things. Kipling's work, she says, lacks the characters 
that would make it come alive. Finally, she muses that 
Kipling's purpose is to create, to "make up," the 
British Empire and to encourage others to believe in 
it, too. 

MR. MERRICK'S NOVELS. Rev/TLS/4 July 1918. While Paris 
Laughed: Being Pranks and Passions of the Poet 
Tricortin and Conrad in Ouest of His Youth: An 

Extravagance of Temperament by Leonard Merrick (Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1918; original pub 1903). [McN2. CW] 
In the introduction, Sir James Barrie compares Conrad 
to the classics, a comparison VW does not believe holds 
up. She calls the books .. extremely readable," and, 
while she does not find all the novels equal to Conrad, 
she confesses that, along with Barrie, she cannot 
understand why Merrick might remain unpopular. 

MR. NORRIS'S METHOD. Rev/TLS/4 Mar. 1920. The Triumphs of 
~ by W[illiam] E[dward] Norris (Hutchinson, 1920). 
[McN3, CW] Reviewing Norris's forty-first book, VW 
comments on his limitations and competencies as a 
novelist. She suggests that if readers look for 
tried-and-true Norris characteristics, they will not be 
disappointed. 

MR. NORRIS'S STANDARD. Rev/TLS/10 Feb. 1921. Tony the 
Exceptional by W[illiam] E[dward] Norris (Hutchinson, 
1921). [McN3, CW] VW examines Norris's form, which 
she says is his great contribution. She focuses on 
Norris's treatment of one character to illustrate her 

point. 

MR. SASSOON'S POEMS. Rev/TLS/31 May 1917. The Old Huntsman 
and Other Poems by Siegfried Sassoon (Heinemann, 1917). 



[McN2, B&P] VW sees Sassoon as a realist because of 
his way of making the reader see the situation. She 
contrasts the realistic poems with some of the more 
"romantic" ones and judges Sassoon to be promising. 
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MR. SYMONS'S ESSAYS. Rev/TLS/21 Dec. 1916. Figures of 
Several Centuries by Arthur Symons (Constable, 1916}. 
[McN2] VW sees Symon's criticism as important; she 
believes poets are the best critics of other poets 
since they understand the subject. She does not agree 
with all of Symon's judgments (notably about prose 
versus poetry}, but she gives examples of both 
agreements and disagreements. 

MRS. GASKELL. Rev/TLS/29 Sept. 1910. Mrs. Gaskell: Haunt, 
Homes, and Stories by [Mrs.] Ellen Chadwick {Pitman and 
Sons, 1910}. [McN1, B&P, W&W] VW moves rather quickly 
from the biography, which she finds lacking, to a 
discussion of why Gaskell's novels retain their 
popularity and to a further discussion of her style and 
characterization. 

MRS. GRUNDY'S CRUCIFIX. Rev/TLS/22 June 1906. ~ 
Grundy's Crucifix by Vincent Brown (Hutchinson, 1906). 
[McN1] vw realizes the accuracy of the author's 
portrayal of village life and morals but finds the 
novel too didactic and "tract"-like. 

MRS. THRALE. written Feb. 1941. Based on Hester Lynch 
Piozzi (Mrs. Thrale) by James L. Clifford. [MeNS, M, 
CE3] vw says Clifford's more complete picture 
overshadows Boswell's sketch and his attitude. She 
recreates Thrale, going past her friendship with Samuel 
Johnson to her happy second marriage. 

MUMMERY. Rev/TLS/19 Dec. 1918. Mummery: A Tale of Three 
Idealists by Gilbert Cannan (W. Collins, 1919}. [McN2, 
CW] calling it a "clever readable novel, .. 'VW notes the 
characters briefly and suggests how they fit into the 
plot. she feels the author's tendency to social 
criticism is "unfortunate ... 
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NANCY STAIR. Notice/Guardian/10 May 1905. Nancy Stair: A 
Novel by Elinor MacCartney Lane {Heinemann, 1905). 
[McN1] VW calls this a romance novel with a .. modern 

woman .. heroine who abandons her art for woman's 
traditional role. VW comments briefly upon the 
.. eighteenth-century solution to the nineteenth-century 
doubts ... 

THE NARROW BRIDGE OF ART. NYHT/14 Aug. 1927. [McN4, G&R, 
CE2] VW begins by discussing the differences between 
reviewers and critics. She goes .on to say that the 
best art was the Elizabethan poetic drama; she explains 
why she thinks this is so. The take-over of prose and 
the novel form has doomed poetic drama, she says, but 
she believes a new prose, a new novel, must take shape. 
The new novel will have the . detachment of poetic drama. 

THE NEW BIOGRAPHY. NYHT/30 Oct. 1927. [McN4, G&R, CE4] 
{The title Gravity and Rainbow comes from this essay.} 
VW begins with Sir Sidney Lee's idea that biography 
must provide truth and personality. She looks at the 
difficulty of striking a balance between the two and 
considers. Harold Nicholson as the new biographer who 
adds autobiography and fiction to the mix. 

THE NEW CRUSADE. Rev/TLS/27 Dec. 1917. Prose Papers by 
John Drinkwater (Mathews, 1917). [McN2] This book is 
a collection of critical essays and discussions of 
poetry and poets. VW discusses the author's stand as 
poet/critic and mentions some of his ideas and notes 
some of the better essays. 

THE NEW RELIGION. Rev/TLS/6 Sept. 1907. The New Religion: 
A Modern Novel by Marten Maartens (pseud. of Joost 
Marius willem van der Poorten-Schwarz) (Metheun, 1907). 
[McN1] vw finds these tales of medicines, diseases, 
and cures entertainingly told with "wit and fancy, .. 
although the characters and situations seem overdone 

and improbable. 
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NEXT-DOOR NEIGHBOURS. Notice/Guardian/4 Jan. 1905. 
Next-Door Neighbours by W. Pett Ridge (Hodder, 1904). 
[McN1] In this brief notice, VW points out that Ridge 
is an observer of people and draws characters rather 
than plots, providing .. brief lantern slides ... She 
suggests the stories are more worthy of circulation in 
newspapers than as book material. 

NIECE OF AN EARL. Essay/Life and Letters/Oct. 1928. Based 
on The Case of General Ople and Lady Camper by George 
Meredith (Constable, 1910; original pub. 1890). [MeNS, 
CR2, CE1, CDML] VW uses Meredith's novel to discuss 
class distinctions and their effect on English novels. 
She mourns the lines drawn between classes that keep 
true pictures from being written and muses on the fate 
of class lines as the new century progresses. She 
considers that the end of class distinctions might mean 
the end of the English novel. 

A NINETEENTH-CENTURY CRITIC. Rev/Speaker/6 Jan. 1906. 
Lectures and Essays by (Canon) Alfred Ainger; H. C. 
Beeching, ed. (2 vols., Macmillan, 1905). [McN1] The 
author is a clergyman who believes that the life 
illuminates the work, but he believes it to excess. VW 
believes the work should not be dominated by the life, 
but she does applaud the picture of the good man---the 
author---that the book gives. VW says that he is too 
concerned with the authors' lives to be a good critic 
of their literature. 

NOT ONE OF US. Rev/Oct. 1927. Shelley: His Life and Work 
by walter Edwin Peck (2 vols.). [McN4, DM, CE4] VW 
says Peck's effort in .. retelling ... a story which 
everyone knows by heart" is excused because every 
generation must find and reinterpret Shelley for 
itself. She recreates Shelley, looks briefly at the 
cruxes in his life, and at his muddled personal affairs 
in order to form a judgment about Shelley, the poet. 
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NOT THE LEAST PITIBLE VICTIMS . . . N&A/18 Oct. 1924 
(paragraph in .. From Alpha to Omega .. col.). [MCN3] 
This is a brief meditation of sorts on how the summer's 
scarce mushroom crop affects the old men who make money 
picking mushrooms. 

NOTES ON AN ELIZABETHAN PLAY. Essay/TLS/15 Mar. 1925. 
[McN4, CR, CE1] {Revised for CR.} VW considers the 
problems faced by modern readers trying to read 
Elizabethan drama. Her judgments of the drama seem 
harsh at first, but she gradually admits that the 
language and passions of the poetry move readers in 
ways that modern prose cannot. 

NOTES ON D. H. LAWRENCE. Written 1931. Based on a reading 
of Sons and Lovers. [MeNS, M, CE1] VW admits that she 
never read Lawrence until after his death in 1930. She 
examines the work and finds it beautiful in many ways, 
although she says it never "stabilizes." She believes 
Lawrence's own beginnings account for an unrest that 
shows through in the world. 

THE NOVELS OF DEFOE. See DEFOE 

THE NOVELS OF E. M. FORSTER. [DM, CE1] VW takes on the 
difficult task of assessing the work of a living 
writer. She uses a chronological approach and 
discusses style, characters, and atmosphere in the 
works through Howards End. Her conclusion, like her 
beginning, is to wonder--as we must with any still
publishing artist--what will come next? 

THE NOVELS OF GEORGE GISSING. Article/TLS/11 Jan. 1912. 
Celebrating a new edition of Gissing's works published 
by sidgwick and Jackson. [McN1] VW begins with a 
discussion of the edition itself (price, look, etc.), 
then moves to a general discussion of the tone of 
Gissing's work. She says his tone is sad because his 
life was sad; she gives examples from the novels of 
tone and style. She finally judges the style to be 
strong and true ·to the life he portrays. 
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THE NOVELS OF GEORGE MEREDITH. Essay/TLS/9 Feb. 1928; 
revised for CR2; also printed under the title GEORGE 
MEREDITH/NYHT/12 Feb. 1928. {Written on the occasion 
of Meredith's one-hundredth birthday commemoration.} 
[MeNS, CR2, CE1] VW begins with a description of 
Meredith that makes the reader aware that she knew him 
personally. She then gives a sort of chronological 
evaluation of the novels and the style. She attempts 
to rebut some contemporary judgments about Meredith and 
to discover his place in the world of letters. She 
decides no final evaluation is possible but believes 
the works must continue to be considered in any 
discussion of English fiction. 

THE NOVELS OF THOMAS HARDY. Rev/TLS/19 Jan. 1928/ [MeNS, 
CR2, CE1] In a basically chronological review of 
Hardy's work, VW notes both his strengths and 
weaknesses, but she shows why she considers that the 
title of leading English novelist has not been taken by 
anyone else since his death. 

THE NOVELS OF TURGENEV. Written for The Yale Review. [CDB, 
CEl] Fifty years and more after his death, VW assesses 
Turgenev's art. She gives examples to support her 
judgments. She discusses style, the balance of the 
stories and novels, and Turgenev's own words on the 
writer's art. 

THE OBSTINATE LADY. Rev/TLS/1 May 1919. The Obstinate Lady 
by W[illiam] E[dward] Norris (Hutchinson, 1919). 
[McN3, CW] This review is primarily a plot summary, 
but vw begins by noting that Norris is of the school 
that insists on a plot. Despite this, she finds the 
book "probable" and neatly accomplished. 

OLD AND YOUNG. Rev/TLS/14 Dec. 1916. I Sometimes Think: 
Essays for Young People by Stephen Paget {Macmillan, 
1916). [McN2] In reviewing these essays which the 
author calls "sermons," VW discusses emotional 
boundaries between the old and the young and the 



attitudes of the old who have attained a sense of 
proportion. 

OLD MRS. GRAY. [DM, CE4] This is a meditation on the 
strength of the human will to hold out, sometimes 
unreasonably, against death. 
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AN OLD NOVEL. Rev/TLS/27 May 1920. A Lost Love by Ashford 
Owen (pseud. of Charlotte Ogle) {3rd. ed., Murray, 
1920). [McN3] VW questions the reprinting of this 
solitary novel from 1855. The primary tone is one of 
unhappiness (the author was only twenty-two when the 
novel was written), and the influence of her own 
girlhood reading shows too clearly through the plot. 

OLD ORDER. Rev/TLS/18 Oct. 1917. The Middle Years by Henry 
James (Collins, 1917). Reprinted as HENRY JAMES 2--THE 
OLD ORDER in DM. [McN2, DM, CE1] VW says that in these 
memoirs (to 1870), James "summons up the past and makes 
us a present" of it. James brings back the writers of 
the late 1860's--Tennyson, Eliot, etc,--all people 
James knew. 

OLIVE SCHREINER. Rev/NR/18 Mar. 1925. The Letters of Olive 
Schreiner edited by Cronwright Schreiner. [McN4, W&W] 
This is a brief look at a woman who never lived up to 
her promise as a writer nor to her ambitions as a 
person. 

OLIVER GOLDSMITH. Written Feb. 1934. Based on a 
republication of The Citizen of the World and The Bee 
{as 1 vol.} introduced by Richard Church (original pub. 
1762). (CDB, CEl] VW begins by quoting Goldsmith's 
sadness at the passing of the patronage system and the 
penny-press-driven flourishing of what he deemed 
second-rate writers. VW points out that the death of 
patronage freed Goldsmith to write his own way. 
Although this review was obviously occasioned by the 
republishing of these essays, VW considers all of 

Goldsmith's genres. 



OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES. Rev/TLS/26 Aug. 1909. Oliver 
Wendell Holmes: A Centenary Biography by Lewis w. 
Townsend (Headley Brothers, 1909). [McN1, G&R, CE4] 
VW briefly recounts Holmes's early life and shows 
through quoted passages the charm of his style, 
especially in The Autocrat. She sees Holmes as 11 the 
most complete American ... 

ON A FAITHFUL FRIEND. Essay/Guardian/18 Jan. 1905. 
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{Written 8 Dec. 1904.} [McN1, B&P] VW writes an 
obituary for the family dog, Shag, which turns into a 
musing on the animal's faithfulness and the lack of 
human faithfulness toward the dog. There is a powerful 
use of personification or anthropomorphism toward the 
dog. {McNeillie calls this an occasional essay, but it 
might more correctly be called a commemorative essay.} 

ON BEING ILL. Essay/New Criterion/Jan. 1926; reprinted as 
ILLNESS: AN UNEXPLORED MINE/Forum (New York)/April 
1926; revised slightly and printed as a pamphlet by 
Hogarth/1930. [MeNS, M, CE4, CDML] VW notes how 
little of literature focuses on the body--literature 
purports to discuss the mind--and how even less touches 
on illness. The language is not sufficient, she says, 
to describe illness. She describes how a person who is 
ill sees through heightened awareness, how illness 
changes perspectives, and how we ought not to ignore 
the literature about pain. 

ON NOT KNOWING GREEK. Written for CR. Based on Electra by 
Sophocles, edited by Sir Richard Jebb (Cambridge UP, 
1894); Oedipus Coloneus (Oxford UP, 1885); and 
Agamemnon by Aeschylus, edited by Eduard Frankel 
(Oxford UP, 1850). [McN4, CR, CE1, AWE] In a general 
discussion of Greek drama, style, characters, etc., VW 
embeds a deeper discussion of the problem of 
translation, comparing the Mediterranean Greeks with 
the northern English. She shows how language--and, 
therefore, humor--are bound to a culture. 
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ON RE-READING MEREDITH. Rev/TLS/25 July 1918. George 
Meredith: A Study of His Works and Personality by J. H. 
R. Crees (Blackwell, 1918). [McN2, G&R, CEl] VW 
believes the value of this book lies in the enthusiasm 
it creates for re-reading Meredith's works. She thinks 
his work has been overshadowded by the Russian 
novelists of later years, but that the poetry has held 
up (although she disagrees with Crees's comparison 
between Meredith and Shakespeare). She muses on the 
beauty of Meredith's writing and questions if his style 
might more correctly be termed Elizabethan or 
Restoration rather than twentieth-century modern. 

ON RE-READING NOVELS. Essay/TLS/20 July 1922. Occasioned 
by publication of new editions of the works of Austen, 
The Brontes, and Meredith and drawing upon The Craft of 
Fiction by Percy Lubbock. [MCN3, M, CE2] VW tries to 
work out the appeal and the art of the novel by 
comparing some writers• works to Lubbock's critical 
ideas. She describes the form of the novel, its 
appeal, and reasons why people re-read novels. 

ON SOME OF THE OLD ACTORS. Rev/Athenaeum/6 June 1919. The 
Life of Augustin Daly by Joseph Francis Daly 
(Macmillan, 1917). [McN3] This is a biography of an 
entrepreneur and theatre manager by his 
partner/brother. VW calls it a .. primitive biography, 
recording every fact, .. but she finds it interesting 
because of other peoples• interest in .. old theatre 
programs ... 

ONE IMMORTALITY. Rev/TLS/4 Feb. 1909. One Immortality by 
H. Fielding Hall (Macmillan, 1909). [McNl, CW] VW 
says the novel is a .. modern version of the old 
allegory; .. the characters come together .. solely [that] 
one may ask a question and another answer it ... She 
says the book lacks the flavor of the east that has 
made other books by this author popular. 

THE OPERA. 
[McN1] 

occasional essay/The Times/24 April 1909. 
vw discusses the up-coming season and the 
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nature of opera as an art and the relationship between 
various operas and audiences who are drawn to one opera 
over another. This is a general discussion of the 
question of audience and the problem of selecting for a 
public. 

OUTLINES. [CR, CE4, McN4] 
I--MISS MITFORD. {Incorporates A GOqD DAUGHTER, AN IMPERFECT 

LADY, and THE WRONG WAY OF READING.} [McN4, CR, CE4] 
Resembles the unsigned reviews of Mary Russell .Mitford 
and Her Surroundings (noted abov~) in its sharp tone. 
Admits the book engages neither the heart nor the head 
yet can still be read with interest. 

II--DR. BENTLEY. {Written for CR.} Based on The Life of 
Dr. Bentley by James Henry Monk. VW uses examples from 
Bentley's life to prove how_quarrelsome he was, but she 
begins and ends with a view of Bentley, the scholar. 

III--.LADY DOROTHY NEVILL. Rev/Athenaeum/12 Dec. 1919, 
titled BEHIND THE BARS. The Life and Letters of Lady 
Dorothy Nevill by Ralph Nevill (Metheun, 1919). 
[headnote only, McN3] [McN4, CR, CE4] VW sees Nevill 
as a bird imprisoned in the cage o.f her class and 
suggests how she viewed -the world beyond the bars. 

IV--ARCHBISHOP THOMSON. Rev/Athenaeum/9 May 1919, titled 
THE SOUL OF AN ARCHBISHOP. The Life and Letters of 
William Thomson, Archbishop of York by Ethel Thomson 
(John Larie, 1919). [headnote only, McN3] [McN4, CR, 
CE4] vw uses scenes from the Archbishop's life to show 
his character and . to support her judgment that he was a 

good man. 

OXFORD STREET TIDE. Essay/Good Housekeeping/Dec. 1931; 
Jan., Mar., May, Oct. 1932. [MeNS, LS, CDML] {The five 
LS essays were commissioned by the magazine.} Follows 
physically after THE LONDON DOCKS (which see) in a 
continuation of a tour of London. VW walks along this 
middle-class mercantile row and notes that the modern 
city is built to pass, not to last. She imagines the 
characters of shoppers and shop owners and revels in 
the liveliness of the street. 
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PAPER ON PEPYS. Rev/TLS/4 April 1918. Occasional Papers 
Read by Members at Meetings of the Samuel Pepys Club 
edited by H. B. Wheatley (vol. 1, 1903-14; pub. by the 
Pepys Club). [McN2, B&P] VW gives a description of the 
Pepys Club and its operations, a brief recap of Pepys's 
life, and an overview of the diary. She believes it is 
Pepys's lively language that makes the diary so 
interesting. She mentions the papers only in passing 
but mentions one that suggests a prescription for 
glasses that would have made continued writing possible 
for Pepys. She muses on the driving force that caused 
him to keep the diary. 

THE PARK WALL. Rev/TLS/31 Aug. 1916. The Park Wall by 
Elinor Mordaunt {Evelyn May Mordaunt nee Clowes} 
(Cassell and Co., 1916). [McN2, CW] VW compares the 
book with "old novels of great reputation" and says the 
plot is faulty but that it is not "the important 
thing." She finds the important thing to be the 
author's examination of characters and emotions. 

PARODIES. Rev/TLS/8 Mar. 1917. Tricks of the Trade by 
J[ohn] C[ollins] Squire (Seeker, 1917). [McN2] VW 
discusses the nature of parody in general and Squire's 
particular efforts. She sees parody as a type of 
criticism. 

PAST AND PRESENT AT THE ENGLISH LAKES. Rev/TLS/29 June 
1916. Past and Present at the English Lakes by H. D. 
Rawnsley (MacLehose, 1916). [McN2] The author gives a 
portrait of the Lake District as Wordsworth and 
Coleridge would have known it, yet he seldom matches 
their descriptive ability. He also has a journalist's 
habit of tracing down local stories that have been 
celebrated by the poets to get the true story-
sometimes to the disillusionment of the reader. VW 
cites the story of Charles Gough's death as an example. 

PASTONS AND CHAUCER. Essay/for CR. Based on The Paston 
Letters edited by James Gairdner (3 vols, Edward Arber, 
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1872-75) and 6 vols., Chatto and Windus, 1904). {VW's 
quotes are located in Norman Davis• edition (2 vols., 
Oxford UP, 1971-76)}. Chaucer quotations are found in 
Walter Skeat's Complete Works (7 vols., Clarendon, 
1894-97.) [McN4, CR, CE3] VW begins and ends with an 
eyewitness-like account of the Pastons' lives as 
derived from the letters, especially those of Lady 
Margaret. She focuses on the son, Sir John, and his 
love of books, from which point, she segues into 
Chaucer, his style and subject matter. She ties the 
whole together by supposing that Chaucer's knowledge of 
Paston-like people infuses his writing. 

PATMORE'S CRITICISM. Rev/TLS/29 May 1921. Courage in 
Politics and Other Essays 1885-1896 by Coventry Patmore 
(Oxford UP, 1921). [McN3, B&P] VW recounts some of 
Patmore's judgments to show how personal the criticism 
is despite his stated dislike of egocentric critics. 
She ends with her own judgment that Patmore is not a 
great critic, but the judgment is kindly veiled. 

THE PATRON AND THE CROCUS. Essay/N&A/12 April 1924. 
[headnote only McN3] [McN4, CR, CE2, AWE] {Minimally 
revised for CR.} The patron of the essay is the 
reading audience; the crocus is the subject of an 
author's book. VW considers how modern writers choose 
their audiences and present their crocuses. 

PEGGY: THE STORY OF ONE SCORE YEARS AND TEN. Notice/N&A/8 
Nov. 1924. Peggy: The Story of One Score Years and Ten 
by Peggy Webling (Hutchinson, 1924). [MCN3] VW finds 
this memoir of the Victorian age worth reading for the 
view of common characters rather than the view of 
important Victorians. 

THE PERFECT LANGUAGE. Rev/TLS/24 May 1917. The Greek 
Anthology translated by W. R. Paton (vol. 2 of the Loeb 
classical Library, Heinemann, 1917). [McN3] Most of 
VW's discussion is on the beauty of the Greek language 
and the necessity of translations such as the Loeb's to 
guide the lover of the language who is an amateur. She 



briefly discusses the specific work, a collection of 
epigrams. 
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PERSONALITIES. {Possibly based on a biography of Keats.} 
[M, CE2] VW considers the difficulties of finding the 
true person of a writer--either in the work or in a 
biography. She uses Austen, the Brontes, Shakespeare, 
and other examples. Finally, she says even a poor work 
may give a glimpse of the real author. 

PHASES OF FICTION. The Bookman/April, May, and June 1929. 
[MeNS, G&R, CE2] In this long essay, · VW breaks down 
the craft of fiction into different types or "phases." 
First, she speaks of the 11 truth-tellers" such as Defoe, 
Swift, and Trollope, who record the world as it is. 
They show good and bad, but they also provide action. 
The weakness of this group is the plainness of 
language, the lack of metaphor, and the abundance of 
facts. Next, she considers the 11 romantics 11 such as 
Scott and Stevenson, whose works must take place in the 
long-ago and must present an emotional crisis. The 
weakness of romantic works is that the emotions are 
hard to sustain and cry out for comic relief. The 
third phase consists of the .. character-mongers and 
comedians .. who create characters greater and smaller 
than life (Dickens) or who show fully-realized 
characters who fit into a pattern with other people 
(Austen) . There is also the writer who shows 
characters• minds and their relationship with the 
greater world (Eliot). ..Psychologists .. form the next 
phase. They illuminate the mind rather than the outer 
world (James, Proust). Their weakness is that they 
tend to produce an air of despair, doubt, pain, and 
questioning. 11 Satirists and fantasticsll (such as 
Peacock) simplify and allow humor to be engaged, but 
they do not always deeply engage the sympathies. 
Another weakness is that the author's presence is 
always felt. The final phrase, .. poets," (Hardy, 
Meredith) present beauty of language, but sometimes 
they show no sympathy for human beings. In conclusion, 
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VW says no one type is best; novels can do and be what 
they want as long as they seek to truthfully record the 
life of a real person. There are many ways to do that 
as the novel continues to evolve. 

PHILIP SIDNEY. Rev/TLS/31 May 1907. Sir Fulke Greyille's 
Life of Sir Phillip Sidney (the Tudor and Stuart 
Library, Clarendon, 1906 reprint). [McN1] vw 
discusses Sidney using excerpts from the work. She 
also discusses how the author's style aids the telling 
of stor i es. 

THE PHILOSO PHER AT HOME: A DAUGHTER'S MEMORIES. See LESLIE 
STEPHEN. 

PHILOSOPHY IN FICTION. Rev/TLS/10 Jan. 1918. Writings by 
L. P. Jacks (6 vols., Williams and Norgate, 1916-17), 
Collected Works: Mad Shepherds and Other Human Stories 
(1910), Among the Idolmakers (1911), From the Human End 
(1916), All Men Are Ghosts (1913), and Philosophers in 
Trouble (1916). [McN2, CE2, CW] VW calls Jacks 
disconcerting because he is a philosopher who writes 
novels from a philosopher's, rather than a novelist's, 
point of view. His plots and characters cannot be 
foretold; readers could not .. hum the rest of [the] tune 
from hearing the first few bars ... Despite the 
philosophical digressions in his stories and novels, VW 
finds his view fresh and challenging. 

PICTURES. NR/1925. [McN4, M] VW discusses how art 
influences literature. The Greeks were influenced by 
sculpture, the Elizabethans by music, the eighteenth 
century by architecture, and the moderns by painting. 
She then looks at how the best writers incorporate art 
into their works and how great painters and writers 

are alike. 

PICTURES AND PORTRAITS. Signed rev/Athenaeum/9 Jan. 1920. 
Personalities: Twenty-four Drawings by Edmund X. Kapp 
(Seeker, 1919). [McN3] Reviewing Kapp's portraits, vw 
begins with the necessity for the viewer to know a face 
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in order for the person to have soul. Kapp's portraits 
provide the souls VW seeks. She discusses two 
characters she knows and disagrees with the "face" Kapp 
has chosen. The unknown faces, she finds more 
satisfactory because she can believe the stereotypical 
images Kapp presents. 

PLEASANT STORIES. Rev/TLS/16 Dec. 1920. The Happy End by 
Joseph Hergesheimer (Heinemann, 1920). [McN3, CW] vw 
praises the author's stories, briefly dropping bits of 
plot into her review. However, she compares the author 
unfavorably to Tchekov when considering whether his 
stories will, ultimately, prove timeless. 

THE PLUMAGE BILL. Signed article/WL/23 July 1920. 
[McN3,AWE] {The article is a discussion of a bill 
before the House of Commons to prohibit the importation 
of plumage. She is responding to an article by 
"Wayfarer," H. W. Massingham. This article led to a 
series of letters to the editor of the WL between 
"Wayfarer" and vw. This may be seen as one of VW's 
earliest strong political/feminist statements.} 
"Wayfarer" has attacked women for wearing plumage, 
thereby assigning them the blame for cruelty to the 
birds in question and casting women as the "cause" of 
the plumage trade. VW takes issue with this stance, 
pointing out that, while women wear feathers, men 
capture the birds, sell the feathers, and make the 
profits from beginning to end. She also points out 
that the men in the House of Commons have been 
repeatedly unable to summon the quorum necessary to get 
the bill passed. Taking a satiric tone at the 
beginning, vw stands up for women and notes that 
casting blame does not create support; instead it 
creates controversy and division. 

THE POEMS ... OF LORD HERBERT OF CHERBURY. Notice/N&A/19 
Jan 1924. The Poems, English and Latin, of Lord 
Herbert of cherburv edited by G. C. Moore Smith (Oxford 

1923) [MCN3] This is a fairly subdued and UP, . 



scholarly note comparing this volume with a previous 
edition by another editor. 
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POE'S HELEN. Rev/TLS/5 April 1917. Poe's Helen by Caroline 
Ticknor (John Lane, 1917). [McN2, G&R, CE4] This is a 
biography based on the letters of Sarah Helen Powers 
Whitman, the woman who inspired Poe's "Helen" poems. 
VW agrees with another critic who believes the letters 
ought not to have been published; her reason is that 
Poe was writing to a symbol more than to a real 
woman--so the letters do not tell the real story of an 
interesting woman. 

POETIC DRAMA. Rev/Guardian/19 April 1906. King William I 
by Arthur Dillon (Elkin Mathews, 1905); Ayrekuab: A 
Drama of the Later Empire by Spencer Moore {Longmans, 
1905); Sir Thomas More: An Historical Play in Five Acts 
by Archibald Douglas Fox {Constable, 1905); The Little 
Mermaid: A Play in Three Acts ... Suggested by Hans 
Andersen's Fairy Tale by Alexander von Herder {Elkin 
Mathews, 1906); The City: A Poem-Drama, and Other Poems 
by Arthur Upson {Macmillan, 1905); Plays and Poems by 
Paul Hookham (Kegan Paul, 1905); and The Two Arcadias: 
Plays and Poems by Rosalind Travers {Brimley Johnson 
and Ince, 1905) [McN1] As she considers the seven 
volumes, VW finds only Travers to be original. She 
gives critical analysis rather than plot summaries. 

POETS' LETTERS Signed rev/Speaker/21 April 1906. Based on 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning in Her Letters edited by 
Percy Lubbock (Smith, 1906) and Robert Browning and 
Alfred Dornett edited by F. G. Kenyon {Smith, 1906). 
[McN1] While admiring what the letters reveal, VW 
manages to damn Barrett Browning's poetry; it is 
obvious that she is more sympathetic to Robert Browning 
as a poet. She places the most emphasis on Lubbock's 
book, saying that the "familiar facts gather new and 
significant force." 

PORTRAITS OF PLACES. Essay/Guardian/3 Oct. 1906. Based on 
Portraits of Places by Henry James {Macmillan, 1883). 
[McN1] vw discusses the art of writing portraits of 
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places and the attitude of the non-native James toward 
England. She sees his non-native status as a plus; she 
envisions him going about with his "hair exposed like a 
very sensitive photographic film." vw gives some 
examples from the text. 

A POSITIVIST. Rev/TLS/17 July 1919. Obiter Scripta: 1918 
by Frederic Harrison {Chapman ~nd Hall, 1919). [McN3] 
VW takes a stern view of this elderly gentleman of the 
positivist school, noting that his beliefs about the 
modern age leave little room for ."relationship between 
the generations." She ends, however, by admitting that 
his great age allows him a wide-ranging point of view, 
but she worries that he is so confirmed in his own 
century that he does not employ that knowledge well. 

POSTSCRIPT OR PRELUDE? Rev/TLS/2 Dec. 1920. The Lost Girl 
by D. H. Lawrence {Seeker, 1920). [McN3, CW] VW 
begins by saying that critics should set forth their 
standards so that readers will know how a writer is 
being judged. She says her own standards for Lawrence 
are high; she expects a great deal from his books. 
Lost Girl. disappoints he·r, yet there are enough hints 
of his power that she ends by hoping it is a prelude of 
things to come rather than a postlude. 

A PRACTICAL UTOPIA. Rev/TLS/15 Aug. 1918. The New Moon: A 
Romance of Reconstruction by [George] Oliver Onions 
(Hodder and Stoughton, 1918). [McN2] This novel is 
set during the period of reconstruction after World War 
I, ten years in the future. VW sees it as less of a 
utopian novel than as a novel of a world devoted too 
much to electricity and too little to humanity. She 
wishes the author had been more concerned with 
forecasting how humanity would be in ten year's time. 

PRAETERITA. Rev/NR/28 Dec. 1927. Based on publication of 
an abridged volume of Modern Painters and on Praeterita 
by John Ruskin. [B&P] VW focuses on what this book of 
unfinished sketches shows of the lonely childhood of 

Ruskin. 
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A PRINCE OF PROSE. Rev/TLS/3 Mar. 1921. Notes on Life and 
Letters by Joseph Conrad (Dent, 1921). [McN3] vw 
considers Conrad's style in this group of reviews and 
occasional essays collected from the periodical press. 
She praises Conrad's careful and precise use of the 
language and points out that he reviews as a novelist 
rather than as a critic. 

A PRIORY CHURCH. Note/Guardian/26 July 1905. [MCN1] A 
brief description of the Priory Church, Christchurch, 
in the New Forest area, a popular resort area for the 
Stephen family. 

THE PRIVATE PAPERS OF HENRY RYECROFT. Rev-essay/Guardian/ 
13 Feb. 1907. The Private Papers of Henry Ryecroft by 
George Gissing (Constable, 1903). [MCN1] VW calls 
this book a fictionalized biography of the author. She 
recounts the plot, the life of the subject, as if it 
were fact rather than plot summary. VW finds the book 
and its subject admirable. 

THE PRIVATE VIEW OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY. N&A/10 May 1924 
(paragraph in "From Alpha to Omega" col.). {Based on a 
private viewing of the Royal Academy Exhibition which 
was open to the public on May 5.} [MCN3] VW said her 
experience could not be considered aesthetic because of 
the crowds. She believes the pictures deserved a 

better viewing. 

PROFESSIONS FOR WOMEN. Revision, much shortened, of a 
speech given to the London National Society for Women's 
Service/ 21 Jan. 1931. Reprinted in full in The 
Pargiters (edited by Mitchell A. Leaska, 1978). [MeNS, 
DM, CE2, W&W, CDML, VWR] VW discusses her own 
"professional experiences .. as a writer: first, to kill 
the "angel in the house"-the perfect submissive 
woman--and, second, to find ways to express the truth 
about herself as a woman without upsetting male-

dominated sensibilities. 
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PURE ENGLISH. Rev/TLS/15 July 1920. Gammer Gurton's Needle 
edited by H. F. B. Brett-Smith (#2 in the Percy 
Reprints Series, Blackwell, 1920; first published 
1575). [McN3] VW confesses that she did not approach 
reading this play with much more than a nod for its 
historicity. However, the charm of the simple plot 
(which she summarizes) and the good plain English 
language captivate her, and she enjoys the work after 
all. 

THE PURSUIT OF BEAUTY. Rev/TLS/8 July 1920. Linda Condon 
by Joseph Hergesheimer (Heinemann, 1920). [McN3, CW] 
VW briefly suggests the plot and the two main 
characters. She says the novel strives for, but 
misses, its mark. 

QUEEN ADELAIDE. Rev/TLS/16 Jan. 1916. The Life and Times 
of Queen Adelaide by Mary F. Sanders (Stanley Paul and 
Co., 1915}. [McN2, B&P] As she studies this life of 
the wife of William IV, VW notices that the author has 
created an atmosphere without ever painting her 
character. She is silent on the queen's life and 
emotions. Briefly, VW recaps the situation in the 
Royal Family during Adelaide's marriage and William 
IV's reign. 

RACHEL. Rev/TLS/20 April 1911. Rachel: Her Stage Life and 
Her Real Life by Francis Gribble (Chapman, 1911). 
{Rachel is the stage name of Elisa Felix.} [McN1] vw 
begins by questioning if Rachel's life is as neatly 
divided as the title suggests. She then proceeds to 
recap Rachel's personality rather than the details of 

the life. 

RAMBLING ROUND EVELYN. See JOHN EVELYN of which this is a 

revision. [McN4, CR, CE3] 

READING. Essay/First published in CDB, but probably written 
in 1919. [McN3, CDB, CE2] This very long discourse is 
narrated as though VW were looking at a great history 
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book or as though she saw the writers she discusses 
moving across the lawn before her. She spends most of 
her time with Sir Thomas Browne. The essay seems as 
much to stop as it does to end--as though the march 
through literary history will continue on the next 
page. 

A REAL AMERICAN. Rev/TLS/21 Aug. 1919. Free and Other 
Stories (Boni, 1918) and Twelve Men (Boni, 1919) by 
Theodore Dreiser. [McN3, CW] VW compares Dreiser 
unfavorably with English writers but turns and shows 
him as a vital writer, a good example of the American's 
art. She likes Twelve Men better because the stories 
are character sketches rather than "real" short 
stories. VW judges that Dreiser is not a great writer 
but that he is the stuff from which great American 
writers will come in "another hundred years or so." 

REAL LETTERS. Rev/TLS/6 Nov. 1919. Miss Eden's Letters 
edited by Violet Dickinson (Macmillan, 1919). 
{Dickinson was the niece of Emily Eden.} [McN3] VW's 
obvious interest and enjoyment of letters is evident in 
this review. The letters trace most of the lifetime of 
the subject, and VW says Dickinson has woven them into 
an "artistic" biography. 

REBELS AND REFORMERS. Rev/TLS/20 Dec. 1917. Rebels and 
Reformers: Biographies for Young People by Arthur and 
Dorthea [Perry] Ponsoby (Allen and Unwin, 19178). 
[McN2] vw questions the advisability of giving 
children a book on rebels and reformers aimed at being 
an example for fear that examples of rebels will more 
likely result in rebels than examples of reformers will 
result in reformers. Most of the review supports her 

thesis. 

REFLECTIONS AT SHEFFIELD PLACE. Written May 1937. [McN6, 
DM, CEl] vw tries to recreate Gibbon through the eyes 
of others, especially Maria Holroyd, daughter of the 
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Duke of Sheffield. She looks at his relationships with 
his aunts, the Duke, and others to show how he seemed 
to this young and romantic girl. {See also THE 
HISTORIAN AND THE GIBBON.} 

RESTORATION COMEDY. Rev/N&A/18 Oct. 1924; reprinted NR/11 
Feb. 1925. [MCN3] Restoration Comedy, 1660-1720 by 
Bonamy Dobree (Oxford UP, 1924); The Life of William 
Congreye by Edmund Gosse (Heinemann, 1924; original 
publication 1888). VW looks briefly at each book and 
considers the art of biography. She says Gosse's book 
is important for its facts, without being witty or 
without really turning Congreve into a character. 
Discussing Dobree's book, she discourses on indecency 
(in Restoration drama) and on the influence of the 
French on English drama of the period. 

THE REV. WILLIAM COLE: A LETTER. Written 1932. Based on a 
reading of William Cole's diaries. [MeNS, DM,. CE3] 
VW writes to Cole asking that he give the real man in 
his diaries. She wants to find the thing she believes 
he is concealing. Finally, she comes upon an evidence 
of youthful passion and diagnoses his adult drabness 
and disaffection as stemming from failure at love. 
{See also THE HUMANE ART and TWO ANTIQUARIES: WALPOLE 

AND COLE.} 

REVIEWING. Hogarth Sixpenny Pamphlet series/2 Nov. 1939. 
[McN6, CDB, CE2, CDML] VW looks at the history of 
reviewing. She says that criticism {which looks at 
principals) and reviewing (which looks at works as they 
are published) divided in the eighteenth century with 
the rise of newspapers. VW traces the rise in the 
number of reviewers and considers the effect of that on 
the reviewer himself, the author, the public, and the 
publisher. She suggests ways the reviewing system 
might be amended so that it again serves all concerned. 
{LW appended a note to this essay in CDB which seeks to 
expand and explain VW's remarks, but it does not add to 

them.} 
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REVOLUTION. Rev/TLS/27 Jan. 1921. Revolution by J[ohn] 
D[avys] Beresford (Collins, 19210). [McN3, CW] vw 
laments that Beresford has given a novel of an 
imaginary revolution rather than one of characters. 
She says that he spends too much time working out the 
logistics of his revolution rather than in giving 
readers characters to care about. 

RICHARD HAKLUYT. Notice/N&A/25 Oct. 1924. Richard Hakluyt 
by Foster Watson (Sheldon, 1924). [McN3] This is a 
very brief essay mentioning Hakluyt's accomplishments 
as Secretary of State for the Colonies. She finds that 
the short biography fills a hole in the knowledge about 
Hakluyt. 

RIGHTS OF YOUTH. Rev/TLS/19 Sept. 1918. Joan and Peter: 
The Story of an Education by H. G. Wells. (Cassell, 
1918). [McN2, CW] VW judges that Wells abandons the 
fictional mode for the didactic one but maintains the 
fictional facade in order to show his ideas through 
characters, their lives, and surroundings. Finally, 
however, VW finds the book too didactic to be really 
alive as a novel. 

ROBERT SMITH SURTEES. Notice/N&A/21 June 1924. Robert 
Smith Surtees by Robert Smith Surtees with E. D. Cuming 
(Blackwood, 1924). [MCN3] VW primarily lists 
Surtees 1 S accomplishments (including the creation of 
.. Jorrocks .. ) to support her calling him a genius. 

ROBINSON CRUSOE. Rev/N&A/6 Feb. 1926. The Life and Strange 
Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. Written by 
Himself by Daniel Defoe (Constable, 1925) and a 
facsimile of the first edition (1791) edited by Austin 
Dobson {Elliott Stock, 1883). [MeNS, CR2, CE1] The 
focus of this essay is perspective. VW considers how 
to read Robinson Crusoe: through the critics? through 
Defoe's biography? She says the book and the reader 
must .. transact business together, 11 and the first job of 
the reader is to accept the author's chosen 
perspective. she shows how Defoe's perspective in this 
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book forces the reader to accept a certain kind of hero 
and his views on the world. 

ROGER FRY. Address opening the Roger Fry Memorial 
Exhibition/Bristol Museum and Art Gallery/12 July 1935. 
[M, CE4] VW credits Fry with enlivening the art world 
with his Post-Impressionist exhibition. She says that 
the world of art came alive after that and began to 
"talk" and be talked about. She discusses him as a 
critic, a writer, and a painter. 

ROMANCE. Rev/TLS/18 Jan 1917. Romance: Two Lectures by 
(Sir) Walter Raleigh. (Princeton UP, 1916). {Delivered 
as the Louis Clark Vanuxem Foundation Lectures at 
Princeton, 4-5 May 1915.} [McN2] VW tries to define 
Romanticism and Romantic poetry since, she says, the 
author refuses to give a clear and easy definition. 
She notes that Raleigh sees Romanticism as a reaction 
to the classical rebirth in the eighteenth century 
rather than as a direct revolt against the Age of 
Reason. 

ROMANCE AND THE HEART. Rev/TLS/19 May 1923. The Grand Tour 
by [Florence] Romer Wilson (Methuen, 1923) and 
Revolving Lights by Dorothy Richardson (Duckworth, 
1923). [McN3, CW, AWE] See also DOROTHY RICHARDSON. 
vw focuses on the characters and examines the strengths 
of these two women novelists. (No plot summaries.) 

A ROOM WITH A VIEW. Rev/TLS/22 Oct. 1908. A Room With A 
View by E. M. Forster (Edward Arnold, 1908). [McN1, 
CW] vw briefly recounts the plot and says the plot 
summary is .. compressed .. because that seems to be what 
Forster has done to his actors. However, she treats 
the book kindly and alludes to other works by Forster. 

ROSE OF LONE FARM. Notice/Guardian/19 July 1905. Rose of 
Lone Farm by Eleanor G. Hayden (Smith, 1905). [McNl] 
vw praises the faithfulness of Hayden's descriptions of 
rural life and character but finds the plot of the 
story fairly thin. She does not give a plot summary. 
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY. See FLEETING PORTRAIT II. 

ROYALTY. Rev/Time and Tide/1 Dec. 1934. The Story of My 
Life by Marie, Queen of Romania. {In M, LW dates this 
essay as 1939; he may be confusing the writing date of 
this essay with the other by the same title--see below. 
This essay was published in 1934.} [McN6, W&W, M, AWE] 
VW is enchanted with how well ~his grand-daughter of 
Queen Victoria writes. She does, thereby, let herself 
out of her royal cage. She brings other royals to life 
or into close focus. VW wonders _if it is entirely safe 
to have royalty who are able to write. What, finally, 
might that do to the Empire? 

ROYALTY. Commissioned, but not printed in, Picture 
~/1939. [M, CE4] {This.irreverent essay, intended 
for one of the tabloids, was, as LW notes, not printed 
."for obvious reasons."} It is very uncharacteristic 
for vw because .of its almost brutal honesty. She 
explores how Royalty fills a place in the hearts of the 
commons and how it has diminished itself by "mating 
with Smiths and Simpsons." She manages to insult the 
Duke of Windsor, the Queen (Elizabeth, now Queen 
Mother), The Roman Catholic Church, and the Church of 
England. . She suggests we may have ·to switch our 
allegiances from the House of Windsor to the House of 
Science and shows how this is already, perhaps, taking 

place. 

RUPERT BROOKE. Rev/ TLS/8 Aug. 1918. The Collected Poems 
of Rupert Brooke: With a Memoir; memoir by Edward Marsh 
(Sidgwick and Jackson, 1918). [McN2, B&P] VW quickly 
dismisses the memoir on the grounds that Marsh judged 
Brooke as an adult rather than as a young man. The 
rest is the personal memoirs of someone who knew Brooke 
and watched him at work and would miss him personally. 
{McNeillie calls this essay an eloge.} 

RUSKIN. Possibly based on a life of Ruskin by Norton. 
[CDB, CE1] vw reviews Ruskin's life and finds much to 
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praise in his writing. She also finds much that is 
outmoded and too sermon-like. She believes that much 
unhappiness or dissatisfaction in Ruskin's life comes 
through on the page. 

THE RUSSIAN BACKGROUND. Rev/TLS/14 Aug. 1919. The Bishop 
and Other Stories by Anton Tchekov, translated by 
Constance Garnett (Chatto, 1919). [McN3, B&P] vw 
looks primarily at Tchekov's style, especially the 
.. unfinished .. nature of his stories which results from 
the choices the author makes about what to show. She 
says that this seventh volume of Tchekov's stories 
finds the reader less unprepared for the style than did 
previous volumes. 

THE RUSSIAN POINT OF VIEW. Essay/for CR. [McN4, CR, CE1] 
VW is trying to explain what the English miss and 
misunderstand about Russian literature. She believes 
the biggest problem is that they read it in 
translation. She wants English readers to be aware 
that the focus of concern is different for the Russian 
writers and that translation changes the character of a 
work. {See also: THE RUSSIAN VIEW.} 

RUSSIAN SCHOOLBOY. Rev/TLS/8 Nov. 1917. Russian Schoolboy 
by Serge Aksakoff, translated by J. D. Duff (Edward 
Arnold, 1917). [McN2, B&P] This is the third volume 
of an autobiography; it sketches the joy and passion of 
the author's youthful memories. VW compares them to an 
English childhood. She considers Russians more 
passionate, if less disciplined. She can see elements 
of Dostoevsky's characters and believes these character 
types must be 11 Very Russian .. and not imagined. 

THE RUSSIAN VIEW. Rev/TLS/19 Dec. 1918. The Village Priest 
and other stories from the Russian of Elena Militsina 
and Mikhail Saltikov translated by Beatrix L. 
Tollemache (Fisher Unwin, 1918). [McN2] {See also: THE 
RUSSIAN POINT OF VIEW [McN4, CR] which is an adaptation 
of this review.} This is a collection of short stories 
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by two Russian writers, not combined authorship. vw 
discusses the differences between the Russians' urge to 
write, prompted by an urge to share human suffering, 
and the English writer's way. VW determines that the 
English write from no common urge as do the Russians. 
She says these stories create a strong atmosphere of 
Russia and the Russian mind. 

THE SAD YEARS. Rev/TLS/ 29 Aug. 1918. The Sad Years by 
Dora Sigerson (pseud. of Mrs. Clement Shorter) 
(Constable, 1918). [McN2] While arguing with 
Katherine Tyman's introductory tribute that the poetry 
was of the natural and untutored style, VW finally says 
that, to some degree, the style holds the appeal of the 
poetry. She weaves in a discourse on poetry, the urge 
to write it, and the poetic form. 

SARA COLERIDGE. Written Sept. 1940. Based on Coleridge 
Fille: A Biography of Sara Coleridge by Earl Leslie 
Griggs. [McN6, DM, CE3] VW contemplates this daughter 
of a famous man who found herself by finding her 
father. Sara Coleridge devoted herself to her father 
and his work and became, VW says, the basis for much 
on-going Coleridge scholarship; yet she herself remains 
an "incomplete work." 

THE SCHOLAR'S DAUGHTER. Notice/TLS/16 Feb. 1906. The 
Scholar's Daughter by Beatrice Harraden {Metheun, 
1906). [McNl] The novel is about a girl, the daughter 
of a scholar who is preparing an English-language 
dictionary. VW finds it poorly written, saying it does 
not realize its possibilities. She says the novel has 
neither a good plot nor good characters. The plot is 
briefly summarized. 

THE SCHOOLROOM FLOOR. Rev/TLS/2 Oct. 1924. A Nineteenth 
century Childhood by Mary [Molly] MacCarthy [ne~ 
warre-Cornish] {Heinemann, 1924). [MCN3] VW g1ves 
examples of the author's phras~-makin~ abi~ity .. and says 
she has not just "dished up em1nent V1ctor1ans but 
"throw[n] open the whole house." 
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SCOTTISH WOMEN. Rev/TLS/2 Sept. 1908. A Group of Scottish 
Women by Harry Graham {Metheun, 1908). [McN1] vw says 
this is "biographical portraits" of nineteen women of 
"different types," all of whom are Scotswomen and who 
have in someway .. influenced the history of their 
country." VW sums up the kinds and conditions of the 
women and says Graham's portraits .. whet our appetite 
and make us wish for more ... 

SCOTT'S CHARACTER. Rev/TLS/28 April 1921. The Intimate 
Life of Sir Walter Scott by Archibald Stalker (Black, 
1921). . [McN3] VW hopes that Stalker's book will 
diffuse some of the myths about Scott. She is 
partially rewarded but finds that Scott is often like 
his myths. 

A SCRIBBLING DAME. Rev/TLS/17 Feb. 1916. The Life and 
Romances of Mrs. Eliza Haywood by George Frisbie Wicher 
{Columbia UP, 1915). [McN2] [W&W, B&P as SCRIBBLING 
DAME--MISS ELIZA HAYWOOD] VW compares the author's 
search for the real Eliza Haywood {an eighteenth
century novelist) to the scientist who captures and 
names very small insects. She says Haywood's works are 
dull, not read for pleasure, and little is known of her 
life. She gives examples of Haywood's style and 
characters to prove the unimportance of her work. 

SECOND MARRIAGE. Rev/TLS/25 April 1918. Second Marriage 
by Viola Meynell {Martin Seeker, 1918). [McN2] VW 
briefly discusses the conditions of modern fiction and 
this author's place in it. She gives a brief plot 
summary and concludes that the book produces the 
feeling of a 11 Still life" more than a feeling of 

action. 

SELINA TRIMMER. Written June 1940. Based on Hary-o: The 
Letters of Lady Harriet Cavendish, 1796-1809 edited by 
sir George Leveson-Gower and Iris Palmer {grandson and 
great-grand daughter of Lady Harriet}. [McN6, CDB, 
CE3] vw plays the morally-upright Quaker, Selina 
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Trimmer, against the unusual situation in the home of 
the Duke of Cavendish at the close of the eighteenth 
century. Trimmer provides the stabilizing force for 
Harriet Cavendish and becomes her confidante. 

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY. Essay/NYHT/23 Sept. 1928. {Reprinted 
as the introduction to The World's Classics edition of 
Laurence Sterne's A Sentimental Journey Through France 
and Italy (original pub. 1768) .} [MeNS, CR2, CE1] 
This is primarily a discussion of Sterne's style. vw 
notes how the style of this book differs from Tristram 
Shandy because Sterne is reacting to criticism of the 
novel and wants readers to realize he is a good-hearted 
person. She judges Sterne to be a great writer who did 
much to develop English prose style. 

THE SENTIMENTAL TRAVELLER. Rev/TLS/9 Jan. 1908. The 
Sentimental Traveller: Notes on Places by Vernon Lee 
(pseud. for Violet Paget) (John Lane at Bodley Head, 
1908). [McN1, CW] VW seems to be bewailing the entire 
travel book genre, but she really is condemning the 
author's style which fails to find or to make anything 
interesting. 

SEPTEMBER. Rev/TLS/25 Sept. 1919. September by Frank 
Swinnerton (Methuen, 1919). [McN3, CW] VW calls this 
novel one of .. exceptional merit .. mostly because of the 
character of the wife, Marian Foster. She briefly 
recounts the plot which revolves around Mrs. Foster 
reconciling herself to her husband's infidelity and, in 
fact, aiding it. 

SHELLEY AND ELIZABETH HITCHENER. Rev/TLS/5 Mar/ 1908. 
Letters from Percy Bysshe Shelley to Elizabeth 
Hitchener, notes by Bertram Dobell (Dobell, 1908). 
[McN1, B&P] This is the correspondence betw~en Sh~lley 
and a schoolmistress who was several years h1s sen1or. 
They corresponded for several years, and then she 
lived briefly, with the Shelleys. VW traces the 
cours~ of the unusual intellectual friendship. 
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SHERIDAN. Rev/TLS/2 Dec. 1909. Sheridan: From New and 
Original Material Including a Manuscript Diary by 
Georgianna. Duchess of Devonshire by Walter Sichel (2 
vols., Constable, 1909). [McN1, B&P] vw traces 
Sheridan's life through quotations from the books and 
Sheridan's plays. She tries to portray the subject's 
personality which was full of contradictions. 

SIR THOMAS BROWNE. Rev/TLS/29 June 1923. Based on Religio 
Medici (original pub. 1642), Hydrotaphia: Urn Burial, 
and The Garden of Cyrus (original pub. 1658) by Sir 
Thomas Browne (Golden Cockrel Press edition, 1923). 
[MCN3] VW discusses the joys of re-reading Browne as 
she examines two sides of the man as shown in different 
works. She begins with a brief discussion of the 
artistic merits of the edition, including its 
proofreading errors. 

SIR WALTER RALEIGH. Rev/TLS/15 Mar. 1917. Sir Walter 
Raleigh: Selections from His Historie of the World. His 
Letters. etc. edited by G. E. Hadow (Oxford UP, 1917). 
[McN2, G&R, CE3] VW discusses Raleigh's life and 
writing without ever discussing the actual facts of his 
life. She is especially interested in his meditations 
on mortality. 

SIR WALTER SCOTT. [M, CE1] 
I--GAS AT ABBOTSFORD. Written Jan. 1940. Based on Scott's 

journals (vol. 1) 1825-26, edited by J. G. Tait. 
[MeNS, M, CE1] VW shows Scott's home and brilliant 
guests illuminated by the gas lights. VW seems to 
know, not only what Scott himself thought and would 
have put in a journal, but what guests thought and did 
when Scott was not around. This may suggest a second 
source or reflect editor's notes. 

II--THE ANTIQUARY. Signed essay/N&A/22 Nov. 1924i reprinted 
NR/3 Dec. 1924. Based on The Antiquary by Sir Walter 
scott. [McN3, M, CE1] VW discusses the continued 
popularity of Scott's novel, his style, and his ability 
to create characters. Her judgment, first and last, is 



that when the reader has read all of Scott, what is 
left is to read it again. 
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SISTER OF FREDERIC [sic] THE GREAT. Rev/A&L/13 Jan. 1906. 
Wilhelmina Margravine of Baireuth by Edith E. Cuthell 
(2 vols., Chapman, 1905). [McN1] VW reviews the facts 
of Wilhelmina's life and judges that Cuthell's method 
is sometimes too crude, but VW deals very little with 
the book itself. 

SMALL TALK ABOUT MEREDITH. Rev/TLS/13 Feb. 1919. George 
Meredith: His Life and Friends in Relation to His Work 
by S. M. Ellis (Grant Richards 1919}. [McN3] VW takes 
issue with some of the author's judgments about 
Meredith who was his distant relation. VW's source for 
her feelings was Meredith's friendship with her parents 
(which she alludes to but does not mention explicitly} . 

vw does not agree with all of Ellis•s conclusions and 
calls this sort of book "like looking at the wrong side 
of the carpet." 

SMOKE RINGS AND ROUNDELAYS. Notice/N&A/25 Oct. 1924. Smoke 
Rings and Roundelays: Blendings from Prose and Verse 
since Raleigh's Time edited by Wilfred Partington 
(Castle, 1924). [MCN3] VW reviews this compilation 
from the standpoint of a pipe smoker too amused by the ~ 

little book to remember to light his pipe. 

SOCIAL LIFE IN ENGLAND. Rev/TLS/21 Dec. 1916. Social Life 
in England 1750-1850 by F[rederick] J[ohn] Foakes 
Jackson (Macmillan, 1916). [McN2] {Eight lectures 
delivered at the Lowell Institute, Boston, in March 
1916.} vw begins by saying that the century under 
discussion was so momentous that even eight essays 
would hardly do it justice. She moves on to ascribe 
the superficiality with which the author approaches his 
subject to his American audience who wanted titbits 
rather than the real substance of English history. 
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THE SON OF ROYAL LANGBRITH. Rev/Guardian/14 Dec. 1904. The 
Son of Royal Langbrith by W[illiam] D[ean] Howells 
{Harper, 1904). [McN1] VW is less interested in plot 
"credulity" than in image, "the grasp of the •dead 
hand• is felt on every page." She is also interested 
in Howells•s fine proportion and use of language, 
saying this book exemplifies Howells•s concern for the 
"thinking man" over the "doing man." Most of the 
review is plot summary. 

SONIA MARRIED. Rev/TLS/28 Aug. 1919 .. Sonia Married by 
Stephen McKenna {Hutchinson, 1919). [McN3, CW] VW 
finds this follow-up novel to be rather charming if 
somewhat a stylistic throwback. She recounts the plot 
and main characters in such as way as to suggest the 
author's chatty, conversational style (which VW likens 
to a dodo-surprising, .. but by· no means extinct"). 

THE SOUL OF AN ARCHBISHOP. See OUTLINES IV--ARCHBISHOP 
THOMSON. 

SOUTH WIND. Rev/TLS/14 June 1917. South Wind by Norman 
Douglas (Martin Seeker, -1917). [McN2, CW] VW finds 
both the plot and the style interesting. She gives a 
brief synopsis of the characters and a basic idea of 
the plot, but she refuses to tell the story line. 

STENDHAL. Rev/N&A/5 July 1924. Stendhal: Journal edited by 
Henry Debraye and Louis Royer Edouard Champion, 1923). 
[MCN3] vw comments on the style of the journal entries 
and on the importance of the publishing venture that 
will bring all Stendhal's journals and diaries to 

print. 

STERNE. Rev/TLS/12 Aug. 1905. The Life and Times of 
Laurence Sterne by Wilbur L. Cross {Macmillan, 1909). 
[McN1, G&R, CE3] VTtJ begins with a brief "essay" on the 
inseparable nature of the artist and hi~ art and the 
need to see the artist as a person. Brlefly, she 
reconstructs Sterne's life, especially the ways it 
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overlaps Tristram Shandy. She looks at his style and 
how he draws characters. 

STERNE'S GHOST. [M, CE3] In this little sketch, VW tells 
of a young woman of the nineteenth century who lives in 
the rooms where Sterne wrote Tristram Shandy. Eliza 
wants to support herself and her actor-husband by 
writing, but she is doomed; there is Sterne's ghost and 
a surprise ending. 

STOPFORD BROOKE. Rev/TLS/29 Nov, 1917. Life and Letters of 
Stopford Brooke by Lawrence Pearsoll Jacks (Murray, 
1917). [McN2] VW gives important dates of Brooke's 
life and some examples to show how this book is unique. 
She says it shows "changes" rather than "things that 
happen;" the record of "development of such a mind" is 
of great interest. 

STRANGE ELIZABETHANS. Written especially as a "prelude" to 
CR2 {see IV Diary, 50}. Based on The Works of Gabriel 
Harvey edited by Alexander B. Grossart (3 vols., Huth 
Library, 1884, 1885), Letter-Book of Gabriel Harvey 
edited by E. J. L. Scott (Camden Society, 1884), and 
Gabriel Harvey's Marginalia edited by G. C. Moore Smith 
(Shakespeare Head Press, 1913), and others. [MeNS, 
CR2, CE3] VW tries to get a true picture of the 
Elizabethan by focusing on the personal writings of 
Harvey. She believes that the Elizabethan prose style 
was still so poetic that we are not given true pictures 
of the people through prose. 

THE STRANGER IN LONDON. Rev/TLS/30 July 1908. Londoner 
Skizzenbuch by A. von Rutari (pseud. of Arthur Levi) 
(Degener, nd) and Londres Comme Je L'ai Vu texte et 
dessins par by Charles Huard (Eugene Rey, 1908). 
[McN1] vw sees the sometimes-simplistic portrayals of 
England given in these books as important and enjoyable 
because of the foreigners• perspectives. Briefly, she 
gives examples (in French and German) of the "view from 

abroad ... 
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STREET HAUNTING: A LONDON ADVENTURE. Essay/Yale Review/Oct. 
1927; reprinted as a limited-edition pamphlet by 
Westgate Press, San Francisco/May 1930. [DM, CE4, 
CDML, VWR] This is a long essay in which VW describes 
a walk on a winter's evening. She leaves the house on 
the pretext of buying a pencil. She describes what she 
sees and creates little imaginary fancies about the 
people, things, and places she sees briefly as she 
walks. 

STREET MUSIC. Signed occasional essay/NR/March 1905. [McN1] 
VW uses the topic of street music and street musicians 
to discuss the place of the arts and the artist in 
society. 

THE SUN AND THE FISH. Essay/Time and Tide/3 Feb. 1928; 
reprinted NR/8 Feb. 1928. [McN4, CDB, CE4, CDML] 
Using a stream of consciousness, or associational, 
style, VW lets the eye of the memory range about and 
bring forth impressions. She says the memory's eye 
will not remember something unless seeing the thing was 
accompanied by the right emotion. 

SUNSET REFLECTIONS. Rev/TLS/20 Dec. 1917. The Happy 
Fields: A Country Record by E. M. Martin {Shakespeare 
Head, 1917}. [McN2] VW says Martin's desire to 
recapture the pre-war England will appeal more to 
Americans than to the English. She proceeds with a 
rather satiric view of Martin's essays spearing their 

sentimental tone. 

THE SUPERNATURAL IN FICTION. [G&R, CEl under this title] 
See ACROSS THE BORDER. 

A SUPREME MOMENT. Notice/TLS/16 Feb. 1906. A Supreme 
Moment by Mrs. Hamilton Synge (Fisher Unwin, 1905). 
[McN1] vw uses the plot overview to show the author's 
method which she finds deceptively simple. She 
particularly likes the character of Agatha because she 
changes subtly without great upheaval. 
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A SWAN AND HER FRIENDS. Rev/TLS/14 Nov. 1907. A Swan and 
Her Friends by E. V. Lucas (Methuen, 1907). [McN1] 
This is the biography of Ann Seward, an eighteenth
century woman who fancied herself a writer. vw 
discusses the caricature nature of both the life itself 
and the present work, and she mourns that the real 
woman seems to have been lost by the author's approach. 

SWEETNESS LONG DRAWN OUT. Rev/A&L/28 July 1906. A German 
Pompadour. Being the Extraordinary History of 
Wilhelmine von Gravenitz, Landhofmeisterin of 
Wirtemberq: A Narrative of the Eighteenth Century by 
Marie Hay (Constable, 1906). [McN1] VW faults the 
author of this fictionalized biography for choosing 
neither form totally. She believes that the book could 
have been better if Hay had been true to either the 
biographer's task or the novelist's craft. VW gives a 
brief synopsis of the subject's life. 

SWIFT'S JOURNAL TO STELLA. Rev/TLS/24 Sept. 1924. Revised 
for CR2; for the revision, VW used Swift's Journal to 
Stella edited by J. K. Moorhead (Everyman edition, 
1924). [MeNS, CR2, CE3] VW paints a sympathetic 
portrait of Swift's .. Stella .. sometimes to the detriment 
of Swift himself. Obviously, VW's sympathies are with 
Stella and her patience in this unusual relationship. 

SWINBURNE LETTERS. Rev/TLS/21 Mar. 1918. The Letters of 
Algernon Charles Swinburne edited by Thomas Hake and 
Arthur Compton-Rickett (Murray, 1918). [McN2] While 
declaring that the letters do not afford the personal 
glimpses of the poet that readers look for, VW admits 
they do occasionally sparkle with Swinburne's wit. The 
letters cover the period from 1869, ten years before 
Swinburne's death and before he went to live with 

Watts-Dunton. 

SYLVIA AND MICHAEL. Rev/TLS/20 Mar. 1919. Sylvia and 
Michael: The Later Adventures of Sylvia Scarlett by 
compton MacKenzie (Martin Seeker, 1919). [McN3, CW] 
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VW begins by saying that no critic can explain what 
happens in this novel. She ends by admitting that she 
has attempted to "burlesque" the novel. 

A TALK ABOUT MEMOIRS. Signed rev/NS/6 Mar. 1920. 
Recollections of Lady Georgianna Peel edited by Ethel 
Peel (Lane, 1920); Victorian Recollections by J. A. 
Bridges (Bell, 1920); and others. [McN3, G&R, CE4] vw 
uses an imaginary conversation between "Ann" and 
"Judith .. to introduce gossipy personal memoirs. The 
girls decide that they prefer the liveliness of the 
stable to the drawing room, but it is obvious that they 
find all memoirs the ultimate escape literature. 

A TALKER. Rev/TLS/12 April 1917. The Great Yalley by Edgar 
Lee Masters (T. Werner Laurie, 1916). [McN2] VW says 
that Masters• work 'is not poetry and that he is not a 
poet. She dubs him a "talker" because of his style 
Finally, she judges that he is popular in America 
because he is so aggressively American. 

TCHEHOV'S QUESTIONS. Rev/TLS/16 May 1918. The Wife and 
Other Stories and The Witch and Other Stories by Anton 
Tchehov, translated by Constance Garnett (Chatto and 
Windus, 1918) and Nine Humerous Tales (Stradford, 
1918). [McN2] VW says Tchehov is still "nebulous and 
undefined" as an author; she wishes she had an 
"outline" for him. She discusses his style and then 
concludes that the sheer beauty of his writing, the 
originality of his choice of elements, and his obvious 
sympathy with the creative raise him above the message 

of hopeless despair. 

TEMPTATIONS. Notice/TLS/22 Feb. 1907. Temptations by 
Richard Bagot (Methuen, 1907). [McN1] VW gives a 
brief plot outline and says the setting (Italy) seems 
romantic at first but does not hold up. She says the 
reader will "lay the book down not infrequently" but 
will "pick it up again with respect." 
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A TERRIBLY SENSITIVE MIND--KATHERINE MANSFIELD. Rev/NYHT/18 
Sept. 1927. The Journal of Katherine Mansfield, 1914 
1922. [McN4, G&R,CE1, W&W] VW looks at how the 
intensely private and fragmented entries of Mansfield's 
journals provide a picture of her mind writing, not 
writing, feeling, and living. 

THEIR PASSING HOUR. Rev/A&L/26 Aug. 1905. Some Famous 
Women of Wit and Beauty: A Georgian Galaxy by John 
Fyvie {Constable, 1905). [McN1] {Women included: 
Caroline Sheridan Norton; Emma, Lady Hamilton; Maria 
Anne Fitzherbert; Mrs. Elizabeth Montague; Mrs. 
Charlotte Lennox; Marguerite, Countess of Blessington; 
Mrs. {Harriet Lewin) Grote; and Elizabeth, Lady 
Eastlake} VW briefly recounts the importance of each 
of the subjects and says the book fails to flesh out 
the subjects. 

THESE ARE THE PLANS. Signed rev/Athenaeum/1 Aug. 1919. 
Poems ... by Donald F. Goold Johnson and Malborouqh 
and Other Poems by Charles Hamilton Sorely, 4th ed. 
{both--cambridge UP, 1919). [McN3, B&P] {Both writers 
were killed in action in WWI.} VW judges Johnson to be 
one of those poets who probably would have burned his 
poetry were it not for the war. His poems are often 
exercises in verse that a Chaucer scholar {as Johnson 
was) might do to understand his subject. Sorely, on 
the other hand, might have turned into a great writer, 
vw believes. His writings were also experimental, but 
his were the kind that lead to great writing. 

THESE WERE THE MUSES. Notice/N&A/22 Nov. 1924. These Were 
the Muses by Mona Wilson {Sedgwick, 1924). [MCN3] VW 
says the author need not apologize for offering up 
these "faded women of letters" in biographical form, 
but she says the book is less satisfying as biography 
that it is as a guide to the works of these authors. 
{Authors included: Susannah Centlivre; Sara Coleridge; 
charlotte Lennox; Frances Sheridan; Hester Chapone; 
Sydney, Lady Morgan; Jane Porter; Frances Trollope; 

Mary Anne Kelly ("Eva .. ) ·} 
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THIS IS THE HOUSE OF COMMONS. Essay/Good Housekeeping/Dec. 
1931; Jan., Mar., May, Oct. 1932. [MeNS, LS, CDML] 
{The five LS essays were commissioned by the magazine.} 
Contemplating the Commons, VW wonders whether modern 
democracy will be able to produce statues like those 
she passed coming into the building. She muses on the 
changes in institutions and in the country itself. She 
hopes the splendor of the hall where King Charles was 
condenmed to death can be melded with the ordinariness 
of modern democratic processes. 

THOMAS HOOD. Rev/TLS/30 Jan. 1908. Thomas Hood: His Life 
and Times by Walter Jerrold (Alston Rivers, 1907) and 
Poems by Thomas Hood (Clackie and Son, 1907). [McN1, 
B&P] VW spends most of the review discussing Hood's 
style and very little discussing his life. 

THOREAU. Occasional essay/TLS/12 July 1917. Based on 
Thoreau's work and The Life of Henry David Thoreau by 
H. S. Salt (Richard Bentley and Son, 1890) on the one
hundredth anniversary of Thoreau's birth. [McN2, B&P] 
VW recounts Thoreau's solitary and contemplative life. 
She seems fascinated with the choices Thoreau made. 
She does not summarize his life so much as she looks at 
his attitudes towards it. 

THOUGHTS ON PEACE IN AN AIR RAID. Essay/NR/21 Oct. 1940. 
{Written in Aug. 1940 for a symposium on matters 
concerning women. Brewster notes she is writing to an 
American audience not concerned, yet, with air raids.} 
[McN6, DM, CE4, CDML] VW meditates on how best, as 

women, to prevent wars, on the fundamental natures of 
men and women, and on barriers to peace. {See also: 

THREE GUINEAS.} 

THREE BLACK PENNYS. Rev/TLS/12 Dec. 1918. Three Black 
Pennys: A Novel by Joseph Hergesheimer (Heinemann, 
1918). [McN2, CW] VW finds the author's sense of form 
the most laudable characteristic, comparing it to a 
hard gem carefully fitted in a gold band. She comments 



on the still-life quality of the novel and gives a 
brief plot summary. 
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THREE PICTURES. Written June 1929. [DM, CE4} {Also 
included in The Complete Short Fiction.} This essay is 
based on the idea that 11 We must needs be pictures to 
each other ... VW sees a scene for which she creates a 
little story in her head. The _first picture-a young 
sailor coming home to his wife---sustains her through 
the second picture, a dark night when a woman's screams 
are heard. The third picture is .of a gravedigger at 
work while his children 11 picnic 11 around him. It turns 
out he is digging the grave of the young sailor, dead 
of a fever. The scream was his wife crying out at his 
death. 

THUNDER AT WEMBLEY. Essay/N&A/25 June 1924. Based on a 
visit to the British Empire Exhibition (April-Oct 24, 
extended to Oct. 25). [McN3, CDB, CE4, CDML] Without 
ever .. reviewing .. the exhibit directly, VW calls it 
mediocre, but the people who come to it and the setting 
itself are first rate. This is written in a mock 
serious, tongue-in-cheek style. · 

TO READ OR NOT TO READ. Rev/TLS/6 Sept . 1917. How to 
Lengthen Our Ears: An Enquiry Whether Learning from 
Books Does Not Lengthen the Ears Rather Than the 
Understanding by Viscount Harberton (Ernest Arthur 
George Pomeroy, seventh viscount Harberton) (Daniel, 
1917). [McN2] VW reviews the author's argument that 
reading is the root of all evil and refutes it with the 
argument that reading is the root of all good. With 
tongue in cheek, VW says she almost wants to agree 
with the author until his own deep interest in reading 

surfaces. 

TO SPAIN. Signed essay/N&A/5 May 1923; reprinted NR/6 June 
1923. [McN3, M, CE4, CDML] VW discourses on leaving 
one's own country and habits at home ~nd really . 
experiencing a new country. VW descrlbes her traln 



journey, the views out the window, and the mule trip 
through the mountains. 
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TOLSTOY'S THE COSSACKS. Rev/TLS/1 Feb. 1917. The Cossacks 
and Other Tales of the Caucasus by Leo Tolstoy, 
translated by Louise and Aylmer Maude (Oxford UP, 1916; 
originally pub. 1863). [McN2] VW briefly recounts the 
plot of one of the stories and comments on the 
"profound psychology and superb sincerity" of the 
Russian writers. She says England does comedy of 
manners better, but it is a poor prose compared to the 
Russians' skills. 

THE TOWER OF SILOAM. Notice/Guardian/20 Dec. 1905. The 
Tower of Siloam by Mrs. Henry Graham (Ellen Peel 
Graham) (Alston Rivers, 1905). [McN1] VW finds the 
book unfulfilling; she does not believe the author's 
general premise about the upper classes that drives the 
plot. She does not give a plot summary. 

TRAFFICKS AND DISCOVERIES. Rev/Speaker/11 Aug. 1906. The 
English Voyages of the Sixteenth Century by Walter 
Raleigh (MacLehose, 1906) . {This is the separate 
publication of a volume that had been published as part 
of The Principle Navigations, Voyages and Discoveries 
of the English Nation by Richard Hakluyt, 12 vols., 
MacLehose, 1903-05.} [McN1] VW moves back and forth 
between the Hakluyt volumes and Raleigh's volume of 
excerpts proving by this exercise that the new volume 
1s a "national ornament" and an aid to the original. 

TRAFFICKS AND DISCOVERIES. Rev/TLS/12 Dec. 1918. English 
Seamen in the Sixteenth Century by James Anthony Froude 
(Longman's, 1895) and Hakluyt's Collection of Early 
Voyages, Travels and Discoveries of the English Nation: 
A New Edition, With Additions (5 vols., Evans, 1809-
12). [McN2] More nearly an occasional essay on the 
trade and discovery voyages of the Elizabethans than a 
review, vw alludes only randomly to the works under 
discussion. She does complement Froude on achieving 
the height of history writing--creating history that 
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reads like fiction. VW's approach to this subject, 
through several different vehicles, is evidence of her 
interest. 

TROUSERS. Rev/NS/4 June 1921. The Things Which Are Seen by 
A. Trystan Edwards (Phillip Allan, 1921). [MCN3] vw 
recounts the author's advice on manners and modes of 
dress in a tongue-in-cheek way. She finishes by 
hinting in a humorous vein at the author's opinions on 
trousers. 

THE TRUTH AT LAST. Notice/N&A/19 July 1924. The Truth at 
~ by Charles Hawtrey (Thomas Butterworth, 1924). 
[MCN3] Hawtrey's autobiography has some interesting 
moments, but VW says it fails to find the focus or to 
bring an interesting man to life. 

THE TUNNEL. Rev/TLS/13 Feb. 1919. The Tunnel by Dorothy 
Richardson (Duckworth, 1919). [McN3, CW, AWE] {See 
also: DOROTHY RICHARDSON.} VW judges this book better 
in its failures than most books are in their successes. 
The book fails to bring off stream of consciousness 
style (although VW does not use those words). She 
believes this book heralds the way novels are moving. 
Richardson, she says, is one of the real novelists who 
believes the novel "is so much alive it actually 
grows." This is one of VW's earliest essays treating 

the modern novel. 

TWELFTH NIGHT AT THE OLD VIC. Written 1933. [McN6] VW 
compares a private reading of Shakespeare's Twelfth 
Night to a production at the Old Vic. She compares the 
actors• versions of the characters to those she had 
invented for herself. The essay seems to have been 
written at the beginning of the theatre season, because 
she mentions The Cherry Orchard, Measure for Measure, 
and Henry the Eighth "still to come." 

TWO ANTIQUARIES: WALPOLE AND COLE. Based on the Yale 
edition of walpole's letters (with answers), 
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particularly the correspondence between Walpole and the 
Rev. William Cole {vols, 1, 2 of the series}. [DM, 
CE3] VW begins by bemoaning the voluminous notes that 
distract from the text, but soon she is saying that the 
only way to read such material is "stereoscopically" so 
as to get the whole. She recreates both men and their 
relationship through snippets of the letters and from 
her own close reading. She presents two different men 
and the unique way they played against each other to 
make a life-long friendship. (See also: THE HUMANE 
ART and THE REV. WILLIAM COLE: A LETTER.} 

TWO IRISH NOVELS. Rev/TLS/15 Dec. 1905. Dan the Dollar by 
Shan F. Bullock {Maunsell, 1905) and The Red-Haired 
Woman: Her Autobiography by Louise Kenny {Murray, 
1905}. [McN1] Both novels portray various "types" of 
the Irish as designated by geography. VW says Kenny's 
novel is too full of information and that the plot gets 
in the way of good characterizations. 

TWO IRISH POETS. Rev/TLS/2 May 1918. Last Songs by Francis 
Ledwidge (Herbert Jenkins, 1918) and Reincarnation by 
James Stephens {Macmillan, 1918). [McN2] VW comments 
first on Ledwidge's simple, yet compelling, verses that 
make the reader interested in what interests the 
author. Stephens• poems are mostly translations, or 
"reincarnations," of old Irish verse. VW notes that 
the sound of Irish literature comes from a "different 
tradition than ours, another civilization. 

TWO PARSONS. [MeNS, CR2, CE3] 
I--JAMES WOODFORDE. Appeared originally as LIFE ITSELF; 

Rev/NR/17 Aug. 1927. The Diary of a Country Parson, 
vol. 3, by James woodforde, edited by John Beresford (5 
vols., oxford UP, 1924-31). Both versions of the essay 
discuss the dual personality of the diary writer and 
the person who 11 becomes .. the d~ary .. The CR2 v~rsion is 
somewhat longer and differs malnly ln the detalls VW 

chooses to make her points. 
II--THE REV. JOHN SKINNER. Based on The Journal of a 

Somerset Rector edited by Howard Coombs and Arthur N. 
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Bax (John Murray, 1930). {This essay appeared 
originally in CR2, but it was turned down by the Yale 
Review in 1932.} VW investigates the life-in-diaries 
of another country parson--this one a much less happy 
man that Woodforde. Skinner is bitter about where he 
finds himself, about his children, and about his 
parish. His diary, like Woodforde's, becomes his alter 
ego, but not a pleasant one. Skinner's life 
deteriorates until he kills himself. 

TWO SOLDIER POETS. Rev/TLS/11 July 1918. Counter-Attack 
and Other Poems by Siegfried Sassoon and Poems by 
Geoffrey Dearmer (Heinemann, 1918). [McN2] VW finds 
Sassoon a true poet, and his war images, she says, 
bring to life the black and white of the newspaper 
story. She feels, however, that the war overshadows 
Sassoon's themes; she looks forward to his post-War 
work. Of Dearmer, VW says that he is trying, but she 
believes he has not yet gotten control of his language. 
She holds out hope that he, too, will come to fruition 
post-War. 

TWO WOMEN. Rev/ N&A/23 April 1927. Letters of Lady Augusta 
Stanley edited by Gerald Howe (1927) and Emily Davis 
and Girton College by Lady Barbara Stephen (Constable, 
1927). [McN4, M, AWE] VW compares and contrasts these 
two women of the mid-nineteenth century--one, Miss 
Davies, a woman of the middle class who fought for 
women's education,; the other, Lady Stanley, a 
traditional woman who championed Miss Davies• cause in 
her later years. Many of the ideas present in ROOM are 
repeated here with particular attention to the lot of 
middle class women. 

UNPUBLISHED LETTERS OF MATTHEW ARNOLD. Notice/N&A/16 Feb. 
1924. Unpublished Letters of Matthew Arnold edited by 
Arnold Whitridge (Yale UP, 1923). [MCN3] VW comments 
on how strongly Arnold shows through in his letters. 
she quotes passages on his own ideas of poetry, 
standing up to critics, and on the artist prevailing in 

the end. 
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UNWRITTEN HISTORY. Notice/N&A/21 June 1924. Unwritten 
History by Cosmo Hamilton (Hutchinson, 1924). [MCN3] 
VW judges the book to be like a "grarnaphone record of 
good club talk ... {The author was editor of the 
sophisticated journal World.} 

VALERY BRUSSOF. Rev/TLS/24 Oct. 1918. The Republic of the 
Southern Cross and Other Stories by Valery Brussof 
(Constable, 1918). [McN2] While stating that Brussof 
is not one of the great Russian writers, vw applauds 
the fact that he always has a point of view. Brussof 
exists on the line between the real and the 
supernatural which VW finds to be less interesting than 
his exploration of the line between sanity and 
insanity. 

THE VALUE OF LAUGHTER. Occasional essay/Guardian/16 Aug. 
1905. [McN1] VW discusses the value of laughter as a 
tool for gaining proportion. She investigates laughter 
as a feminine quality and as a quality of the artist. 
She introduces the idea of proportion in art as well as 

life. 

VANISHED GENERATION. Rev/TLS/3 Dec. 1908. Memoirs of A 
Vanished Generation edited by Mrs. Warenne Blake (Lane, 
1909). [McNl] This is a collection of Knox family 
letters. vw says they are not distinguished, witty, or 
arty people; the letters are the stuff of daily life, 
and this is what the author thinks is important--a 
daily view of a generation past. VW finally judges 
that the editor should have shaped the book more to 
give a spirit to the work. 

VENICE. Rev/TLS/7 Jan. 1909. Venice: Its Individual Growth 
from the Earliest Beginnings to the Fall of the 
Republic by Pompeo Molmenti; Horatio F. Brown, trans. 
(6 vols., Murray, 1907-08). {The review deals 
specifically with part II-The Golden Age (2 vols., 
1907) and part III-The Decadence (2 vols., 1908) .} 
[McNl] vw says the .. vivid way" the author presents the 
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facts gives a complete picture of Venice from the 
sixteenth to the eighteenth century. VW recreates this 
era briefly in the article which is filled with details 
of the times. 

A VICTORIAN ECHO. Rev/TLS/23 Aug. 1917. Parables and Tales 
by Thomas Gordon Hake (Elkin Mathews, 1917). 
{Illustrated with original woodcuts by Arthur Hughes, a 
pre-Raphaelite painter/illustrator.} [McN2] vw sees 
the author as .. typically Victorian, .. concerned for 
nature and as a good storyteller who is interested in 
sad stories without being sentimental. 

A VICTORIAN SOCIALIST. Rev/TLS/27 June 1918. Reminiscences 
and Reflextions [sicl of a Mid and Late Victorian by 
Ernest Belfort Bax (Allen and Unwin, 1918). {Bax was 
co-founder, with William Morris, of the Socialist 
League.} [McN2] VW draws a wry portrait of the mid to 
late Victorians as seen by Bax and his group. She 
pokes gently at them for believing that they have shown 
people the uselessness of believing in the supernatural 
{religion), but she finally agrees that the book is a 
reasonable portrait of the men of the English Socialist 
movement. 

A VIEW OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION. Rev/TLS/19 Dec. 1918. 
Petroqrad: The City of Troubles 1914-1918 by Merial 
Buchanan {Collins, 1918). [McN2] VW briefly 
summarizes this account of Russia immediately before 
and during the Revolution of 1917. The author is the 
daughter of the British ambassador. VW corrects some 

11 gossip [presented] as faCt 11 but appreciates the 

personal view given. 

VISITS TO WALT WHITMAN. Rev/TLS/3 Jan. 1918. Visits to 
walt Whitman in 1890-1891 by two Lancashire Friends, J. 
Johnson and J. w. Wallace {George Allen and Unwin, 
1917). [McN2, G&R, CE4] This is a re-publication of 
memoirs of visits paid to Whitman by two English 
admirers. vw quotes incidents from their encounters 
with the poet at the end of his life. 
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A WALK BY NIGHT. Occasional essay/Guardian/28 Dec. 1905. 
{Also referred to as NIGHT WALK. This piece is much 
like an entry in the Cornwall Diary for 11-14 August 
1905.} [McN1] In this essay in the descriptive mode, 
VW describes a night in an area near St. Ives. She 
does a particularly good job of describing palpable 
darkness. 

WALTER RALEIGH. Based on the letters, 2 vols. [CDB, CE1] 
{This is Professor Walter Raleigh, not the adventurer.} 
VW wonders why so little of Raleigh's letters are given 
over to literature. She says it is because he was more 
interested in teaching appreciation than the facts of 
literature. She traces his life as he became tired of 
talking about literature and longed for "real life." 
This wish was somewhat fulfilled when he became a 
military historian during the Boer War. 

WALTER SICKERT. {Probably written after seeing a 
retrospective of Sickert's work at the Agnew Gallery in 
1933. VW wrote Sickert a "fan" letter, and, as a 
result, he asked her to write about the exhibit. The 
piece was -WALTER SICKERT: A CONVERSATION which was also 
published as A CONVERSATION ABOUT ART/Yale Review/Sept. 
1934. See Diary 4, 190, n. 10.} [CDB, CE] Using the 
conceit of a dinner-table conversation, VW's subjects 
discuss sickert's exhibition. First they touch on his 
use of color; then they consider him as a biographer, a 
novelist, and a poet. Many of the paintings are 
mentioned by name or are described well to illustrate 

points being made. 

WAR AND THE VILLAGE. Rev/TLS/12 Sept. 1918. The Village 
Wife's Lament by Maurice Hewlett (Martin Seeker, 1918). 
[McN2, CW] The work is a long poem told from the 
perspective of the woman, about her life and the death 
of her husband in war. VW says that the poem is often 
beautiful, but it is too "cogent, II too llorderlyll to be 
the true thoughts of such a rude character~ ~he review 
shows a great deal about VW's own class consc1ousness. 
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FROM THE STREETS. Rev/TLS/9 Jan. 1919. Our Own History 
of the War from A South London View by D. Bridgeman 
Metchim {Stockwell, 1918). [McN3, CDML] vw takes this 
opportunity to discourse on the nature of written 
history as she reviews this book supposedly written 
from the man-in-the-street viewpoint. She also 
discusses the author's style. 

WASHINGTON IRVING. Rev/TLS/3 April 1919. Tales of 
Washington Irving by Washington Irving, edited by Carl 
van Doren. [McN3] ~N begins with a discussion of the 
editor's introduction which, she says, has presupposed 
all her comments including a mention of the essay-
rather than the story--quality of Irving's works. She 
ends by questioning Irving's desire to find an 
England-like ambiance in America and says that his work 
becomes "too polite" after awhile. 

WATTS-DUNTON'S DILEMMA. Rev/TLS/11 Dec. 1919. Swinburne as 
I Knew Him by Coulson Kernahan {Lane, 1919). [McN3] 
For VW, the authority and interest in this biography 
lie in the fact that the author knew his subject's 
friend, Watts-Dunton, and got much of the material from 
him. The portrait is of the poet rescued from his 
alcohol habit through Watts-Dunton's subterfuge only to 
be beguiled by that same subterfuge into believing that 
he could still write poetry when he could not. VW 
sympathized with Watts-Dunton as much as with 

Swinburne. 

WAXWORKS AT THE ABBEY. See FLEETING PORTRAIT I. 

THE WAY OF ALL FLESH. Rev/TLS/26 June, 1919. The Way of 
All Flesh by Samuel Butler {re-release, Fifield, 1919). 
[McN3 CW] vw relates the publishing history of the 
novel,as well as the way Butler wrote it. Without 
summarizing the plot, VW discusses the highlights of 
the novel and its characters and no~es that ~he novel 
· th product of a mature person w1th a dec1ded 1s e . 
outlook on life and with various exper1ence. 
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A WEEK IN THE WHITE HOUSE. Signed article/Cornhill 
Magazine/Aug. 1908. Based on A Week in the White House 
with Theodore Roosevelt; A Study of the President at 
the Nation's Business by William Bayard Hale (Putnam's, 
1908). [McN1] VW questions the author's intent to 
give a .. verbal cinematographic study .. of the president 
based on his brief observation. She then paints a 
portrait of the president drawn from Hale's work. She 
finally judges Roosevelt to be unattractive in many 
ways but possibly indicative, somehow, of the American 
personality which has no .. luxuries of tradition ... 

THE WEEKEND. Rev/TLS/3 July 1924. The Week-End Book edited 
by Vera Mendel and Crancie Meynell; music edited by 
John Goss (Nonesuch, 1924). [MCN3] VW says she will 
not review the book, but that she will tell what 
happens when it is given as a hostess gift. The result 
is arguments over the poetry selected for inclusion, 
complaints over mis-attributions, and dismay at being 
asked to play the parlor games suggested. 

WHITE'S SELBORNE. Written 1939. Based on Natural History 
of Selborne by Gilbert White. [McN6, CDB, CE3] VW 
discusses White as an eighteenth-century naturalist and 
looks for the man in the descriptive pages of his work. 
Because there is no extant portrait of White, VW 
imagines him like his own description of the wind
hover, .. hanging in the air in one place, his wings all 
the time busily agitated ... 

WHY? Essay/Lysistrata (an Oxford student magazine)/1934. 
[McN6, DM, CE2, AWE] VW questions the necessity for 
lectures when printing is cheap and more convenient and 
the necessity for learning literature from schools when 
one can read it for oneself. Her theme is that there 
are questions that want to be asked but, perhaps, ought 

not to be. 

WHY ART TODAY FOLLOWS POLITICS. See THE ARTIST AND 

POLITICS. 
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WILCOXIANA. Signed rev/Athenaeuro/19 Sept. 1919. The World 
and I by Ella Wheeler Wilcox (Gay and Hancock, 1918). 
[McN3, B&P, W&W] VW recounts the basic facts of 
Wilcox's life in such a way as to make her seem both 
engaging and rather silly. Brief snatches of her 
poetry and the stories of their inspiration are given. 

WILLIAM ALLINGHAM. Rev/TLS/19 Dec. 1907. William 
Allingham: A Diary edited by H. Allingham and D. 
Radford (Macmillan, 1907). [McN1] VW describes the 
anecdotes about literary figures given in the diary. 
She does not recap the life itself, but she gives a 
positive feeling about the subject. 

WILLIAM HAZLITT. Rev/NYHT/7 Sept. 1930 under the title 
WILLIAM HAZLITT, THE MAN; revised and published under 
the title WILLIAM HAZLITT/TLS/18 Sept. 1930. Based on 
The Complete Works of William Hazlitt edited by P. P. 
Howe (vols. 1, 4, 5, Dent, 1930) and Memoirs of William 
Hazlitt by William Carew Hazlitt (2 vols., Bentley, 
1867). [MeNS, CR2, CE1] VW begins with a brief look 
at Hazlitt's life to emphasize his strange ut-wy-minded 11 

personality. She begins to define what essays should 
do by comparison of Hazlitt to Lamb and Montaigne, and, 
by showing, sometimes, what Hazlitt did not do. 

WINGED PHRASES. Rev/TLS/30 Oct. 1919. Avowals by George 
Moore (privately printed, 1919). [McN3, CW] VW 
discusses the language of this little book of memoirs 
and criticism. She says it occasionally sounds like a 
translation (one chapter is in French) . The style lS 

conversational with the author making his points. VW 
obviously likes both the author and his style. 

WITHIN THE RIM. Rev/TLS/27 Mar. 1919; reprinted as HENRY 
JAMES 1-WITHIN THE RIM in DM. Within the Rim and Other 
Essays by Henry James (W. Collins, 1918). [McN3, DM, 
CE1] This book of essays is James's response to WWI. 
vw believes that James, by celebrating his personal 
reaction to WWI has somehow best expressed a response 

to the whole. 



A WOMAN'S COLLEGE FROM OUTSIDE. Atalanta's Garland/ 
1926/Edinburgh University's Woman's Union. [B&P] 
{Also included in The Complete Short Fiction.} A 
descriptive sketch told from the point of view of 
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.. Angela .. who looks around her and sees the college at 
night. A sort of voyage of discovery or an awakening. 

WOMEN AND FICTION. Essay/The Forum/Mar. 1929. [MeNS, G&R, 
CE2, W&W] This essay is roughly contemporary with ROOM 
and is almost a condensed version of that essay. The 
arguments of ROOM are made again in tighter form. VW 
considers why women write mostly fiction and if society 
and its influences are changing. 

WOMEN AND LEISURE. Letter/N&A/16 Nov. 1929. {A reply to a 
review of ROOM by Lyn Irvine, 9 Nov. 1929.} [MeNS, 
W&W] VW refutes what she considers to be 
misunderstandings by the reviewer. Her argument points 
out the thrust of ROOM: that women have been (are?) 
prohibited by their sex and economic standing from 
creating great art. 

WOMEN NOVELISTS. Rev/TLS/17 Oct. 1918. The Woman Novelists 
by R. Brimley Johnson (Collins, 1918). [McN2, CW, W&W, 
AWE] VW compliments Brimley for trying to trace the 
development of women writers, but she says all social 
factors need to be considered before that can be done. 
She uses Johnson as a departure point to discuss women 
and writing, masculine versus feminine qualities, and 

point of view. 

WORDSWORTH AND THE LAKES. Rev/TLS/15 June 1906. 
wordsworth's Guide to the Lakes (Frowde, 1906, reissue) 
and Months at the Lakes by H. D. Rawnsley (MacLehose, 
1906). [McN1] vw uses the comparison/contrast mode to 
review these two books. She shows examples of 
wordsworth's style and the seriousness and knowledge 
ith which he approaches the subject. By comparison, 

w . f '1 vW finds the second book overdone; 1t a1 s to capture 

the spirit of the Lake District. 
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WORDSWORTH LETTERS. Rev/TLS/2 April 1908. Letters of the 
Wordsworth Family, from 1787-1855 edited by William 
Knight {3 vols., Ginn, 1907). [McN1] VW is mostly 
concerned with Wordsworth's style and the content which 
she says is not the exalted stuff of poetry but the 
deliberate stuff of daily living. His style is such 
that the nobility and depth of the man's mind show. 

THE WRONG WAY OF READING. Signed rev/Athenaeum/28 May 1920. 
Mary Russell Mitford and Her Surroundings by Constance 
Hill (Lane, 1920) [McN3] {Compare also A GOOD DAUGHTER 
and IMPERFECT LADY, different reviews of the same book, 
note particularly the difference between signed and 
unsigned reviews. See also: OUTLINES I-MISS MITFORD.} 
VW begins with the bald statement that this is a bad 
book, a scrapbook more than a biography. She says such 
a work causes readers to sanction lies stemming from 
the author's arrangement and interpretation of facts 
and creation of dialogue. Yet, VW says the book can be 
read and even enjoyed without much disturbing the mind. 

The following entries include unpublished works, recently
discovered works, the autobiographical essays, and the 
longer essays published as monographs. 

A ROOM OF ONE'S OWN. (An excerpt is included in VWR.) 
Based on two papers read to the Arts Society at Newham 
College and at the Odtaa at Girton College/Oct. 1928. 
Revised for publication. Originally published by 
Hogarth Press, 1929. (Harcourt, 1957.) In what may 
well be her most famous non-fiction work, VW discourses 
on the topic of "women and fiction," coming to the 
conclusion that women need five hundred pounds a year 
and a room of their own in order to produce creative 
works. The most famous and oft-anthologized section is 
that on "Shakespeare's sister"; VW also talks about the 

need for androgeny in a writer. 

THREE GUINEAS. This is VW's most polemic piece, occasioned 
by the death of her nephew Julian during the War. VW 
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uses the conceit of answering three letters asking for 
money to support anti-war organizations. She decides 
that war-like behavior may be part of the male 
psychology and that she cannot help prevent war by 
supporting established institutions. Instead, she 
believes that women must take a firm stand against 
male-dominated ways of thinking; they must form an 
alternate society and change the way people think if 
war is to be avoided in the future. 

MOMENTS OF BEING (see Works Cited list for complete 
citation) is a collection of autiobiographical 
writings; several are writings that VW shared with 
members of the Memoir Club. As the editor notes, these 
essays were never intended for publication. Much of 
the psychological and autobiographical criticism of 
recent years, is founded on the essays contained in 
this volume. The texts printed in Moments of Being are 
often a compilation of versions which the editor 
explains. {The works are presented in the order given in 
the text.) 

REMINISCENCES. Addressed to Julian Bell, VW's nephew, but 
begun the year before his birth. The incomplete work 
is four chapters of a proposed biography of Vanessa 
Stephen Bell. The work begins with a third-person 
account of Vanessa and moves to an account of 11 0Ur 11 

life in the nursery at Hyde Park Gate. The focus of 
the four chapters is the death of Julia Stephen, who is 
described in great detail, although VW says neither she 
nor her father captured Julia properly (Stephen's 
Mausoleum Book). Julia's death led to the rise of 
stella Duckworth as an important feature in the lives 
of vw and Vanessa. VW points out that Stella's 
devotion to Leslie Stephen could not have been easy, 
and the girls are pleased with her marriage to Jack 
Hills. stella's death projected Vanessa into the role 
of stephen's caretaker, a role Vanessa does not accept 
· the same spirit as Stella. The essay ends as VW ln . 
must describe Vanessa's growing attachment to Hllls and 
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the division that brought to the sisters' relationship. 
VW is caustic about her step-brother, George Duckworth, 
saying that the girls had first seen him as a hero 
because their mother was so fond of him; later vw 
realizes he is not what he seems and twice describes 
him as .. stupid ... 

A SKETCH OF THE PAST. [Included in _VWR] VW presents 
another view of the same time period covered in 
.. Reminiscences , .. but from a different perspecti-ve (in 
terms of her own age) and focusing on Julia Stephen 
instead of Vanessa. Each section of this memoir is 
dated so that the present (the time of writing) becomes 
a part of the past. The first entry is dated 18 April 
1939, the last 17 Nov. 1940, four months before her 
death. VW mentions the Nazi bombers that fly over her 
home, her on-going biography of Roger Fry, and other 
daily matters to ground the memoir in the present. 
This memory contrasts life at St. Ives with life in the 
.. cage .. of Hyde Park Gate, and the life before and after 
Julia's death. VW wants to present a "typical day from 
her childhood," but says she can remember no whole day, 
so she presents "moments ·of being" instead. She 
recalls her mother's death and her father's prolonged 
grief, the death of Stella, and her. relationship with 
her brother Thoby. Vanessa plays a smaller part in 
this memo.ir . It is in this sketch that VW mentions her 
dislike of mirrors and seeing her own image which she 
first ties to her -father's Clapham Set influence, but 
later she remembers seeing herself in a mirror while 
Georrge Duckworth (her half-brother) "examines" her 
body with his hands. 

22 HYDE PARK GATE. written for the Memoir Club sometime in 
May 1921. The sketch seems to take up where "A Sketch 
of the Past" leave off although it was written twenty 

rs earlier. The focus of this sketch was the social 
yea · b · f 1 · h h life of 22 Hyde Park Gate. VW beg1ns r1e y w1t t e 
tea table in the days before her mother died, but she 

'ckly to her half-brother George's efforts to moves qu1 
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move Vanessa and herself into society. Here, vw is 
much harsher in her judgments of George, noting his 
lack of intellect, his social climbing, and his 
overly-emotional nature. VW recounts two unsuccessful 
social events, one featuring Vanessa, one featuring 
herself. She also tells how George would come into the 
girls' room at night and force himself upon them. vw 
calls him the "girls' lover" but also recalls a 
friend's saying that George was "chaste until his 
marriage." 

OLD BLOOMSBURY. Written for the Memoir Club sometime in 
late 1921 or in 1922. In this sketch VW is writing 
about Bloomsbury between the years 1904-1914, and she 
says she is approaching Bloomsbury from the vantage 
point of Hyde Park Gate. VW describes the house at 
Hyde Park Gate, its darkness, its quiet, the cobbled
together rooms, and the too-large family in small 
quarters. She contrasts this with coming home to 
Gordon Square after her nervous breakdown following her 
father's death. For VW, Bloomsbury was light, sound, 
freedom. VW introduces the young men who came to 
Gordon Square. She calls them "buggers," yet seems 
affectionate about them all, telling how the society of 
these young men opened her eyes to a new world. VW 
says she will leave to others to decide what, if 
anything, "Bloomsbury" was, but she knows it is still 
"alive." 

AM I A SNOB? Written for the Memoir Club, probably in 1936. 
vw asks the title question, explores several other 
Memoir club members for snobbish characteristics; she 
then focuses on how being snobbish is wanting attention 
for what one does. The rest of the memoir is a grab 
bag of anecdotal evidence of her own attraction to the 
titled or the famous. In the final analysis, the 
reader is not likely to agree with VW's own assessment 

that she is a snob. 

OBITUARY: MISS JANET CASE, CLASSICAL ~CHO~ AND TEA~HER. 
Eulogy/Times/22 July 1937. Repr~nted ~n: Twent~eth 
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Century Literature (Fall, 1982): 290-301 (see Works 
Cited list for complete citation). vw manages to give 
the important points of Case's life without using 
dates. The piece is a true eulogy and does not move 
into the realm of obituary. Case was VW's Greek 
teacher beginning in 1902; the two remained friends for 
the rest of Case's life. VW's eulogy evokes a 
gentlewoman who was also a scholar and a person 
interested in causes but as a "counsellor rather than a 
champion." 

The following reviews are selected from a group discovered 
by B. J. Kirkpatrick; the reviews appeared in issues of 
the TLS that were not bound properly with their years 
or were to be found in bound volumes that were in poor 
condition. The complete list of previously
unidentified essays as well as the text of the reviews 
annotated here can be found in an issue of Modern 
Fiction Studies devoted to Virginia Woolf (see the 
Works Cited list for complete citation). Kirkpatrick 
notes that Andrew McNeillie will include the entire 
group in the final volume of his work. (The order that 
follows is alphabetical.) 

ABBOTS VERNEY. Rev/TLS/14 Dec. 1906. Abbots Verney by 
R[ose] Macaulay (Murray). VW says that Macauley 
probably hopes that her initial will suggest a male 
author because she has tried so hard to portray her 
male characters. While admitting that the book needs 
serious pruning and that there are defects in the 
characters, VW says that the failures of the book are 
the kind that "promise success." 

CARLYLE AND THE LONDON LIBRARY. Rev/TLS/22 Mar. 1907. 
carlyle and the London Library by Thomas Carlyle; 
arranged by Mary Christie; edited by Frederic Harrison 
(Cha man and Hall). The book under review contains 
twen~y letters from Thomas Carl~le to William ~ouglas 
christie, and contain insights ~nto the format~on of 
the London Library. Carlyle was instrumental ln 
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creating the library when he discovered that there was 
no good lending library in London that could aid him in 
his research. VW finds the glimpse into history 
fascinating and comments considerably on Carlyle's 
style as well as the subject of the letters. 

CHIPPINGE. Rev/TLS/9 Nov. 1906. Chippinge by Stanley 
Weyman (Smith, Elder). Having praised the high quality 
of Weyman's writing and of his work in general, VW 
points out the central flaw in the work. Weyman has 
set his novel against the conflicts surrounding the 
Reform Bill, and VW believes that readers may be 
tempted to read the history rather than read about the 
characters who become a bit lost in the fray. Having 
made some firm statements about the importance of 
character and setting in novels, VW ends with general 
praise for the work. 

COLONEL KATE. Rev/TLS/20 Feb. 1908. Colonel Kate by K. L. 
Montgomery (Methuen). VW begins with a general 
statement of concern for the novelist who chooses to 
write historical fiction--given its many constraints. 
She praises the heroine, the title character of the 
book, but finally says the book is "incoherent" since 
it depends too strongly on "a restless and often 
tortured brilliancy of atmosphere." 

DESTINIES. Rev/TLS/23 April 1908. Destinies by [H.] 
Normanby (Sisleys). VW's assessment of the twenty-five 
short stories in this collection is that they are too 
uniform, depending too much on trumped-up incidents to 
really grab the reader's pathos or imagination. After 
giving several examples of the incidents, she says they 
read as though they were meant to be read "swiftly in a 
train," and that collecting them into a book is to 

"imprison them unkindly· 
11 

THE FOREST PLAYFELLOW. Rev/TLS/3 Dec. 1907. The Forest 
Playfellow by E. K. Sanders (Constable~. In a review 
tinged throughout with irony, VW asks lf Sanders's book 
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is written for children {since it is written from a 
child's point of view) or for adults {since the moral 
of the tale may well escape the child reader) . She 
points out the book's flaws, not the least of which is 
that children would probably be too strenuous an 
audience for it. 

A FRIEND OF THE GREAT DUKE. Rev/TLS/19 June 1913. The 
Diary of Frances Lady Shelley. 1818-1873 by Frances 
Lady Shelley; edited by Richard Edgcumbe {Murray). vw 
obviously enjoys these diaries, mentioning the first 
volume with pleasure. Lady Shelley's husband was a 
cousin of the poet's, but her diaries center more on 
her friendship with the Duke of Wellington. VW likes 
her brisk, forceful style, and notes that these diaries 
are better than a planned-out book on the same period 
because of their personal insights. 

IN PLAYTIME. Rev/TLS/3 April 1907. In Playtime by H. 
Maynard Smith (Oxford, Blackwell). Smith has given his 
criteria for essays and VW agrees that his meet the 
criteria; they are saved from being "insipid" only by 
his brisk style. Already it is plain that VW believes 
essays should ride on "the back of an idea" and that 
Smith does not believe this. {See also: THE MODERN 
ESSAY.} 

LETTERS OF A BETROTHED. Rev/TLS/May 31 1907. Letters of a 
Betrothed during the German War of Liberation 1804-1813 
by Philippine von Griesheim; edited by Edith Freun von 
Cramm; translated by Leonard Huxley (Smith, Elder). VW 
begins by saying that so much romantic literature has 
been published that the reader may distrust another. 
This volume, however, gives a picture of a "high
spirited, downright person" who lived during an 
interesting time.- The writer was a very young woman 
hen she wrote these letters to her friend (also a w . 

young woman) detailing her engagement w~th a young 
soldier later shot by the French. 
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THE LONGEST JOURNEY. Rev/TLS/26 April 1907. The Longest 
Journey by E. M. Forster {Blackwood). In a review that 
is mostly plot summary, VW takes Forster to task for 
the faults in his characters, but says the book is 
lively and interesting none the less. 

MAM LINDA. Rev/TLS/3 Oct. 1907. Marn Linda by Will N. 
Harben {Harpers). As is often the case with American 
novels, VW shows a distinct prejudice against both the 
novel and American culture. The novel depicts the 
South in the Post-bellum period, but the characters 
seem to be striving to maintain their Ante-bellum 
South. VW says the action is clothed in the "ugly 
frock coat of American civilization," and that the 
Americans portrayed are a "vigorous young population . 
. . . careless as yet of the properties." 

MASQUES AND PHASES. Rev/TLS/29 Oct. 1909. Masques and 
Phases by Robert Ross {Arthur L. Humphreys). VW finds 
this book of criticism interesting because the author's 
stated intent is to examine the movements of the 
present moment. She enjoys some of the essays, even 
when she cannot accept the author's assessments, but 
she finds some of them written in a way that shuts the 
reader out of a closed community. 

OCCASION'S FORELOCK. Rev/TLS/7 Dec. 1906. Occasion's 
Forelock by Violet A. Simpson {Arnold) . VW sees this 
as a "good-humoured and loosely constructed" book. The 
women characters are well drawn, and when the author is 
on home ground, the book is interesting. However, the 
author has tried for more plot than she is really 
interested in and some scenes suffer. The plot is 

suggested. 

OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE. Rev/TLS/24 Oct. 1907. Outrageous 
Fortune by Bak {Heinemann) . VW briefly reviews the 
plot, which is concerned with a woman trying to 
maintain herself in society and find a husband whose 
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income, added to hers, can accomplish that feat. The 
focus is on money versus love with love coming out the 
loser. VW says the moral derived from the tales is 
"that sense of instruction in unimportant matters [one 
gets] by looking from the train window at a flat 
stretch of the countryside." 

The two unfinished 'essays "Anon .. and "The Reader" were meant 
as parts of a longer work VW was planning in the last 
year before her death. Her intent was a history of 
English literature, and, as her reading notes and 
diaries attest, she had begun a significant and orderly 
study of the field. She was interested in social and 
historical influences on literature as well as on the 
texts themselves; she was reading history as well as 
literature to prepare herself. The text of these two 
essays (including commentary and extensive notes on 
sources) can be found in " 1 Anon 1 and 1 The Reader 1 

: 

Virginia Woolf's Last Essays," edited, and with a 
commentary by Brenda R. Silver in Twentieth Century 
Literature 25 (1979) :356-441. (See also A Writers 
Diary and Virginia Woolf's Reading Notebooks. The 
latter is edited by Brenda Silver; the complete 
citation appears in the Works Cited list.) 

ANON. vw works with two of her recurring themes: the 
necessity for a writer's anonymity and the creative 
urge of the common reader. She begins in a not-yet
civilized England where the song of birds is the 

, predominant image. She wonders if birdsong is the 
genesis for early English songs and ballads; at the 
same time she notes the necessity for civilizing 
influences (the home, the village, the church) before 
literature can happen. She portrays the England that 
is French upstairs and English downstairs and the music 
is sung by Anon (sometimes male, sometimes female) at 
the backdoor. She moves from this to the England of 
the Renaissance and the death of Anon at the hands of 
the printing press. However, VW notes that the 
printing press also saved Anon by preserving his/her 
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words forever. The Elizabethans, VW says, give us no 
private thoughts; they are too influenced by the Greeks 
and by trying to develop an intellectual history to 
speak as themselves. Spenser looks back to Chaucer and 
tries to bring back English speech. The play, a 
uniquely Elizabethan form, is both anonymous because we 
do not know how the audience received it (since there 
was no criticism and no penny press to publish it) and 
intensely public (because the writer's name matters 
less than the names of the characters). Still,· the 
play is diversion; for serious thought we can look to 
Bacon's essays--their titles are ·the topics that are 
discussed by serious people. She ends as the 
audience's response is taken over by the popularity of 
the writer and as the "play is replaced by the theatre 
of the brain . . . the man who writes a book. The 
audience is replaced by the· re.ader. Anon is dead. " 

THE READER. VW focuses on Lady Anne Clifford, based on her 
idea (revealed in her diaries) that she might consider 
the history of literature by focusing on one character 
in each era. The intent of this essay is to look at 
the development of the r~ader bo~n "when the playhouses 
were shut . presumably." ·Lady Clifford embodies one of 
the three types of readers VW describes, the reader who 
reads to· take in food for the spirit. The second type 
fastens on one aspect of the printed word; the third 
type reads millions of words, yet does not read at all. 
clifford is, in effect, VW's Common Reader. She states 
that DeQuincey's Anatomy of Melancholy is the first 
thing written with a direct awareness of ·a reading 
audience. The birth of the reader brings with it the 
birth of criticism and, also, the life of the mind, the 
world where "nothing is concluded." 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION: LOOKING FOR THE LIGHTHOUSE 

The woman lived for almost sixty years and produced an 
extraordinary amount of work. She is not to be pitied, but 
admired. 

Jane Marcus 

"Tintinnabulations" 

One of the obvious hindrances to a systematic study of 

Virginia Woolf as a critic or as an essayist has been the 

lack of a complete, organized, and chronological canon of 

her essays. Now, as Andrew McNeillie remedies this lack, we 

can begin an assessment of Woolf's complete works. 

Today, Virginia Woolf is the epicenter of feminist 

criticism and feminist writing on almost any topic. For 

many feminist critics, she has become the "mother" she 

herself asked women to think back through. A Room of One's 

Own has become a kind of manifesto for literary women and a 

filter through which other literary women are evaluated. At 

the same time, she has been subjected to a feminist filter 

that may have hurt, more than helped, a fair evaluation of 

her work. 

273 
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David Daiches's book Virginia Woolf is a fairly early 

attempt at evaluating the whole of the Woolf canon as it was 

a year after her death. When he comes to evaluation of her 

essays and criticism, his tone shifts from the more 

respectful tone he has taken toward her novels and becomes 

somewhat condescending. He quickly admits that some of 

Woolf's best prose can be found in the essays and that there 

is ample evidence that Woolf took herself seriously as a 

critic, but just as quickly, he assures the reader that 

taking herself seriously as a critic "is not to imply that 

her critical work is in any way pretentious" (130). 

Daiches allows that Woolf is a most "uncommon common 

reader ... But he questions her criterion-that the common 

reader possesses an 11 instinct to create .. -and wonders if it 

is a true criterion for ~~amateur .. criticism in general 

(131-32). Who, one asks, does Daiches consider the amateur 

critic?--Woolf or her Common Reader? His tone suggests 

that, in many ways, it is Woolf herself who is the amateur. 

Daiches notes that Woolf's criticism appeared in 

.. various periodicals 11 (130), naming the Times Literary 

Supplement and other examples of the public press for which 

she wrote. Daiches's tone toward such periodicals shows how 

Woolf's essays (and their writer) suffer the fate of having 
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been met too often wearing spats in Piccadilly. In other 

words, Woolf's most common venue, the pages of the Times 

Literary Supplement, were--to the world of academe and the 

critical literati--the moral equivalent of Piccadilly. 

Woolf did not appear in the critical journals of her day. In 

fact, as Vijay Sharma has pointed out, she went out of her 

way to spurn the accepted critical pathways and rejected two 

attempts to award her honorary doctoral degrees (38). As a 

result, many critics have accorded her less than a serious 

consideration either as critic or as essayist. 

Daiches finds her "lacking in the richness of a 

systematic critic" (134). Unfortunately, Daiches's quick 

assessment that her impressionistic approach is 

~~interesting, but not, perhaps, very important" misses the 

way Woolf's indirection sometimes brings things right to the 

point (135). For example, Daiches takes Woolf to task for 

her limited point of view in the essay "On Not Knowing 

Greek" in which she dwells on the differences of climate 

between the world of the ancient Greeks and her own world in 

northern Europe. If we think of the Greeks, Woolf says, we 

must "annihilate the smoke and the damp and the thick wet 

mists. we must sharpen the lines of the hills." She asks 

the reader to .. imagine a beauty of stone and earth rather 

than of woods and greenery~~ (quoted in Daiches 135). Woolf 
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is trying to show that differences between a warm and a cold 

climate makes a difference in how a literature is shaped: in 

warm Greece, .. incidents are debated in the street, not in 

the sitting-room, and become dramatic" (quoted in Daiches 

135). Woolf shows how the literature of the ancient Greeks, 

the drama of human and civil tragedy, is shaped by the world 

the Greek writers inhabited; likewise, the literature of her 

own peoples is shaped by their world, the colder, wetter, 

greener England. Daiches calls this type of writing 

"generalizations about literature" and sees such insights as 

helpful only for understanding Woolf's 11
0wn problems and 

methods as a novelist.. ( 135) . 

In taking this approach, Daiches falls into the most 

common critical trap of seeking from the essays only the 

light they shed on the novels and not considering them as 

works in and of themselves. When Daiches says we must 

"grant that Virginia Woolf's essays are only rarely 

criticism in the strict academic sense" (140), he has gotten 

to the heart of his own problem with Woolf, a problem shared 

by many critics who believe criticism must exist in and 

through the academy to be considered criticism at all. 

T S Eliot, a contemporary who was (and is) However, . . 

considered a critic in the most academic sense, said that 
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writing anonymously in the Times Literary Supplement taught 

him a great deal as a critic and as a writer: 

I learnt to moderate my dislikes and crotchets, to 
write in a temperate and impartial way; I learnt that 
some things are permissible when they appear over one's 
own name, which become tasteless eccentricity or 
unseemly violence when unsigned. (quoted in Brewster 
33-34) 

Dorothy Brewster believes that Woolf set standards for 

criticism in the Times that Eliot and others had to live up 

to. The anonymity offered, nay forced, by that journal 

compelled writers to think about their audience rather than 

their literary and critical reputations--to avoid the 

.. tasteless eccentricity or unseemly violence .. of academic 

criticism where reputations are built on the backs of others 

(33). Angus Wilson noted in the early part of this century 

that .. private scholarship and literary critics who are not 

qualified by holding university appointments" would soon 

pass away (Brewster 34). Woolf represented the best of the 

.. private scholars" (for private, read Daiches's amateur) As 

such, she also represented one of the best educated. 

Brewster points out that the background she gained in her 

father's library and from her father's and brothers' 

literary friends, her own wide reading, her experiences as a 

publisher, and her own wide circle of literary and artistic 

friends, "all that fostering of the critical sense[,] 
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constituted a training that could scarcely fall to anyone's 

lot nowadays" (35-36). 

Brewster's summation of Woolf's background makes a 

point that often has been discounted by those who would 

slight her work as nonacademic. Woolf's background was, 

indeed, unique and, most likely, could not be replicated 

today. She had benefits of personal knowledge and 

experience---as a person and as a writer---that put her ahead 

of others with whom she was a contemporary. To dismiss such 

a background and the critical opinions that grow out of it 

because it has not the stamp of a university is to show the 

weakness in one's self. 

Another critical problem that affects the entire Woolf 

canon is that of reading too much biographical significance 

into a particular work. In the case of the essays and the 

criticism, this has been compounded by critics who see 

Woolf's essays only as statements of intent for the novels 

she would write. Woolf herself saw biography as interesting 

commentary on a writer and the work, but only as a side 

comment on the work itself. She never confused the writer 

as a person with the poet persona, either in her own work or 

in the works of others. As Brewster notes, "only if we 

think that we have evaluated the work of art by tracing its 
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genetic fallacy" (53). 
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Montaigne said of his own essays that it was "myself I 

am painting" (lix), but the self he gave is the self he 

wanted the reader to see. Steele hid behind the persona of 

Isaac Bickerstaff, and Lowell became the "Autocrat of the 

Breakfast Table." These are faces the writers chose to 

show; Woolf, in her turn, uses the personal form of the 

essay to show a face chosen for public consumption. She 

learned--in all her writing, not· j~st in the novels--to 

universalize experiences so that they would speak to her 

readers. 

Admitting to Leslie Stephen's dominate personality and 

the demands he made on his daughters'- times and energies, 

Woolf wrote one of her most famous utterances about her 

father on what would have been his ninety-sixth birthday: 

"His life would have entirely ended mine. What would have 

·happened? No writing, no books;-inconceivable" (A Writer's 

Diary 135). In the same entry, she admits that writing TQ 

The Lighthouse 11 laid 11 her parents in her mind (135), a 

statement that has allowed a flood of biographical criticism 

for that novel alone. But just as Woolf universalized the 

her experiences so that she becomes more than one of the 

characters in Lighthouse, she creates a persona in her 
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essays as a critic and as an essayist that admit only what 

she is willing to show. 

Her essays are not strictly autobiographical, nor are 

they strictly road maps for her novels-to-be. They must be 

read as individual works that occasionally give glimpses 

(carefully manicured ones) of their author and occasionally 

project changes in the novel that she herself wants to make. 

To assign Woolf's essays only the prophetic aim is another 

way of misreading that fails to grasp the importance of the 

whole. 

Perhaps it is feminist critics who are most guilty of 

the biographical fallacy. Jane Marcus says Woolf has been 

"uncritically sainted [in the U. S.] almost because of her 

suicide and supposed madness .. (xv). Many feminist critics 

take Woolf's mental and physical problems as feminist 

statements rather than assessing them carefully as 

illnesses. This emphasis on madness excuses those who would 

pigeonhole Woolf into a strictly feminist mold (either as a 

writer of fiction or non-fiction). 

Thomas Caramagno has done an extensive study on the 

effects of mental illness on the entire Stephen family and 

finds traces of depressive syndromes throughout four 

generations. Julia, Vanessa, Thoby, Adrian, and Angelica 

manifest(ed) symptoms of depression; Leslie Stephen and 

V
. · · e ll' kely victims of bi-polar depressive illness, 
lrglnla wer 
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and Virginia's half-sister, Laura, suffered an unspecified 

psychosis (100). 

Caramagno does not deny that Woolf's illness affected 

her life; what he takes issue with is the interpretation 

placed on the illness by critics such as Louise DeSalvo, who 

has tried to link Woolf's mental state with supposed 

childhood sexual abuse and, thus, to her writing: 

DeSalvo . . . follows the old formula of explaining 
complex mental states in terms of simple trauma because 
of a metaphorical similarity between the two. [Since 
Woolf] was sexually abused as a child and since victims 
of childhood abuse often develop symptoms of depression 
as adults, we may therefore conclude that her 'madness' 
was not really insanity but only expressed a logical 
reaction to victimization. [T]o DeSalvo, psychotic 
behavior is merely amplified anger. (7) 

Caramango contends that DeSalvo's dismissal of inherent 

madness as an "archaic notion" is a tactic that "frees [her] 

from the task of reading recent biological research" (8). 

DeSalvo and critics who focus on Woolf's madness as a 

biological clue that can be traced through her writing are 

discounting the real anguish she suffered in favor of making 

a statement that fits modern feminist notions about 

victimization. 

Woolf is not afraid to make a feminist statement nor 

does her own life experience have no influence on her work; 

· ·s a strong feminist statement born out of her Three GuJ.neas J. 
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personal experience. As a woman and a pacifist, Woolf had a 

profound reaction to the death of her nephew, Julian, in the 

war. Three Guineas, the work that she intended as her 

anti-war statement, was so strident that even her husband 

disliked it; as Elaine Showalter points out, the work 

"advocates an almost total withdrawal from male society" and 

maintains that women can prevent war only by forming an 

"'Outsiders Society,' honorable, anonymous, indifferent, and 

self-sufficient, completely detached from the bloody 

patriarchy" (294). Showalter maintains that one reason the 

work has received poor critical commentary is that it 

committed the unforgivable sin for a work by a woman: "it 

steadfastly refused to be charming" {294). Indeed, Q. D. 

Leavis (herself female) took the work to task on the basis 

that Woolf had not had the type of female experience she was 

touting (Showalter ~95). Had Daniel Defoe, then, the type 

of female experience he portrayed in Moll Flanders, and, if 

not, did Mrs. Leavis take him to critical task for it? And 

when critical opinion is so founded, what type of criticism 

1s that? 

It is what Quentin Bell calls "Lupine" criticism-named 

after the flower (and a pun on wolf?)--feminist criticism 

that admits more about his aunt than he and the rest of the 
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family want aired (Marcus 191) . But it is also the kind of 

criticism that damns Woolf for being a woman at the same 

time that it says she could have written as she did only as 

a woman. 

Jane Marcus blames the Bells {Quentin and Anne) and 

Nigel Nicolson for their less-than-honest portrayal of 

Woolf, a nice portrayal that the family could live with. 

She blames Quentin especially saying that he had an ax to 

grind with his aunt: he quite naturally liked his mother 

(Vanessa Bell) best and had to put Virginia at a 

disadvantage to her or feel disloyal (157-58). Even, Marcus 

says, in the editing of the diary there are "Bells ringing 

out all over the page to drown out the voice of Virginia 

Woolf." Woolf's voice is muffled by their censorship, 

''Wrapped in footnotes of cotton wool: one can hardly hear 

the voice ... which she saved for her diary" (161). 

According to Marcus, much of the feminist criticism 

that has focused on Woolf's biography rather than the 

writing is in reaction to the Bell's "sanitizing" of 

virginia (157-58). She calls for a new feminist criticism 

that is not dependent on the Bell's interpretation of Woolf 

and not based on male, formalist models--a criticism that 

allows for a more intimate sharing between reader and critic 

as Woolf does in A Room of One's Own. 
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Sue Roe calls Woolf "every feminist reader's favorite 

subject" and says she has been so appropriated by the 

feminist cause that her works are constantly seen as 

"guiding examples of the subversion . . . of patriarchal 

structures" (3). Yet, Roe points to the diary entry for 22 

August 1922, when Woolf's writing had been interrupted by 

the arrival of Sir Sidney Waterlow: "Sidney comes and I'm 

Virginia; when I write I'm merely a sensibility" (A Writer's 

Diary 47). And again, in A Room of One's Own, she speaks of 

the "great mind" as "androgynous" and the perfect writer who 

is "man-womanly, and conversely . woman-manly" ( 102) . 

She says that it is fatal for a woman writer to "lay strees 

on any grievance; to plead even with justice any cause, in 

any way speak consciously as a woman" {RQQID 108) . Woolf 

asks not to be the rallying point for a cause, but to be 

read .. androgynous[ly] . man-womanly [and] woman-manly ... 

As a critic, she had a method that was all her own. 

She argued with T. S. Eliot for a more personal criticism 

based in the reader's response to the text, while Eliot 

spoke for a more scientific critical approach. As Vijay 

Sharma points out, it was Eliot who blinked, for in 1933, he 

admitted that there might well be no such thing as a 

scientific approach. Woolf is often seen as a follower of 
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Eliot's when, indeed, 11 he was an opponent until he came 

around to her way of thinking.. (Sharma 34) . 

At the same time that Woolf was forming her critical 

opinions, I. A. Richards was developing and publishing his 

theories in Principles of Literary Criticism (1924) and 

Practical Criticism (1929). Richards had been brought to 

Cambridge for the express purpose of revitalizing the 

Department of Literature and its methods of teaching 

literature. He called for a close reading of the text 

coupled with a scientific understanding of what went on in 

the mind of the readers (Sharma 36). Richards' idea was not 

so different from Woolf's own dictum that the common reader 

should learn for himself how to read a book and educate his 

own reactions to that book. 

The rise in the number of critical magazines and 

journals at the turn of the century aided critics such as 

Eliot and Richards, but they aided Woolf as well. The Times 

Literary Supplement was avid to publish her work. While 

this gave her a forum, it also worked against her with the 

· · h Pound and Eliot. As Sharma sees academic cr1t1cs sue as 

it, Woolf spent more time polishing her pieces, treating 

them as works of art in themselves; this was not the 

standard for some of her contemporaries who published in the 

less public, more critical, journals (39-41). 
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It would not be unfair to summarize 11 Lupine .. criticism 

into two or three distinct groups, each of which is working 

out of a particular fallacy. The first group might be those 

who criticize Woolf and her critical writings as being 

impressionistic or lacking in theory. Often, these critics 

are working out of an academic mold and are offended at the 

lack of the same form in Woolf's work. They resent her 

deliberate choice to turn away from the closed critical 

world of the academy to the world of the Times Literary 

Supplement and ·her Common Reader. 

The second group focuses its attention on creating an 

·incestuous relationship between the essays and the novels, 

demanding that everything Woolf mentions in one is played 

out in the other. A sub-section of this group focuses on 

the biographi~al elements in Woolf's works demanding a one-

to-one correspondence between life and work. To restate the 

example noted earlier, . Sir Leslie Stephen's insistence on a 

one-to-one correspondence between life and art made his 

criticism arid compared to his daughter's more universal 

view (Sharma 125-26). Her own works deserve the same 

universal view she accorded the works of others. 

The third group of critics whose views skew the full 

· f w lf e the feminists who demand that her work be v1ew o oo ar 
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read exclusively as subversion of any male stronghold, 

literary or political. Many believe that by reading Woolf 

only through a filter of (1} victimization, (2) sexual abuse 

and/or frigidity, (3) lesbianism, {4) rejection of all 

things male, can she be properly understood. The poverty of 

this approach is that it is reductive, to say the least. 

Some feminist critics such as Jane Marcus and Patricia 

Laurence call for a new criticism of Woolf's work. Laurence 

seconds Marcus's plea that it be less dependent on the Bell 

biography. Laurence focuses on Woolf's use of silences in 

her novels, saying that "Woolf implicates the readers of her 

novels in new ways by creating a space for them to 

interpret" (12). What Laurence sees in the novels is true 

of the essays, especially the criticism: the aura Woolf 

establishes in "The Pastons and Chaucer" is this type of 

created space. By indirectly making a reader take a point 

of view, Woolf creates a space from which readers can 

interpret literature for themselves. 

Laurence suggests the necessity for decentering, 

deconstructing, Woolf criticism in order to bring it into a 

better focus (10). Rhetorical analysis rather than 

· 1 analys1.'s may be one way to decenter and biograph1.ca 
't1.'cal approaches--seeing how the deconstruct current cr1. 



essays (and novels) do what they do is more holistic than 

forcing the works into incestuous relationship with each 

other and with their author. 
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One way this might begin is by comparing Woolf's essays 

as a complete canon against other works of the same genre 

rather than solely against themselves and the novels. The 

critical works might be compared against critical essays by 

other writers using the classifications suggested in chapter 

3. The reflective essays might be compared to works by 

essayists from Montaigne to Lance Morrow in order to see how 

Woolf works within the framework built for her by Montaigne, 

Addison, Steele, and Lamb, and how she added to that 

framework for those who followed after her. Woolf always 

wanted to view a literature in terms of how it added to its 

genre or to literature as a whole; we might evaluate her 

essays by those same standards. 

second, we can look to see how Woolf dealt with the 

crucial problem of aboutness, how she blends the 

"pretextual" topic of her essays into her real theme. In 

studying the critical works, we can discover when a review 

moves from its stated purpose to the more delicate problem 

of real criticism. In the reflective essays, we can study 

d topl.·c gives way to a deeper look into the 
how the announce 
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human condition and how the polemical essays veil their 

harder message in the ruse of story and of invented persona. 

Third, what things function for Woolf either 

symbolically, semiotically, or thematically on a recurring 

basis? Ralph Freedman has done a study of Woolf's use of 

the moth as a symbol in her novels and her essays. He 

points out that the original title for The Waves was The 

Moths and that moths appear in both The Voyage Out and 

Jacob's Room {13); one of her most famous essays is "The 

Death of the Moth." Freedman says this symbol becomes equal 

for Woolf to the creative mind and the act of imagination. 

The moth is also a feminine symbol and "sphinx-like" {13). 

This is one symbol, but there are other symbols and themes 

that recur. If we study these recurrences with an eye to 

how they build the interpretive space Laurence talks about, 

we might discover that what seemed at first to be 

impressionistic and vague has become packed with meaning and 

direction for the reader to follow at a metaphoric and 

subliminal level. 

In his article "Virginia Woolf on the Essay" Carl H. 

Klaus traces his own thirty-plus year experience of reading 

only one of Woolf's essays, "The Modern Essay." During this 

long time, he returned to the essay again and again: as a 



student reading the essay for an assignment, as a 

teacher/writer writing his own piece on the essay, and 

repeatedly as a teacher teaching a course on the modern 
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essay. At each re-reading, Klaus found things he had not 

seen before. He attributes this to Woolf's insistence on a 

"fierce attachment to an idea" and on her own dictum that 

things are worth re-reading just because they will yield 

more for the persistent reader (34). Klaus quotes Woolf: 

You have not finished with it because you have read it 
.. [l]ife wells up and alters and adds. Even things 

in a book-case change if they are alive; we find 
ourselves wanting to meet them again; we find them 
altered. (34) 

What Klaus found altered, of course, was himself. His 

years of persistent reading--as he himself altered---allowed 

him to get the most out of a piece of literature. The kind 

of careful, long-term reading that Klaus reports is another 

way we might more profitably mine Woolf's essay canon. 

Careful and close reading of one or several essays that are 

thematically similar would open doors of understanding that 

remain closed when the object is to match sentences in the 

essays with behavior in the novels. 

Likewise, teachers of composition might benefit by 

teaching a course based on essays by one writer rather than 

a group of unrelated or modally-related essays. This would 
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allow students to see how one writer handles a variety of 

subjects, styles, aims, and audiences. While composition 

studies have generally focused on a wide range of essay 

examples, narrowing the field to one author might be a 

benefit to novice writers. After all, each student is only 

one writer who must be taught to handle a variety of writing 

situations. Students will not be writing as different 

people, but always as themselves; therefire, observations of 

a single accomplished writer might well prove more 

instructive than random observations. 

A final point that might bear close study is the 

condition of anonymity under which Woolf wrote most of her 

essays. As T. S. Eliot noted, the anonymous writer has 

somewhat different responsibilities to the audience than 

does the writer who signs the work. The anonymous writer 

must strive for fairness and clarity of thought. When 

writers sign their names, the "crotchets and violences" (as 

Eliot called them) will be assigned to the personality of 

the writer. The anonymous writer's personality is a 

fiction, that which he or she builds up on the page for the 

But that personality, by being unnamed, 1s reader to see. 

different from the personality marked Virginia Woolf or 

M Forster said that "all literature tends 
T. S. Eliot. E. · 

towards a condition of anonymity ... a signature merely 

distracts from their true significance" (14-15). 
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Although we cannot ever again study Virginia Woolf's 

essays in a spirit of true anonymity, we might well consider 

that most of her essays (and especially the criticism) were 

written under the terms of anonymity. What differences did 

that make for Woolf as a writer as opposed to Eliot, Pound, 

and others who signed their names? How does the criticism 

of the anonymous critic differ from the named critic when 

both are considering the same work or author? 

As the final pieces of the Woolf canon fall into place, 

scholars have the opportunity to begin again, as it were, to 

assess her place in the world of letters. The diaries, 

letters, novels, and the whole of the essays can interact 

and react in new ways to help build a more complete picture 

of a woman and her work than has been so far allowed. 

The study of Virginia Woolf owes much to the feminist 

critics who have found in her a touchstone and a guiding 

light, but we would do well to join with feminist critics 

such as Marcus and Laurence in calling for a new evaluation 

of Woolf. This revaluation should lift her beyond the 

politics and polemics of any one approach and attempt a more 

holistic view that not only goes beyond a particular view 

but that looks at the entire breadth of the work. Not only 

will virginia Woolf and her work benefit from this 
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revaluation, but the world of scholarship and the greater 

world of Common Readers also will benefit from a new look at 

a completed canon. 
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